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LETTEE OF TRANSMITTAL.

To His Excellency, Kobebt E. YK'y:'ns>o^, Governor ofPenn-
sylvania, Chairman of the Board of Commissioners of
the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania :

SiE : I have the honor to transmit to you the fourth re-

port of Mr. John F. Carll; geologist in charge of the survey
of the Oil Regions, marked I 4.

Part I consists of 685 selected oil well records, added to

the 1654 records published in Report I 4.

Part II contains Mr. Carll' s rej)ort on the ge()logy of

Warren county, with special discussions of the mutual re-

lations of the coal beds, conglomerates, and oil sand rocks.

Mr. Carll's thorough acquaintance with all the phenomena
of this region, so unique in its character, and so important

to the wealth of the State, is now too well appreciated by
intelligent oil producers to, need a word of praise on my
part. His reports are models of conscientious investigation

and scientific description. They will retain their place in

the classical literature of geology among the most valuable

and reliable memoirs of our days.

Discovery is the business of the well sinker ; explanation

is the business of the geologist. But the explanation of

discovered facts does not consist in mere description. The
relations of facts to each other can be understood only by
genius and talent combined ; by close observation, shrewd
comparison, and wide generalization ; by a patient gathering

of items and a judicious application of science to their

classilication ; by a wise cross-examination of testimony, and
an unprejudiced sifting of evidence.

The present report shows in a signal manner how this

can be done by a competent and self-devoted geologist,

habituated to the work by years of unintermitted attention,

and inspired by no other motive than a love for the abso-

lute truth. The absolute truth indeed is not attainable;
(ixllll.)
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but the love of it brings the geologist at least within sight of

it ; and when there, he can point it out to men of affairs

;

he can guide others in the right path to a nearer approach.

No one can say that the last word about Petroleum has

been spoken. Much as we know, we have still more to

learn. But the subjects for study vary from step to step

of every investigation. It may be well to try to sum up
the acquisitions which we have thus far made :

1. With regard to Petroleum, we know its nature ; but

we do not know its origin.

2. We know the many geological horizons at which it

may be found by boring ; but other horizons may exist of

which we as yet know nothing.

3. We know very nearly the geographical limits of the

belts and areas of country which it underlies ; but we do

not know how many isolated pools remain to be discovered

even in explored territory, like the one in Cherry Grove

township described at the end of this report.

4. We know that the Yenango Oil group of three main
oil sands is a distinct geological formation—distinct from

the formations above and beneath it ; but we do not yet

know with precision whether to name it a member of the

Chemung, the Catskill, or the Pocono series of Middle and
Eastern Pennsylvania ; a matter of no importance except to

writers of text books.

5. With regard to the oil-sands beneath the Yenango
group, viz : the Warren sands, the Bradford sands, &c.,

we know that tKey are of Chemung age, and of a very dif-

'

ferent texture and outspread ; that they are of much more
local occurrence, and of less regular geographical outline

;

but we do not know their mutual relationships with suffi-

cient accuracy to permit of grouping them into well-defined

series. The reasons for this ignorance are sagaciously

stated in this report; and among these reasons is that pernic-

ious genius of gambling in oil which has taken possession

of the region.

5. We know the characteristics of those remarkable Con-

glomerate formations which enclose the lowest coal beds,

and make rock-cities on both sides of the State line ; some
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of them being ancient deposits of round pebbles, others of

flat pebbles ; the shape of the pebbles being significant of.

the relative general age and position of the deposits. But
the cause of roundness or flatness in the shape of the peb-

bles has not been discovered ; and there is still a doubt con-

cerning the identity or non-identity of some of these gravel-

rocks—a doubt discussedin this report.

7. With regard to the interval between the Olean con-

glomerate (the lowest of the round-pebble formations) and
the sub-Olean conglomerate (the uppermost of the flat-peb-

ble formations) we know that it is a well-defined horizon of

discordance throughout northwestern Pennsylvania ; but

we are not yet certain whether it represents merely the

Mauch Chunk Red Shale formation No. XI, which sur-

rounds the anthracite coal basins, or whether it also includes

a considerable portion of the upper part of the Pocono gray

sandstone formation No. X.

8. With regard to the coal beds of Warren and Venango
counties we know that they do not belong to the Lower
Productive coal measures of Clarion, Kittanning and Free-

port ; but that they represent' the Mercer and Sharon and

Alton coals, locked up between the members of the Great

conglomerate ; that they are very local and uncertain ; and

that no important mining operations can ever be based upon

them. That there are curious and perplexing open ques-

•tions respecting them is sufficiently shown by Mr. Carll's

description of the Quaker hill mines in this report.

9. Respecting the fossil forms embedded in the rocks, we
know that they are all of Subcarboniferous, Waverly, or

Chemung types ; and that certain horizons in the Warren
city section are characterized by certain species of fishes or

shells. But it is equally certain that the palaeontology of

this part of the State is only in its infancy ;. and that years

must pass before it can speak a coherent language.

The valuable contributions of Mr. P. A. Randall to this

department of the survey of Warren county are acknowl-

edged by Mr. Carll in various places in this report ; see the

Index.

A memoir on the Crustacea from the Chemung and Wa-
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verly groups at Warren, Pa., has been obtained from Mr.

Charles E. Beecher, of Albany, N. Y., with three plates of

the fossil forms wh^ch he describes. This memoir with its

plates will be published in Report P3, with plates and de-

scriptions of Crustacea from Mr. Mansfield's mines at Can-

nelton, Beaver county, and with plates and' descriptions of

new coal plant fossils prepared by Mr. Lesquereux, since

the publication of his Report on the Coal Flora, P.

I desire to publish in the most unequivocal manner the

fact that Mr. Carll was the first geologist to comprehend

the structure of the Oil regions, and to furnish a reliable

exposition of its essential features. Familiar as he was
with the early history of the oil development, by personal

experience previous to his appointment in 1874 as the official

geologist of the region, he brought to his work a fund of

accurate observations already systematized in his own mind.

In his first report he demonstrated the integrity of the

Yenango group ; the shape of the basins ; the regularity

and variability of the oil sands
; the impossibility of the

Garland (Olean) conglomerate being the outcrop of one of

the oil sands ; the lower position of the Panama conglom-

erate in the series ; the identity of the 1st, 2d, and 3d sands

of the Venango belt with the 2d, 3d, and 4th sands of the

Butler belt. He indicated the probability of a fixed and
general distinction between the flat and round pebble con-

glomerates ; and he placed on a sound basis our knowledge
of the Northern Ice on the highlands, the reversal of the

drainage of the country and of opening the gates through
the barrier outcrop of No. XII towards the south.

In" his subsequent reports he has added largely to the

number of facts bearing on all these points, and demon-
strated much that was at first theoretically incomplete. It

is not too much to say that, however much was previously

guessed at, or suspected to be true, the Geology of Petro-

leum has been virtually created by him ; and that his ser-

vices to science in sweeping away popular fallacies have
equalled those which'he has conferred by his discoveries and
demonstrations. For eight years he has exerted an influence

upon the more thoughtful part of the population of the
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Oil regions so unpretentious, steady and consistent as al-

most to elude observation, but so real and fundamental as

to illustrate in an admirable manner the true function of a

geological survey.

This personal influence, the effects of which are not sus-

ceptible of statement in words, and cannot be included in

any official report, is something very different from what is

vulgarly expected of a State geological survey. It is one

thing to follow a train of active enterprise and rapid dis-

covery with illustrated scientific and statistical descriptions

of the same, officially reported and officially published

months or even years after their novelty is worn off and

they have been forgotten in subsequent excitements. It ig

quite another thing to anticipate such official reports by a

daily communication of more and more correct ideas to a

multitude of persons engaged in the current business of a

region like the Oil region of Pennsylvania. A geologist

may do the one without being able to do the other. But

when, as in the case of the able geologist whose fourth offi-

cial report I present, both are done, the State is well served,

and the law establishing a State geological survey is fully

justified.

The recent discovery of an abundance of oil stored away

in a small area south of Warren, which produced so disas-

trous an excitement, and added such a pile of fuel to the

gambling fire of the oil exchanges, seemed at first to over-

throw the scientific conclusions of the survfey. But the

small extent and rapid exhaustion of this pool of oil have

shown the soundness of our acquired knowledge ; for it is

merely a repetition of what has happened before, and may

happen again. It is not from such local pools that the vast

demands of trade are to be supplied. Spurting and flowing

wells are no longer marvels of nature calculated to upset

the principles of geology, and therefore to let loose the

demon of unreflecting , speculation upon the' community.

The figures given in this report will satisfy reasonable peo-

ple that such events are ^mere ripples in the stream of oil

production ; and if they affect the market are made to do

so by shrewd and heartless monopolists for their own pur-
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poses. It is equally manifest that violently fluctuations of

the market would be impossible but for a still prevalent ig-

norance of the geology of Petroleum, and an equally preva-

lent epidemic of the gambling spirit. This spirit no amount

of published information can cure. On the contrary, it is a

spirit hostile to the acquisition of information ; as Mr. Carll

explains in this report. It virtually renders impossible the

contemporaneous collection of data ; for the geologist can

learn nothing when new wells, both productive and unpro-

ductive, are guarded against investigation, and what is said

of them is more probably false than true. Pennsylvania

may be vain of her possession of this most wonderful

treasure ; but she cannot be proud of the utter demoraliza-

tion of the crowded population which scrambles for it in so

unmanly and thriftless a manner. The next generation will

gather from our oil history, with angry astonishment, a les-

son of warning in political economy, only useless because

coming too late.

It is certain that petroleum is not now being produced in

the Devonian rocks, by distillation or otherwise. What
has been stored up can be got out. When the reservoirs

are exhausted there will be an end of it. The discovery of

a few more pools of two or three million barrels each can

make little difference in the general result ; they will enrich

a few gamblers ; and only such gamblers as can corner the

market. If this geological truth were accepted by the mul-

titude, as it should be, it would save the multitude from
needless ruin ; but it would take from the multitude the

pernicious privilege of perpetually indulging in the delight-

ful excitement of ruining themselves. Man is the only

gambling animal ; and the most elaborate geological inves-

tigations cannot change the bent of human nature. The
geologist looks sadly on, while he collects from the debris

of wasted work materials for the demonstration of truths

to be engrossed in the story of human enterprise.

Illustrations.—The reader will find appended a colored

geological map of Warren county ; a new map of the Cherry
Grove region, prepared by Mr. Howland ; two sheets of com-

parative oil sections ; and three page plates showing the
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depth of the ancient water channel of the Conewango above

Warren.

The following letter from Mr. HowlandtoMr. Carll, dated

from the Enterprise Transit Co.'s Agent's Office in Titus-

ville, December 19, 1882, will sufficiently explain the map
of the Cherry Grove oil field and surrounding region :

—

Dear Sir : Herewith I hand you the map I have been

preparing, of what I term the ''Middle Oil Field,-'' em-

bracing portions of Forest, Warren, Elk, and McKean, and

a small part of Clarion county.

I originally made up this map, as you know, entirely for

my own convenience, for use in connection with purchases

of lands, examinations of titles, surveys, &c., as agent for

the Enterprise Transit Company.
My design in getting up this map was mainly to show

the correct relative position of the original land lines and
of such sub-division lines as I have been able to obtain from
authentic notes and records, and especially to give correct

connections between the Holland Land Company's surveys

and the surveys around the Mead, Murray, Biddle, and
Baynton warrants in Forest and Warren counties. Every
line on the map, except in Glade and a portion of Kings-

ley township, is plotted directly from copies, in my posses-

sion, of original und recent field notes, survey drafts, and
recorded deeds, and without reference to any published map.
Some of the original State surveys were '

' fearfully and
wonderfully made," and to reconcile the many discrepan-

cies (in the absence of recent and reliable re-surveys) some
'

' fudging '

' has been required, as any one will know who
has attempted to make a map of Forest county. But the

map, so far as its land lines are concerned, is believed to be
substantially correct.

The principal streams shown in Mead, Cherry Grove,

Kinzua, Sheffield, Howe, Wetmore, the south-west part of

Hamilton, in all except the south-east portion of Jenks, and
in most of Pleasant township, and on the lands owned by
the Enterprise Transit Company in Highland township, and
the public roads in Sheffield, Howe, and Jenks, and the

westerly part of Highland townships, are plotted mainly
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from survey notes. The remaining public roads and streams,

especially the small streams tributary to the Allegheny

river and to Tionesta creek south of Balltown, are given

partly from county maps and partly from my personal

knowledge of them.

If the map vs^ill be of any service to the Geological Survey

you are at liberty to publish it in your reports.

Yours truly,

A. B. HOWLAIfD,
C. B.

The Conewango map, prepared long ago, has been re-

drawn on a reduced scale, and will be found in the form

of three page plates. It is intended to illustrate the depth

of the ancient valley now occupied by the Conewango creek

flowing south ; showing the positions of the principal wells,

and the elevation above tide of the bottom, of the drive pipe

in each well. The length of the drive pipe will he found

by reference to the well record ; and this can be found by
means of the Index to the volume.

The following note to the third paragraph, on page 210,

respecting the Warren oil wells was overlooked in preparing

copy for the press. It is an extract from Mr. Chance's field

note-book of 1877

:

"Messrs. Hodge & Hull say that oil is found at North
Warren in no regular horizon. Some of the wells on the

flats have got paying quantities (20 barrels or more) at 360'.

Others go 460' to 500', and others again go over 600'.

"The larger weUs found oil at 460' to 500' in what is called

the Second sand.

"No regular, well-defined sands are found—nothing but

bands of thin shells ; and the oil comes in from crevices.

" Wells sunk within 45' of some of the larger wells (such

as the Osmer well) have been found ' dry as a bone.'
"

An -Index of all proper names of persons and places men-
tioned in this report, including oil wells, will be found at

the end of the volume ; but an Index to the geology has

not been prepared
; partly on account of the labor involved

in such an undertaking
;
partly because the first part of

the report gives a systematic account of the only important
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geological formations arranged in an easily understood

order.

A large collection of rocks, specimens, and fossils, suits

of sand pumpings arranged in geological sequence, and of

oils from various parts of the Oil region, collected by Mr.

Carll during the progress of his survey, remains for the

present at Pleasantville, but will form part of the Museum
of the Survey when a place is provided for its permanent
entertainment.

This will be the last of the Reports of Progress of the

Geological Survey in the Oil Regions, unless the Legisla-

ture sees proper to continue the survey of the State.

J. P. LESLEY.
1008 Clinton Street, Philadelpha, January 11, 1883.



KEY TO OIL WELL RECORDS. IIII. xxi

Key to the Numbering of the Oil Well Records.

X
' " Faee.

1655, Beatty well, No. 1, 1
1660, Logan well, No. 3, 3
1667, Magee, No. 1 ; 1670, J. A.. Magee, No. 4, . . . 5
1673, Smith Bros., No. 2 ; 1674, Brown Bros, well '.

. . 6
1680, PhiUliart & Co., 8
1690, Miles' mill, or Clark well, 13
1698, "Wing No. 1 ; 1713, Stewart lease,

, . 16

1716, Niver well, 17

1720, Dingley well, No. 6 19

1730, Barnesville gas well, 24

1740, Centre well, ISTo. 1, 31

1765, Dry hole well, 36

1780, "Well No. 8, Fisher lease, 40

1800, Well (new) B, Stroup farm, 44

1820, Woodland well. No. 3 50

1833 to 1850, wells in table, 66

1851 to 1899, " " 57

1900, Hant well, No. 1, 58

1908 to 1920, wells in table, ' 62

1921, MoGrew Bros., well No. 1, 63

1927 to 1938, Bullion wells, 65

1939 to 1979, " " 66

1980 to 2005, " " 67

2006 to 2023, Andrews' wells, 67

2024, Mason well, No. 4, 68

2030, Shamburg & Thompson well 70
2040, MoNutt well. No. 1, . . . 74

2050, Berry well. No. 1 79

2060, Towler & Hunt well. No. 5, 85

2070, Marshburgh well, ... 90

2072 to 2101, Producer's wells, in table, 91

2102 to 2161, " " ," " 92

2162 to 2176, H. L. Taylor's wells, in table 93

2177 to 2196, in table, 93

2197, Enterprise Transit Co. 'swells 94

2204, Jackson & Walker's well, No. 7, 97

2220, Eokart well, 102

2232, Wilcox well. No. 1 104

2240, Haskill well, 115

2248, Logan well, No. 1 118

2258, City of Erie gas wells, 121

2263, Ernhout & Taylor well, No. 1, 127

2270, Cameron well, 135

2280, Cook well. No. 2 140

2289, Salisbnry well, 146

Note,—The other numbers can easily be interpolated.





ADDITIONAL

OIL WELL REOOEDS.
1874-1881.

BY J. F. CABLL.

GROUP I.

Wells near Warren, in Glade and Conewango townships,
Warren county. Pennsylvania.

1665. Beatty Well, No. 1.

March, 1875.

Near Mr. Beatty's residence, at East Warren, Glade township. Record com-
piled from specimens of sand-pumpings preserved by Mr. F. A. Randall

:

Well mouth above ocean, 1217 feet, 1217
Drive pipe, 90 to 90 = 1127

Shales, 170 to 260 = 957

Chocolate shale, slaty, (specimen 1, ) 8 to 268 = 949

Dark slaty shale, micaceous, hard, (2,) 52 to 320 = 897

Chocolate shale—mud, (3,) 8 to 328 = 889

Shales, blue and brown, some red layers, 57 to 385 = 832

SS. and shale, gray, fossiliferous, hard, (4,) 10 to 395 = 822

SS. and shale, gray, softer, less fossillferous, (5,) 45 to 440 = 777
Mud rock with sand shells at 465' and 475', (Got, 66, 7,) . . . 35 to 475 = 742

? (Shales?) 34 to 509 = 708

SS. with shale, gray, (8,) 18 to 527 = 690

Shale and slate, (specimens lost,) (9,) 33 to 560^ 657
Muddy shale, with hard streaks, (10,) . . . ., 32 to 592= 625
Sandy slate, micaceous, bluish, (U,) 12to604= 613
Very fine, flaky SS., some fossils and slate, (12,) say ... 2 to 606 = 611

? Probably same as above, . . . . 4 to 610 = 607
Same as No. 12, less slate and grayer, (13,) 5 to 615 = 602
Very fine-grained and very fossiliTerous SS., hard, (14,) . . 5 to 620 = 597
Gray SS.. soft and friable, (15.) ... 5 to 625 = 592
Gray SS., soft and friable, with some pebbles and slate, (oil

here,) (16,) 4 to 629 = 588

Same as No. 16, (17,) 3 to 632 = 586
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Oil and gas from 620', increasing to 629'. Natural pro-

duction probably about 5 barrels.

Wmg Well, No. 2.

1877.

Roy farm, East Warren, in Glade township. Authority, D. J. Lucas, per

A. B. Howland.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1204

Drive pipe, 78 to 78 = 1126

Slate, 287 to 365 = 839

IstSS., 35 to 400= 804

Slate 91to491=: 713

2d SS
,
(oil at 506',) 40 to 531 = 673

Boy Well, No. 2.

vsn.

On Roy farm, East Warren, in Glade township. Authority, D. J. Lucas,

per A. B. Howland.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1223

Drive pipe, 90 to 90 = 1133

Slate, blue, 290 to 880 = 843

IstSS, 40 to 420= 803

Slate, 80 to 500= 723

2dSS., 10 to 510= 713

Slate, . . 112 to 622 = 601

Shell, (oil at 625',) 3 to 625 = 598

.3d SS 47 to 672 = 551

Hall Well.

1877.

On land of O. Hali, East Warren, Glade township, 100 rods north of 5th

Street bridge and 400 rods east of Anderson's saw-mill. Authority, Mr. Hall,

per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1197

?, (water at 145',) 180 to 180 = 1017

Red rock, very pale red, 20 to 200 = 997

?, 265 to 465 = 732

SS., 20 to 485= 712

?, (mud vein, oil and gas at 528',) 95 to 580= 617

SS., 60 to 630= 567

Logan Well, No. 1.

1876.

Rankin farm, Glade township, 200' south-west of Verback. Authority, S. B.

Logan, per F, A. Randall.
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Well piouth above ocean in feet 1430
I^vepipe, 87 to 87 = 1343

?, cased at 290', 483 to 570 == 860
1st SS., estimated, 20 to 590 = 840

?• 50 to 610= 790
2d SS., estimated, 20 to 660 = 770.

?. 125 to 785 = 645
3d SS. 50 to 835 = 595
Pocket, 1 to 836= 594

Good producing well.

Logan Well, No. 3.

1877.

Rankin farm, Glade township, 800' south-east of No. 4. Authority, S. B.
Logan, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1464
Drive pipe, 52 to 52 = 1412

?, cased at 287' 751 to 803 = 661

3d SS., oil, 53 to 856 = 608

? 74 to 930= 534

4th SS., no oil here, 12 to 942 = 522

?, 49 to 991= 473

A small paying well.

Logan Well, No. i.

1877.

Rankin farm, I mile north-east of Warren, Glade township. Authority, S.

B. Logan, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, . ; 1374

Drive pipe, 117 to 117 = 1257

?, 591 to 708 = 666

3d SS., oil 10 to 718 = 656

Sandy shales, 70 to 788= 586

Shale, 38 to 826 = 548

4th SS 6 to 832 = 542

Shale, 2 to 834= 540

Cased at 244'. Production small.

demons & Bell Well, No. 1.

300' south-east of No. 2, Kirberger farm. Glade township.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1285

Conductor, 19 to 19 = 1266

J, 681 to 650 = 635

4th' SS., oil, 40to690= 595

First 15' 4th SS. very white. Casing 145.
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demons & Bell Well, No. 2.

Kerberger farm, li miles north-east of Warren, Glade township. Authority,

Mr. demons, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth obove ocean In feet, 1280

Conductor 18 to 18 = 1262

y 632 to 650 = 630

SS.', oa,'
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'. 40 to 690 = 590

Production small. Casing 145.

Bomrd & NesmitTi Well, No., 1.

. 1876.

Clark farm, 1 mile north-east of Warren, Glade township. Authority, D.

Nesmith, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1330

Drive pipe 119 to 119 = 1211

y, 546 to 665= 665

3dSS.,oil, 75 to 740= 590

Cased 200'. Oil found 6' from top of sand.

Struthers, Taylor & Co.

1876.

On Hook farm. Glade township, half a mile north-east of Warren. Au-

thority, J. J. Taylor, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1258

Drive pipe, 140 to 140 = 1118

? 439 to 579= 679

SS., (dark shells and slate,) 49 to 628= 630

3d SS., white, oil 12 to 640 = 618

Shale and sand shells, 35 to 675 = 583

Fresh water at 226'. Salt water 370'. Cased 378'. Pro-

duction about 2 barrels per day.

Magee Well, No. 2.

vsn.

On J. Magee farm. Glade township, half a mile north-east of Warren. Au-
thority, Mr. Magee, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1340

Conductor, 30 to 30 = 1310

Slate 10 to 40 = 1300

SS., grey, 30 to 70 = 1270

?, including 1st and 2d sands , 650 to 720 = 620

3dSS., (oil at 720',) 55 to 775 = 565

Production about 4 barrels per day.

In this locality an increase of oil is said to have been ob-

tained about 150' below the 3d. SS.
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Magee, No. 1, elevation 1314'. A. T. depth to oil 700'.

" No. 3, " 1366'. " " " 740'.

Verback No. 1, Magee farm. Elevation 1310 A. T. Oil
first at 714' and increased dqwn to 860'. About a three-barrel

well.

J. A. Magee, No. ^.

1878.

Magee farm, j mile north-east of Warren, Glade township.
Authority, J. A. Magee, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above oeean, in feet, 1393
Drive pipe, 35 to 35 = 1358

?. 165 to 200 = 1193

SS 4to 204 = 1189

?, 321 to 525 = 868

1st SS., with pebbles, 25 to 550 = 843

?, . 90 to 640= 753

2d SS., estimated, 20 to 660 = 733

?, . 94 to 754= 689

3d SS., estimated, 20 to 774 = 619

Cased 247'. Oil in top of 3d SS. Good producing well.

, Magee & Nesmith Well.

1877.

On Kerberger farm, Glade township, one mile north of Warren.
Authority, Mr. Magee, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

?, 460 to 460 =
IstSS., 50 to 510 =

? 15 to 525 =
2dSS., 60 to 585 =

?, 55 to 640 =
3dSS., 20 to 660 =

Unproductive.

Smith Bros., JVo. 1.

1876.

On Sutter farm, one mile northeast of Warren, Glade township. Authority,

Mr. Smith, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,
, • • 1511

Conductor, 17 to 17 = 1494

?, (Cased at 245',) 618 to 635= 876

IstSS 12 to 647= 864

?, 108 to 755 = 756

2d SS 25 to 780 = 781

?, 90 to 870= 641

3d SS ,
50 to 920 = 591

Shales, 10 to 930= 581
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Oil at 875' ; and the well has steadily produced about 5

barrels per day up to the present time, (February, 1879.

)

Smith Bros., No. 2, Sutter farm. Elevation, 1464 A. T.

Oil at 850' ; three-barrel well.

Brown Bros.' Well.

1877.

Stewart farm, (11 acre lease,) Glade township, on Quaker Hill road, one
mile north-east of Warren. Authority, the drillers, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1577

Conductor, . 4 to 4 = 1573

?, 96 to 100 = 1477

SS 12 to 112 = 1465

Shale, no sand 93 to 205 = 1372

SS., hard, (water here,) 18 to 223 = 1354

Sliale, . . 2 to 225 = 1352

Bedrock, (cased at 252',) 27 to 252 = 1325

?, with two red streaks . 48 to 300 = 1277

?, no sands, (oil show at 625') 325 to 625 = 952

Still drilling June 25, 1877.

Smith Bros.' Well, No. 1.

1876.

Near mouth of Glade run, \\ miles southeast of Warren, Glade township.
Authority, Smith Bros., per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1203

Drive pipe, 48 to 48 = 1155

? .' . 232 to 280 = 923
Red rock, with brown shale partings 20 to 300 = 903

1, 100 to 400 = 803

Bed rock, 10 to 410 = 793

t, 135 to 545 = 658

2d SS., 30 to 575 = 628

?, 120 to 695 = 508

3d SS., 65 to 760 = 443

Shales and flaggy layers, 40 to 800 = 403

Cased 158'. Small show of oil from 3d SS. Struck oil

at 20' from top SS. Unremunerative. "This well is two
miles directly south of Smith-Bros.' well, No. 2, on Knoph
farm."

Smith Bros.' Well, No. '2.

1877.

Knoph farm, north branch of Glade run, 2 miles north-east of Warren,
Glade township.
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Authority, Smith Bros., per F. A.Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1574

Conductor, 15 to 15 = 1559

?, 45 to 60 = 1514

SS., 20 to 80 = 1494

?, 135 to 215 = 1359

SS., green, with brown layers, 15 to 230 = 1344

Flaggy sands 15 to 245 = 1329

Bed shales, 10 to 255 = 1319

?, 95 to 350 = 1224

Bedrock 30 to 380 = 1194

?, 300 to 680 = 894

Purple shale, 10 to 690 = 884

? 40 to 730= 844

IstSS., 20 to 750= 824

Shales and shaly sands 73 to 823 = 751

2d SS., 25 to 848 = 726

?, 82 to 930= 644

3d SS., 65 to 995 = 579

Flaggy sandstones with layers of shales, 70 to 1065 = 509

Cased 197'. Small amount of oil in 3d SS.

Unremunerative, tested and abandoned.

Watson & Jones' , No. 1.

1876-77.

On E. N. Lacy farm, Glade run, \\ mUes south-east of Warren. About half

a mile north of Smith Bros' Well, No. 1, near the mouth of Glade run. Au-
thority, the drillers, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,
_

1239

Drive pipe, 50 to 50 = 1189

? 625 to 675 = 564

Stray SS., 15 to 690 = 549

Shale, 20 to 710= 529

3dSS., (not through,) 70 to 780 = 459

Third sand coarse. Oil came in at 748'. Production about

10 bbls. per day at first, but declined in a few months to one

barrel. Fresh water at 140', and salt water at 512', which

required to be cased out.

This oil is a light amber color, quite different from that of

Warren and North Warren.

Watson & Jones', No. ^.

1877.

On the McWilliams farm, Glade run, one and a half miles south-east of

Warren, and quite near No. 1, on the Lacy farm. Authority, Mr. McWilliams,

per F. A. Randall.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1292

Conductor 37 to 37 = 1255

?, 743 to 780 = 512

3dSS., 72 to 852= 440

Shales and sand shells, 148 to 1000 = 292

Oil at 799'. Production very small. Fresh water at 200'.

Salt water at 475'. Quality of oil the same as in No. 1.

Cobham Well.

1866-67.

On S. E. corner of land of Henry Cobham, tract 5974, Glade township, 2J
miles southeast of Warren, near Hertzell's Ferry, 50 feet from the river, and

35 feet above water level. Authority, Henry Cobham, (Sept. 5, 1877.

)

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1221

Conductor, 33 to 33 = 1188

Blue slate, &c., 267 to 300 = 921

Red rock, (paint,)
,

20 to 320 = 901

Blue slate, (including 1st SS.,) 240 to 560 = 661

2dSS., 30 to 590= 631

Blue slate? 120 to 710 = 511

3d SS., micaceous, line, ashy, 27 to 737 = 484

Slate and shells Ill to 848 = 373

Mud 1 to 849 = 372

Shells, 16 to 865= 356

4th SS., bluish white, fine, gritty, 20 to 885 = 336

Shells to bottom 30 to 915 = 306

Cased at 258'. No salt, water. Gas and oil at 848'. Gas
increased from this point all the way down ; sufficient to

run the boiler.

Vicinity of Warren, Oonewango townsJiip.

PMllhart & Co.

1876.

Spade farm, one mile west of Warren, Conewango township. Authority,
Mr. Phillhart, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,
. 1216

Conductor 35 to 35 = 1181

^. 395 to 430= 786
IStSS., '

6 to 436= 780
Slia'es 114 to 550 = 666
2dSS., 15 to 565= 651
Shales, 80 to 645 = 571
Sandy shale, 47 to 692 = 524
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3d SS., oil show 13 to 705= 811
Blue shaly SS., 8 to 713= 503

Unproductive.

StrutTiers' Well.

1876.

At the mouth of Pollett run, in Conewango township, half a mile north of

Warren. Authority, D. J. Lucas, per A. B. Rowland.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1237

Conductor, 17 to 17 = 1220

Slate and red rock, 396 to 413 = 824

IstSS., 55 to 468= 769

Slate and red rock, 30 to 498 = 739

2d SS., 80 to 578 = 659

Slate and shells 305 to 883 = 354

A little show of oil at 860', but not enough to warrant a

test.

McClintock Well.

1876-77.

On farm of Emery Dailey, near Jackson's Station, D. A. V. <fe P. Ry., Con-

ewango township. Authority, Emery Dailey.

Weil mouth above ocean, in feet . . 1170

Drive pipe, • 64 to 64 = 1106

Slate and some shells, 616 to 680 = 490

SS., shelly, ... •. 8 to 688 = 482

?, 112 to 800 = 370

SS., (a little gas,) 25 to 825 = +345
Shells, black slate, coal ?

Soapstone, mud. Sua., a great variety in color and quality, 1216 to 2041 = —871

Cased at 160'. No water, no oil after casing.
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GROUP II.

Wells near N. Warren, Conewango township, Warren

county.

Hazeliine, No. 1.

1877.

Situated at North Warren, Conewaugo township, near the woolen mills, on

an island. Authority, F. A. Randall, from drillers, while drilling.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1204

Drive pipe, 65 to 65 = 1139

?_ 55 to 120 = 1084

Red rock, 40 to 160 = 1044

?_ 160 to 320 = 884

Sandy shale, 100 to 420 = 784

2d SS., ,
15 to 435 = 769

Shales, 90 to 525 = 679

3d SS., oil show 20 to 545 = 659

Shales, 55 to 600 = 604

4th SS
,

15 to 615= 589

Black shales, oil at 640'', 121 to 736 = 468

Cased at 130'. Shale oil at 320'. Oil and gas at 550'.

Small well ; not remunerative, and soon abandoned.

Crull Well.

1877.

North Warren, Conewango township. Authority, Mr. R. Watson.

Drive pipe, 105'. Cased at 159'. Depth of well, 475'

through slate and shells all the way. No well-defined sand-

stones.

1st oil show, (slight,) at 185'

2d " ' (filled up,) at 215'

3d ' " (flowed heavily,) at 475'

Watson, Raydure & Co. Well, No. l^..

1878.

CruU farm, near the D. A. V. <fe P. railroad track, three-fourths of a mile

north of North Warren, Conewango township. Authority, Frank Brown,
driller, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1240

Conductor, 116 to 116 = 1124

?, 28 (o 144 = 1096
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Bedrock

10 to 154 = 1086
^^^^®

106 to 260 = 980
Shale and sand shells, 220 to 480 = 760
Hardsand, > , 10 to 490 = 750
Softsand, 1

2dSS.,
j 10 to 500 = 740

Shalysand 18 to 518 = 722
Common sand 12 to 530= 710

Cased off fresh water at bottom of red rock, 154'. Salt
water came in and cased again at 260'. Oil at 500', just be-
low 2d SS. A small weU.

Wing Well.

1877.

On Cowan lot, Jackson Run road. North Warren, Conewango township, op.
posite Hoffman Well, No. 1. Authority, John Harmau, driller, per F. A.
Bandall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1223
Drive pipe, IO3 to

Shale, 42 to

Red rock, 20 to

? 400 to

3d SS., (top medium, bottom shaly,) 30 to

Shale, . ". ... 50 to

4th SS., . . 10 to

Shale with sandy shells, 545 to 1200 =
A small show of oil in the 3d SS., where the well was

tested for some time, and then deepened to 1200', without
finding anything worthy of a further test.

Osmer & Company.

1877-78.

Well on Miner Curtis' lot, 500' north-west of R. R. station, North Warren,
Conewango township. Authority, Dr. M. Curtis, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1225

Drive pipe, 80 to 80 = 1145

?, 40 to 120 = llOo

Red rock, 40 to 160 = 1065

?, 170 to 330 = 895

1st SS., 10 to 340 = 885

?, 110 to 450 = 775

2d SS 25 to 475 = 750

Shales, 85 to 560= 665

3d SS., hard shells at top, 20 to 580 = 645

?, 95 to 675= 550

4th SS., coarse and soft, large flow of gas, 10 to 685 = 540

Shales, with slaty layers, 243 to 928 = 297

Shales, 37 to 965 = 260

103 =
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Oil vein at 928. Production 15 barrels per day, (shale

oil.) Cased at 161'. Gas at 784'.

"This well is remarkable as having produced no oil at the

usual horizons. The Hoffman Well, 50 rods from it flowed

75 to 100 bbls. from the SS. at 675', while this produced only

from a depth of 928', being the lowest producing horizon

found in the district."

Struthers & Co. Well.

1877-78.

On west bank of Jackson run, Wetmore farm, Conewango township, about

one mile north of Warren, and \ a mile S. W. of North Warren. Authority,

G. R. Wetmore, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1215

Conductor, 15to 15 = 1200

Shale, blue and shelly 125 to 140 = 1075

Bed rock 6 to 146 = 1069

Shale, 179 to 325 = 890

1st SS., in layers with shale, 15 to 340 = 875

Shale, blue, 110 to 450 = 765

2d SS., some pebbles, 4 to 464 = 761

Shale, . . 66 to 520= 695

3dSS., (shaly sand with mud,) 25 to 545 = 670

Shale, (mud vein at 650',) 135 to 680 = 535

Shale, hard, sandy, blue, 45 to 725 = 490

Shale, soft, 52 to 777 = 438

SS., fine, (large flow of gas,) 23 to 800 = + 415

Shale with sand shells, 612 to 1412 =— 197

Sand shell, with show of black oil, — to 1412 = — 197

Shale, 303 to 1715 = — 500

SS., dark, fine, 9 to 1724 = — . 509

Slate and shale, nearly black, Ill to 1835 = — 620

Cased at 140'. A dry hole, and abandoned without test-

Watson & Raydwre Well.

1876.

Reese farm, near residence of H. R. Siggins, Conewango township, 3 miles
north of Warren. Authority, Jonathan Watson, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1221

Conductor, 120 to 120 = 1101

?, 200 to 320 = 901

IstSS 20 to 340 z=: 881

1 75 to 415= 806

2dSS 30 to 445= 776

?. 120 to 565= 656
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3d SS , coarse ; small show of oil 40 to 605 = 616

Shale 30 to 635 = 586

4th SS., 100 to 735 = 486

Shale and flaggy sandstone, 69 to 804 = 417

Cased at 300'. Unproductive.

Miles' Mill or GlarTc Well.

1877.

Located at Miles' Mill, on Jackson run, Conewango township, fiTe miles

north-west of Warren. Authority, Mr. Clarke, per P. A. Bandail.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . 1354

Conductor, 57 to 57 = 1297

Ked shale, 10 to 67=^1287

?, 208 to 275 = 1079

Red rock, 30 to 305 = 1049

?, . . 175 to 480 = 874

SS., white, "1st Sand," 28 to 508 = 846

?, 122 to 630 = 724

SS., thin, "2d sand," 7 to 637 = 717

?, "No 3d sand found," 198 to 835 = 519

SS., "4th sand," (no oil,) 75 to 910= 444

Shales to bottom of well 490 to 1400 =— 46

Cased at 239'. Unproductive.

Vicinity of North Warren, Glade township.

Hull & Hodge's Well, No. 1.

1877.

Siggins farm, \\ mUes north-east of Warren, Glade township. Authority,

Mr. Hull, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1228

Drive pipe, 62 to 62 = 1166

v^ 416 to 478= 750

SS.', estimated 10 to 488= 740

y^
22 to 510= 718

SS.', large flow of oU, 32 to 542 = 686

Cased at 162'. Started off at 100 barrels per day, at depfcli

of 542'.

Hull & Hodge's, No. 2.

1877.

Situated on south end of M. Lesler farm. Glade township, 200' north-east

of No. 1. Authority, Mr. Hull, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1222

Drive pipe, 64 to 54 = 1168
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?,.... 489 to 543 = 679

3d SS., sand and shells, estimated, 15 to 558 = 664

Shale, with slaty layers 215 to 773 = 449

Cased at 144'. Oil in 3d SS., at 548'. Mud vein at 558'.

Campiell Well.

1877.

0. Lesler farm, Glade township, \\ miles north of Warren. Authority, T.

Campbell, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1202

Conductor 34 to 34 = 1168

?, 386 to 420 — 782

2dSS., • 6 to 426= 776

?, 94 to 520= 682

3d SS., 20 to 540 = 662

?, 40 to 580= 622

4th SS., 22 to 602= 600

Shale, sandy, 23 to 625 = 577

Cased at 149'. Oil in 4tli sand at 590', and again in shale

at 625', where it at first produced 65 bbls. per day, but soon

declined to a small well.

Campbell Well., Hiller Farm.

1877.

On E. bank of Conewango creek, near the residence of Mr. Critzelow, 2

miles north of Warren, Conewango township. Authority, J. H. Hiller.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1223

Conductor, . 95 to 95 = 1128

?, (oil and salt water at 370',) 275 to 370 = 853

?, (gas and a little oil at 430,) 60 to 430 = 793

?, (mud vein, and flowed some oil at 497,) 67 to 497 = 726

?, ( •'
" " " 545,) 48 to 545= 678

?, (no sand or oil to bottom,) 142 to 687 = 536

Cased at 380'. Settled to a production of 3 bbls. per day.

Brace & Go's. Well.

1877.

Hatch farm, near the bridge. Glade township, 3 miles north by east of War-
ren. Authority, Thoa. Campbell, per F. A. Randall.

Elevation of well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . . 1239

Conductor, 56 to 56 = 1183

Shale and sand shells, 544 to 600 = 639

3dSS., 12 to 612= 627

Shale, •. 88 to 700= 539

Shalysand, 10 to 710 = 529
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4th SS., 10 to 720 = 519

Shale 149 to 869 = 370

Cased at 170'. Unproductive.

Holt & Clemon' s Well.

1877.

On the E. bank of Conewango creek near the north line of Holt farm, Glade
township, half a mile above North Warren. Authority, J. Clemons, per P.

A. Randall.

Well month above ocean, m feet, 1215

Drive pipe, 87 to 87 = 1128

Shale, (cased at 370 ,) . . 343 to 430 = 785

2dSS, 8 to 433= 777

Shale, 245 to 683 = 532

A vein of oil was struck at 430', and the well flowed about

100 barrels per day for three or four days, and then stopped.

It was then drilled deeper, encountering a mud vein and

some oil at 645'. On a final test it proved to be a small pro

ducer.

Parshall, Dennison & Co.

1876,

On Hatch run, three miles north-east of Warren. B. Mowers' farm, Glade

township. Authority, Parshall & Dennison, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, In feet, 1471

Conductor, 18 to 18 = 1453

9, 32 to 50 = 1421

Bedrock, (estimated,) 10 to 60 = 1411

y 120 to 180 = 1291

Bedrock, (estimated,) 20 to 200 = 1271

Flaggy and shaly sands 26 to 226 = 1245

gg 6 to 232 = 1239

Flaggy sands, with fresh water, , 58 to 290 = 1181

Shale, 210 to 500= 971

gg 15 to 515= 956

g.",g 60 to 575= 896

SS, .'istsand,"
'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'. 15 to 590= 881

g^ J

'

110 to 700 = 771

SS., ''2d sand,"' (no oil,)'
' 20 to 720 = 751

g^^jg
100 to 820 = 651

Ss! flaggy, "3d sand," (nooil,)' 40 to 860 = 611

Shale and sand shells to bottom, 540 to 1400 = 71

Cased at 290'. Unproductive.
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Wotes by H. M. Chance, May SO, 1877.

Near North Warren -Glade and Conewango townships.

Elev.

1241 Wing, No. 1, Chas. Lesler's farm, 650' to oil.

1218 Berry, No. 1, 470' to oil.

1216 Bishop, 340' to oil ; 20 bbls.

1214 Allen, No. 1, 490' and 520' oil. This well was a good well, at first, yield-

ing 30-40 bbls. It was subsequently drilled to its present depth, and

by so doing, spoiled.

1214 Allen, No. 3, 800' deep ; dry.

1216 Kenton &, Strong, No. 2, 505' (?) to oil ; 17 bbls.

1210 " " No. 1,475' " 17 bbls.

1218 Headman's Q.—4 wells ; 3 dry and 4th small.

1217 Osmer <fe Co., No. 3 ; 1st oil about 450' -500'. Pumped about 3 weeks

;

drilled (about 2 months ago) to 615'-620', and obtained 300 bbl. well.

Now doing 60 bbls.

1207 Osmer <fc Co., No. 4 ; oil at 600' ; 700'+ deep, 8-10 bbls.

1222 Hoffman well, 672' to oil.

1221 Sweed well, over 700 deep ; 3-4 bbls.

1223 EUioott Oil Co., No. — ; Wetmorefarm; oil550'.

1201 Phillips & Taylor, No. 1. Pumped three weeks, from 335', 12-15 bbls

;

drilling deeper; increase of oil at 440'.

1200 Phillips & Taylor, No. 2. Pumping from 335' ; small.

1200 Stewart lease, Ellicott Co. No oil until 750' deep, when a five bbl. well

was obtained.

Pine Grove township.

Patterson Well, No. 1.

1876.

Bnggs farm, Pine Grove township, five mile? north of Warren, and one

mile south-south-east of Russellburg. This well.is about 100 rods B. S. B. of

Patterson, No. 2. Authority, D. R. W. Patterson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1434

Conductor, 37 to 37 = 1397

?, 443 to 480 = 954

1st SS., white, 22 to 502= 932

? 108 to 610 = 824

2dSS., 20 to 630= 804

?, . 80 to 710= 724

3d SS., show of oil, 40 to 750= 684

Cased at 150'. Unproductive.

Russellburg Well, or Patterson, No. 2.

Spring of 1877.

Situated on Thos. Briggs' farm, Russelburg, 100 rods west north-west of Pat-

terson No. 1. Owned by J. B. Jennings and others. Authority, X>. R. W.
Patterson.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1235±
Drive pipe 127 to 127 = 1108

Grayshale, 23 to 160 = 1085

Red shale 20 to 170 = 1065

Grayshale, 230 to 400 = 835

1st SS., shelly, 143 to 543 = 692

2d SS., fine, close, muddy, 100 to 643 = 592

?, soft drilling, some shells, 142 to 785 = 450

3d SS., heavy gas, 8 to 793 == 442

Slate, sandy, a few shells, 312 to 1105 = 130

Cased at 322'. Salt water at 315', none below. Very
heavy gas at 786. No oil.

Niver Well.

May, 1877.

On the (J. Niver farm in Pine Grove township, about one mile and a half

north-east of Russelburg. Authority, Mr. Niver, per F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocsan, in feet, . . 1694

^ ?, 740 to 740= 954

SS., grey, soft 18 to 758 = 936

?, 92 to 850=: 844

SS., blue, hard, fine 35 to 885 = 809

?, 115 to 1000 = 694

SS., white, " like flour," 20 to 1020 = 674

A dry hole.

Weeks or Fentonmlle Well.

* Spring of 1877.

located on the east bank of Conewango creek, Pine Grove township, a short

distance below Fentonville, and 200 feet south of the New Tork and Pennsyl-

vania State line. Authority, D. Palmer, one of the owners.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1240'

r Blue clay, . . . 245', 1

Drive pipe, <! Gravel and clay, 25, ^
276 to 276 = 964

[soft rock, . . 6, j

S3., blue, " mixed with white pebbles," 29 to 305 = 935

Slate, soft, (cased tirst time at 330',) 125 to 430 = 810'

Hard shell and salt water at 430 =
, 44 to 474= 766

SS.', grey; (smeUofoil,) 20 to 494 = 746

y
^ -^

^
2 to 496= 744

Hard shell and salt water at 496 =
, 44 to 540= 700'

Salt water, (well filled up with it,) at 540

gg . .
46to S?6= 654

Slate; (cased second time at 590',) 94 to 680 = 560

SS..grey, 20 to 700 = 540

Slate and sand shells, 385 to 1085 = 155

2 IIII.
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88., very good, 10 to 1095 = T45

Slate, 80 to 1175 = 65

Redroak, (a little gas,) 10 to 1185 = + 55

Slate and shells, 535 to 1720 = — 480

iJed rooi, very dafk, (more gas,) '.
. . 15 to 1735 = — 495

Slate and sand shells 95 to 1830= — 590

The indications of oil in this well were so unsatisfactory

that it was abandoned without testing.

In reply to a letter of inquiry concerning the drive pipe,

Mr. Palmer says

;

"No water was found while driving the long string of pipe

in this well and it was always necessary to pour water in at

the top while cleaning out. After driving about 100 feet we
cleaned out every joint as it was driven and often found the

pipe filled up 30 or 40 feet. Could not drill below the casing

for the walls would cave in. [This looks like quicksand.]

GrOt no water in the gravel bed. Struck bed-rock at 270',

drilled ahead and drove the pipe six feet into it. The hole

Was dry so that we had to put water in to drill with down to

380 feet, where water came in and rose at once to within about
100 feet of the casing head.
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GiROUP III.

Wells in Pleasant township, Warren county.

Dlngley Well, No. ^.*

1874.

sill run, Pleasant township, 40 rods south of No. 4. Authority, Capt. A.
Dingley, per F. A. :RandaIl.

Well mouth abov« ocean, in feet, 1259

?. 600 to 600 = 659
2dSS., 28 to 628= 631

?. 110 to 738 = 521
3dSS 80 to 818= 441

Below 3d SS., blue shales. Small show of oil, mud and
gas, in 3d SS.

Dlngley Well, No. i.

1875.

Sill run, Plea.sant township, 40 rods south of No. 6. Authority, Capt. A.
Diugley, per F. A. Randall.

.Well mouth, above ocean, in feet, 1343

?, 690 to 690 = 653

2d SS., 31 to 721 = 622

?, \\b\aW&= 507

3dSS., 48 to 884= 459

Shales, 16 to 900 = 443

Unproductive.

Dingley Well, No. 6.

1877.

Near mouth of Sill run, Pleasant township, 2\ miles south-west of Warren.
, Authority, Capt. A. Dingley, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1226

?, 485to.4g5= 741

IstSS., ,. . . 15tog00= 726

? 82 to 582= 644

.2dSS 4 to 586= 640

?, 114 to 700 = 526

SS., 4 to 704 = 522

?, 27 to 731= 495

3d SS., 65 to 796 = 430

Third sand, good quality. Small production of oil for a

short time. Unremunerative.

* For Dingley, No. 3, see II, page 194,
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Watson township.

Shaw Bros. & Green Well.

1878.

On warrant, No. 573, Watson township, about 10 miles north-east Vjy east of

Tidioute, and 8 miles south-west of Warren. Authority, J. M. Ciapp.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) 1755

?, (cased at 150',) 408 to 408 = 1347

IstSS., 10 to 418= 1337

?, 110 to 528= 1227

2dSS., 15 to 543= 1212

?, 116 to 659= 1096

3d SS., (water, with show of oil,) 6 to 665 = 1090

?, 613 to 1278 = 477

4th SS., 2S to 1306 = 449

? 86 to 1392 = 303

5th SS., 33 to 1425= 330

?, 67 to 1492= 263

6th SS., 30 to 1522= 233

?, 78 to 1600= 155

7th SS., 25 to 1625 = -f 130

—?, (sand and shells at 1640',) 175 to 1800 = — 45

8th SS., (some red rook at about 1800',) 40 to 1840 = — 85

? 66 to 1908 = — 151

9th SS., 10? to 1916 = — 161

?, 20 to 1936 =— 181

Unproductive.

Vicinity of StoneJiavi, Mead TownsJiip.

Tolles' Well, No. 1.

Jan. 12, 1878.

Bugbee Lands, south-westerly part of warrant No. 55, Mead township, three

fourths mile south-east of Stoneham station P. <fe E. R. R. and 5 miles south-

east of Warren. Authority, Mr. ToUes, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1435

?, 25 to 25 = 1410

SS., gray, fine, 10 to 35 = 1400

Slaty sands, ^ 15 to 50 = IS'S

Med shales, 10 to 60 = 1375

Light shale, 65 to 115 = 1320

Blue shale, lOto 125 = 1310

SS., 25 to 150 = 1285

Blue slaty sands, 30 to 180 = 1255

Blue sands, coarse and hard 20 to 200 = 1235

Shale or slate, . . 10 to 210 = 1225
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Red rock, 40 to 250 = 1185
Blue shale and slate, 100 to 350 = 1085
SS., blaok, fine, 70 to 420 = 1015
Bedrock, 30to 450= 9!<5

Shaley sands 30 to 480= 955
Bedrock, 20 to 500 = 935
Shales, blue, sandy, 80 to 680 = 855
Purple shales, '.

20 to 600 = 835
Blue shales, 20 to '620= 815
Dark sand, 50 to 670 = 765
Dark shales, 80 to 750 = 685
Dark sand, 50 to 800 = 635
Shales, 83 to 883 = 552
Sand, 25 to 908= 027

Shale, 85 to 993= 442

Sand, 32 to 1025= 410

Oil struck at 1003' 10" in sand, sand course with pebbles,

producing about 10 barrels. Afterwards torpedoed and
much improved.

StrutTiers' Well.

1878.

On north-east corner of Grosseuburg farm, tract 467, Mead township ; about
one tburth of a mile south-west of Stoneham. Authority, the drillers, per F.

A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1460±
Drive pipe, 43 to 43 = 1417

Shale 23 to 66 = 1394

SS., pebbly, 9 to 75 = 1385

Shale, . 125 to 200 = 1260

SS., pebbly, 25 to 225 = 1235

Bedrock, 5 to 230 = 1230

Shale, blue, 770 to 1000 = 460

2d SS., 30 to 1030 = 430

Shale, soft, 25 to 1055 = 405

3dSS., (oU,) 75 to 1130= 330

Production, 5 to 10 barrels per day.

Logan Well.

June, 1878.'

On the north-east corner of the Ridelsparger farm, tract 496, Mead township

about three fourths of a mile south-east of Stoneham. Authority, Mr. S. B.

Logan, per A. B. Howland.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1510 ?

Drive pipe, 40 to 40=^1470

?, (cased at 286',) 775 to 815 = 695
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IstSS., 25 to 840= 670

y 100 to 940 = 570

2clSS., (gas at 988',) 137 bo 1077 = 433

Shale, soft 4 to 1081= 429

3d SS., (pebbly from 1081' to 1086', o«,) 59 to 1140 = 370

Shale 114 to 1254= 256

Production about two barrels per day. Oil light amber

color
;
gravity 48°.

Turner & Duncan Well.

1877.

In the valley of Morrison run, in Mead township, 2J miles south-east of

Warren, and on lands belonging to the estate of Alanson Rogers, deceased.

Authority, the drillers, per P. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . 1235

?, 830 to 830 = 405

8S., gray, 15 to 845=-f.S90

? 640 to 1485 = — 250

SS., (top white, bottom very dark,) 115 to 1600 = — 365

The Warren 3d sand was not noticed in drilling, and the

well was abandoned as a dry hole ; but it was afterwards

carried down to 1600' as a test of the lower rocks. No good
sands were found. A little show of oil appeared at 1500',

but not enough to indicate that it could be made a paying

well. Consequently the hole was never torpedoed or tubed.

Brown Bros.'' Well.

Nov., 1878.

On Hook's run, Warrant No. 35, Mead township, about 4 miles south-east of

Warren. Authority, the drillers, per F. A. Randall.

Elevation of well mouth above ocean, (aneroid,) 1325

? 50 to 50 = 1275

SS., 25 to 75 = 1250

?, 50 to 125 = 1200

Bedrock, 15 to 140 = 1185

1 130 to 270 = 1055

Bedrock '. 20 to 290 = 1035

? 50 to 340= 985

SS 5 to 345= 980

?> 80 to 425= 900
Red rock, 25 to 450 = 875

?, 105 to 555= 770
SS., (gas,) 5 to 560= 765

?. 68 to 618= 707
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SS., (gas,) 10 to 628= 697

?, (mud vein and; gas at 648',) 85 to 713 == 612

SS., (gas,) 16 to 728= 597.

?, 82 to 810= 516

SS., white, 15 to 825 = 500

?, (from 870' to 970', shelly, with gas,) 155 to 980= 345

SS., very darls, 25 to 1005 = 320

Black, hard roclt to bottom of well, 115 to 1120 = 205

Berry Well, No. 1.

1879?

At the head of Dutchman's run, and near the S. W. corner of Warrant No.

76, Mead township, Warren county.

Well commences very near tjie base of the sub-conglomerate, the fiat peb-

bles of which are exposed in a steep pitch in the road, just west of the well.

The spring supplying the well with water appearsto issue from the sub-cong.

Above it lie bands of yellow SS. and shale, full of large Waverly ? spirifei8»

Imperfect record given by Mr. Berry.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometric,) 1710

?, . 1226 to 1226 = 484

"Stray sand," 56 to 1282 = 428

Slate, 10 to 1292 = 418

"3dSS.," JlS'w'^ite, ) 58 to 1350 = 360,
l 43' gray, J

Pooliet, 5 to 1355 = 355

Well put down and abandoned without testing. Opened
up and torpedoed Oct. 7-10, 1880, but only resulted in a

production of about one barrel per day.

Sheffield Township.

Hague, or ''Sheffield Gas Well,'' Wo. 1.

Sept., 1875.

Two and a half miles east of Sheffield Station, pn land of Horton & Co.,

Sheffield township, Warren county. Record given by Mr. Horton, S«pt. 20,

1877. See record previously published, No. 1037, II.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) . 1440

Conductor, 16 to 16 = 1424

?, some red rock, 434 to 450 = 990

1st SS., salt water, no oil, 10 to 460 = 980

?, 590 to 1050 = 390

2d SS., amber oU, sooty gas, . . , 15 to 106 ) = 375

?, 85 to 1150= 290

3d SS., green oil and gas, 5 to 1155 = 285

?, some red rook, 195 to 1350 = 90
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4th SS., some pebbles, "Big gas vein," 45 to 1395 = + 45

?, 100 to 1495 =— 55

5th SS., close, green oil, light gravity, 6 to 1501 = — 61

Soft drilling to bottom, 144 to 1645 = — 205

'
' The Second sand was called pumice-stone, and furnished

a sufficient quantity of smoky gas to fire the boiler from

this point down."

"The Fourth sand contained no oil. It was coarse and
pebbly on top 25' ; close and slaty on bottom 20'." See

Mr. Hague's record, II, page 193.

Hague Well, No. 2.—Gas Well.

1876-7.

On MoNair farm, about one mile east of Sheffield, and a mile and a half

south-west of Sheffield Gas Well, No. 1. Authority, Mr. Horton, and sand

pumpings preserved in his office.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1410±
Conductor, 12 to 12 = 1398

?, some red rock, ... 145 to 157 ^ 1253

SS., gray, soft, (specimen 1,) 20 to 177 = 1233

?, . . 699 to 876= 534

SS., gray, soft ( " 2,) . . 6 to 882 = 528

?, 158 to 1040 = 870

SS., gray ( " 3,) . . 15 to 1055 = 355

?, 88 to 1143 = 267

SS., gray, ( " 4,) . 25 to 1168 = 242

?, . . . . . 170 to 1338 = 72

SS., yellow-white, coarse, (gas,) . ( " 5,) . . 20 to 1358 = + 52

?, . . 117 to 1475 = — 65

SS., gray and hard, ( " 6,) . 43 to 1518 = — 108

?, 32 to 1550 = — 140

Gas from SS., 1338' to 1358', but not \ as much as from

well No. 1. No oil except drippings from gas pipe.

Specimens Kos. 5 and 6 might be considered very fair oil

sands. They somewhat resemble the yellowish Venango
sands. The others appear in color and composition like the

Warren sands.

''Barnesille Gas Well."

1879.

Belonging to the Onondaga Oil Company and located on land of B. Barnes
near the center of warrant No. 367, Sheffield township, Warren county. Com-
menced August 29, 1878, and completed February 10, 1879. Record compiled
trom drillers' diary furnished by Mr. T. E. Barnes, May, 1879.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) .1360
Conductor, clay and gravel, 472^'; ?, 19'= 66i to 66^= 1293^

SS., hard, 31 to 70 = 1290

Med rock, soft 11 to 81 = 1279

SS., very hard, 2 to 83 = 1277

Hard rook, 4 to 87 = 1273

Slate, very hard 13 to 100 = 1260

Slate, soft, 20 to 120 = 1240

Bed rock, 55 to 175 = 1185

Slate, 10 to 185 = 1175

Shell, hard 2 to 187 = 1173

Slate, (cased at 200',) 13 to 200 = 1160

Slate and shell, "two streaks, 25'," 50 to 250 = 1110

Slate, blue, with hard streaks, 90 to 340 = 1020

Slate, blue, 110 to 450 = 910

Slate, soft, 80 to 530 = £30

Slate, shelly, hard 110 to 640 = 720

?, (probably shelly,) gas and salt water at 672', . . 68 to 708 =: 652

Slate and shells, . . . ! 40 to 748 = 612

Slate, with hard shells and red streaks, 18 to 766 = 594

Slate, blue, soft 59 to 825 = 535

Slate, with hard shells, 45 to 870 = 490

Slate, with a few hard shells 90 to 960 = 400

SS., dark, 45 to 1005 — 355

Slate, blue, 57 to 1062 = 298

SS., pebbly, 17 to 1079 = 281

Slate, blue, 43 to 1122 = 238

SS., white,- large flow of gas 18 to 1140 = 220

Slate, blue, 68 to 1208 = 152

Shells, 2' at bottom, very hard, 6 to 1214 = 146

Slate, blue, ... . 66 to 1280 = + 80

Slate, soft, with hard shells, 95 to 1375 = — 15

SS., oil show 10 to 1385 =— 25

Slate with hard shells, 15 to 1400 = — 40

iJed shell, 1 to 1401 —— 41

Slate, soft, with shells, 99 to 1500 =— 140

SS., top shelly 25 to 1525 =— 165

Slate, 17 to 1542 = — 182

Shells, 7 to 1549 =— 189

Slate and shells 27 to 1576 =— 216

Slate, 24 to 1600 = — 240

This well was first drilled to 1500' and then sunk 100'

deeper. No oil was obtained, but the heavy flow of gas at

1125' still continues, (April, 1882.)

Magee & Horton Well, No. 1.

April, 1881.

On J. Donaldson farm, tract 408, (E. side,) Sheffield township, Warren

county, 3 miles S. of Sheffield. Authority, H. C. Marsh, (driller,) Bear Lake.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) 1355^
Drive pipe, 85 to 85 =: 1270

SS., 50 to 135= 1220-

Red rock, 100 to 235 = 1120.

SS., darli gray, salt water, 40 to 275 = 1080^

Bedrock, 40 to 315 = 1040

Slate and shale cased at 385', (salt water, 400',) . . 400 to 715 = 640

SS., "good," 40 to 755= 600

Slate and shale, 330 to' 1085 = 270

SS., "good," 25_ to 1110= 245

Slate and sand shells, 90 to 1200 = 'l55

SS., smaii pebbles, gas 20 to 1220 = -f 135 .

Slate and: saad; shells', 1S5 to 1385= — 30

Soft slate, white, '

. . 15 to 1400 =— 45

89., white, quartz; oil and gas, 35 ± to 1435 = — 80

Production at first about 50 barrels per day.

Cherry Grooe Township.

Landsrath Well.

December, 1879.

On the farm of Montgomery Farnsworth, warrant No. 668, Cherry Grove
township, about 6| miles south-east of the Shaw Bros. <fc G-reen well. Au-
thority, H. Landsrath.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (aneroid,) 186S

Conductor, S Surface clay, &c., 16 to 16= 1849

( Coal amd rock, (coal 2",) 2 to 18 = 1847

?, (eased at 338,) ... 424 to 442 = 1423

IstSS'., (gas-suffteientito lire boiler,) 8 to 460= 1415

?, 85 to 535= 1339

2dSS 45 to 580= 1285

?, 200 to 780= 1085

3dSS 20 to 800= 10S&

? 172 to 9172= 893
4th SS. 8 to 980= 885.

1, 235 to 1215 = ^01
5th SS 35 to 1250= 6.15

?. 240 to 1490 = 375
6th SS 30 to 1520 = 345

1, 80 to 1600= 265
7th SS.,, 25 to 1625= 240

?, show of gas at 1800', 217 to 1842= 23

8th SS., 8 to 1850 =
-I-

15

?. 154 to 2004 = — 139

" We had several red slate formations." Unproductive.
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Badger Well.

1878.

Located on warrant No. 745, in Cherry Grove township, Warren county,

on or near Minister run, and about 3 inlles northeast of Berry well, at BaU-
town, on Tionesta. Authority, Mr. Green, one of the drillers. Communi-
cated to A. B. Sowland, (Feb., 1879.) Elevation said to be 370' above Berry
well.

Berry well = 1268

+ 370

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1620

?, 400 to 400 = 1220,

8S., say 20 ± to 420 = 1200

?, 280 to 700= 920

SS, white, say 10 ± to 710= 910

?, . . \^^ to 1200 = + 420

Dry crevice draining the well at 1200

?, to bottom of well; 677 to 1877 = — 257

Unproductive.

Kinzua Township.

Yam, Scoy Well.

1879.

Wolf Creek, Kinzua township. A bout three fourths of a mile E. of Kinzua

Corners. Authority, Dr. Van Scoy ; from memory.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (aneroid,) 1295

Drive pipe.

?, . . . . ; : . . — to 80 = 1215

Bedrock, 90 to 170 = 1125

Slate, uniform in composition, 255 to 425 = 870

SS., gray, . . 13 to 438 = 857

Slate, (Bradford type,) 147 to 585 = 710

gg.^ 15 to 600== 695

Slate, 125 to 725= 670

SS., and some gas, which soon stopped, 10 to 735 = 560

Slate and red rock, 140 to 875 = 420

SS., (oil and gas show,) 25 to 900 = 395

Soft drUling 148 to 1048 = 247

Shelly below this as far as drilled, but how much deeper

the drill went is unknown.

Cased at 186' just after passing the first red rock. But

little gas in the hole, (April 24th, 1879,) and apparently not

much fluid. Gas looks like smoke, and rises heavily as

smoke does.
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Smith Well, Widow Morrison Farm.

KInzua Creek, Kinzua township, near McKean county line. Drilled to 760'

iQ 1862, to 860' in 1863, to 1010' in 186i, and to 1085' in 1876. (From owner's

record book, Mr. Smith.)

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, about 1260

Drive pipe, (2' quicksand at 64',) 68 to 68 = 1192

Sand shell 2 to 70 = 1190

Red rock, 20 to 90 = 1170

Slate, : 110 to 2Q0 = 1060

Red rock and slate, 150 to 350 = 910

Mud rock with hard shells, 15 to 365 = 895

SS., 20 to 385= 875

Shale and soapstone, 113 to 498 = 762

SS., .
32 to 530 = 730

Slate, '
. .

.'.'.'.'.'. 13 to 513 = 717

" with shells, 47 to 590 = 670

SS., "3dSS.," 25 to 615= 645

Slate 32 to 647= 613

Shells, 53 to 700= 560

Shelly sand, 58 to 758 = 502

?, . . . . 161 to 919 = 341

SS., dark, (some oil at 919,) 10 to 929 = 331

?, (some sand said to have been found,) 156 to 1085 := 175

Show of oil at 760 and 919. Seed bag at 373'. Wet hole.

Unproductive. Not tested after 1010.

Beatty Well.

1879.

On tract No. 48, Kinzua township, Warren county, (near Centre.) Author-

ity, Mr. Beatty, (note book.)

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (Mr. Beatty, by aneroid,) . . 1905

Conductor, 51* to 51| = 1853^

?, 28|to 80 = 1825

SS., surface sand 25 to 105 = 1800

7, 45 to 150 = 1755

SS., pebbly, 8 to 158 = 1747

Shelly measures, (cased 296|,) 242 to 400 = 1505

Red rock, 50 to 450 = 1455

?, . . . 30 to 480 = 1425

SS., hard, (pebbly and white at bottom,) 8 to 488 =: 1417

?, (salt water at 575',) 87 to 575 = 1330

SS., 15 to 590 = 1315

"PinkroeJc," 510 to 1100 = 805

Putty rock, 20 to 1 120 = 785

Sand shells, 37 to 1157 = 748

Putty rook, white, 143 to 1300 = 605

Sand shells, 57 to 1357 = 548

Putt/ rook, white, and slate 90 to 1447 = 458
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Sand shells and slate, 20 to 1467 = 438
" " 57 to 1524 — 381

SS., top pebbly, (little oil and gas,) 8 to 1532 = 373
Putty loulv, (shelly at the top,)* 268 to 1800 = 105

SS.,. . 15 to 1815 =+ 90

Putty rook and slate, 406 to 2221 = — 316

SS., Red, "gas and oil," ("supposed to be Bradford
3d,") 5 to 2226 =— 321

Slate, soft, (to bottom,) 59 to 2285 =—380

Unproductive.

Logan Well.

August, 1879.

On Warrant No. 72, Kinzua township, Warren county, about 5 miles E. by
N. of Clarendon station. Authority, Mr. Logan, per A. B. Howland.

Elevation of well mouth above ocean, in feet, said to be about . . . . 1800

Conductor, 30 to 30

?, 35 to 65

SS., yellowish, pebbly, (specimen 1,) . 4 to 69

?, 116 to 185

SS., yellow-gray, some pebbles, . . . . ( ^ " 2) . 56 to 241

SS., dark blue gray, tine, cased at 304', . ( " 3 ) . 66 to 307

?, • 13 to 320

iJed rocfc, grittyshale (purplish and green, )( " 4,). 10 to 330

(Chocolate,) SS., fine micaceous, shaly, .( " 5,). 14 to 314

?, Probably red, 31 to 375

Red, same as 14' rock above ; probably, ( " 6,) . 40 to 415

" like above,but turning to gray, prob-

ably near bottom of red rock, , . .( " 7,). 10 to 425

?, 848 to 1273

SS., gray sand, 16 to 1289

?, 61 to 1350

SS., some small pebbles 6 to 1356

?, 14 to 1370

SS., gray sand 13 to 1333

1^
57 to 1440

SS., gray, fine 20 to 1460

Shells and gray slate WO to 1600

Soft rock, 15 'o 1615

Shells and gray slate, 70 to 1685

Soft rook, 18 to 1703

Shell and gray slate, 172 to 1875

SS., gray, 6 to 1881

Thin shells and soft rook, 124 to 2005

Thin shells and soft dark slate, 200 to 2205

SS., dark brown, smell of oil and gas, 4 to 2209

Slate, dark, to bottom of well, 31 to 2240

Unproductive.
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:El7c townsJiip.

Hodge Run Well.

1878.

Located on south branch of Hodge run, Elk township,Warren county, three

quarters of a mile B. by N. from Quaker Hill coal bank, north drift—the ele-

vation of which is 2000' A. T. Well mouth 396' below coal. Authority, record

and level from coal, F. A. Randall.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1604

Conductor 15 to 15 = 1589

? 35 to 50 = 1554

SS., hard, blue, 25 to 75 = 1529

Shale, 125 to 200 = 1404

Red rock, shale, (cased at 214',) 12 to 212 = 1392

Shale, with sandy layers and soft red bands 288 to 500 = 1104

Shale, soft, 300 to 800 = 804

Sand shell, 4 to 804 = 800

Shale, soft, 26 to 830 = 774

?, 20 to 850= 754

SS., top 35', dark, coarse; 10', White, soft, 45 to 895 = 709

Shale 105 to 1000 = 604

" 3d SS," white, coarse, (slight oil show at 1030',) .... 50 to 1050 = 554

Shale, with hard shells, 390 to 1440 = 164

SS., dark '. 10 to 1450 = 154

Shale, with hard blue flags SO to 1500 = 104

No gas ; no oil ; abandoned without testing.
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GROUP .IV.

Wells of the Economy Society at and near Tidioute, Lime-

Stone township, Warren county.

Note.—These records were copied from the company's books, by H. Mar-

tyn Chance, September, 1877.

Oentre Well.

February 5, 1872.

Well mouth above ocean 1556

Drive pipe, 43 to 43 = 1513

?, 23 to 66 = 1490

Stray, Mt. SS., water at 7', 12 to 78=1478

y, 295 to 373 = 1183

Bedrock, 5 to 376 =1180

IstSS., (shelly,) 48 to 424 =1132

1 29 to 453 = 1103

2d SS 18 to 471 =1085

1 69 to 540 = 1016

3dSS 18to558'= 998

?, pocket 4 to 562 =: 994

Started at 14 barrels, now doing 5 barrels.

Mud vein, good oil show at 556', oil show at 544'. Cased

at 200'.

Centre Well, JS'o. 1.

7^
386 to 386

ist'ss"., !

'.'.'.'. 31to417

Shells, 55 to 472

1
64 to 536

3dSS.i
'.'.'.'.'... 23to559

?, pocket 3 to 562

Cased at 199'. Started at 5 barrels. Abandoned.

Centre Well, No. 2.
1508

j^
836'ta336' = 1172

Ist'sS., (estimated,) 30 to 366' = 1142

Shells, 65 to 431' = 1077

7 67 to 498 r=Hll0

3d SS., .'."..' 11 to 509 = 999

?, pocket, 3 to 512 = 996

Cased at 175'. Started at 1 barrel, torpedoed and brought

up to 25 barrels, now doing 2 barrels.
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Centre Well, Mo. 3.

?, 341 to 341

IstSS., "say," 30 to 371

2dSS 53 to 424

?, 78 to 502

3dSS., 18 to 520

?, pocket, 6 to 526

Cased at 176'. Started at 8 barrels. Abandoned.

Centre Well, No. A-

2dSS., — to 500

?, 68 to 568

3d SS., 16 to 584

?, pocket, 4 to 588

Cased 196'. Fair sand, no oil.

Centre Well, Mo. 6.

2dSS — to 527'

?, 64 to 591

3d SS., 16 to 607

?, pocket, 4 to 611

Cased 239'. Show of oil.

Centre Well, No. 6.

?, , 520 to 520

Ist SS., 25 to 545

2dSS., 57 to 602

?, 64 to 666

3dSS., 16 to 682

?, pocket 4 to 686

Cased 272'. Show of oil.

Centre Well, No. 7.

2d SS., — to 555

1, 80 to 635

3d SS., 17 to 652

?, pocket, 3 to 655

Cased 254'. Started 2^ barrels. Now abandoned.

Centre Well, No. 8.

2d SS., — to 524

? 70 to 594

3d SS 15 to 609

?, pocket, 3 to 612

Cased 210'. Show of oil.
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Centre Well, No. 9.

ad SS., — to 575

?, 70 to 645

Sd SS., 15 to 660

?, pocket, 4 to 664

Centre Well, No. 10.

2dSS., —to 540

?, 78 to 518

SdSS., say 16 to 534

Cased 160'. Started at 8 bbls. Now abandoned.

Centre Well, No. 11.

1509

2(1 SS., —to 402 = 1107

?, 92 to 494 = 1015

3dSS., 16 to 510= 999

?, pocket, 4 to 514 = 995

Cased at 150'. Mud vein at 500'. Started at 20 bbls.

;

now doing 8 bbls.

Centre Well, No. m.

1501

2dSS., —to 413 =1088

?, 75 to 488 = 1013

3dSS 12 to 500 = 1001

Cased at 150'. Started at 10 bbls.; now doing 2 bbls.

Mud vein 492'.

Centre Well, No. 13.

2dSS., —to 449

7 72 to 521

3d8S., 14to535

?, pocket, 3 to 538

Cased at 275'. Started at 12 bbls. Now abandoned.

Centre Well, No. Ik-

1528

2dS8 -to443 = 1085

y 73 to 516 = 1012

g^gg 16 to 532= 996

?,pocket,
;...; 6to537= 991

Cased 159'. Started at 12 bbls, ; now doing \\ bbls.

8 IIII.
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Centre Well, No. 16.

2dSS., —to 575

y^
65 to 640

3d'ss 14 to 654

Cased at 242'. Dry hole. South of other wells.

Centre Wells, Nos. 16 and 17.

Dry. No record.

Nos. 16, 17, and 18 were dry, and were N. W. from other

wells.

Centre Well, No. 18.

1565

2dSS., —to 483=: 1082

?, 65 to 548 = 1017

3dSS 15 to 563 = 1002

?, pocket, (dry hole; cased 203',) 1 to 564 = 1001

Centre Well, ISfo. 19.

2d SS., — to 469

?, ,

' 76 to 545

3dSS., 15 to 560

?, pocket, 1 to 561

Cased at 200'. Started at 8 bbls. Now abandoned.

Centre Well, JSTo. W.
153T

2dSS —to 453 = 1084

?, 70 to 523 = 1014

3dSS., 16 to 539= 998

?, pocket, 1 to 540= 997

Cased at 189'. Started at 15 bbls. ; now doing 4 bbls.

Centre Well, No. M. "5."

Aug., 1876.

Conductor, 18 to 18=
2dSS., —to 475=

?, 20 to 495=
Stray, "say" 10', 10 to 505=

?, 54 to 559=
3dSS., 19 to 578=

?, pocket, 3 to 681=

Near N. E. comer Irvine tract. Cased at 197' and 176'.

, Started at 7 bbls. ; now doing 2^.
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Centre Well, No. U.
March, 1876.

1629
Drive pipe, 41 to 41 = 1588

?. 510 to 551 = 1078
Stray SS., "say" 10 to 561 = 1068

?. 65 to 616 = 1013
3dSS.,

/ 6 to 622 = 1007

?, pocket, 25 to 647 = 982

Cased at 251'. Show of oil.

Centre Well, No. n.

Oct., 1876.

Conductor, 18 to 18

2dSS., , —to 445

?, 20 to 465

Stray SS., "say" 10 to 475

?, 54 to 529

3dSS., 14 to 543

?, pocket,
^

4 to 547

Cased at 198'. Dry hole. Near Cushing old and new
weUs.

Centre Well, No. 23.

Oct., 1876.

Conductor, 23 to 23

2dSS., . . —to 456

?, . . . . . . .' 20 to 476

Stray SS., "say" 10 to 486

?, 62 to 548

3d SS., good coarse sand, '. 20 to 568

?, pocket, 11 to 579

Cased at 196'. Dry hole.

Centre Well, No. H-
Nov., 1876.

Conductor, 22 to 22

2d 88., —to 479

?, 6 to 485

Stray 88., "say 15 to 500

7 62 to 562

3dSS., 20 to 582
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Centre Well, No. 25.

March, 1877.

Conductor, 23 to 23

?, 592 to 615

SaSS., 15 to 630

?, pocket, '. 13 to 643

Cased. Dry hole. Torpedoed with i gal. glycerine, with
no benefit.

Note.—The "Centre" Wells are all oh the south-western part (corner) of

Tract 5277. The oil produced by them is much darker than the oil from No.
8 and No. 9, Fisher Lease.

Dry Hole Well.

April, 1876.

South of old field, Warren Boad, tract 5205.

Conductor, 27to27
?, 503 to 530

IstSS., 20 to 550

Bedrock, "say," 5 to 555

7, 35 to 590

Stray, 30 to 620

1, 75 to 695

Shell, "say," 2 to 697

?. 46 to 743

Warren Road Well, No. 1.

May, 1877.

Traot5279, 1665

Conductor , 22 to 22 = 1643

?, 198 to 220 = 1445

Mt. SS., "say," 30 to 250 = 1415

?. • 310 to 560 = 1105
Stray, "say," 10 to 570 = 1095

7> • • • 80 to 650 = 1015
3d SS., stopped in dark sand, 18 to 668 = 997

Started at 4 barrels, now doing 2 barrels, torpedoed at
653' with no benefit.

Warren Road Well, No. 3.

August 31, 1877.

Tract 5279, jggg
Conductor, ' "43^043

Just Struck
;
record not filled ; doing 2 barrels.
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Warren Road Well, No. 2.

July, 1877.

Tract 5279, 1655

Conductor, 10 to 10 = 1645

? 210 to 220 = 1435

Hard shell and pebbles, "say," 25 to 245 = 1410

?, 306 to 551 = 1104

Stray, SS., "say," 10 to 561 = 1094

?, 84 to 645 = 1010

3dSS., 16 to 661= 994

First three days' production \\ barrels per day, torpedoed

with 89 pounds nitro-glycerine with, no benefit, now doing

about 1 barrel.

Shingle Mill Well.

South of center of tract 5222, 1422

?, . 166 to 166 = 1256

IstSS., 8 to 174 = 1248

?, 9 to 183 = 1239

2d SS., 7 to 190 = 1232

7, 10 to 200 = 1222

3dSS., 6 to 206 = 1216

?, red roek, (at 207',) 13 to 219 = 1203

4th SS., 24 to 243= 1179

?, 28 to 271 = 1151

6th SS., 11 to 282 = 1140

?, 117 to 399 = 1023

Dry.

Saw Mill Well, No. 1.

South of center of tract 5206, im.S. W. of No. 2 1490

Conductor, 17 to 17 = 1473

?, 214 to 231 = 1259

Ist'sS., 36 to 267 = 1228

Bedrock 6 to 273 = 1217

SS., 7 to 280 = 1210

^[ 10 to 290 = 1200

2(j SS., 15 to 305 = 1185

Soft and hard shell rock, 29 to 334 = 1156

3dSS., ,•
14 to 348 = 1142

?^
26 to 374 = 1116

4th SS., "say," 10 to 384 = 1106

7,
93 to 477 = 1013

5th' SS., 8 to 485 =p 1005

1^
125 to 610 = 880

Soot and gas at 348' ; mud vein at 879'. '" Tubed at 348."

No oU.
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Saw Mill Well, No. 2.

S. of center of tract 5206 ; no oil, 1534

?, 283 to 283 = 1251

IstSS 20 to 303 = 1231

?, 85 to 338 = 1196

2dSS., 14 to 352 = 1182

? 15 to 367 = 1167

3dSS., 12 to 379 = 1155

?, 6 to 385 = 1149

4th SS., 9 to 394 = 1140

? 84 to 428 = 1106

5th SS., 82 to 460 = 1074

?, 60 to 520 = 1014

Pebble shell, say, 2 to 522 = 1012

? 34 to 556= 978

Jay Buck Well, No. 1.

February, 1871.

?, ^ 840 to 340

Ist SS., 20 to 360

?, 42 to 402

2dSS., . . .
.' 8 to 410

?, 50 to 460

3dSS., 10 to 470

?, 90 to 560

4th SS., mud vein at 465', 5 to 665

?, 135 to 700

Jay Buck Well, No. 2, {center of tract 6205.)

?, 260 to 260

1st SS., 10 to 270

?, 305 to 575

2dSS., 6 to 581

?, 17 to 598

3d SS., mud vein at 620', 25 to 623

?, 92 to 715

Hemlock Well, {east part tract 5277.)

?, 184 to 184

IstSS., 16 to 200

?, 34 to 284

2d SS., 19 to 255

?, 80 to 335

Shell and pebbles, (say)
, 3 to 338

?, 162 to 500

Red rock, (say) 5 to SOB

No oil.
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Stone Well.

^> 120 to 120
'^^^^

12 to 132

^' 12 to 144
Stray SS., 8 to 152

^' • • 57 to 209
5d SS., best sand at 219', 12 to 221

?, pooket, 8 to 229

MerJcle, Moore & Go. Well.

^> 315 to 315
Bedrock, "say" StoSSO

?i 40 to 360
IstSS., "say" 20 to 380

1< 74 to 454
2dSS., "say" 15 to 469

f,- 63 to 532

3d SS., mud veins at 536' and 546', 19 to 551

Good Will Well.

June, 1868.

Conductor, 22 to 22

1, 238 to 260

Stray SS., 10 to 270

?, .» 42 to 312

2d SS., (seed bag,) 18 to 330

?, 79 to 409

MSS., (436?,) 17 to 426

?, 4 to 430

Mud vein at 426'.

Good Luck Well.

Conductor, 19 to 19

?, 418 to 437

1st SS., 13 to 450

?, . Ill to 561

2dSS 15 to 576

?, 76 to 652

3dSS., 18 to 670

?, 4 to 674

Wells on the Fisher Lease.

Well A. Fisher Lease.
Conductor, . . . . .. 24 to 24

?,( 1st, 2d, and stray SS. Irregular; only shelly,) . . .450 to 474

3dSS., .
-.

. 14 to 488

? . 17 to 505

Dry ; torpedoed, no oil show.
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Well No. 8. Fisher Lease.

1529^

1 281 to 281 = 124S

IstSS., 19 to 300 = 1229-

?,
63 to 363 = 1166

2dSS.,' 17 to 380 = 1149-

?, 139 to 519 = lOlO

3dSS., ("say,") 16 to 535 = 994

?, 2 to 587= 992:

Well No. 9, "5." Fisher Lease.

1555-

?, 325 to 325 = 1230

1st SS., "say," 20 to 345 = 121»-

?, cased at 347', 55 to 400 = 1155-

2dSS., 13 to 413 = 1142

?, 43 to 456 = 1099

Stray, "say," 10 to 466 = 1089

1, 80 to 546 = 1009

3dSS., 25 to 571= 984

?, ... . 5 to 576= 979

Note.—No. 8 Well was a large well, probably 100 barrels, now doing 8 or

10 barrels. Drilled about 1870. Well No. 9, ''£," drilled abont 1872, started

very small, but after putting on large gas pumps came up to a 10 to 15 barreL

well, now doing 8 or 10 barrels.^ These wells pump green oil.

Well No. 10. Fisher Lease.

Drive pipe 19 to 19

?, 308 to 327

IstSS., 11 to 338

?, 77 to 415

2dSS., . 15 to 430

7, '.
. . . 125 to 555

3dSS., "say," 16 to 571

?, 4 to 576

Well No. 11. Fisher Lease.

?, 262 to 262

IstSS., 16 to 278

?, 77 to 355

2dSS., 9 to 364

?, 70 to 434

Stray SS., 6 to 440

? 62 to 502

3dSS., 14 to 516

? 1 to 617
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Well No. IS, " G" FisTier Lease.

2d SS — to 363

?, 47 to 410

Stray SS., 20 to 430

?, . 78 to 508

3d SS., mud veins at 5)2' and 523', 24 to 532

?, . . . 4 to 536

Well No. 15. Fisher Lease.

?, (conductor 22',) 180 to 180

IstSS., 20 to 200

?, 71 to 271

2dSS., 16 to 287

?, 39 to 326

3dSS., 15 to 341

?, . . 79 to 420

4th SS., mud veins at 424' and 435', 24 to 444

?, 8 to 452

Well No. 11, "5." Fisher Lease.

?, 320 to 320

iBt SS., 15 to 335

?, 37 to 372

2d SS 25 to 397

V_ 83 to 480

3dSS., 20 to 500

y 3 to 503

Well No. k-

June, 1868.

?, conductor 38', .
260 to 260

IstSS., 20to280

y
125 to 405

2d SS.i
'.''.".'.".'.'.'.'.".'.. 10to415

y
76 to 491

3dSS.,
'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'...... 15 to 506

y
14 to 520

Mud vein at 493', 499' and 504'. Seed bag at 405'.

Tubed to 504'.
i

Well No. U, ''B:55

. . . 190 to 190

is;^:,:::::::::" ::;;•• 2oto2io

y
316 to 525

„^ ao !'.'..'. 35 to 560
^•^y^®- ;•;;: 2oto58o

Stray 3d SS., mud vein at 590',
^^'"f^f

tt 76 to 672

4th'sS., mud veins at 674' and 680', 18 to 690

, 7 to 697
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Well No. k, "C."

?, 80 to 80

IstSS., 20 to 100

?, 248 to 348

2dSS., 10 to 358

?, 73 to 431

3dSS., 19 to 450

?, . . . 40 to 490

Stray SS., mud vein at 495', 10 to 500

?, , . 76 to 576

5th SS., large pebble mud vein at 579' and 586' 17 to 593

7, '.
. . 7 to 600

Well No. 5, "5."

?, 270 to 270

iBtSS., "say," 20 to 290

?, •. 133 to 423

2dSS 11 to 434

?, 81 to 515

3d SS., large pebble at 537', 30 to 545

7, 3 to 548

Cased at 312^'.

Well No. 7, " C."

?, 278 to 278

1st SS., 32 to 310

?, hard shell and 2d SS., 200 to 510

3d as., 30 to 540

7, 8 to 548

The record of the " hard shell " and 2d SS. in this well is

exactly like that of Well No. H, "5," so that it was not

copied throughout.

Well No. m, "5."

?, 312 to 312

IstSS., "say," 20 to 332

?, 62 to 394

2dSS., 16 to 410

?. 30 to 440

Stray, "say," 10 to 450
t, 90 to 540

3d SS., soot at 655', 22 to 562
' 6 to 568

Cased at 348',
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Well No. 13, "5."

?, Conductor, 16' 280 to 280
IstSS., "say" 20 to 300

1, 106 to 406
2dSS 14 to 420

1, 88 to 508

3d SS., 23 to 531

7, 3 to 534

Cased at 298'.

Well No. U.

May 27, 1869.

Conductor, 16 to 16

Slate, 19 to 35

SS., 25 to 60

Slate and soapstone, 322 to 382

2dSS., 24 to 406

Soapstone, 84 to 440

3d SS., mud vein at 444', 14 to 454

Soapstone, . . 78 to 532

4th SS., pebble from 540 to 550', 18 to 550

Soapstone, 7 to 557

Cased at 480'.

Well No. 6, ''O.t&S."

December, 1868.

?, Conductor, 26', 165 to 165

IstSS., 10 to 175

?, 137 to 312

2dSS., 18 to 330

? 78 to 408

3dSS .. 23 to 431

Well No. U, "5."

Conductor, 12 to 12

?, 268 to 280

IstSS., 30 to 310

?, 62 to 372

Hardshell, "say" 3 to 375

?, 47 to 422

2dSS., 10 to 432

?, 80 to 512

8d SS., mud veins at 516' and 522', 24 to 536

?, 7 to 543
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Well No. 15, "A"
? 60 to 60

IstSS., "say" 20 to 80

?, • 314 to 394

2dSS.,
, 16 to 410

?, 43 to 453

3d SS., stray—mud vein, 457', 15 to 468

?, . 76 to 544

4th SS., mud vein at 548' and 553', 14 to 558

?, 16 to 574

Well No. 15, "jg."

?, Conductor, 22', 60 to 60

IstSS., "say" 20 to 80

?, 283 to 363

2dSS., 8 to 371

?, 55 to 426

3d SS., stray, 15 to 441

?, 13 to 454

4th SS., 12 to 466

1, 84 to 550

5th SS., mud veins, 551' and 558', 16 to 566

?, 7 to 573

Wells at or near Dunn's Run.

Well {new) A, Dunn Farm.
Conductor, 15 to 15

? 103 to 118

1st SS., 12 to 130

?, 20 to 150

2dSS., 28 to 178

?, 38 to 216

3dSS., 13 to 229

1, . . 77 to 306

4th SS., mud vein at 316', 13 to 319

?, 7 to 326

Well {new) B, Stroup Farm.

?, Conductor, 18', 128 to 128

1st SS., 40 to 168

? 143 to 311

2dSS., 8 to 319

?, 19 to 338

3dSS., 6 to 344

?, 101 to 445

4th SS., (IstSS.,) mud veins at 454' and 462', 25 to 470

? 32 to 502
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6th SS., mud veins at 507' 10 to 512

?, 32 to 544

6th SS., (2d SS.,) mud veins at 548' 10 to 554

?, . . . 80 to 634

7th SS., (3d SS.,) mud veins at 635' and 642', 18 to 652

?, "nooU to pay," . . . . . 2 to 651

Well A, {on branch of Dunnes Run.)
1179

?, 184 to 184 = 995

2d SS., 16 to 200 = 979

?, 31 to 231 = 948

3d SS., mud vein at 239', 12 to 243 = 936

?, pocket, 1 to 244 = 935

Started at 7 bbls. Now pumping about 3 bbls. Black

oil.

PFeZZ ^, {near pumping Well A.)

June 26, 1871.

1202

?, 123 to 123 = 1079

IstSS., 11 to 134 = 1068

? 35 to 169 = 1033

2dSS., 11 to 180 = 1022

?, 77 to 257 = 945

3d SS., no oil, mud vein at 267", 12 to 269 == 933

?, . . .
5 to 274 = 928

Well No. 1, Dunn Farm.
1159

?, 126 to 126 = 1033

2dSS 8 to 134 = 1025

?, 80 to 214= 945

3dSS., 11 to 225= 934

y 3 to 228= 931

Dry.

Well No. 2, Dunn Farm.
1164

?, 124 to 124 = 1040

2dSS., ..." 16 to 140 = 1024

?, 86 to 226= 938

SdSS., 12 to 238= 926

^, . . . .
4 to 242= 922

Dry.
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Well "P," {near Tipton's land.)

June 14, 1871.

?, 169 to 169

1st SS., "extra," 11 to 180

?, 286 to 466

1st SS., 14 to 480

?, 40 to 520

Stray, 6 to 526

?, 36 to 562

2dSS., 12 to 574

?, 77 to 651

3d SS., tnud vein 665', 19 to 672

?, .
3 to 675

Well "^."

7, 476 to 476

IstSS., • 21 to 497

?, 79 to 576

2d SS., 14 to 590

?, 74 to 664

3dSS 18 to 682

?, 6 to 688

Well "S," {opposite new "^" well.)

?, 108 to 108

1st SS., .

'

12 to 120

?, 90 to 210

2dSS 6 to 216

?, 79 to 295

3dSS., 12 to 307

?, 3 to 310

Well "T'."

?, 184 to 184

2dSS., 16 to 200

?, 32 to 232

3dSS., 12 to 244

? 4 to 248

Well "0," {above Swaggert' s) up run.

7, 148 to 148

1st 88., 16 to 164

? 42 to 206

2dSS., 11 to 217

?. 38 to 255
Stray, 8 to 263

?. 76 to 339

3d as., mud vein at 345' 12 to 351

?. 5 to 356
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Well "C," Swaggert Farm.
Ist SS — to 460

?. 52 to 512
2dSS., 10 to 522

^' 32 to 554
Stray, 10 to 564

?> 80 to 644
3d SS., mud vein at 650', 16 to 660

?. 5 to 665

Well "G«," {on hillside at rock.)

'. 271 to 271
1st SS., 15 to 286

?. 114 to 400
Hard shell, " say " 3 to 403

1, 58 to 461

3d SS., (10' soft sand,) 25 to 486

Well "^," {Stroup Bun.)

Conductor, 13 to 13

?. • 148 to 161

2dSS., 19 to 180

?, 73 to 253

3dSS., 16 to 269

?, 4 to 273

Cased at 106'.

Well "/," {baoTc of Dunn Farm.)

February, 1871.

?, 202 to 202

1st SS., 15 to 217

?, 23 to 240

Stray, 10 to 250

?, 47 to 297

2dSS., 8 to 305

?, 74 to 379

3d SS., mud vein 386»', 20 to 399

?, . . 4 to 403

Well "X"
?, 102 to 102

1st SS., 20 to 122

1, 42 to 164

2dSS., 8 to 172

?, water 190', dry crevice 216' 155 to 327

SdSS., 27 to 354

r, 6 to 360
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Well "A" {Hunter Run.)
t, 90 to 90

1st SS., " say " 15 to 105

?, 45 to 150

2dSS., 15 to 165

?, "say" 30 to 195

Red rock, " say " 5 to 200

?, hard shell at 202', 84 to 284

3d SS., mud vein at 290', 9 to 293

?, 3 to 296

Well at Log-House, on river.

Conductor, 31 to 31

?, 29 to 60

2dSS., "say" ; 15 to 75

?, 49 to 124

3dSS., 31 to 155

?, 8 to 163

Well No. i, "Z>," {Swaggert Farm f)

?, . . . 526 to 526

2dSS., "say" 10 to 536

?, hard shell at 595', 130 to 666

3d SS., mud veins at 670' and 680', 15 to 681

?, 3 to 684
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GROUP V.

Wells in South West Township, and in Eldred township,
Warren County.

The following records of the Woodland Oil Company wells were furnished
by Mr. A. B. Howland, General Manager

:

Woodland Well, No. 1.

Finished November 20, 1878.

On N. W. cor. Tracst No. 234, Sputh-West Township, Warren county.
Well mouth above ocean, in feet, ... . isis
Drive pipe, . 63 to 63 = 1450
Jnterval 67 to 130 = 1383

Mountain sand, 15 to 145 = 1368
Slate, cased at 239', 225 to 370 = 1143
1st sand, gray, 8 to 378 = 1135
Slate, 124 to 502 = 1011
2d sand, gray, 12 to 514 = 999
Slate,

; . . . 81 to 595= 918
.3d sand, 40 to 635 = 878
iSlate to bottom,' 21 to 656 = 857

Strong smell of oil at 620.

No red rock, no oil, no water, very little gas.

On drawing casing after standing about a week about \
Isarrel of good green oil was dipped from the weE.

Woodland Well, No. '2.

Finished March 5, 1879.

On Tract No. 235, (near center of west line,) South-West Township, War-
ren county.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1S98

Conductor, to rock, 8 to 8 = 1590

Hard bowlder, 87 to 45 = 1553

Slate, 135 to 180 = 1418

Mountain SS., 40 to 220 =1378.
Slate, cased at 297', 226 to 446 = 1152

1st sand, 19 to 465 =1133
Slate,' (sbeU at 468',) 112 to 577 = 1021

2d sand S., (merely 2 shells,) 8 to 585 = 1013

Slate, 88^ to 673J = 924|

3d sand S., 39i to 713 = 885

Slate to bottom, 16 to 728 = 870

No gas, a little salt water. About f of a barrel of oil

4 IIII.
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(green) came in at nbont 678' or 679'. A quart glycerine

torpedo exploded in it March 11. Top of torpedo at 678

feet. It had no effect noticeable on the rock or in the well.

•

Woodland Well, No. 3.

Finished April 28, 1879.

On Tract No. 199, (near center of west line,) Soutti-West Township, War-
ren county.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . l^jBS

Drive pipe, . . . . 52 to 52 = 1413

Slate. &o., (mixed sand, slate, and shells,) 68 to 120 = 1345

Mountain sand, . . . ... 123 to 243 = 1222

Slate, cased at 262^', 127 to 370 = 1096

1st sand S., (mostly shells,) 20 to 390 = 1075

Slate, 100 to 490 = 975

2d sand S., 13 to 503 = 962

Slate, . . . . 86 to 589= 876

3d sand S., (streak ofslate from 612 to 621,) 43 to 632 = 833

Slate to bottom, 15 to 647 = 818

No gas, no water, a little oil, but not enough to be worth

saving.

Woodland Well, No. ^.

Finished to 814 feet, May 30, 1879.

On north part of Tract No. 196, South-West Township, Warren county. 50

rods from north line, 90 rods from east line.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, ... . . . 1689

Drive pipe, 44 to 44 = 1645

Slate ami shale, 237 to 281 = 1408

Mountain sand, . 19 to 300 = 13S9

Slate, cased at 307, 224 to 524 = 1105

1st sand S ,
(shells,) hardly noticeable, 2 to 526 = 1163

Slate, 144 to 670 = 1019

2d sand S:, mostly shells, 19 to 689 = 1000

Slate, . . . 72 to 761 = 928

3d sand S., ; 43 to 804 = 885

Slate, black, 116 to 920 = 769

Slate or shale, red shade, 100 to 1020 = 669

Shale, bluish, . , . 150 to 1170 — 519

Shale, red, ... . . 24 to 1194 = 495

Shale, bluish ; red streaks, . . 356 to 1550 = 139

First stopped drilling at 814' with no ga,s. no salt water,

no oil, except a slight show in the bottom of 3d sand. The
third sand was soft and easily drilled all through.

Afterwards drilled down to 1550'. Driller reported streaks

.
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of reddish shade all the way from 920' to bottom. No regu-

lar blue or black slate in this interval, and nothing but soft

shales below 1194'.

Wood & Stewart Well.

1878.

On Wales farm, South-West township, Warren county. About Z\ miles N.

N. E. of Enterprise. Authority, Wm. Wood.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

?, . 590 to 590 =
IstSS., . . . 80 to 620 =

?, 170 to 790 =
2d SS., 20 to 810 =
Slate, 10 to 820 =
SS., 6 to 8.0 =
Slate, . . 24 to 850=

Production at first, about 2 barrels per day. No red rock

reported in the well.

The same, as reported by Ijem. Siggins, contractor.

?, . . . . 510 to 510 =
Ist SS., 30 to 540 =

?, "no 2d sand," 250 to 790 =
3d SS., . . 30 to 820 =
Slate, 30 to 860 =

About 3' of pale red between the 1st and 3d SS., true

place of it not remembered.

Brown & Siggins Well.

May and June, 1878.

Anderson farm, South-West township, Warren county, 3^ miles N. N. E. of

Enterprise. Authority, L. Siggins, contractor, <&c. Record compiled from

notes on packages of sand pumpings.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor.

?, (Spec. No. 1,) ,173 to 173:

JMountainSS, (Spec. No. 2,) 25 to 198

?, . . . 37 to 235

Shell, (Spec. No. 3,) 1 to 230

Shelly slate, 110 to 316

Shell, (Spec. No. 4,) 1? to 347

Shelly, . . 43 to 390

Red rook, (Spec. No. 5 at 400' ) 15 to 405

Shelly, 20 to 425

1st SS., A, ^ (Spec. No. 6 at 430',) 12 to ^37

Slate,
[

5 to 442

1st SS., B, '(Spec. No. 7 at 445',) 10 to 452:
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?, (Spec. No. 8,) 198 to 650

3dSS., 5 Spec. No. 9 at 655', I
24 to 674

'
t Spec. No. 10 at 670', S

Slate, (Spec. No. 11 at 680',) 5 to 679

Pebble slate and sand mixed, (Spec. No. 12,) 41 to 720

Soft slate, (Spec. No. 13,) 20 to 740

Cased at 225. Production If barrels.

White Well.

1880.

On Cutler farm near the center of tract No. 97, Bldred township, Warren
county. Authority, J. H. Dickson, (Oct. 15, 1880.)

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (bar, ) . 1610

?, 194 to 194 = 1416

IstSS., 50 to 244 = 1366

?, 56 to 300 = 1310

2dSS., 25 to 325 = 1285

7, 60 to 385 = 1225

5 gray,

5 white, good,

3d SS., '7 gray, coarse,

7 white,
i.6

?,

Oil came ia about 8' from top 3d sand. Well pumped
(without a torpedo) about 1 barrel of oil with 10 barrels of

salt water per day.

"Oil 47° gravity and about as dark as Pleasantville' oil."

J

Aclcerman Well.

1865-6.

On Tract No. 97, Eldred township, Warren county, about 10 rods south of

north line of tract, and about 4 rods east of Spring Oreek road. Authority,

A. L. Aokerman, per A. B. Howland.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1673

Drive pipe, 18 to 18 = 1653

?, 89 to 107 = 1566

SS., gray, 4 to 111 = 1562

Slate, 69 to 180 ^1493
SS. streak, 5 to 185 = 1488

Slate, hard grit and soapstone, 17 to 202 = 1471

SS., hard, broke bit badly, 11 to 213 = 1460

SS., hard slate and soapstone in layers of 5 to 10 ft., (consid-

erable gae at 363 ft.,) . 221 to 434 = 1239

SS., very hard on top, (large gas vein,) 43 to 477 = 1196

one to bottom, 4 to 481 = 1192

"The show of oil being good, the well was tubed and
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tested. The pressure of gas was so great that everything

broke, and the well was left to blow gas for several months,

making a roaring like the blowing of steam from a boiler.

Three crevices of about one foot each were reported between

303 and 330 ft.^ and three others at 437', 445' and 447'."

GROUP VI.

Wells in Venango County.

Comer Well.

May, 1877 ?

On farm of S. Q. Brown, on the Titusville and Pleasantville plank road, at

the head of MoGee run. Oil Creek township, Venango county. A short dis-

tance from Watson well, Henderson farm. Authority, T. McLaughlin, con-

tractor.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, about 1510

Conductor.

SS.

Sandy shale to 250 to 250 =
Mountain sand, 20 ± to 270 =
Slate, 200 to 470 =
1st sand, 40 ± to 510 =
Slate, 90 to 600 =
2d sand, 20 t to 620 =
Slate, 135 to 755 =
3d sand, gray and poor, 20 i to 775 =
Slate, 127 to 902 =

Unproductive.

Watson Well.

On the D. W. Henderson farm, (adjoining S. Q. Brown's,) Oil Creek town-

ship, Venango county. Authority, L. Siggins, contractor.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet
—

Conductor 28 to 28 =
Surface sand, ; ... 65 to 93 =
Slate 90 to 183 =
Mountain sand, . .

100 to 283 —
Slate and shells, (cased at 800',) -217 to 500 =
Bed rock, . . . > ... 25 to 525 =
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Slate and shells, hard, 153 to 678 =
1st sand 18to 696 =
Slate, 89 to 785 =
2d sand, 10 to 795 =
Slate and shells, 205 to 1000 =

This well produced some oil from the second sand, color

dark green; gravity 48°. The drilling below the second

sand was so homogeneous that the drillers claimed to have

found no third sand.

Watson Well.

December, 1877.

On the Caleb Shreeve farm, Oil Creek township, Venango county, 2 miles

west of Pleasantville. Authority, L. Siggius, contractor.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, —
?, . 180 to 180 =

Mountain sand, 65 to 245 =
?, (cased at 295',) 380 to 625 =

1st sand, (considerablo gas,) 35 to 660 =
?> 96 to 766 =

2d sand, (a little salt water, ) 20 to 776 =
?i 77 to 853 =

Bed shale, 4 to 857 =
?. 30 to 887 =

3d sand, good, but no oil 8 to 895 =
Slate, black, 65 to 960 =

Unproductive.

Balzell Well, No. 3.

1870.

On Hebert tract, in borough of Pleasantville. After having produced black
oil lor some time, this well was deepened with the following results. Au-
thority, L. L. Benedict.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, about 1660

?, to top of 4th sand, 864 to 864 =
4th sand, (Pleasantville black oil rock,) 14 to 878 =
Slate,

. 27 to 905 =
5th sand, (equivalent of Oil Creek 3d SS.,) 18 to 923 =
Slate, 15 to 938 =
Slate and shells, 90 to 1028=
Bed shale, 16 to 1044 =
No oil obtained below the 4th sand.
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Wesley Well.

1877.

E. S. Prosser farm, 2 miles north-east of Pleasantville, near Cattaraugus

school-house. Authority, W. Wesley.

Conductor, l2 to 12 =
Slate, 108 to 120 =
Mt. SS., 45 to 103 =
Slate, 140 to 305 =
Slate, red, . 15 to 3:i0 =
1st SS., gas and salt water, 20 to 340 =
Slate, 190 to 530 =
Slate, red, 20 to 550 =
2dSS.,A '. 20 to 570 =
SlatG, 30 to COO =
2dSS.,B 20 to 620 =
Slate, 144 to 764 =
Flint shell, close and hard, to 770 =
Slate, soft and muddy, no sand, 15 to 785 =
Shell, hard and fine, 6 to 791 =
Slate, 21 to 812 =
3dSS., 15 to 827 =
Slate, soft, no red 58 to 885 =

Drilled dry. Cased at 342'. Gas in last SS. and show of

green oil. No black oil seen. Torpedoed, without effect.

Unproductive.

The following partial records ot a number of wells in the

Octave District, in Cherry Tree township, Venango county,

about two and a half miles south of Titusville, were kindly
furnished by Mr. O. D. Wickham.
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Elevation of Wells in the Octave District near Tltusmlle.

By Arthur Hale, 1876.

Stewart, No. 2, Robinson farm, 1528

3,
" 1495

" 1,
" 1484

Barnsdale, " 1504

Beecher well, opposite side of road, 1550

Stewart, No. 2, Thompson farm, 1496

Lady Gibson, " 1473

.Strauss, N. of " 1543

Smith & Pettit, " 1568

McLaughlin, Curry farm, ? 1577

Fox, " 1591

King, No. 2, Symmes, 1566

Shamtaurg, No. 1, " 1558

" 2, " 1565

King, No. 1,
"

. 1583

Burtis, No. 1, Lamb farm, 1605

Octave & Burtis, " 1626

Wood, Irvin&Co., " 1619

Imel & Hoffman, No. 2,
" ? 1616

Imel & Hoffman, No. 1.

Shamburg, No. 1, Hamilton farm 1585

" 2, " ? 1516

Gilmore, No. 1,
" ? 1573

" 2,
" ? 1570

Pierce <fe Co., 1577

Jonathan Watson, (south of do., ) • 1597

Octave, No. 7, Hyde farm 1672

" 6, " 1654

1, " 1624

2, " 1619

" 3,
" 1613

4, Purtell 1636

" 3, ,
1629

" 6, 1646

" 7, 1644

Toby, No. 1, Abbott & O'Hare farm, 1615

" 2, , . 1617

" 3, 1613

" 4 1623

5, 1617

" 6, 1627

B. T., No. 1 well, near Toby, No. 1, 1620

Purtell, No. 1, 1648

" 2, 1649

< 3, 1654

Bannister, 1642

Gilmore, No. 4, Sloan farm, 1564

" 1, 1641

McGill, No. 2, 1575
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"3d sand, A,''

Harsh Well, No. 1.

October, 1877.

On Minor & Sohreiber tract, Allegheny township, Venango county, near

Dawson Center on Pithole creek. Anthority, record and specimens furnished

to the survey by Samuel Harsh, owner of well.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor, . . 9 to 9 =
Shale, yellowish, 46 to 55 =
Mud rock or soapstone, 55 to 110 =
SS., deep yellow; "Mountain sand," 60 to 170 =
Slate and shale, dark, . 138 to 303 =
SS., gray, "1st sand," 15 to 323 =
Slate, dark, 211 to 534 =
SS., . . 8', ^

Slateandshells, 8', V'2dsand," 23 to 557 =
SS., . 7', )

Slate, . . 57to.614 =
SS., coarse, gray, pebbly, some lime,

(Spec. No. 1 at 614,)

SS., greenish, gray, tine, soft, (Spec.

No. 2 at 616,)

SS., greenish, gray, tine, soft, (Spec.

No. 3 at 620,)

SS., gray, fine, hard, flaky, (Spec.

No. 4 at 624,)

SS., gray, fine, hard, flaky, (Spec.

No. 5at-G.S5,)

Slate and shale, . .

SS., fine, dark gray, (Spec. No. 6 at

669,)

SS., fine, hard, rusty, (Spec. No. 7 at

672,) .

SS., fine, greenish-gray, soft, (Spec.

No. 8 at 673,)

Slate, light color,

Red sandy shale, (Spec. No. 9 at 676,) 2 to 677 =
SS., fine, dark gray, (Spec No. 10 at

"

678,) ...
SS., fine, yellowish, rusty, (Spec. No.

11 at 679,)

SS , very fine, white, (Spec. No. 12

at 680,)

SS., very fine, white, (Spec. No. 13 at

682,)

SS., very flue, white, (Spec. No. 14 at

683,)

SS., tine, 3'ellowgray, soft, (Spec. No.

15, at 685,)

SS., tine, yellow gray, soft, (Spec. No.
IS, at 690,)

'3d sand, B,"

22 to 636 :

33 to 669 =

4 to 673 =

2 to 675 =

"Sd Sand, C," 18 to 695 =
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Slate, dark, . ...
SS., fine, greenish gray, soft, (Spec, "j

No. 17 at 757,; i

SS., fine, bluish gray, soft, (Spec No. i

18,775,) ... j

SS., pebbly, dark gray, (Spec. No. 19 -,

at 778,)
I

SS., yellow, rnsty, medium, (Spec,

No. 20 at 780,)
;. "4th Sand, . .

SS., pebble, and slate, (Spec. No. 21
|

at 782,) . . I

Slate, bluish, (Spec. No. 22 at 788.) )

" " " " 23 " 806,) !>

SS., darl:, greenish-gray, hard, (Spec.

No. 24 at 823,)

SS., dark, greenish -gray, slaty.

(Spec. No. 25 at 820,) .

.'

SS., coarse and pebbly,

Slate, dark and bluish, to bottom,

Drilled dry. Cased nt 328'. Unproductive. Gas suffi-

cient to ignite from the lamp in the derrick.

'5th Sand,"

nil. 59

63 to 75S =

17 to 775 =

8 to 783 =

38 to 821 =

10 to 831 =

19 to 850 =

lAnden Well, No. 1.

May, 1877.

On S. Q. Brown's " McKissock farm " tract. No. 166, Cornplanter township,

Venango county, about Ij miles east south-east from Pithole City, commenc-
ing at the entrance of the old coal banli. Authority, records and specimens

furnished by Samuel Harsh, owner of well.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, ... ....
Conductor, .

1589'

- 8 to 8 = 1581.

153 to 161 = 1428'

92 to 253 = 1336'

, 132 to 385 = 1204'

20 to 405 = 1184'

Mountain sand,

?,

1st sand, gray and slaty, (Spec. No. 1 at 397',)

Slate and gray sand shells, (Spec. No. 1

2 at 420',)

Sand shells, gray, (Spec. No. 3 at

424',)

Sandy slate, dark, (Spec. No. 4 at
j. 215 to 620 = 969

446',)

Sandy slate, dark, (Spec. No. 5 at

582',) . .

Sand shells, gray, (Spec. No. 6 at

601',) . . }

2d sand, gray and slaty, (Spec. No. 7 at —,) 40 to 060 = 929

Slate, (Spec. No. 8 at 685',) 43 to 703 = 885
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22 to 725= 864'

;. "3dSS., C".

i at 916',) "5th SS.,"

29 to 754 =

10 to 764 -

4 to 768

:

17 to 785= 804'

SS., gray, very fine, (Spoo. No. 9 at -|

703',)

SS., dark gray, some lime, (Spec. No.

10 at 707',)

SS., white, very fine, (Spec. No. 11

at70i)',)
' ' '

l (i!?!! as A "
SS., white, very fine, (Spec. No. 12 >

*" °°- *'

at 711',) ...
SS., white, yery fine, (Spec. No. 13

at 713',)

SS., white, very fine, (Spec. No. 14

at 721',)

Sandy shale, . .... ....
SS., yellow, medium grain, " 3d SS., B," (Spec. No. 15 at 754',

)

Slate, dark, (Spec. No. 16 at 764',) -j

SS., dark gray, (Spec. No. 17 at 768',)
|

SS., yellowish, very fine, (Spec. No.
18 at 772',)

SS., white, very fine, (Spec. No. 19 at
|

785',) )

Slate, blue, (Spec. No. 20 at 798',)

Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 21 at 819',)

Shells, greenish-gray, (Spec. No. 22

at 853',) ... . .

Slaty shell, micaceous, (Spec. No. 23

at 860',) . . .

Slate, (Spec. No 24 at 867',)

Sandy slate, (Spec. No. 25 at 870',) .

Sandy slate, micaceous, (Spec. No. 26

at 873',)

Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 27 at 877',)

SS., yellow, rather fine, (Spec. No. 28 at 878',) "4th SS.,'-

Slate, gritty, (Spec. No. 29 at 882',) .

State, gritty, (Spec. No. 30 at 889',) .

Slate, (Spec. No. 31 at 892',)

Sand shells, dark, (Spec. No. 32 at

894',)

Sand shells, gray, (Spec. No. 33 at

897',)

Slate, gray, (Spec. No. 34 at 904',)

Slate, darker, (Spec. No. 35 at 909,) .

SS., pebbles and slate, (Spec. No.

!

Slate, (Spec. No. 37 at 924',) .

Drilled dry. Unproductive.

Ifilion Bros. Well.

Spring of 1877.

Pithole creek, 1 mile from river. Nicholls & Krotzer, contractors,
thority, John Nicholls.

835'

825'

821'

92 to 877 = 712'

1 to 878= 711'

36 to 914= 675'

2 to 916 :

8 to 924 :

673'

665'

Au-
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Casing, shutting off all water, 125 to 125

?. • 69 to 194
IstSS., red in streaks, 38 to 232

?, (some chocolate rook,) 46 to 278
2d SS., gray, 15, .

White, o, . . i 24 to 302
Best sand, 4, )

^ 14 to 316

Show of oil in 1st SS. at 202 feet, six inch crevice and oil

at 298 feet. Production small.

Buclihorn Well.

MoCalmont farm, \\ m. from Allegheny river and on Culbertson run. First

well drilled on the farm. Authority, L. B. Dykins.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

?, . . . 80 to 80

1st SS., 60 to 140

?, 195 to 335

2dSS., . . 13 to 348

?, some red rock here, 67 to 415

3d, (6' of red sand in center,) 36 to 451

Natural production about 1 barrel per day.

Butternut Well.

On Culbertson run near its mouth and just above the new highway bridge.

Authority, L. B. Dykins. '

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, ... .... . . 1050

?, ... 187 to 187 = 863

1st SS., 42 to 229 = 821

?, . . . 44 to 273 = 777

2d SS., with red rook in center, 34 t9 307 =: 743

?, 30 to 337 =713
SS., gray, 35 to 372 = 678

?, . 96 to 468 = 582

Shell containing pebbles, 2 to 470 = 580

Slate to bottom, . . 81 to 551 = 499

" The horizon of the 2' shell at 468' is occupied in all other

wells drilled deep enough to reach it, by the same kind of

rock, but from 8' to 10' thick."

The Pithole Grit lies here with its base very near to the

well mouth level.

Livzey Well, JVo. 3.

On west bank of Oil creek a short distance above railway tunnel at Oil City.

Authority, J. V. W. Livzey.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . 1010±
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Shales and red rook, 200 to 200 = 810

IstSS., (estimated,) 10 to 210 = 800,

?, 120 to 330 = 680

2d SS., top of 5' pebbly, 30' shelly, . 35 to 365 = 645^

?, (including "gray rook "25' thick,) 121 to 486 = 524

3d SS., white, 10 to 496 = 5H
Soft slate, no red, ... 44 to 540 = 47*

A productive well. Green oil.

Sliarriburg & Fink, No. 6.

March, 1874.

On Green lease. Mead farm, Cranberry township, Venango county, about
two miles south of Oil City. Authority, J. J. B. Fink.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1464

Conductor, 16 to 16 = 1448

Shale, 14 to 30 = 1434

?, cased at 275', 987 to 1017 = 447

3dSS., "good sand," . . . . 14 to 1031 = 433

?, . . . . 14 to 1045= 419

Oil came in at 1022|' ; color green
;
gravity 45°. Best

production 25 barrels per day.

Fisher & lieeve. Wo. 1.

December 28, 1873.

Bly lease, Mead farm. Cranberry township, Venango county, about two
miles south of Oil City. Authority, J. J. B. Fink, Supt.

WpII mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor, . ... . . 8 to 8 =
?, (cased at 300',) . 972 to 980 =

Shell, top at, — to 980 =
?, 20 to 1000 =

Gray sand, 16 to 1016 =
Slate, 2 to 1018 =
Light gray sand, 16 to 1034 =
Pebble shell, 4 to 1038 —
Slate, black 2 to 1010 =
Slate, light, 2 to 1042 =
3d Sand, pebbly 13 to 1055 =

?. ... 11 to 1066 =
SS. 1046' to 1048' oil came in and filled up the hole 500'.

Torpedoed with best effect at 1045'. Best production per
day 75 barrels. Green oil, gravity 46°.

Well levels, &c., Soutli of Oil City, by H. M. Chance.
October, 1877.

Wilcox Well, No. —
,
(pumped with one boiler,) left of road, +1302
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Wilcox Well, No. —
,
(pumped with one boiler,) left of road, . 1238

Phillips Well, 1310

Turner & Thompson, No. 2, . . . . 1339

Turner & Thompson, No. 4, (at junction of two roads,) . . 1413

Halderman, No. 1, (960' to sand?) 1395

JYear Salem.

Shamburg, No. 1, Mead farm, ... 1480

1037"deep. Torpedoed at 1022 and 1025, about
2' to 4' in sand.

" No. 2, 8 to 10 barrels, .... . 1474

3d SS., 1007' to 1024'—1040' deep. Good sand.
" No. 3, (about.) 1490

3d SS. at 1031 ; best sand 1040', through 1045'

;

1061' deep.
" No. 4, 1464

'' No. 5, dry.
" No. 6, little ojl.

Green, No. 3, . . (about,) 1484

3d SS., 1020'-1040', (rope measure.)

McOrew Bros. Well, No. 1.

Olmstead farm on State road, 1 mile west of Salem, Cranberry township,

Venango county. Authority, Dorsey MoGrew.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

?, .
812 to 812 =

SS., 2d, estimated, 45 to 857 =
?, . .

... 93 to 950 =
SS., 3d, (4 or 5 bands, bottom pebbly,) 50 to 1000 =

Production four to iive barrels per day.

Well No. 5.

On Olmstead farm and 300' south-east of well No. 1. Authority, Dorsey Mc-

Cfrew.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

?, 470 to 470 =
SS., "mountain sand," 20 to 490 =

?, .
180 to 670 =

SS.', Ist 48 to 718 =
?, 65 to 783 =

SS.', 2d, A, . : 8 to 791 =
?, 22 to 813 =

SS.', 2d, B, ! 25 to 838 =

Oil at 815'. 40 barrels per day at first, but run down

rapidly.
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Perry Well, No. 1.

This well is located on the Perry farm, \ mile north-east of Gas City, in Pine
Grove township, Venango county. Authority, Peter Schreiber.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor clay, 8 to 8 =
Slate, blue, 82 to 90 =
SS., "surface sand," 90 to 180 =
Slate, . 100 to 280 =
SS., "mountain sand,'' 96 to 376 =
Soapstone or mud rook, 156 to 532 =
Slate and shale, 138 to 665 =
Slate, black, 60 to 725 =
Red rock and shale 40 to 765 =
SS., 1st, white and fine, 63 to 828 =
Slate 9 to 837 =
Pebble 4 to 841 =
SS., 28 to 869 =
Sed rock, 30 to 899 =
Soapstone 29 to 928 =
-SS.,2d, sand, 26 to 954 =
Slate, blue 45 to 999 =
SS., 12 to 1011=,
Slate, . 15 to 1026 =
SS., pebble, large flow of gas 12 to 1038 =
SS., dark, 20 to 1058 =
Slate, black, 12 to 1070 =
Unproductive. "All the rocks are regular except the

third sand, which is here 10 to 12 feet less in thickness than
in the producing wells."

If'eriig & Milligan Well.

Near the old Pioneer Gas WeH, in Pine Grove township, Venango county.
Authority, Peter Schreiber.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . _
?,

'.'.'.'.'.'.
633 to 633 =

^^' ®^-' 91 to 724 =
'' 57tp781 =

2d SS.,
29 to 810 =

• • 62 to 872 =
f Pebble rock, strong gas, 10' 1

26'

: 40 to 912 =
I
jTouuiB rocK, strong g

3d SS J
^^' ^^^^^' ^^'i' fl>ie>

''

I

Pebble sand, *Pebble sand, * .... 2'
(

y SS., hard and close, .... 2' j
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Lindsey Well.

1J60.

In the borough of Franklin, Venango county ; on the river flat, and about

live rods from the celebrated Evans well. Authority Mr. Lindsey.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, about . . 980'

Conductor, . . . . . 10 to 10 = 970'

Slate, . ... 30 to 40 = 940'

Mountain sand, . 16 to 56 = 924'

Shale, including 80' of red r-ocA;, 187 to 243 = 737'

Oil sand "1st sand, "about 40 to 283= 697'

A productive well. "Heavy oil."

Lindsey Well.

1877?

On high point between French creek and the Allegheny river, half a mile

north-east of Franklin. Authority, Mr. Lindsey.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . 1169'

?, including Mountain SS. and red rook, 450 to 450 = 719'

OU sand, " 1st sand," 40 to 490 = 679'

A good well. "Heavy oil."

Bullion District, Venango county.

Levels and partial records of wells obtained by H. M. Chance and Arthur

Hale, September, 1877.

Simoox, No. 3, +1222. 2d SS., at 730'.

3d SS., at 880'-32' or 31' to 914'.

Shorts, No. 1, +1311. 1st SS., at 655'.

3d SS., at 962i-26' to 988|'.

Berringer, No. 2, +1287. 3d SS., at 962-24' to 986.

Berringer, No. 5, +1374. 3d SS., at 1060' or 1067'
;
probably 1067-

1085' deep.

Bd SS., at 1010-30'-to 1040-1045' deep.

1st SS., at 787'.

2d SS., at 950'.

3d SS., at 1103'-16' to 1119'.

+1371. 1st SS., at 783.

3d SS., at 1108-16' to 1124'.

+1339. 3d SS., at 1075'.

+1308. 1st SS., at 730'.

3d SS., at 1047'-16'—1063'.

+1262. 3d SS., at 1015', about 15' sand ±
+1286. 3d SS., 10111-13' to 10241—1057 deep.

+1263. 1st SS., at 722'.

3d8S., at 1027'.

Cornwall, No. 1, (Berringer,) +1325.

Crawford, No. 1, "Gas well. "+1358.

Crawford, No. 2,

Crawford, No. 4,

Crawford, No. 5,

Crawford, No. 7.

Cross, No. 1,

Cross, No. 2,

5 nil.
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Berringer, No. 8,
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Four Wells near Baymilton, Sandy GreeTc Township,

^
Venango County.

Mason Well, No. l^, {formerly Reagle, No. U-)

Prom Mr. Beagie, Jr., (note book.)

+1182'

?, with red rook " a little piece " above 2d SS„ . . . . 525 to 525 = 657'

2d SS 12 to 537 = 645'

Slate, 18 to 555 = 627'

2d SS., 12 to 667 = 615'

?, with 60' of red rook, 257 to 824 = 358'

3d SS., (15' "stray" SS. 15' above 3d SS.,) 12 to 836 = 346'

Slate, (pocket,) . . .... 9 to 845 = 337'

Mason Well, No. 3, {formerly Beagle, No. 3. ) .

1, 570 to 570=
2d SS., in two members, ... 42 to 612 =

?>
' 258 to 870 =

3dSS., 10 to 880 =
?, with two red rooks 40' and 80' thick, 320 to 1200 =
?, with 15' dark, grayish blue sand, (oil show,) . . , .100 to 1300 =
?. 110 to 1410 =

Raymond, No. S.

About 1870.

Prom Raymond Bros.

+ 1123

^> 300 to 300 = + 823
IstSS., "say," 20 to 320 = + 803

'. 157 to 477 = + 646
2dSS., "say," 40 to 517 = + 606

?. 248 to 765 = + 358
3d SS., no oil, tested several months, 15 to 780 = + 343
Slate and red rook, 280 to 1060 = + 63

/ Black slate, gray SS. and sea shells, 105 to 1165 =— 42
Pine gray SS., mixed with red rook, 40 to 1205 =— 82
Hard gray SS., 25 to 1230 = _ 107
Siate, X2 to 1242 = — 119
Pine hard gray SS., 8 to 1250 = - 127
Light colored SS., gas and oil, 20 to 1270 = — 147
Slate, "say," 5 to 1275 = - 152
SS., gas and oil, 20 to 1295 =— 172
Slate and hard flag rock, 20 to 1315 =: 192
Hard gray SS. and quartz, 50 to 1365 =— 242

^' • • 35 to 1400 = — 277

From 1250' to 1365' strong of gas and oil, at 1365' crevice,

strong of gas and oil. No smell or show of oil or gas from
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780' to 1250' and from 1365' to 1400'. Dry in 3d SS.
,
pumped

several months.

Started after drilling deeper at 3 barrels, now doing 2 bar-

rels. No heavy oil. Oil comes in between 1250' and 1365'.

Raymond, No. Jp.

About level of No. 2, = 1120 ±

Nearly dry in 3d SS., which was found abont 775'± drilled

to 1000' with no improvement. Stood a year, then tubed

and pumped to keep water out of rock as it was spoiling

another well, when she began to flow and for some time did

10 barrels per day. Now pumping, rather small, (Septem-

ber, 1877.)

For Raymond Well, No. 6, see P, p. 419.

GROUP VII.

Wells in Harmony township. Forest county.

Carson Well.

1870.

On J. Carson farm, 1 m. S. E. of Neilltown, Harmony township, Forest

county. Authority, Garvey Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor, 30 to 30 =
1 340 to 370 =

Ist'sS
' 15 to 385 =

y
190 to 575 =

2d SS.',
.'.'.'.'.'.'." 25 to 600 =

1^ 105 to 705 =
3d SS., . 10 to 715 =

?, 15 to 730 =
4th'ss., 10to740=::

?, 35 to 775 =
Red rock to bottom, 220 to 995 =

Wet hole. No oil, no gas.

'
' Red rock is universally found in all this section below

the regular oil sands, as in this well."
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Griffin Well.

1870.

On J. Griffin farm, 1 mile south of Neilltown. Authority, Garvey Thomp-

son.

Well mouth ahove ocean, In feet.

Conductor 30 to 30 =
7_ 430 to 460 =

IstSS., 15 to 475 =
?

43 to 518 =
2d SS., 15 to 533 =

?^
77 to 610 =

3d SS.,
...'.'..'.'." 20 to 630 =

1^ 5 to 635 =
4th SS.,'

.'.'.'.'.'
2 to 637 =

?^
13 to 650 =

5th' SS.,'
'.'.

12 to 662 =
?j 30 to 692 =

Red rock, 158 to 850 =

Wet hole. No gas, no oil.

STiamburg & Thompson Well.

1872.

Madison farm, \\ miles south of Neilltown. Authority, Garvey Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor, 35 to 35 =
?, 237 to 272 =

IstSS., 12 to 284 =
?, 226 to 510 =

2dSS 58 to 568 =
?,

C
35 to 603 =

3d SS., 25 to 628 =
?, 166 W7 to 705 =

4th SS., .•

I

21 to 726 =
?, L 8 to 734 =

5th SS 16 to 750 =
?, 100 to 850 =

6th SS., gray and hard, gas, 12 to 862 =
Red rock, . 63 to 925 =

Dry cased. Production one barrel from 5tli SS.

5tli SS. 6' top white and good, then dark and soft, then

yellow and pebbly, then hard without pebbles. Some salt

water in this SS.

Stufflebeam, No. 1.

1872.

On StufHebeam farm, IJ m. S. S. E. of T^eilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey

Thompson.
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Well mouth above oqean, in feet.

Drive pipe, 14 to 14 =
?, 316 to 330 =

1st SS., 25 to 355 =
?, 215 to 570 =

2dSS., 70 to 640 =
3d SS.,

( gg^jjjQ ^g jjj Shamburg & Thompson well, 170 to 810 =

5th SS., 20 to 830 =
?, 12 to 842 =

Cased hole. Production 2 barrels, little salt water. First

oil at top of gray SS. at 815'. Second near bottom at 823'.

5tli SS., white and pebbly on top, then slate and sand

mixed, then gray sand well filled witli yellow pebbles.

Stufflebeam, No. 2.

1873?

On Stufflebeam farm, 2 m. south-east of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey

Thompson.

Well mouth above ftoean, in feet.

Drive pipe, (same as Fogle, No. 1, down to 5th SS.,) . . . 36 to 36 =
?, .... 790 to 826 =

5th, 12 to 838 =
?, 125 to 963 =

Cased hole. Production 1 barrel.

Poor 5th SS., close hard gray, little gas. Drilled by Jas.

McCart.

FogleWell, No. 1.

1872.

On Pogle farm, 2i miles S. E. of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey Thomp-

son.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet

Conductor, 40 to 40 =
1 - 310 to 350 =

Ist'sS.,'
'.'.'.'.'. 20to370 =

1
210 to 580 =

2dSS.,'
'.'.'.'.'.'.

• 50to630 =
9 48 to 678 =

3d SS., some gas, 25 to 703 =
y 17 to 720 =

'
'

r
4th SS.,

'.

9 to 729 =
4th SS., I Red, (very red, sandy clay,) 3 to 732 =

\4thSS., 8to740 =
y 90 to 830 =

sth'ss.,'
.::.;:;:;'. i8to848=

y
27 to 875 =
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Cased hole. Production, 8 bbls. No salt water. Well
tilled up 500 ft. while drilling. First oil at 833', second at

836'. Torpedoed with good effect at 832'.

Fogle farm, 300'

Well mouth above

Drive pipe,

?,
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the bottom. Well filled up 100' while drilling. No salt

water. Drilled by Holmden & Merrill, who were the owners.

Hoadley Well.

1872.

Widow Copeland farm, 2 miles S. B. of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey
Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Drive pipe, 16 to 16 =
?, 364 to 380 =

IstSS., 20 to 400 =
?i 210 to 610 =

2d SS., 60 to 670 =
?, 38 to 708 =

3d SS., 15 to 723 =
?, 97 to 820 =

4th SS 15 to 835 =
?, 41 to 876 =

5th SS., 20 to 896 =
?, 1 to 897 =

Cased hole. Oil at 879'. Sand close and gray 10'
; then

2' slate then sand white and hard, (5th SS.)

Production ^ barrel. • Some salt water.

DrHled by I. N. Hoadley.

Shamburg Petroleum Company Well.

August, 1873.

On MoGarrel farm, or Campbell tract, 1£ miles south-east of Neilltown. Au-
thority, Mr. Garvey Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Drive pipe, . 10 to 10 =
?, 370 to 380 =

IstSS 10 to 390 =
?, 225 to 615 =

2d SS., 50 to 665 =
?, 50 to 715 =

3d SS., 18 to 733 =
?, 87 to 820 =

4th SS., 30 to 850=
?, 10 to 860=

5th SS., : . . . . 25 to 885 =
^ ?, 12 to 897 =

Cased hole. Production 6 barrels.

5th SS. gray with some pebbles on top, bottom hard. Oil

at 871'.
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Manross, Well, No. 1.

1876.

Manross farm, 1\ miles south-east of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey

Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

y
385 to 385 =

, Ist'sS., estimated, 20 to 405 =
?, . .

2d SS.,

?, . .

3d SS.,

4th SS.,

?,

450

to 855 =
Stray 5th, (gray,) 13 to 868 =
5thSS„ 20to888 =

?^ 100 to 988 =

Cased hole. Production 1 barrel.

Gray sand from 855' to 868' then 4' of coarse SS.

Drilled by Jas. McCart.

Manross Well, JSfo. 3.

1876.

Like No. 1, 874 to 874

6th SS., X 13 to 887

?, 37 to 924

Cased hole. Production 3 barrels.

Poor 5th SS. close and hard ; at 874' crevice and oil.

Drilled by Jas. McCart.

McNutt Well, No. 1.

1876.

On MoNutt farm, 3j miles S. E. of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey
Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 20 to 20 =
?, 195 to 215 =

IstSS.,
, 10 to 225 =

? 265 to 490 =
2dSS., 20 to 510 =

?, 20 to 530 =
3dSS 20 to 650 =

?, 115 to 665 =
Gray sandstone, 10 to 675 =
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^'^**^' 12 to 687 =
^' 93 to 780 =
Cased hole. Dry. Show of heavy gravity oil at 687'.

"No 4th or 5th sands. No regular oil sands. Sandstones
gray."

Landers Well, No. 1.

1871.

On Landers farm, one mile north of Neilltown, in N. W. corner of Forest
county. Authority, Mr. Garvey Thompson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 27 to 27 =
?j 229 to 256 =

1st SS., 25 to 281 =
?. 297 to 578 =

2d SS., ; 15 to 593 =
?. 61 to 654 =

3dSS., ... 25 to 679 =
?, including 4th SS., not noted, 96 to 775 =

6th SS., . . 30 to 805 =
?, 3 to 808 =
Cased, but not tight. Production, three bbls. 5th SS.

Close and hard. Amber oil.

Landers Well, No. 2.

1871.

Landers farm, one mile north of Neilltown. Authority, Mr. Garvey
Thompson. '

Well mouth above ocean, in feet

Drive pipe, &c., same as No. 1, 490 to 490 =:

2d SS., 15 to 505 =
?, 85 to 590 =

3d SS., . , 25 to 615 =
?, including 4th, not noted, 138 to 763 =

5th SS
,

28 to 781 =
Depth — to 781 =

Cased hole. Production, one bbl. Oil at 753 ft. 8 in.

Amber color.

Egypt Well.

1871.

On J. H. Neill or Thompson farm, \\ miles east of Neilltown. Owners, Sam
Wood, Arnold, Stambaugh & Blake, of Petroleum Centre. Authority, Mr.

Garvey Thompson, driller.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, . . . 14 to 14 ^
?, 239 to 253 =

IstSS., : 25 to 278 =
?, 300 to 578=

2d SS., 20 to 598 =
?, 52 to 650 =

3dSS., 15 to 665 =
?, 40 to 705 =

4th SS., 25 to 730 =
?, 52 to 782 =

5th SS., .... • 20 to 802 =
?, 105 to 907 =

Wet hole. Unproductive. 5th SS. Gray and loose, with

six inches of white pebble on top. Very little gas in 4th

'SS. Well never tubed, the sand being so poor and show so

slight that it would not warrant a test.

McLaugMin Well.

October, 1877.

On the Kepler farm, Harmony township, Forest county ; about four miles

south-east of Neilltown. Authority, T. McLaughlin.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . .

?, 300 to 300 =
1st sand, 15 to 315 =:

Shelly slate 148 to 463 =
Bed rock, 100 to 563 =
Shelly slate, 18 to 581 =
Med shale, very red 4 to 585 :=

SS., .... 20'
J

Slate 15' ["2d Sand," 60 to 645 =
SS., 25)
Shale, good drilling, 30 to 675 =:

3dSS., 22 to 697 =
Slate, 81,to 778 =
4th Sand, (not through) .» 45 to 823 =
Production at first about 10 barrels per day.

Harmony Well.

1877.

Kepler farm. Harmony township, Forest county, fifty rods north-west of the

McLaughlin well. Authority, one of the drillers.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . .

?, . . . 515 to 515 =
1st Sand, 40 to 555:

(Red rook here,) 60 to 615=:
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2d Sand, (red in center of sand,) 40 to 655 =
? 45 to 700 =

3d. Sand, 55 to 755 =
Slate, 30 to 785 =
Cased at 155'. Fresh water at 205', and small casing had

to be inserted to 210'. Production at first about 8 barrels

per day.

GROUP VIII.

Wells in Tionesta, Howe, and Jeriks Townships, Forest

County.

Wood Well, No. 1.

November, 1877.

Wood estate, Tionesta township, Forest county. Warrant No. 3822. Au-
thority, Mr. Baldwin, per J. W. Griswold.

WeU mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) 1530'

Conductor, 14 to 14 = 1516'

Surface rock, 76 to 90 = 1440'

Slate. 20 to 110 = 1420'

SS., "Mountain Sand," 40 to 150 = 1380'

Slate, 72 to 222 = 1308'

Water rook, 4 to 226 = 1304'

Slate, 52 to 278 = 1252'

SS., (cased at 298',) 80 to 358 = 1172'

Slate, . 138 to 496 = 1034

SS. and hard stone, 20 to 516 = 1014'

Slate, blue and hard, with sand shells, ... . 174 to 690 = 840'

SS., gray, with strata of hard slate, (gas at 760',) . . 90 to 780= 750'

Flint, hard, 10 to 790 = 740'

Slate and hard shells, 80 to 870 = 660'

JRed'rock, 15 to 885 = 645'

Slate and sheUs, 25 to 910 = 620'

SS., 3 to 913= 617'

Slate and shells, 47 to 96Q = 570'

SS., coarse pebbles, "3d SS.," 12 to 972= 558'

Blue slate, shells, and red rock to bottom, 628 to 1600 = 30'

Unproductive.

Wood Well, No. 'B.

1876?

Wood estate, Tionesta township. Forest county. Warrant No. 3822. Au-
thority, Boon Magee, from note book.
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Weli mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) 1300'

1 100 to 100 = 1200'

SS.', "Mountain Sand," 50 to 150 = 1150'

?, (cased at 161',) 90 to 240 = 1060'

SS., 1st sand, 27 to 267 = 1033'

, 163 to 430 = 870'

Be'drodk, ........ 15 to 445 = 855.

Slate, 87 to 532= 768'

SS., 2d sand,'
'. '.'.'.'.'. 10 to 542 = 758'

Bedrock, 15 to 557 = 743'

Slieil, 1 to 558= 742'

Bed rock 74 to 632 = 668'

? 23 to 655= 645'

SS.", stray,
.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

10 to 665 = 635'

9 60 to 725= 575(

SS., 3d sand, show of oil, 10 to 735 = 565'

?, 49 to 784= 516'

Shell 1 to 785= 615-

Bedrock, 10 to 795 = 505'

?
5 to 800 = 500'

SS.', 10 to 810= 490'

V,' 190 to 1000 = 300'

Bedrock, 15 to 1015 = +285'

?, 385 to 1400 = — 100'

SS., 10 to 1410 = — 110'

?, 32 to 1442 = — 142'

SS., 40 to 1482 = — 182'

Slate 178 to 1660 = — 360'

SS.,blue, . . 15 to 1675 =— 375'

Slate and shells to bottom, 100 to 1775 = — 475'

Unproductive.

Wood Well No. 3.

1877.

Wood estate, Tionesta township, Forest county. Warrant No. 3822. Au-
thority, Boon Magee, from note book.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) . 1265

Conductor, 23 to 23 = 1242

Slate. 77 to 100 = 1165

SS., fine, "mountain sand," 20 to 120 = 1145

Slate, . '.
. 80 to 200 = 1065

SS 10 to 210 = 1055

?, 30 to 240 = 1025

SS., 10 to 250 = 1015

?, 110 to 360= 905

Bedrock, (light red,) 50 to 410 = 855

?, . . 40 to 450= 815

SS., 10 to 460= 805

? 60 to 510= 755

Bed rock, 75 to 585 = 680

?, 103 to 688= 577
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SS 3d sand
14 to 702 = 563

?, to bottom, 248to950= 315

Gas at 300'. Salt water at 320'.

Cased at 337'. Unproductive.

Wood Well, JSfo. k.

1876?

On Proper farm, at mouth of Peters' run, about 1 mile S. E. from Tionesta
Village. Commencing at bottom of Pitliole grit which is exposed along Tion-
esta creek a few rods above the well. Authority, Boon Magee, from note book.
Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) 1105
Conductor, '. V&\a 16 = 1089
Slate and red rock, good drilling, 194 to 210 = 895
SS., 1st, (cased at 220',)

! ! ! ! 10 to 220 = 885
^^•^ ''"'*' 10 to 230 = 875
^^**®' 10 to 240= 865
^^•' 8 to 248= 857
Red rock, 15 to 263 = 842
^^^'6 '. 15 to 278 == 827
SS., (show of oil,) 5 to 283= 822
-Bed rock, 15 to 298 = 807
Slate, . . 2 to 300= 805
SS., 3d, (little oil.) 5 to 305 = 800
Slate, 249 to 554 = 551

Unproductive.

Berry Well, Ifo. 1.

AprU, 1877.

Located on tract 4821 in Howe township. Forest county, east of Balltown and
on north bank of Tionesta creek. Authority, Peter Berry, one of the owners.

Well moutli above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) ... . . . 1250

Conductor 29' ; stove pipe casing 55' 84 to 84 = 1166

Slate, very soft, 16 to 100 = 1150

SS., "mountain sand," 18 to 118= 1132

SS., hard and gray, 11 to 129 = 1121

Ked rock, very red, 5 to 134 = 1116

Slate, (casing shut off fresh water at 135',) . 6 to 140= 1110

SS,, white, fine, some pebbles, ("lubricating oil SS.,") . 28 to 168= 1082

Red rock, very red, 6 to 174 = 1076

Slate and shells, 55 to 229 = 1021

SS., coarse, (gas,) 15 to 244 = 1006

Slate, very soft ; some shells, 53 to 297 = 953

SS., "Edenburg oil sand," 29 to 326= 924

Slate, very soft, (recased at 334',) ... 154 to 480 = 770

Shell with gas, and enough salt water for sand piunp at, . — to 480 = 770

Shelly, very irregular drilling, 220 to 700 = 550

Slate, soft 40 to 740 = 510
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Slate, with a large mixture of red rook, 25 to 765 = 485

Shelly, ' 205 to 970 = 280

Shale, very soft drilling, 237 to 1207 = + 43

SS. good; with pebbles, (amber oil,) 30 to 1237 = + 13

Slate, with gray sand shells; uo red, 188 to 1425 =— 175

Salt water copious at 307'. Considerable gas at 315'. At
1210' the hole filled up 150' with amber oil.

Production small after being tubed.

Hulings Well.

1877.

Pox farm.'or "Poxburg," Howe township, Porest county, 7 miles south of

Sheffield. Well located at the bend of Tionesta creek, opposite the mouth of

Blue Jay run. Eeoord compiled from specimens of sands perserved by Mr.
Horton at Sheffield.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) ... . 1270

Conductor, . . about, 20 to 20 = 1250

?, (red at about 650',) 965 to 985 = 285

1st SS., ashy gray, line, "gas sand," 20 to 1005 = 265

?, . . 245 to 1250 = + 20

2d SS., gray, fine, muddy, 12 to 1262 = + 8

?, 38 to 1300 = — 30

3d SS., yellowish, medium grain, 8 to 1308 =: — 38

?, . . 142 to 1450 = — 180

4th SS., yellowish, medium, 10 to 1460 = — 190

?, to bottom of well, 190 to 1650 = — 380

This well was tubed and tested producing two or three

barrels per day of beautiful amber oil, but being isolated

and difficult of access it was abandoned
; and the territory-

remained undeveloped until it again came into notice by the

opening of the "Blue Jay" district in November, 1880.

Blue Jay., No. 1.

November, 1880.

At Foxburg, Howe township. Forest county, about 30 rods N. N. E from
the old Hulings well. Owned by Sohultz, Morok & Co. Record obtained
from Geo. Clark, chief d filler, by A. B. Howland.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) ... .... 1270'

Conductor, (drive pipe,) 36 to 36 = 1234'

?. 39 to 75= 1195'

SS., gray, " bastard sand," 15 to 90 = 1180'

SS., gray, fine, hard, 6 to 95 = 1175'

Slate, 30 to 125= 1145'

Red rock, very red, 125 to 250 = 1020'

SS., gray, fine, hard, 10 to 260 = 1010'
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Slate, (cased at 287',) 35 to 295 = 975'
SS., gray, finest and hardest In well, 6 to 300 = 970'
^^^^' 235 to 535= 735'
SS., dark, shading on chocolate, fetid gas, 10 to 645 = 725'
®^^'^' 105 to 650 = 620'
Red slate, shelly-like 50 to 700=: 570'
^^^'®' 280 to 980= 290'
1st SS., gray, 25 to 1005 = 265'
^l^*s> 225 to 1230 = + 40'
2d SS., coarse, gray and white mixed, 25 to 1255 = + 15'

^^^*^'
• • 135 to 1390 = — 120'

8d SS., gray and pebbly, . . 55 to 1445 = — 175'
3d SS., nearly white, pebbly, (oil sand,) 14 to 1459 = —189'
Slate, coarse, to bottom, 19 to 1478 = 208'

This well flowed several times before being torpedoed or
tubed, and inaugurated a new oil development in the south-
eastern part of Warren county ; but it afterwards settled
down to a production of only about five barrels.

NiGholVs Well.

1868.

liOcated on the north side of Millstone Creek, in Warrant No. 3170, Jenks
township, Forest county, three fourths of a mile south-east of Jtfarien Corners.
Owi^ers, Germantowu Oil Company. Authority, copied from the driller's
note book.

Well mouth above ocean, (by aneroid,) in feet, 1575*
Drive pipe, 40 to 40 = 1535'

SS., gray, 41 to 81 = 1494'

Slate, blue, 27 to 108 = 1467'

SS., white 47 to 155 = 1420'

Slate, blue, 82 to 237 = 1338'

SS., gray, 30 to 267 = 1308'

Slate, 92 to 359 = 1216'

SS., gray, crevice and gas, 91 to 450 = 1125'

Slate, blue, 16 to 466 = 1109'

SS., pebble, gas, and mud vein, 18 to 484 = 1091'

Slate, blue, ', 204 to 688 = 887'

Bed rock, 121 to 809 = 766'

SS., gray, 10 to • 819 = 756'

Slate, red, 28 to 817 = 728'

SS., gray, .'

15 to 862 = 713'

Slate, blue and red 141 to 1003 = 672'

Unproductive. Wet hole. Not cased. Information given

by Dr. Towler, November 25. 1878, who got it from -Col.

Hunter, in the handwriting of the foreman in charge of the

* 1550' above tide, Chas, A. Ashburner.

6 nil.
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well. Dr. Towler has also compared it with the driller's

note book and found it to agree.

Towler & Hunt Well, No. 1.

September, 1877.

On Warrant No. 3170, 44 rods north-east of Nloholl's we]l. Authority, Dr.

S. S. Towler.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1585?

Conductor, 14 to 14 = 1571'

Bluflf sand, white 18 to 32 = 1553'

Slate, blue, 40 to 72 = 1513'

SS., (9 ft. shells 32 ft. gray sand,) 41 to 113 = 1472'

Slate, blue, 27 to 140 = 1445'

SS., white, 47 to 187 = 1398'

Saate, blue, 82 to 269 = 1316'

SS., white, . . . . , 35 to 304 = 1281'

Slate, black, 92 to 396 = 1189'

SS., gray and full of pebbles, 91 to 487 = 1098'

Slate, blue, 16 to 503 = 1082'

SS. pebble, 20 to 523 = 1062'

Slate, blue, 20 to 543 = 1012'

Drilled dry. Cased at 312'. While drilling in the last

sand the well was flooded with fresh water from the NichoUs
well, and it conld not be exhausted until the latter was
cased, when there was quite a show of heavy oil and some
gas. Unproductive.

Olark Well.

On Warrant No. 3170, Jenks township. 40 rods east of

MchoUs' well. Drilled to about 400', when the tools were

stuck and well abandoned.

Jack James Well.

On Warrant 3170, Jenks township, sixty rods north-west

from Nicholls' well. Drilled by Towler & Hunt to a depth

of about 500'. "The record was very similar to MchoUs'
well, except that there was less sandstone, and it was finer

and harder in composition," Unproductive.
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Towler & Hunt Well, No. 2.

February, 1878.

On the extreme north-west corner of Warrant No. 3168,

Jenks township, west side of Millstone creek, and about a
mile south-west of Mcholls' well. Dr. Towler says: "It
was drilled to 550' to catch the pebble sand of No. 1, which
was then supposed to be our oil rock. The pebble sand wag
4' thick, with 10' of close gray sand under it. Salt water,

gas, and a show of green oil in the pebble sand." Unpro-
ductive.

Towler and Hunt Well, No. 3.

This well is located 66 rods east, and a little south, of Towler <fe Hunt well.

No. 2, near Marien, Jenks township, Forest county. Authority, Dr. Towler.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1645'

±

1. Soil, 8' to 8'

2. Yellow sandstone, 30' to 38*

3. Blue slate, 24' to 62'

4. Pebble sandstone 98' to 160'

5. Blue slate, 25' to 185'

6. Sandstone, 70' to 255'

7. Slate, 70' to 325'

8. White sandstone 45' to STO*

9. Black slate 85' to 455'

10. Sandstone, 100' to 555f

11. Blue gray slate, 20' to 575»

12. Close pebble sandstone '
13' to 588'

13. Slate, 204' to 792'

14. Red slate, 25' to 817'

15. Black slate shells 18' to 835*

16. Red slate, 76' to 911'

17. Black slate 12' to 923*

18. Slate and shelly - 30' to 953'

19. Gray sand, 15' to 968*

20. Red rock 10' to 978*'

21. Black slate 25' to 1003'

22. Gray sand, '

.

20' to 1023'*

23. Black slate, 25' to 1048*

24. Gray slate, 15' to 1063'

25. Red slate 15' to 1078'

26. Black slate 114' to 1192'

27. Sand-shells 15' to 1207"

28. Chocolate slate, 20 to 1227''

29. Slate-sand-shells, 83' to ISIO*

Immediately above the "98 foot pebble sandstone," whic^



36 =
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Shells, gray; sandy slate, (Spec. No. 13,) 6 to 962 = 618
Slate, (mud vein,) 38 to 1000= 580
Dark sand shells and slate 100 to 1100 = 480
Slate and shells, some chocolate color, 100 to 1200 = 380
Slate and shells, lOO to 1300 — 280
Slate and shells, more muddy, 110 to 1410= 170
SS., gray, line-grained, (Spec. No. 14,) 10 to 1420 = 160
Slate, 70 to 1490 = 90
SS.,'gray, (Spec. No. 15,) 6 to 1496 = + .84

Slate, 139 to 1635 = — 55

SS., gray, fine, slaty, (Spec. No. 16,) , . . . . 5 to 1640 = — 60

Slate, 9 to 1619 = — 69
SS., gray, (Spec. No. 17,) 6 to 1655 = — 75

Slate, 80 to 1735 = — 155

SS., slaty top ; shelly middle ; white bottom, (Spec. Nos.

18 to 27,) . 72 to 1807 = — 227

Slate, (Spec Nos. 28 and 29,) 25 to 1832 = — 352
SS., white, fine ; oil smell, (Spec. No. 30,) 12 to 1844 =— 264

Slate, (Spec. No. 31,) 41 to 1885 = — 305

SS., gray, (Spec. No. 32,) 30 to 1915.= — 335
Slate and white sand shells, (Spec. Nos. 33 and 34,) . 9 to 1924 =— 344

SS., light gray; very fine, (Spec. Nos. 35 and 36,) . 6 to 1930 = — 350
Slate and sand shells; grayish-brown, (Spec. No. 37,) 11 to 1941 = — 361

SS., grayish-brown, (Spec. Nos. 38 and 39,) . . 1210 19.53 = — 373

SS., Slate and shells (increase of gas,) (Spec. No. 40,) 12 to 1965 = — 885

SS., gray ; with dark slate, ^ . . . 7 to 1972 = — 392

Slate, black, 28 to 2000=— 420

"The 72' sand (1735' to 1807') was gasy after the first 10'.

The bottom, 7', was white, but close and fine. Unpro-
ductive.

Towler & Bunt Well, JVo. 6.

March, 1882.

In south-east quarter of Warrant No. 3171, Jenks township, about 110 rods

west and 60 rods north of Marienville center. Authority, Dr. S. S. Towler.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, (barometer,) . . . . . . 1660±
Conductor, 17 to 17= 1643

SS., yellow and blue, 53 to 70 = 1590

Slate, 10 to 80= 1580

SS., pebbly, 40 to 120 = 1540

Slate, *)lack, 25 to 145 = 1515

SS., white 10 to 155 = 1305

Slate 29 to 184= 1476

SS 32 to 216= 1444

Slate, 29 to 245= 1415

SS., gray,' 17 to 262 = 1398

Slate, 12 to 274= 1386

SS., 38 to 312= 1348

Slate, 123 to 435 = 1225
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SS., pebbly, (some gas,) 65 to 500 = 1160

Slate, 27 to 527= 1133

SS., (salt water,) 10 to 537 = 1123

Slate, (cased at 550',) 78 to 615 = 1045

SS., (gas,) 20 to 635= 1025

Slate and shells, 105 to 740 = 920

Bed rock, 160 to 900 = 760

SS., (heavy gas flow,) 19 to 919 = 741

Slate, 12 to 931= 729

SS., gray, 16 to 947 = 713

Slate and shells, 38 to 985 = 675

SS., gray 8 to 993 = 667

Bedrock 27 to 1020 = 640

Slate, 20 to 1040 = 620

SS., 10 to 1050 = 610

Slate and hard sand shells, 325 to 1,375 — 285

Slate and shells, some chocolate color 25 to 1400 = 260

Slate and shells, 150 to 1550 = + 110

Slate and mud, 247 to 1797 = — 137

Sandy slate, 10 to 1807 = — 147

Slate and mud, 43 to 1850 =— 190

88., . . 15 to 1865 = — 205

Slate, mud, and shells, 60 to 1925 = — 265

No oil. A large gas flow from 900',
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GROUP IX.

Wells in Tuna Vallep, in McKean couni^y, Pa., and in
Cattaraugus county, W. T.

Foster Well, No. 1.

1871.

Hinchey farm. Authority, C. H. Poster.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet..

' 442 to 442 =
1^*^^-' 18 to 460 =
.

'> 290 to 750 =
2dSS., 30 to 780 =

? 320 to 1100 =
SdSS 30toli30 =
Slate, 6 to 1136 =
SS., hard, . 70 to 1206 =
Slate with occasional shells, 389 to 1595 =

No oil or gas below 3d SS. Well deepened from 1136' to

1595' in 1873.

Olmstead Well, No. 1.

Pall of 1875.

Sanford farm, on Tuna flats, 3 m. S; of Limestone. Authority, Samuel
Harsh.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Drive pipe, 100 to 100 =
?, 260 to 360 =

1st SS., 25 to 385 =
?, 275 to 660 =

2d SS., 100 to 760 =
?, 140 to 900 =

Sand shell, 55 to 955 =
?, 115 to 1070 =

3dSS., 40 to 1110 =
? 20 to 1130 =

Shale oil flowed first at 905' 25 barrels, increasing to bot-

tom of shelly band to 120 barrels. Apparently not mnch
increase of oil in 3d SS.
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Crocker Well.

1875.

Tuna flats, near Olmstead, No. 1. Authority, one of the drillers.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Drive pipe, 240 to 240 =
J 160 to 400 =

Ist'sS., shelly, say, 30 to 430 =
?_ .... 315 to 745 =

Band of sand shells and slate, 20 to 765 =•

Mud rock, . . .
30 to 795 =

Band of sand shells and slate, 20 to 815 =
Mudroolc, 30 to 845 =
Band of sand shells and slate, 20 to 865 =
Mudroolc, 30 to 895 =
Band of sand shells and slate, 20 to 915 =

?, including 3d SS., 125 to 1040 =

Hole full of water down to 700' by reason of imperfect

casing, then cased with SJ casing, and 3i hole continued to

bottom of well.

No 2d SS. found. Top 3d SS. said to be 1030'. The above

bands of sand shells commenced with a shell about 1 inch

thick, then shale, then another shell of increased thickness,

thus alternating to the center of the band where the shell

was about 12 inches thick. They then decreased in the same
way to the bottom of the band. Oil was found in the first

band and an increase noticed in passing each one of the other

groups. At 912' gas and oil threw the water from the hole

and the well flowed for two weeks. Deeper drilling did not

materially increase the oil flow.

Lewis Well.

1875.

Seward farm, between Tarport and Bolivar run. Authority, Mr. Lewis.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, .' 1496

?. • • 400 to 400= 1096

1st SS., estimated 20 to 420 = 1076

?. 280 to 700= 796
2<1SS., 40 to 740= 756

?. 330 to 1070= 426
3d SS., not through, 48 to 1118= 378

Specimens of SS. and oil from 1100'. Show of oil at 700'.

Better show at 930' in black slate.
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Jackson & Walker, No. 2.

1875.

Kennedy farm, Bradford. Authority, Samuel Harsh.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1512
Conductor, 45 to 45 = 1467

?, 1050 to 1095 = 417
SdSS., 20 to 1115= 397

Black slate, 6 to 1120 = 392

1st and 2d sands were not noticed in drilling. Cased 325',

show of oil above 3d SS. No red rock in well.

ML Raub Well.

, 1877.

Raub farm, Bradford ; belonging to Producers' Consolidated Land and Pe-

troleum Company, being the tirst well drilled on the mountain. Authority,

Mr. L. C. Blakeslee, manager.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 2046

Conductor, 9 to 9 = 2087

Slate, gray, 50 to 59 = 1987

Red rock, 75 to 134 = 1912

SS., hard, (crooked hole here,) 20 to 154 = 1892

Red rock, 40 to 194 = 1852

Slate and shells, gray, 166 to 360 = 1686

SS., white and brown, 25 to 385 = 1661

Slate and shells, gray, fossils, 455 to 840 = 1206

?, 787 to 1627 = 419

3d SS., brown, 46 to 1637 = 373

ffeeley & Boggs, Wo. 2.

December, 1877.

Rogers' farm, three-fourths of a, mile south-west of Bradford, McKean
county. Pa. Authority, O. P. Boggs.

Weil mouth above ocean, in feet,

Conductor, 14 to 14 =
y

'. 226 to 240 =
SS., gray and pebbly, 5 to 245 =

? 655 to 900 =
gg.' 35 to 935 =

?'
235 to 1170 =

SS., brownish gray, mixed with slate 5 to 1175 =
Slate, 7 to 1182 :=

SS., gas 30 to 1212 =
?, 288 to 1500 =

SS.', oil, 43 to 1543 =
Pocket in slate, 12 to 1555 =
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Well JVo. 1, Moody Farm:

October, 1876.

On RR. between Lewis Run Station and Prentice Mill
' Station, McKean

county. Autliority, C. L. Blakeslee, Supt. P. C. L. & P. Co.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . 1599

?, 1030 to 1030 = 569

2d SS., 20 to 1050 = 549

?, 328 to 1378 = 221

"Oil"SS., 5tol383 = 216

? 46 to 1429 =: 170

SS., some oil 15 to 1444 = 155

Produced 15 barrels per day for two days from 20' below

2d SS., = 1070'. Slush oil. Producing 5 barrels per day,

June, 1877, from horizon of 2d SS. 2d SS. was a good sand.

Haven Well, No. 1.

Near DeGolier, about 10' above Tuna creek. Authority, L. C. Blakeslee,

Supt. P. C. L. & P. Co.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,
' ...

Drive pipe, 37 to 37

?, 468 to 505

SS., 63 to 568

?, 52 to 620

SS., 97 to 717

? 125 to 842

SS 82 to 924

?, 191 to 1115

Red SS. and gas, 31 to 1146

?, 149 to 1295

SS., 9 to 1304

?, shells at 1325', , 100 to 1404

"MarsJiburgh WelV
H. L. Taylor &Co. C. L. Wheeler, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

?, 1350 to 1350 =
SS., close and hard 150 to 1500 =

?, 353 to 1853 =
SS., oil, 35 to 1888 =
Shale, 6 to 1894 =
SS., no oU 25 to 1919 =

BramZey Well.

1881.

On Richardson farm. Sugar Run, Warrant 3714? Corydon twp., McKean
county. Authority Thos. Chattle.
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Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . . .'

?, . . . 450 to 450

IstSS., (15' to 20' thick,) 20 to 470

?, . 280 to 750

2dSS., 40 to 790

? 90 to 880

3dSS., (stopped in good sand,) 90 to 970

Oil came in at 936'. Stopped in sand for fear of salt water.

Promises to be a 15 barrel well, (Oct. 27, 1881.)

Records copied from books of Producers' Consolidated

Land and Petroleum Company.

Mr. L. C. Blakeslee, Supt.

(Copied by Arthur Hale, January, 1878.)

1
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H. L. Taylor & Go. Wells.

1876.

On R. B. lands Tuna valley. Authority, C. L. Wheeler, superintendent.
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GROUP X.

Wells of the Enterprise Transit Company, in McKean

Co., Pa., and Cattaraugus Co., N. Y.

Enterprise Transit Co.'s Well.

E. Whitaker Farm, Cattaraugus co., State line. Authority, J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 252 to 252 =
? 785 to 1037 =

Sd SS., 28 to 1065 =
Pocket, 22 to 1087 =

Cased 485'. Slush oil at 800', flowed 8 barrels per day
for a few days. At 970' "large vein" of slush oil, flowed

20 barrels per day for some time. 3d SS. fine and hard at

top, then grows coarser to 1050', then mixed with slate.

Enterprise Transit Co.''s Well.

Hooker farm, "McKean county, S. of State line. Authority, J. Brown, Supt

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 253 to 253 =
?, 789 to 1042 =

3d SS., • 18 to 1060 =
Pocket, 83 to 1093 =

Cased 410'. Slush oil at 800.

'

Enterprise Transit Co.''s Well, No. M.

Taylor tract, S. B. of Bradford, McKean Co. Authority, J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 37 to 37 =
?, cased at 212' 698 to 735 =

IstSS., 42 to 777 =
? . . 245 to 1022 =

2d SS., gas, but no oil, 20 to 1042 =
?. 307 to 1349 =

3dSS., 30 to 1379 =
Pooket 18 to 1397 =
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Enterprise Transit Co.^s Well, No. 13.

Taylor tract, S. E. of Bradford, McKean Co. Authority, J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Conductor, 15 to 15 =
?, cased at 299', 890 to 905 =

IstSS., 75 to 980 =
?, 50 to 1030 =

SS., little oil, 5 to 1035 =
?, 170 to 1205 =

2d SS 55 to 1260 =
?, 275 to 1535 =

3dSS., 77 to 1612 =
Pocket, 9 to 1621 =

Enterprise Transit Co.''s Well, No. lip.

October 2S, 1877.

Taylor tract, on Rutherford Run, S. E. of Bradford, McKean Co. Authority,

J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet

Conductor, 35 to 35 =
?, 742 to 777 =

1st SS 14 to 791 =
?, 369 to 1160 =

Stray SS., 10 to 1170 =
?, 172 to 1342 =

3dSS., 58 to 1400 =
Pocket 24 to 1424=

Started off at 20 barrels per day ;. now doing 16 barrels,

(February 7, 1878.)

Enterprise Transit Co.'' s Well, No. 15.

January 31, 1878.

Taylor tract, on Rutherford Run, S. E. Bradford, McKean Co. Authority,

J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet

Drive pipe, 65 to 65 =
?, cased at 230', 625 to 690 =

IstSS., 18to 708 =
? 307 to 1015 =

2d SS., ..." 10 to 1025 =
y 233 to 1258 =

BdSS-i
'.'. 72 to 1330 =

Pocket 15 to 1345 =

Started off at 30 barrels per day.
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Enterprise Transit Co.^s Well, No. 69.

Schoonmaker farm, about 4 miles north-east of Bradford, McKean Co. Au-
thority, J. Brown, Supt.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Drive pipe, 43 to 43 =
?> 487 to 530=

Stray SS., 6 to 536 =
?, 104 to 640 =

1st SS., very good, 15 to 655 =
?, 185 to 840 =

2d SS., some oil, 20 to 860 =
?, 335 to 1195 =

3d SS., very poor, 30 to 1225 =
Pocket, 116 to 1341 ==
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GBOUP XI.

Wells in the Bradford District, McKean County, Pa.,

and in New TorJc*

Jackson & Walker's Well, No. 7.

Kennedy lease, Bradford.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1474±
? 430 to 430 = 1044

1st SS., 15 to 445 = 1029

?, 315 to 760= 714

2d SS., 15 to 775 = 699

1, 285 to 1960= 414

3d SS., 25 to 1085 = 389

Emery, Patterson & Co.'s Well, No. 1.

July 29, 1876.

Lewis Run, S. E. corner of Warrant 2277, in Miam Hollow. Authority, C.

A. Ashburner

Well mouth above ocean, 3645

?, 3 to 3 =
SS., white 15 to 18 =
Red shale, (Spec. No. 1,) 70 to 88 =
Black slate, 35 to 123 =
SS., vsrhite, compact, (Spec. No. 2,) 45 to 168 =
Gray slate, snapstone, and shells, (Spec. No. 3,) 65 to 233 :=

Gray slate, "230 to 300," 67 to 300 =
Shale, soft, clayey, stinky, mushy, 10 to 310 =
Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 4,) 390 to 700 =
"IstSS. at7O0'," (Spec. No. 5,) say 20 to 720 =
Shells and slate, 290 to 1010 =
"2d SS.," white, (Spec. No. 6,) say 40 to 1050 =
Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 7 and 8.) 195 to 1245 =
SS., gray and dark, (Spec. No. 9 and 10,) 20 to 1265 =
Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 11,) 106 to 1371 =
3dSS., 12? to 1383?=
Gray sandy shale, 7 to 1390 =

Shells and salt water at 230'. Pebbles at 700'. Gas at

1070'. Mce white SS. top at 1010'. Stopped drilling at

1265', July 29, 1876, afterwards drilled deeper. Unpro-

ductive.

* Communicated by Mr. C. A. Ashburner, January, 1878.

7 IIII.
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King and Big Shanty Well.

May, 1877.

Dent lands, Lafayette township. Authority, Tom King.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . . . . 1662

Drive pipe 90 to 90 = 1572

?, "Red rock, near 320'," 690 to 780 = 882

SS., estimated, 20 to 800 = 862

?, 160 to 960 = 702

1st SS., 40 to 1000 = 662

?, 160 to 1160 =i 502

2d SS., 120 to 1280 = 382

? 265 to 1545= 117

3d SS., (end of first drilling, 1610',) 40 to 1585 = 77

Gray shells and shale 60 to 1645 =: 17

SS., gas, no oil, 12 to 1657 = + 5

?, 6 to 1663 = — 1

Cased 307'. Production, May 31, 1877, 7 barrels. In Au-

gust, 1877, was doing 5 barrels, when it was drilled deeper.

SS., at 1645', was better than 3d SS.

Prentice Well, No. 8.

June 1, 1877.

On Foster brook, adjoining N. W. corner of Lafferty Farm. Authority,

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1772

?, . . 700 to 700 = 1072

1st SS., estimated 20 to 720 = 1052

? 280 to 1000 = 772

2dSS., 100 to 1100= 672

? 232 to 1332= 440

3d SS., estimated 20 to 1352 = 420

B. McMurray Well.

K. McMurray Farm, S. side of Foster brook, above Babcook R. R. station.

Authority,

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1674

?, 550 to 550 =1024
1st SS., 20 to 570 = 1004

?, 255 to 825 = 749

2dSS., 40 to 865= 709

?, 262 to 1127 = 447

8d SS., not throogh, 64 to 1181 = 893
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McMullen & HallocJc Gas Well.

May 23, 1877.

Loop Farm, on Indian creek. Authority, .

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1785
Conductor, 16 to 16=1769

?, cased at 196' .'.... 609 to 625 = 1160
IstSS., . . 50 to 675=1)10
Gray slate, with shells 215 to 890 = 895
2d SS., .• ... 70 to 960 = 826

?, (withSS.,) 195 to 1155= 630
SS.,gas, 25 to 1180= 606

Slate, , 7 to 1187 = 598

?, 33 to 1220= 565

3d SS., estimated, slight oil show 20 to 1240 = 545

Bennie, Trumbower Well.

May, 1877.

Lioop Farm, on N. fork of S. branch of Indiam creek. Authority, B. A.

Packard.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . ; 1785

Conductor, 34 to 34=1751

?, 614 to 648 = 1137

1st SS., 60 to 708 = 1077

?, 199 to 907 = 878

2d SS., 70 to 977 = 808

?, 213 to 1190 = 596

Stray SS., gas, , 15 to 1205 = 580

Dark gray slate, some shells 10 to 1215 = 570

3dSS,, 85 to 1300= 485

Slate and shells 30 to 1330 = 455

Gray slate 22 to 1352 = 43?

Cased 233'. First oil show at 1225'. Most of the oil

comes in here. Production, May 30, 1877, 5 barrels.

Follett Well.

June, 1877.

Loop Farm, N. branch of S. fork, Indian creek. Authority, D. Follett-

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 2030

850 to 850 = 1180

1st SS., estimated, 20 to 870=1160

y 280 to 1160 = 880

2d SS.; estimated,'
'.'.'.'.'.'. 20toll70= 860

, I. 270 to 1440 = 590

SS.', gas in top,
'.'.'.'.'.'.

\ • •
32tol472= 558

Grayslate, 9 to 1481 = 549

3d SS., estimated 20tol501= 52?

Production, 2 barrels per day, in September, 1877.
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IPowr Mile Run Well.

Johnson farm W. of Rock City, N. Y. Authority,

Well mouth above ocean, In feet, 1832

Conductor 17 to 17 = 1815

y
153 to 170 = 1662

Hard gray slate!
'.'.'.'.'. 60to 230 = 1602

y 420 to 650 = 1182

IstSS.,'
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 60to 710 = 1122

f 290 to 1000 = 832

.2d 'ss., ("somewhere between 1000' and 1100'",) 30 to 1030= 802

; 340 to 1370 = 462

3d SS., 60 to 1430 = 402

Shells'and shale, 41 to 1471 = 361

Cased 230'. Oonld have been cased at 170'.

Gas at 1340'. 3d SS., 4' shell, 15' good fine open sand

and 41' sand. Filled 35' in an hour after striking the 15'

sand, and at a few bits in sand flowed over top of derrick.

•Doing 4 to 5 barrels May 23, 1877. Torpedoed and doing

10 barrels September, 1877.

James Well, No. 1.

Waters farm N. of Olean, Rook City, N. Y. Authority,

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1960

? 700 to 700 = 1260

Red rook, 30 to 730 = 1230

?, 385 to 1115 = 845

2d SS 85 to 1200 = 760

? 270 to 1470= 490

3d SS., 50 to 1520 = 440

?, 10 to 1530= 430

SS 12 to 1542= 418

7, pocket, 5 to 1547 = 413

Best sand 4' to 5' thick at 1535'. Oil came first from 1490',

now exhausted and coming from 1535'.

Production, 7 barrels per day in May, 1877.

Note.—Mr. Otto Germer says he watched this well closely. Top 3d SS.

1470'. Oil came in at 1476', sand 60' or more In thickness. Depth of well 1546'.

This agrees with the stratification in his " Flat Iron " well, which is on ground
83' above the James well.

Knox Well.

1877?

Conover tract, Sugar run. Authority, Henry Bradley.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Drive pipe, 86 to 86 =
?, cased at 400', 384 to 470 =
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1st SS., oil show, gas 40 to 510 =
^' 260 to 770 =

2d SS., oU show, gas 114 to 884 =
?, red rook near bottom, 201 to 1085 =

3d SS., oil show, gas ". ... 40 to 1125 =
'' 375 to 1500 =
Struck red rock 6' from top of 3d SS. 1091'. Oil show in

shells from 1st to 3d sands. Best oil show in 1st SS. simi-

lar to refined oil. Shell in gray rock below 3d SS. gave an
oil show. Unremunerative.

Salamanca Centennial Well, No. 2.

Oct. 28, 1876.

Authority, H. A. Darrow.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1554

Conductor, 9 to 9 = 1545

Gray slate (red?) and shells, 441 to 450 = 1104

1st SS., 5 to 455 = 1099

Gray slate, 295 to 750 = 804

? 30 to 780= 774

2dSS 4 to 784= 770

Gray slate with shells, 336 to 1120 = 434

3dSS., 18 to 1138= 416

Gray slate with hard shells, 187 to 1325 = 229

Cased 241'. Gas at 900'. No production.

Keown & Vaughan Well.

June, 1877.

Cutting farm, DeGrolier Station.

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1501

3d sand, at 1124 = 377

Started at 12 barrels, increased by torpedo.

O. 8. Whitney Well.

James DeGolier farm.

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1514

3d sand, at 1137 = 377

Started at from 5 to 10 barrels.

Emery Patterson <& Co.'s Well.

Morris Estate, Toad Hollow.
1

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1582

3d sand (42') top 1196 = 386
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Kennedy Well, No. 1.

Smith farm, Shepard Run.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1575

3d sand, at 1235 = 340

Doing 8 barrels, June 22, 1877 ; about one month old.

Echart Well.

D. Foster farm, Shepard Run.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1565

3d sand, at 1210? = 355?

Emery Patterson & Co.''s Well, No. 2.

November 1, 1876.

Lewis Run. In Miam Hollow, near north line of Warrant, 2276.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, . . . 1908

?, 1050 to 1050 = 858

1st SS., at 1050
• ?, including 1st SS., .

' 250 to 1300 = 608

2d SS., at 1300

?, including 2d SS., 336 to 1636 = 272

,3d SS., at 1636

?, including 3d SS 71 to 1707 = 201

Unproductive.

Prentice B. R. Well.
Big Shanty.

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1633

3d sand, at 1497 = 136

Prentice Well, No. 3.

Melvin farm, Tarport.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1440

3dSS.,at 1010= 430

H. L. Taylor & Co.' s Well, No. «.

Dikeman (?) farm, Bradford.

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1552

3d SS., at 1156 = 396

ClarTc, BahcocJi & Hulings' Well, No. 1.

Fester Brook, near saw mill.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1474

8dSS., (25' thick,) at 1024= 450

?, to bottom of well 90 to 1114 = 360

Considerable salt water. Doing 2 barrels, June 2, 1877.
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ClarTc^ Bdbcock & HuUngs' Well, No. 2.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1680
No. 3d SS. reported, depth of well 1250 = 430

Unproductive.

Clark, Babcock <& Hulings' Well, No. 3.

Well mouth above ocean in feet,- 1500

? 490 to 490 = 1010

1st SS., 85 to 525 = 976

?, including 100' of 2d sand, 537 to 1062 = 438

3d SS., not through, 51 to 1113 = 387

Doing 8 barrels, June 2, 1877. Cased at 542'.

0. Neil Well.

Snyder farm, Foster Brook. The extreme eastern well on Foster Brook,
June 2, 1877.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1650

?,.... . 1220 to 1220= 430

3d SS., (best sand at 1245',) 43 to 1263 = 387

? , 2 to 1265 = 385

Germer & Carey' s Well.

J. McMurray farm, Foster Brook, west of Derrick City.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1530

?, 1072 to 1072= 458

3dSS 100 to 1172= 358

7 3 to 1175= 355

Yan Vleck Well, No. 1.

Lafferty farm ; branch of Kendall creek.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1577

?, 1130 to 1130 = 447

SdSS., (not through,) 45 to 1175 = 402

Doing 10 barrels, June, 1877. One month old.

Yan Yleck Well, No. %.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1632

7, 1176 to 1176= 456

SdSS 82 t6 1258= 374

Doing 10 barrels, June, 1877.
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GROUP XII.

Wells in McKean county, repeated from Beport R.

Wilcox Well, No. 1.

{Adams Well.)

Owned by M. M. Sohultz & Co., situated on the west branch Clarion river,

in warrant 2676, 1 mile north of the McKean-Elk county line. This well was

drilled by Adams & Babcock* in 1864 (?). According to M. M. Schultz the

well was only drilled to the depth of 1600'± in 1864 ;
afterwards driUing was

continued to a depth of 1700' and it was finally abandoned at a debth of 1785',

where the tools were lost.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1646

1. Conductor, 41 to 41 = 1605

2. Slate, 30 to 71 = 1575

3. Red shale 137 to 208 = 1438

4. Blue sand 8 to 216 = 1430

5. Slate, 26 to 242 = 1404

6. Red shale, 64 to 306 = 1340

7. Micaceous sand 21 to 327 = 1319

8. Blue sand, 5 to 332 = 1314

9. Red shale, 81 to 363 = 1283

10. Slate 13 to 376 = 1270

11. Blue sand 8 to 384 = 1262

12. Red shale 31 to 415 = 1231

13. Blue sand, 14 to 429 = 1217

14. Slate, 84 to 513 = 1133

15. Micaceous sand, 47 to 560 = 1086

16. Slate, 77 to 637 = 1009

17. Blue sand 20 to 657 = 989

18. Slate, 43 to 700 = 916

19. Micaceous sand ; 48 to 748 = 898

20. Olive shales, 65 to 813 = 833

21. Micaceous sand 21 to 834 = 812

22. Olive shales, 11 to 845 = 801

23. Micaceous sand, 18 to 863 = 783

24. Olive shales, 7 to 870 = 776

29. Micaceous sand 5 to 875 := 771

*That portion of the record to a depth of 1302' was originally communicated

by Mr. O. N. Adams, formerly of Wilcox, to Prof. Lesley and published by
him in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. X, page

238. The record of the well to a depth of 1609' was afterwards published in

the Petroleum Monthly. The undesoribed interval of 176' (stratum 67) has

been added on the authority of Mr. Schultz. The record as it appears below

is copied from that published in the Petroleum Monthly.
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26. Oliveshales 5to 880= 766
27. Chocolate colored mica sand, 9 to 889 = 757
28. Oliveshales '.'.'.'.'.'.

23 to m= 734
29. Micaceous sand, 6 to 918 = 728

f- S"rKY''" 6 10 924= 722
31. Redshale,

g ^^ gg„ _ ^^g
32. Micaceous sands

5 to 935 = 711
33. Oliveshales,

2 ^^ 33^^ ^^,9
34. Micaceoussand

^0 ^^ 9^^ _ ^99

!« S H !f' 6 to 953= 693
36. Mixed shales, (red and olive,) 2 to 955 = 691
37. Olive shales, .'."!; i! 38 to 993 = 653
38.,Gray sMd, light, 3 to 996 = 650
39. Shale very soft, 6 to 1002 = 644
40. Blue clay g ^ jo^g ^ ggg
41. Olive shales 65 to 1073 = 673
42. Dark micaceous sand, 36 to 1109 = 537
43. Soapstone, soft mud vein, 2 to 1111 = 535
44. Gray sandstone, 28 to 1139 = 507
45. Slate rock, . , 25 to 1164 = 482
46. Very hard sandrock, 11 to 1175 = 471
47. Sandstone 26 to 1201 = 445
48. Slaty rock 21 to 1222 = 424
49. Hard sandstone and soft slate, 21 to 1243 = 403
50. Slaty rock with sand, 25 to 1268 = 378

51. Mud vein '

1 to 1269 = 377

62. Slate, 4 to 1273 = 373

53. Sandrock, 48 to 1321 = 325

54. "Chalk rook," 6 to 1327 = 319

55. Mud vein, 17 to 1344 = 302

56. Light sandrock 18 to 1362 = 284

57. Sandrock, 17 to 1379 = 1 267

58. Lime (?) and hard shale, ,. . 8 to 1387 = 259

59. Soft shale, . 25 to 1412 = 234

60. Hard shale, lime and sand 10 to 1422 = 224

61. Soft blue shale, 15 to 1437 = 209

62. Hard sandrock 60 to 1497 = 149

63. Sandrock, (?) 8 to 1505 = 141

64. Shale and sand mixed, 14 to 1519 = 127

65. Hard shelly sandrock, 38 to 1557 = 89

66. Rock and shales, alternating, 52 to 1609 = 37

67. Interval, 176 to 1785 = — 139

Drilled wet. Afterwards cased at 400'

Size of hole, ... 5 inches.

Inside diameter of casing, 3J" ; outside, 4" ; weight per foot, 5.320

pounds.

Conductor, 41'

Heavy fresh water course, 60'

Saltwater 400'

Mica and iron pyrites abound at 520'+

Gas and "soot," 726' to 820'±
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Very soft olive shales, "putty rook," 840'

'Black gas" downward from, 900'

Red shale at 940'

Silica abounds, hard and compact, 960'

Iron pyrites, .... 1000'

Strong smell in derrick when raising tools, at 1100'

Gas vein very strong, shooting sometimes 20' high from top of 26'

sandstone, (stratum No. 47.) Gas vein not so strong at bottom

of same sandstone.

Gas and soot, with strong odor, ... . 1240'

Very small red and white pebbles on tools in 25' sand (stratum

50,) at 1250'

Gas quite strong at 1280'

Oil and oil smell in air, 1335'±

Plenty of soot at 1480

Increasing gas at 1560'

Strong gas and strong smell at ,
1600'

Wilcox Welt, No. 2.

Owned by M. M. Schultz <fe Co. Situated 855 feet S. 17|o W. of WUcox well,

No. 1, above.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1642*

1. Loam and gravel, 30 to 30 = 1612

2. Gray slate, 50 to 80 = 1562

3. Gray slate, 2| to 82i= 1559|

4. Gray sand, 42" to 125 = 1517

5. Red shale 20 to 145 = 1497

6. Gray sand, 5 to 150 = 1492

7. Red shale 25 to 175 = 1467

8. Gray soapstone, (shale and clay,) 10 to 185 = 1457

9. Red shale, mixed with gray slate, 155 to 340 = 1302

10. Streak of soft red shalej . . 15 to 355 = 1287

11. Gray slate 62 to 417 = 1225

12. White sand pebble rock, containing gas and salt

water, 5 to 422 = 1220

13. Gray slate, 228 to 650 = 992

14. Dark gray slate, 30 to 680 = 962

15. Gray slate and sand, 75 to 755 = 887

16. Gray and red slate mixed, 40 to 795 = 847

17. Gray slate, ... 60 to 855 = 787

18. Gray slate and hard shell, 5 to 850 = 782
19. Gray slate . 5 to 865 = 777

* Based on the 1879 profile of the P. and E. RR., which makes Wilcox 1526.36,

(see R., p. 12.) In Vol. XVIII, page 14, proceedings of the American Philo-
sophical Society, I state that the elevation of the well mouth above ocean is

1642', based on the then (1878) corrected datum of P. and E. RR., which makes
Wilcox station 1527'. The difference between the two elevations of Wilcox
station is possibly less than the probable error in the elevation of the well, so
that I deem it advisable not to change the elevation of the well, which has
already been published.
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20. Gray and red slate, 20 to 885 = 767
21. Gray slate, 25 to 910 = 732
22. Red and gray slate, 5 to 915 = 727
23. Gray slate 30 to 945 = 697
24. Gray sand, 5 to 950 = 692
25. Gray and red sand 5 to 955 = 687
26. Gray and red slate 15 to 970 = 672
27. Gray slate, 15 to 985 = 657
28. Gray slate and sand, 5 to 990 =: 652
29. Gray slate 60 to 1050 = 592
30. Gray slate and sand 5 to 1055 = 587
31. Gray slate and sand, 25 to 1080 = 662
32. Dark gray sand, 15 to 1095 = 547
33. Very hard light gray sand 5 to 1100 = 542
34. Gray slate and sand, containing small bivalve shells, 20 to 1120 = 522
35. Gray slate and hard gray sand, ^

5 to 1125 = 517
36. Gray slate and soft sand, 10 to 1135 = 507
37. Hard gray sand •. . lo to 1145 = 497
88. Soft gray slate, 27 to 1172 = 470

' 39. Gray sand, 8 to 1180 = 462
40. Gray sand and slate 5 to 1185 = 457
41. Gray slate containing shell, 15 to 1200 = 442
42. Gray sand, containing first strong smell of oil 1205

to 1210, 20 to 1220 = 422
43. Gray slate and hard shell, 15 to 1235 =: 407

44. Gray slate, 15 to 1250 = 392

45. Gray slate containing shells, 15 to 1265 = 377

46. Gray slate and clover seed sand, 5 to 1270 = 372

47. Gray slate, with hard shell, 10 to 1280 =: 362

48. Gray slate, .... 10 to 1290 = 352

49. Gray slate and hard shell, 25 to 1315 = 327

50. Light gray sand 10 to 1325 = 317

51. Coarse gray sand, 6 to 1330 = 312

52. Slate, 5 to 1335 = 307

53. Hard gray sand 5 to 1340 = 302

54. White sand, 10 to 1350 = 292

55. Coarse gray sand, 5 to 1355 = 287

56. Gray slate and shell, 5 to 1360 = 282

67. Gray slate, 30 to 1390 = 252

58. Gray sand, 10 to 1400 = 242

59. Gray slate, 20 to 1420 = 222

60. Gray slate containing shell, 25 to 1445 = 197

61. Gray slate, 16 to 1460 = 182

62. Gray slate containing shell, 105 to 1565 = 77

63. Hard gray sand, .....' 15 to 1580 = 62

64. Slate and shell, 55 to 1635 = 7

65. Gray sand 35 to 1670 =— 28

66. Coarse gray slate, 9 to 1679 =— 37

67. Dark brown sand', containing amber oil, greatest

amoant near top of sand,* 16 to 1695 = — 63

•Probable representative of Bradford "3d " or oil producing sand.
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68. Gray slate, 40 to 1735 = — 93

69. Gray slate and sand, 10 to 1745 =— 103

70. Gray slate and shell, 25 to 1770 = — 128

71. Gray slate and sand, 6 to 1776 =— 134;

72. Hard gray sand rook, containing a great quantity of

gas, 4 to 1780 = — 138

73. Gray slate, 10 to 1790 =— 148

74. Fine sand and slate, . 5 to 1795 =— 153

75. Gray sand, upper part containing heavy green oil, 20 to 1815 =— 173

76. Gray and red micaceous sand and pebbles, .... 20 to 1835 = — 193

77. Gray slate, 55 to 1890 = — 248

78. Gray slate and red sand, 5 to 1895 =— 253

79i Red sand and pebbles, 5 to 1900 =— 258

80. White sand containing oil, 10 to 1910 =— 268

81. White and gray sand containing oil, 20 to 1930 =— 288

82. Gray slate, 74 to 2004 = — 362

Drilled dry. Cased, 541'

Fresh water course, .
' 42|'

Gas and salt water, 422'

Gas increases, salt water, 538'

Gas vein, 1172'

First show of oil, . . 1205' to 1210'

Sand containing greatest amount of oil, particularly at top of
sand. Oil, amber color, 1679' to 1695'

Great gas vein, 1776'

Heavy green oil, . ... , 1800'

White and gray sand containing oil, 1900' to 1930'

Wilcox Well, No. 3. .

{John's Well.)

Owned by same. Situated 1782 feet N. 73|° W. of Well No. 2, above.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,
. . 1666

1. Drift, as follows
: 43 to 43

Loam and sand, 5'

Loam and gravel, 5'

Gravel and pebble, 10'

Gravel and sand, 5'

Gravel and pebble, 6'

Gravel and sandrock, 5'

Quicksand and coarse pebble, 5'

Fine sand, 3'

2_ K Gray slate, 2 to 45 = 1621
I Gray slate 35 to 80 = 1586

3. Gray aaud, 37 to 117 = 1549

4. Red slate or shale, 18 to 135 = 1531

5. Red shale, (rock hard,) 10 to 145 = 1521

6. Gray sand rock 10 to 155 = 1511

7. Red shale 5 to 160 =: 1506

8. Red slate, 20 to 180 = 1486

9. Gray slate 25 to 205 = 1461
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10, Redslate,
105 to 310= 1356

1. Redshale,
15 to 325 = 1841

12. Gray slate and sand, 15 ^ 340= 1326
13. Gray slate and shell, 15 to 355 = 1311
14. Red slate, 25 to 380 = 1286
15. Gray slate,

15 to 395 = 1271
16. Gray slate and shell, 20 to 415 = 1251
17. Graysand,

^^ ^^ 43O _ ^23^
18. Gray slate, 5 to 435 = 1231
19. Gray sand rook, 7 to 442 = 1224
20. Clover seed rock 8 to 450= 1216
21. Gray shale,

15 to 465 = 1201
22. Dark gray slate and shell, 75 to 540 = 1126
23. Gray slate and shell, 7 to 547 = 1119
24. Gray slate, 43 to 590 = 1076
25. Hard gray slate, 75 to 665 = 1001
26. Hard dark gray shale 30 to 695 = 971
27. Gray slate and sand 5 to 700 = 966
28. Hard gray sand, 15 to 715 = 951
29. Light sand with shale 6 to 720 = 946
30. White and gray sand, 55 to 775 = 891

31. Hard and fine gray sand, 25 to 800 = 866
32. Fine dark gray sand, 5 to 805 = 861

g3_ J
Gray sla- e, 5 to 810 = 856

( Gray slate and shale, 5 to 815 = 851
34. Fine gray sand, 23 to 838 = 828

35. Red slate .' 7 to 845 = 821

36. Gray sand 25 to 870 = 796

37. Red slate, 10 to 880= 786

88. Gray slate 85 to 915 = 751

39. Red slate, 5 to 920 = 746

40. Gray slate, 15 to 935 = 731

41. Soft gray sand, 5 to 940 = 726

42. Soft gray and white sand, 15 to 955 = 711

^3 K Dark gray sand, 5 to 960 = 706

( Hard gray sand, 5 to 965 = 701

44. Gray sand and slate, 5 to 970 := 696

45. Fine hard dark gray sand 5 to 976 = 691

46. Red slate, 5 to 980 = 686

47. Gray slate, 35 to 1015 = 651

48. Hard gray sand 20 to 1035 = 631

49. Gray slate, 35 to 1070 = 596

50. Dark gray sand, 5 to 1075 = 591

51. Gray sand, . 5 to 1080 = 586

52. Gray shale, 15 to 1095 = 571

53. Gray sand and very hard shells, 5 to 1100 = 566

64. Soft gray sand, 15 to 1115 = 651

56. Gray and white shell, 10 to 1125 = 541

56. Close soft white sand, 20 to 1145 — 521

57. Hard gray shells, 20 to 1165= 501

68. Gray slate, 15 to 1180= 486

59. White and gray sand and pebbles 10 to 1190 = 476
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CO. Close white sand, 5 to 1195 = 471

61. Gray sandstone and white pebbles, 20 to 1215 = 451

62. Coarse white sand, 5 to 1220 = 446

63. Silver gray sand 10 to 1230 = 436

64. Fine white sand 5 to 1235 = 431

65. Gray slate and shell 10 to 1245 = 421

66. Gray slate, 40 to 1285 = 381

67. Gray slate and shell, 25 to 1310 = 356

68. Gray sand, 20 to 1330 = 336

69. White sand, 10 to 1340= 326

70. Slate, 5 to 1345 = 321

71. Coarse gray sand, 10 to 1355 = 311

72. Soft white sand, 5 to 1360= 306

73. Soft gray sand, 5 to 1365 = 301

74. Fine white sand ; 5 to 1370 = 296

75. Slate and hard shell, 15 to 1385 = 281

76. Gray and hard shell, 30 to 1415 = 251

77. Gray slate, 20 to 1435 = 231

78. Slate and shell, 5 to 1440 = 226

79. Hard gray sandstone, 10 to 1450 = 216

80. White sand 6 to 1455 = 211

81. Gray slate, 35 to 1490 = 176

82. Hard gray shale 5 to 1495 = 171

83. Gray sand, 5 to 1500 = 166
84. Close white sand, 5 to 1505 = 161

85. Hard white sand, 6 to 1510 = 156

86. Gray slate, 20 to 1530 = 136

87. Gray slate and shell, 6 to 1535 = 131

88. Hard white sand 10 to 1545 = 121

89. Gray shell, 5 to 1550 = 116

90. Gray slate, 25 to 1575 = 91

91. Gray sand and shell . 15 to 1590 = 76
92. Gray slate, 15 to 1605 = 61

93. Gray sand, 20 to 1625 = 41

94. Gray slate
, 10 to 1635 = 31

95. Gray slate and shell, 30 to 1665 = 1

96. Gray slate 10 to 1675 ==— 9

97. Gray slate and shell, 10 to 1685 = 19

98. Crevice full of quicksand 2 to 1687 =— 21

99. Dark sand containing oil, ... 3 to 1690 =

—

24

100. Crevice containing loose stones and oil, 5 to 1695 =

—

29

101. Dark sand and oil, 5 to 1700 =

—

34

102. Coarse sand and oU 5 to 1705 =

—

39

103. Loose slate, 10 to 1715 =— 49

104. Light-colored slate, 65 to 1780=— 114

105. "Gas crevice," full of stone and sand, 6 to 1785 =— 119

106. Dark sand, 7 to 1792=— 126

107. Light,-colored slate 16 to 1808 =— 142

108. Hard fine sand, 15 to 1823=— 157

109 White and red sand mixed, red sand-like quicksand, 9tol8.'J2=— 166

110. Fine red and white sand 11 to 1843=— 177

111. Sandy slate (?) 7 to 1850 =— 184
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Drilled dry. Cased, 547'

Drive pipe 43'

Heavy water course, 52|'

Gas vein, 593'

First strong smell of oil, 1132'

Gas and strong smell of oil, 1182'

Oil in gray shale, 1685'

Crevice full of quicksand 1687'±

Oil, 1690'

Crevice containing loose stones and oil, 1695'

Oil, .
'

1700'

Oil, 1705'

Pumped, 1720'(?)

Oil, 1780'

Gas crevice full of stone and sand, 1784'

Gas crevice 1808'

Huling's Well, No. 1.

{Old Owl Well.)

South Bank of Kinzua creelt ; northern part of Warrant 3084, Hamlin town-

ship. Drilled 1878. Authority, Mr. Seth Hulings.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, + 1625

1. Conductor 50 to 50 = + 1575

2. Red rock 100 to 150 = + 1475

3. ?, 600 to 750 = + 875

4. Red rook 50 to 800 = + 825

5. ?, 175 to 975 =+ 650

6. Shells and sand 100 to 1075 = + 550

7. ?,
200 to 1275 = + 350

8. Sand, slate and shells 270 to 1545 = + 80

9. Bradford oil sand, 68 to 1613 = + 12

Huling's Well, No. 3.

North of Kinzua creek in western part of warrant 3076, Hamlin township.

Drilled winter 1878 and 1879. Finished March, 1879. Authority drillers.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, + 1715

I 1 150 to 160 =+ 1565

2. Red shale,'.
'.'.'. 50to 200= 1515

8. Grayshale 25to 225= 1490

4. Red rock, 85 to 310 = 1405

5. Pebblerock, 20to 330= 1385

6. Redrock, 20 to 350= 1365

7. Sandshale, 20 to 370= 1345

8. Redrock •. 30to 400= 1315

9. Sandyshale 20to 420= 1295

Streak of red rook, 420 —
jQ y

55 to 475= 1240

ll! Blueslate.
'..'.'.'. 315 to 790= 925
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12. Slate and shale, 5 to 795 = 920

liight red rock, 795 =
13. ?, 100 to 895 = 820

14. Slate and shale, 20 to 915 = 800

15. Red rook 15 to 930 = 785

16. Slate, 20 to 950= 765

Red rock 950 =
17. ?, 45 to 995 = 720

18. Slate, 5 to 1000 = 715

Dark red rook, 1000 =
19. ?, 100 to 1100 = 615

20. Slate and shell, 10 to 1110 = 605

21. Pebble sand 15 to 1125 = 590

22. Slate and shell 175 to 1300 = 415

23. Shale, 60 to 1360 = 355

24. Slate and shell, 15 to 1375 = 340

Sand, " 2d aand," 1375 =
25. ? 75 to 1450= 265

26. Pebble sand, 15 to 1465 — 250

27. Slate and hard shells, 200 to 1665 = + 50.

28. Sand, "3d sand," 65 to 1730=— 15

Drilled dry. A show of oil was found at a depth 1695'.

A salt water vein was encountered at 1700'. The well was
reported to be "dry," and at the time the record was ob-

tained, July 2, 1879, the derrick had been pulled down and
the well abandoned.

Glad Run ''Dry Hole:'

(Kinzua Well.
)

Owned by the Producers Consolidated Dand and Petroleum Company of

Bradford, situated on Kinzua creek, near the mouth of Glad run, in warrant

3123, Hamlin township, McKean county, and about five miles northeast of

Kane. The land upon which this well is located together with the adjoining

tracts are part of those originally belonging to the " McKean Elk Land and
Improvement Co.," General Thomas L. Kane, Supt.

The well was drilled in the spring of 1877, and the record was furnished by
Mr. L. C. Blakeslee, Superintendent P. C. L. and P. Co.

The. elevation of the top of the well as determined Mr. J. W. Murphy of

Wilcox, is 52 feet higher than Wilcox Well, No. 3, or 1718 feet above ocean.

Well mouth above ocean in feet 1718

1. Surface clays, &c., 32 to 32 = 1686

2. Soft slate, 78 to 110 = 1608

3. Mud slate, 95 to 205 = 1513

4. Red rock ". ... 50 to 255= 1463

5. Slate rook, 38 to 293 = 1425

6. Bedrock . ... 57 to 350 = 1368

7. Sand " shells " and red rook mixed, 15 to 365 = 1353

8- Slate, 35 to 400 = 1318
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9. Sand "shell," 10 to 410= 1308

10. Slate 346 to 756 = 962

11. Mixed slate and hard slate rook, 261 to 1017 = 701

12. Mixe;i slate and sand "shells," 358 to 1375= 343

13. Hard slate mixed with sand and " pebble shell," . . 370 to 1745 '= — 27

14. Slate and sand alternating, 40 to 1785 = — 67

Drilled dry. Cased at , 370'

Heavy sand " shell " at 1017'

Sand at 1745'

Slate at 1760'

Sand at 1768'

Slate at 1780'

Salt water found in sands at . ; 1745' and 1768'

Mr. Blakeslee reports that no '

' good show '

' of oil was
found. A small gas vein was struck, position not stated.

Elevation of the bottom of the Olean Conglomerate on the

P. & E. E.R. four miles due southwest from the Kinzua

Well is 1868 feet. The calculated elevation of the same

horizon at the well is 1900 feet.

Gohurn Well.

( Warrant 3212 Wetmore.)

This well is located on an east branch of Dalson run, and a little over 1|

miles due north of Sergeant station, on the P. and E. R. R.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, = 1900

1. Conductor, 20 to 20 = 1880

2. White pebbly sand 50 to 70 = 1830

3. Gray slate, 32 to 102 = 1798

4. Sand, (show of oil,) 46 to 148 = 1752

5. Slate, 30to 178 = 1722

6. Sand, (show of oil,) 34 to 212 = 1688

7. Hard shell and sand, 183 to 395 = 1505

8. Red rock, , 200 to 595 = 1305

9. Gray sand containing gas, 15 to 610 = 1290

10. Red rock, 100 to 710 = 1190

11. Gray slate and shell 530 to 1240 = 660

12. Hard sand, 16 to 1256 = 644

13. Gray slate, 124 to IS^O = 520

14. Sand 35 to 1415 = 485

15. Gray slate, 63 to 1478 = 422

16. Sand 15 to 1493= 407

17. Gray slate 44 to 1537 = 363

18. Sand, (smell of oil,) 20 to 1557 = 343

19. Sand, (nearly solid,) 200 to 1757 = 143

20. Gray slate 38 to 1795 = 105

21. Sand, 15 to 1810= 90

22. Grayslate 30tol840= 60

8 IIII.
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23. Sand 40 to 1880 = + 20

24. Gray slate and shells, 64 to 1944 = — 44

25. Brown sand containing oil, 9 to 1953 = — 53

26. Gray slate and shell, 15 to 1968 = — 68

27. Sand, (Bbadfobd OIL PRODUCING SAND,) 70 to 2038 = — 138

28. Slate, 55 to 2093 = — 193

29. Slate and sand, 170 to 2263 = — 363

BmetJiport Well, No. 1.

L. Taylor farm, on the first north branch of Blacksmith run west of Smeth-

port. Drilled by Lytle and Vezie, 1875, for Smethport Oil Co. Specimens,

lost. Record imper£eet but reliable.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1590

1. Red soil, (conductor,) 8 to 8 = 1582

2. Red sandstone . 2 to 10 = 1580

3. Red and gray sand 10 to 20 = 1570

4 & 5. Sand very hard, 18 to 38 = 1552

UppBE Chbmcng, No. VIII.

6. Black slate, 22 to 60 = 1530

7. Slate, 10 to 70 = 1520

«. Dark and very hard 34 to 104 = 1486

9. Dark slate 16 to 120 = 1470

10. Dark sand 50 to 170= 1420

IL Slate 10 to 180 = 1410

12. Light slate, 20 to 200 = 1390

IS. Slate, 10 to 210 = 1380

14. Light gray sand 14 to 224 = 1366

15. Slate, 6 to 230 = 1360

16. Slate and shell, 100 to 330 = 1260

17. Shells very hard, 48 to 378 = 1212

18. Dark gray sand 12 to 390 = 1200

19. White pebbles, 10 to 400 = 1190

20. Slate, 20 to 420 = 1170

21. Slate, 20 to 440= 1150

22. Very muddy, .
'.

, 20 to 460 = 1130

23. Sand shells 110 to 570 = 1020

24. Slate, 10 to 580 = 1010

25. Slate and sand shells, 547 to 1127 = 463

26. Coarse gray sand, 13 to 1140 = 450

27. Pebbles 10 to 1150 = 440

28. Slate 20 to 1170 = 420

29. Coarse aand, 10 to 1180 = 410

30. Hard fine white sand 13 to 1193 = 397

31. Slate, 17 to 1210 = 380

32. Dark gray slate 10 to 1220 = 370

33. Slate and shell, 120 to 1340 = 250

BBAi)FOBD OIL SAND.

34*35. White sand, .• 20 to 1360 = 280
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Lower Chemung, No. VIII.

36. Slate, 148 to 1508 = 82
37. Blue shell, 22 to 1530 = 60

38. Gray slate 40 to 1570 = + 20

39. Slate and shells 124 to 1694 =— 104

40. Dark brown sand, (Smethpokt oil sand,) . . , 26 to 1720= — 130

41. Light gray slate, 60 to 1780 = — 190

42. Slate and shell, 120 to 1900 =— 310

43. Slate and shell, . . .' 104 to 2004 = — 414

Drilled dry. Cased at 237'. At 1127' in stratum number
26 a considerable showing of oil was obtained. '

At about 1400 and 1500 feet a considerable quantity of

gas was obtained, about half as much as was obtained in the

Haskill. There was not a sufficient quantity to run the

boiler.

Hasldll Well.

East side of Marvin creek, 1 J miles S. W. of Smethport. Begun December
1, 1876. Continued to 1581', A-pril, 1877. Record by W. Haskill.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1552

1. Conductor, 30 to 30 = 1522

2. flagstone 25 to 55 = 1497

3. Blue slate, 165 to 220 = 1332

4. Hard sand shells, 25 to 245 = 1307

6. Blue slate 175 to 420 = 1132

6. Red shales, 25 to 445 = 1107

7. Blue slate, 22 to 467 = 1085

8. Red shale 12 to 479 = 1073

9. Hard shells and blue slate, 21 to 500 = 1052

10. Hard blue rock, 2 to 502 = 1050

11. Soapstone and shells, 103 to 605 = 947

12. Very hard blue shales, 10 to 615 = 937

13. Soapstone and hard shells, 45 to 660 = 892

14. Sand, open and porons, .
* 20 to 680 = 872

15. Soapstone and hard shellsj, 36 to 716 = 836

16. Pebble sand and gas, 3 to 719 = 833

17. Soapstone and shells 61 to 780 = 772

18. Hard gray sand 5 to 785 = 767

19. Soapstone and shells, 100 to 885 = 667

20. Soft white slate, 35 to 920 = 632

21. Slate and shells, 40 to 960 = 592

, 22. Very hard shell 5 to 965 = 587

23. Very soft soapstone 7 to 972 = 580

24. Very hard sand sheUs 3 to 975 = 577

25. Slate and shell, 55 to 1030 = 522

26. Stray sand, 15 to 1045 = 507

27. Slate and shell, 40 to 1085 == 467

28. Hard sand shell 4 to 1089 = 463
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29. Good stray sand, 4 to 1093 = 459

30. Slate and shell 77 to 1170 = 382

31. Second sand, 45 to 1215 = 337

32. Slate and shell, 30 to 1245 = 307

33. Stray saiid, 18 to 1263 = 289

34. Soapstone and shell, 82 to 1345 = 207

35. Sand, (show of oil, Bradford Oil Sand,) . 12 to 1357 = 195

36. Soapstone shells, 93 to 1450 = " 102

,
37. Shelly sand, ; . 7 to 1457 = • 95

38. Soapstone and shells 23 to 1480 = 72

39. Shell, strong gas, 2 to 1482 = 70

40, 41, & 42. Soapstone shells, 138 to 1620 = — 68

43. Sand, (good show of oil,) 30 to 1650 = — 98

44. Hard shells and sandy slate, 63 to 1713 = — 161

45. Soapstone, 5 to 1718 = — 166

46. Oil sand, fSMBTHPORT Oil Sand,) ._. . . . 18 to 1736 = — 184

47. Shells and saudy slate, . ...'... .125 to 1861=— 309

Drilled dry. Cased at 250'. Gas at 719. Strong gas at

1482' and 1620'. Smell of oil at 1263'. Show of oil at 1357',

1482' and 1620'.

It has been variously reported that the oil found in this

well in small quantities came from the Bradford sand

(stratum 35) and the Smethport sand (stratum 46.) At dif-

ferent times positive assertions have been made in regard

to each horizon ; from the latest reports it seems now quite

certain that the bulk of the petroleum comes from the lower

sand.

Brant &Co:s Well, No. ^.

Located 495 feet south of Haskill well.

TopofweU, 1603

To Bradford sand, 1360

To Smethport sand, 1764

Thickness of sand, 24

Gas at 1630

Torpedoed at 1778

Total depth of well, 1805

Produced 1 barrel a day six months after drilling.

Brant & Co.'s Well, No. 3.

1320' E. and 165 S. of No. 2.

Top of well, 1775

Fossil shell bed, (8' to 10' thick,) at 1450

To top of Bradford sand, (20' thick,) 1510

Total depth of well, (?) 1900
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Brant & Co: s Well.

{Wilcox Tract.)

On Marvin oreek,

Topofwell A. T., 15^7
To Bradford sand, (35' thick,)

. . 1293

Tlamar & ErnhouV s Well.

{Fletcher tract.)

Marvin creek valley, moutli of Head brook, Sergeant township.

Top of well above tide, ... ]^7]g
To Smethport sand, (25' thick,) 1975
Chocolate sand, (30' thick, show of oil,) 2200
Total depth of well, 2230

Hamar's Well.

On Wild Cat run. Sergeant township.

Top of well A. T 1671
Total depth, 2000

Show of oil in Bradford and Smethport sands.

Lucius Rogers' Well.

On Warrant 2058, near Smethport, between county road and railroad.

Top, A. T., . 1531

To Bradford sand, (30' to 35' and strong gas,) 1300

To Smethport sand, (with oU show,) 1723

Sherman., Hatch & Go.'' s Well.

On Caspar Smith's farm, Warrant 2091, near school-house No. 6, Farmers'

Valley, Keating township.

To top of Smethport sand, (20,) 1780

Drilling stopped at 1811
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GROUP XIII.
«

Wells in Crawford County. Five Wells near Titusville,

{one in Venango County. ) Four Wells repeated from
Report QK Wells in Erie County. Wells in Mercer

County.

Logan Well, No. 1.

May, 1869.

Parker farm, Titusville, Crawford county. Authority, S. B. Logan.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Conductor, 14 to 14 =
?, 466 to 480 =

1st sand, 18 to 498 =
?, ... J 202 to 700 =

2d sand, (Oil oreek " stray,") 20 to 720=
?, 16 to 736 =

3d sand, (coarse and pebbly,) 62 to 798 =
A good paying well.

Logan Well, No. 2.

Located on the same liarm, and 200 feet w6st of Well No. 1.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet

Conductor 18 to 18 =
? 455 to 473 =

1st sand 24 to 497 =
?. 193 to 690 =

2d sand, (Oil oreek "stray,") 20 to 710 =
?. • • • 18 to 728 =

3d sand, (finer than in No. 1,) 61 to 789:

Not SO good a producer as Well No. 1.

Logan Well, No. 3.

On Parker farm, 200 feet north of east from Well No. 1.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

Conductor, Igto 18 =

?. 468 to 486 =

1st sand, 20 to 506 =

^1 204 to 710 =

2d sand, (Oil oreek "stray,") 80 to 740 =

^' • • • 4 to 744 =

3d sand, fine, (coarse at 768',) 62 to 806 =

Production small.
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Logan Well, No. k-

August, 1870.

On Parker farm, 300 feet south-east of Well No. 1.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

?, 470to470 =
1st sand, estimated, 20 to 490 =

?, 202 to 692 =
2d sand, (Oil creek "stray,") 30 to 722 =

?, 8 to 730 =
3d sand, (good,) 60 to 790 =

Production small.

Logan Well, No. 5.

On Watson farm (?) below the Refinery on the plank road between Titus-

ville and Pleasantville ; about one mile south-westerly from Well No. 1.

Well mouth above ocean ip feet,

Drive pipe, 100 to 100 =
?, 35 to 135 =

1st sand, 23 to 158 =
?, 214 to 372 =

2d sand, (Oil creek, "stray,") 8 to 380 =
7,

11 to 391 =
3d sand, (good sand,) 50-to 441 =

Production small.

BoUin's Well.

Near OH Creek Lake, Bloomfleld township, Crawford county.

Mouth of well, 0' = 1420' A. T.

"Conductor hole," 14' to 14' = 1406'

"Very hard sandstone," 30' to 44' = 1876'

"Slate (red rock at 209' from top)," 331' to 375' = 1045'

" Sand, good, pebbly, some oil," ( Third oil sand—I.

C. White,) 9' to ^^'

"Slate," 146' to 530'

" Sand shells, fragments in this interval, one contain-

ing pebbles at 594'," 120' to 650

"Softslate," 262' to 912'

"Sand shells, very hard," 20' to 932'

"Softslate, to bottom of hole," 68' to 1000'

Kightly to understand this record, it is necessary to con-

nect it with an outcrop of the Gorry sandstone in the ravine

next west of the hole ; the base of the rock lying 85' above

R. E. Grade, or 1496' A. T.
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Lilly Well.

One mile south of Concord, Concord township, Crawford county.

1. " Drive-pipe " tAroMS'A Ori/(, 119' to 119'

2. "Black slate (Big water vein at 123')," 16' to 135'

3. " Blue sandrock, very hard," 20' to 155'

4. "Red rock, blood red," 18' to 173'

5. "Slate, gritty, soft," 20' to 193'

6. " Sharp grit and pebble rock, pebbles thin and flat, some red,

dark, and white, pebbly at top, blue grit below," some oil

;

(3rd oil sand—I. C. W.), 25' to 218'

7. " Loadstone rook ; magnetized the drill ; soft like rubber," (!), 90' to 308'

8,

9,

10.

11

12.

13,

14

15,

16,

17,

18,

"Bedrock," . . ... 40' to 348'

"Sand, white, very hard, and filled with pebbles," 30' to 378'

"Shells," 30' to 408'

" Fine slate," 100' to 508'

"Shells," ' 35' to 543'

"Sand, white, very hard, some pebbles, big gas vein near center, 25' to 568'

"Gritty slate," 60 to 628'

"Bedrock," 5' to 633'

"Shells," 67' to 700'

"Slate, with no grit," 90' to 790'

"Shells, very hard to bottom of hole," 55' to 845'

Wentworth Well.

Two and a half miles south of Sugar Lake, Wayne township, Crawford
county.

1. "Clay and Gravel," 46' to 46'

2. "Slate," . . 8' to 54'

c 1. Coal, 1' \

»

3. " Coal, ) 2. Slate,5' > 8' to 62'

( 3. Coal, 2' 3

4. "Slate,"
, , 6' to 68'

5. "Sandstone," .... 32' to 100'

6. "BlufifSS.," 100' to 200'

7. " ? ," 100' to 300'

8. "Mt. Sand," 100' to 400'

9. " ? ," 308' to 706'

10. "IstS. S.," 15' to 721'

11. " ? ," 231' to 952'

12. "2d Sand, (some oil)," 10' to 962'

13. "Slate," . . . , . 15' to 977'

14. "3d Sand, (better oil show)," 2' to 9t9'

16. Slate, soapstone, &c., nothing hard to drill through to bottom of
hole, (at 1100)," 121'toHOO'

Stimpson Wells.

Cornell Well.

In Beaver township, Crawford county. (See Eeport Q',

pages 212-I-.)
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Union City WelL

July, 1878.

Located on French Creek flats, Union township, Erie county, about 80 rods

west of the P. & E. R. R. depot, at Union City. Authority, Mr. G. Smith,

who preserved, and kindly presented to the Survey, 21 specimens of the sand

pumpings, as noted below.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1265

Conductor, 12 to 12= 1253

Slate and shale 148 to 160 = 1105

Mountain saud, 2 to 162 = 1103

Slate and sliale, (cased at 175',) 613 to 775= 490

Slate, sandy, little gas at 800', (Spec. No. 1 at 775',) ... 25 to 800= 465

Sand shells, fine, gray, (Spec. No. 2 at 800',) 25 to 825 = 440

Slate, (Spec. No. 3 at 840',) 25 to 850= 415

Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 4 at 875',) 30 to 880 = 385

Slate, (Spec. No. 5 at 900',) 30 to 910 = 355

Slate, a little sand, (Spec. No. 6 at 925',) 40 to 950 = 315

Slate and shells, (Spec. No. 7 at 975') 25 to 975 = 290

Sandy slate, (Spec. No. 8 at 980',) 5 to 930 = 285

" " (Spec. No. 9 at 985',) 5 to 985 = 280

" "" (Spec. No. 10 at 987,) 2 to 987 = 278

" " less sand, (Spec. No. 11 at 1000',) 13 to 1000 = 265

" " (Spec. No. 12 at 1020',) 20 to 1020= 245

" (Spec. No. 13 at 1040',) 20 to 1040 = 225

Sand shells, (Spec. No. 14 at 1050,) 10 to 1050= 215

Sand shells. (Spec. No. 15 at 1053',) 3 to 1053 = 212

SS., fine-grained, gray, (Spec. No. 16 at 1055,) 2 to 1055 = 210

Sand shells (Spec. No. 17 at 1060',) . . . .... 5 to 1060= 205

Slate, black, and sand shells, gray, (Spec. No. 18 at 1075,) 15 to 1075 = 190

Slate, dark, some sand shells, (Spec. No 19 at 1100',) . 25 to 1100 = 165

SS., very fine, gray, micaceous, flaky, (Spec. No. 20 at

1105',)' 10 to 1110= 155

Sandy slate, (Spec. No. 21 at 1225',) 15 to 1125 = + 140

«< » to bottom, 398 to 1523 = — 258

Ko specimens of the last 398 feet were kept, but they are

said to have been very similar to those from the last 15'

sampled. The measures were soft. No sands, ho gas, no

salt water below the casing, and not a "show" of oil.

City of Erie Gas Wells.

(See Report L, page 168, &c. See Report Q*, page 288,

&c. Report Q' also contains fragmentary records of many

experimental wells in Crawford and Erie counties.)

Cawthro Well Record.

Mouth of weU about, 670' A. T.

1. Conductor, 12 to 12 =
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2. Gray slate 230 to 242 =
3. 1st gas at bottom of last.

4. Gray slate, (2nd gas at bottom, ) 29 to 271 =
5. " (3rd " " ) 33 to 304 =
6. " (4th " " ) 64 to 368 =
7. " (5thgas397', 011392',) 29 to 397 =
8. " (6th gas at bottom,) 6 to 403 = j

9. " (7th " " ) 17 to 420 = i

10. " (8th " " ) 24 to 444 =
U. " (9th " " ) 2 to 446 =
12. " (10th " " ) 3 to 449 =
13. " (gas and oil,) 19 to 468 =
14. " (gas and oil at bottom,) 125 to 593 =
15. " (more oil at bottom,) 53 to 646 =
16. " to bottom of hole, 49 to 695=

"First oil at 392'."

Slearne Manufacturing Co. Well.

1. " Conductor," 8' to 8'

2. "Gray flags," . 450' to 458'

3. " Reddish-brown shale," ? to

4. Soapstone and shales to bottom, ? to 1418'

The heaviest gas vein came in No. 3 which Mr. Flannigan

thinks was about 50' thick, but is not certain, and the gas

came near its base.

He also states that No. 4 seemed to have almost the same
composition throughout, being a mass of gray "soapstone"

shales with occasional thin "shells," or sandy layers 1' to 2'

thick. No black slates of any importance were penetrated,

except thin streaks which alternated with the "gray" ma-

terial, hence the Portageformation was not passed through

in this boring. The well commences at 655' above tide or

about 120' below the top of the Portage system, and this

would give us as the thickness of these rocks at Erie, 1418'

-|-120' :^ 1538' plus an undetermined amount not penetrated

by the drill hole.

In and around the city of Erie there are some iifty gas

wells.

The first well of which the gas was utilized was put down
about one hundred and fifty yards from the Jarecki Manu-
facturing Company's Work, where the gas was used. It

yielded largely at first, but the amount steadily decreased.

This well was six hundred feet deep.
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A second well, put down by the company on their own
ground, yielded largely. It was put down seven years ago

;

found gas at 200, 250, 400, and 600 feet deep, and is in all

700 feet deep. It at^first supplied gas enough to take the

place of four tons of coal daily, and to light the works. Ifc

now only partially lights the works.

These two wells are in the valley of a small creek. When
other wells were put down in the same valley to the north
of the works, the effect upon the yield of gas from the com-
pany' s well was immediate and decided.

At Steam's Works there are two wells, one 700 and one
1400 feet deep. The supply of gas was originally large, but
is now fallen off to a small quantity.

The Erie Gas Company have put down two wells, and use

the gas in supplying the city.

Gas Well No. 1, is down to a depth of 750 feet. Gas was
struck at 300 feet and at 860 feet.

The pressure at first was fifty pounds to the square inch,

but this fell off, and the pressure is now extremely irregular,

never very great, and sometimes ceasing entirely and then

coming back with temporarily much increased pressure.

Mr. Caughey, the president of the cojnpany, who fur-

nished the above facts, states that the natural gas is much
heavier than the illuminating gas manufactured by them.

He says that the natural gas is an 8-candle gas ; their man-

ufactured gas, made from one half Sharon and one half

Beaver coal, being a 16-candle gas.

Gas Well No. 2, which was put down close to No. 1,

yielded nothing.

In Mr. Evans' well, also, the gas occasionally stops flow-

ing entirelj^ and then, after a few days,.begins flowing again

with as much as double the normal pressure.

Messrs. Oliver and Bacon have two wells. No. 1, down
470 feet, and No. 2, down 600 feet. No. 2 never yielded any-

thing. In well No. 1 gas was found all the way down, and at

450 feet deep the pressure was very heavy.

The pressure of the well at first is estimated at 60 to 80

pounds. This pressure lasted for six months. The well is

five inches in diameter, and the gas originally ran all the
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power, (100 horse,) taking 'the place of three tons of coal

daily. Now 2,200 pounds of coal daily are used, and the

gas does the remainder of the work. The pressure is re-

ported to be now even and regular, and no falling off is

noticed.

The Erie Water Works have two gas wells. In No. 1

there was gas at 550 feet, but the amount was small, and

the well was abandoned.

No. 2, is 1,200 feet deep, but no gas apparently deeper

than 800 feet. The pressure at first was very heavy, but

soon settled down to a normal rate, which now keeps very

even. The gas yielded takes the place of two tons of coal

daily. The well hole is six inches in diameter.

The Swalley well, which is down in the valley of the small

run on which the Jarecki wells were put down, is yielding

gas, but in the absence of accurate figures, can only be said

to have lost three fourths of its pressure in ten years.

The well at the mouth of this small run, where it empties

into Lake Erie, continues to yield gas with a very regular

pressure. Messrs. Eawle, Noble & Co., have carried it with

pipe from the well to their furnace, one mile to the east-

ward. The well is 800 feet deep, and shows a pressure of

gas of 25 pounds. This pressure is variable, but Mr. Noble

'

thinks, shows no regular falling off.

At the Erie Car Works, (Messrs. Davenport, Fairburn &
Co.,) li miles southwest of Erie, there are two gas wells.

Well, No. 1, is dovm 705 feet, and was put down in De-
cember, 1870. Some gas was found near the surface, within

the first 60 feet ; fresh water at 147 feet
;
gas at 213 feet

;

much gas at 580 feet, and again gas in the bottom of the

well. The water now pumped is salt ; the original pressure

was 70 pounds to the square inch, it is now only 17 pounds.
The well is six inches in diameter. The pressure is re-

ported as not now falling off, but on the contrary, that it

seems rather greater now than in 1874.

Well, No. 2, is down 700 feet. The pressure of the gas
was very heavy at first, but is now about 17 pounds to the

square inch.

Mr. P. F. Adams has a gas well one third of a mile east
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of the Erie Car Works. The well, is down 750 feet. The
first gas was struck at about 300 feet deep, and from that

on down at various depths to the bottom. The water in the

well is slightly salt, and a little heavy oil comes with it.

The pressure- at first was heavy, but soon came down to

the present moderate flow, which it keeps now apparently

with no regular falling off.

The Tracy Gas Well, two miles from Erie, is down 750

feet. Gas found at 400 feet ; much gas at 610 feet, and again

gas at 675 feet. The pressure kept evenly at about 25 pounds
for the first 17 months, when it suddenly fell off to about

one eighth of that pressure, and at that point, it has since

remained constant.

At Fredonia, New York, natural gas from an horizon far

below that of the oil sands of Pennsylvania, has been util-

ized for many years.

The gas was first foimd coming up in the bed of the creek

in 1821, and was then used, though in a small way, for

. lighting some houses in the village.

In 1858 a gas well was put down on the creek, one half

mile north of this old well. Of this depth thirty feet were

shafted, and one hundred and twenty feet of a four-inch

bore hole. The gas supply from this well has been and is

regular in its average amoxmt.

A second well, four hundred and seventy-five feet deep,

just along side of this well, failed to add anything to the gas

yielded, the amount coming from the two wells being just

what had been coming from the first one. The second was

therefore abandoned.

A gas well put down at the gas works, one half mile away,

was eight hundred feet deep and yielding nothing.

Mr. Coburn put down a well in the town, at his mill, 1,250

feet deep, which yields a regular supply of gas. The total

vield, however, of these wells is only about 6,000 cubic feet

daily.
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Jamestown Well.

1876.

Situated on hillside, nearlyopposite depotat Jamestown, Chautauqiw county,

N. Y. Prom Mr. Prather, of Jamestown

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, about . . +1325

Conductor dug say, 8 to 8 = 1317

Slate and shale, . .
'. 402 to 410 = 915

SS., fine gray, little gas, 8 to 418 = + 907

Dark slate, no sand 1389 to 1807 =— 482

Sulphur water at 68'. Salt water at 270'±. Cased at 25'0'.

No red rock in well, no oil, and but little gas.

Wild Cat Hollow Well.

1877.

On land of Mr. T. H. Bromley, about one mile west of Stoneboro', Mercer

county. Authority, T. H. Bromley. The upper part, down to 172', was given

to Mr. Chance before the well was completed. The lower part, to Prof. White,

in the following year :
*

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1227

Conductor, 10 to 10 = 1217

SS., "surface sand," 20 to .30 = 1197

Slate, black, 20 to 50 = 1177

Red rock, 8 to 58 = 1169

Slate, black, 34 to 92 = 1135

SS., "Mountain Sand," 80 to 172 = 1055

?, (Red rock above First sand,) , . . . 463 to635— 592

1st SS., (thickness not given,) at 635

?, (including 140' of 2d SS.,) 315 to 950 = 277

3dSS.
,
(thickness not given,) at

'

950

Black slate below 3d sand.

The Second sand contained a show of heavy oil. The
Third sand yields a light yellow oil. Probably a ten barrel

well.

* See 0,3. page 174.
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GROUP XIV.

Wells in Elk, Cameron, OUnton, and Potter Counties.

Ernhout and Taylor Well, No. 1.

North side of Wilson run, near south-east corner of Warrant 3218, Jones
township, Elk county, and about 3J miles north-west of Wilcox, and several

hundred feet north of the P. & E. R. R. Owned by Oapt. John Ernhout and
Frank Taylor, Esq.

Drilling was commenced Jan. 15, 1878, and abandoned March 13, when the

tools were lost.

Record reported by Mr. M. M. Sohultz. Elevation of well, determined by
Mr. A. W. Sheafer.

Mouth of well, by barometer, above ocean level, 1645

Loam and sand 40 to 40 = 1605

Blue sand shale, 160 to 200 = 1445

Blue slate, 40 to 240 =. 1405

Bedrock, 95 to 335 = 1310

Bed rock, very hard 15 to 350 = 1295

Bed rock, softer, 45 to 395 = 1250

Bed rock, 45 to 440 = 1205

Sand and shells, 15 to 455 = 1190

Slate, 15 to 470 = 1175

Bedrock, .
10 to 480 = 1165

Bed sand, (cased at 481|',) 15 to 495 = 1150

Blue sand shells, 35 to 530 = 1115

Brown sand and white pebble, 20 to 550 = 1095

Slate and shells, 95 to 645 = 1000

Hard blue sand, 10 to 655= 990

Slate and shells, 20 to 675 = 970

Brown sand and white shells, 5 to 680 = 965

Slate and shells, 75 to 755 = 890

Blue sand, 25 to 780= 865

Slate and shells 210 to 990= 655

Bedrock, 20 to 1010= 635

Slate, 50 to 1060= 585

White sand, 35 to 1095 = 550

Bed sand 20 to 1115 = 530

Slate and shells 135 to 1250 = 395

Gray sand, 25 to 1275 = 370

Gray slate and shells, 10 to 1285= 360

Gray sand, 20 to 1305= 340

Slate and shells, 10 to 1315 = 330

White sand, .... 5 to 1320 = 325

White sand, containing gas and strong smell of oil, .... 15 to 1335 = 310

Gas and smell of oil, 1320'

Lost tools, 1335'
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Bear Greek Well.

On Bear Creek, east side of county road, between Wilcox and Ridgway, In

Warrant 3257, Jones township, Elk county.

Owned by the Producers' Consolidated Land and Petroleum Company, of

Bradford. Land leased from Wilcox Tanning Company.
Drilling was commenced about April 1, 1878, and was completed in from 50

to 60 days.

The record was reported by Mr. M. M. Schultz. No show of oil was found.

The elevation of the top of the well is, (bar.,) above ocean, 1595

Drive pipe, 25 to 25 = 1570

Blue slate rook,
, 25 to 50 = 1545

Red rock 15 to 65 = 1530

Blue slate, . 10 to 75 = 1520

Bed rock, 20 to 95 = 1500

Sandy or " putty " slate rook 25 to 120 = 1475

Sand rock, 25 to 145 = 1450

Soft slate, 12 to 157 = 1438

Hard shells, 5 to 162 = 1433

Very muddy slate 20 to 182 = 1413

Hard slate 10 to 192 = 1403

Hard sand 8 to 200 = 1395

Hard slate, 30 to 230 = 1365

Very white loose sand, 35 to 265 = 1330

Hard shells and slate, 5 to 270 = 1325

Very hard sand, 20 to 290 = 1305

Tough slate rook, 10 to 300 = 1295

Very hard shells, 10 to 310 = 1285

Hard line sand, 10 to 320 = 1275

Soft slate, 30 to 350 = 1245

Hard fine sand, (cased at 380',) 69 to 419 = 1176

Soft slate, 10 to 429 = 1166

Hard flne sand 10 to 439 = 1156

Shells 30 to 469= 1126

Very red rock, 6 to 474 =: 1121

Soft slate or "putty "rook, 80 to 554 = 1041

Shells and slate, , 55 to 609 = 986

Blue slate, 15 to 624 = 971

Bedrock, 10 to 634= 961

Blue slate, 22 to 656 = 939

Hard sand 9 to 665 = 930

Bed rock, 26 to 691 = 904

Blue slate, 12 to 703 = 892

Hard shell _ . . 4 to 707 = 888

Bedrock, 86 to 793 = 802

Blue slate 22 to 815 = 780

Bed rock, -. 48 to 863 = 732

Slate and shells, 30 to 893 = 702

Bedrock, 26 to 919 = 676

Hard gray sand, 10 to 929 = 666

Soft slate and shell, 167 to 1096 = 499
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Gray slate 159 to 1255 = 340
Sand, 10 to 1265= 330
Slate and shells 30 to 1295 = 300
Fine red sand, 10 to 1S05 = 290
Slate and shells, 203 to 1508 = 87
Sandy shells 25 to 1533 = 62
Slate and shells 34 to 1567 = 28
Close light sand 42 to 1579 = + 16
Soft slate, 25 to 1604 =— 9
Close white sand, 10'tol614 = 19
Slate and shells 52 to 1666 = — 71
Pebble sand, 5 to 1671 —— 76
Slate and shells, 15 to 1686 =— 91
White sand shells, 10 to 1696 =— 101
Hard slate, 10 to 1708 =— 111

Loose white sand 50 to 1756 = — 161

Slate and shells 65 to 1821=— 226

Muddy slate, 15 to 1836 = — 241

Slate and shells, '.
. . 12 to 1818 = — 253

Muddy slate, 20 to 18i58 =— 273

Slate and sand shells, 30 to 1898 =— 303
Sand, 22 to 1920 = -r 325

Slate and shells, 8 to 1928 = — 333
Slate, 60 to 1988 = — 393

Slate and shells, 10 to 1998 = — 403

Crevice drained off water 120'

" " " 230'

Salt water, 270'

Drillers reported " oil smell " in sand from . . 1706 to 1756'

Silver Greeli Well.

On Silver Creek, west side of county road, between Wilcox and Ridgway,
in warrant 3261, Ridgway township. Elk county.

. Owned by Messrs. Burton and Wallace, of Rynd farm. Land leased from
Wilcox Tanning Company.

Drilling was coniinenced about the same time as at the Bear Creek Well,

and was completed June 26, 1878.

The record was reported by Mr. M. M. Schultz. No show of oil was found.

The elevation of the top of the well is (Bar.) above ocean, 1615

Conductor, 15 to 15= 1600

Slate 15 to 30= 1585

Gray sand, 25 to 55= 1560

Pebble sand, 30 to 85= 1530

Red slate, 5 to 90 = 1525

Black sand, 60 to 150 = 1465

Fine blue sand, 70 to 220 = 1395

Red slate, ' 10 to 230 = 1385

Fine pebble rook, 30 to 260 = 1355

Dark fine sand, 40 to 300 = 1315

Slate and hard shells, 10 to 310= 1305

9 nil.
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Fine blue sand 70 to 380 = 1235

White slate, 10 to 390 = 1225

Hard iine sand, 55 to 445 = 1170

Wliite slate and hard shells, (cased at 450',) 95 to 540= 1075

Bedrock, 5 to 545 = 1070

Soft white slate, 55 to 600 = 1015

Hard shells and slate, 10 to 610= 1005

Soft white rock, 40 to 650 = 965

Red rock, 100 to 750 = 865

White slate, 15 to 765 = 850

Bed rock, 85 to 850 = 765

White slate, 22 to 872 = 743

Bedrock, 25 to 597 = 718

White shells and slate, 26 to 923 = 692

Red rock, 40 to 96d = 652

White slate, 42 to 1005= 610

Hard shells and slate 20 to 1025 = 590

White slate with shells, 50 to 1075= 540

Hard black sand 25 to 1100 = 515

Hard slate, 75 to 1175 = 440

Black slate and shells, 45 to 1220 = 395

Hard white sand, 15 to 1235 = 380

Slate, 10 to 1245= 370

Sand and shells, 10 to 1255 = 360

Hard shelly rock, 45 to 1300 = 315

Pale red rook and slate 10 to 1310 = 305

White slate and shells, 10 to 1320 = 295

Bed sand, 12 to 1332 = 283

Soft slate, 13 to 1345 = 270

Hard shells, 20 to 1365 = 250

Light red sand 10 to 1375 = 240

Hard shelly rock, 20 to 1395 = 220

Pine gray sand, 10 to 1405 = 210

Hard red rock, 10 to 1415 = 200

Slate and shells, 20 to 1435 = 180

Bed sand and pebbles, 25 to 1460 = 155

Hard shells, 15 to 1475 = 140

Slate and shells, 35 to 1510= 105

White slate 10 to 1520 = 95

Gray sand 8 to 1528 = 87

Bed rook, 7 to 1535 = 80

Slate and hard shells '

. . . . 45 to 1580= 35

Hard fine white sand 25tol605 = -f 10

Hard slate and shells, 20 to 1625 = — 10

Fine white sand, 8 to 1633 = — 18

Hard shells, 7 to 1640 = — 25

Fine gray sand, 10 to 1650 = — 35

Hard shells and slate, . . . . „ 15 to 1665 = — 60

Hard shells, 5 to 1670 =— 55

Sand and pebblea, 8 to 1678 = — 63

Slate and shells, 82 to 1760 = — 145
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Salt water in slate, 445 to 540'

Salt water in red rook, 1528 to 1535'

Smell of oil reported in sand 1670 to 1678'

SL Mary's Well.

West of St. Mary's in Benzinger township. Elk county.
The record of this well was published in a paper read before the American

Philosophical Society, March 18, 1881, by Mr. Charles A. Ashburner. A sec-

tion of the coal measure above the well mouth was constructed and joined to
the well record for convenience of reference.

The section and record as reported, are as tbllows

:

1. Gray sandstone, shale and slate 67'

2. Coal, Kittanning Upper, .
.' 3'

3. Sandy shale and slate, 33'

4. Coal, Kittaning Middle, 1' 6"

5. Sandstone and shale, 55'

6. Coal, Dagus, Kittanning Lower 3'

7. Fireclay, 3'

8. Shale, 17'

9. Coal 1' 4"

10. Sandstone and shale, 10'

11. Limestone and shale, Clermont Ferriferous, ... 10'

12. Shale, 13'

13. Coal 5"

14. Shale, 16'

15. Coal, Clermont, Clarion, ... 2'

16. Sandstone and shale, Johnson Run SS., 32'

17. Coal, Alton Upper 2' 7"

18. Shale, 18'

19. Coal, Alton Lower, 3'

20. Sandstone, Kinzua creek SS., 45'

21. Shale and coal, - . .
10'

22. Sandstone and conglomerate, Olean conglomeb-
ATB, . . 50'

23. Slate, sometimes containing a coal bed 2' thick, . . 10'

Total, .
406'

24. Grit, olay and gravel (top of St. Mary's drill hole,) 18 to 18

25. Sand 18 to 50

26. Interval 45 to 95

27. Sand, 25 to 120

28. Interval, 140 to 260

29. Sand, 16 to 276

30. Interval 124 to 400

31. Sand, 20 to 420

32. Interval, 205 to 625

33. Red shale, sandstone and slate, 335 to 960

34. Interval, 12 to 972

35. Sand, 49 to 1021

36. Interval 369 to 1390

37. Red sandstone, 25 to 1416
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38. Interval, 35 to 1450

39. Reddish rock, 5 ± to 1455

40. Interval, 215 to 1670

41. Sand, • • 44 to 1714

42. Gray and black slate, containing shells and streaks of

red, 286 to 2000

43. Fine bluish-white sand, 10 to 2010

The record of the well is given just as it was reported by-

Mr. W. W. Ames, who had copied it from the driller's

book.. The underscribed intervals contained generally gray

slate.

A small gas vein was struck at a depth of 550 feet ; at

972 feet a very much larger one was found. At a depth of

450 feet and 1020 feet salt water was encountered. The geo-

logical horizon of the Bradford Oil sand, is at least 250 feet

below the bottom of the St. Mary's test well.

The section may be grouped into formations as follows :

Carboniferous Age.

XIII. Lower productive Coal Measures, (1 to 15 inol.,) . . . 235

XII. Pottsville conglomerate, (16 to 22 incl.,) 161

XL Mauch Chunk shale, (23,) 10

X. Focono shales and sandstones, (24 to, 32 incl.,) .... 625

Total, 1031

Devonian Age.

IX. Catskill sandstone and shale, (33,). 335

VIII. Chemung shale and sandstone, (34 to 43 iacl.,) . . .1050 +
Total, 1385

Total of known rockSj 2416

Spring Greek Well.

Near the mouth of Spring creek. Spring Creek township. Elk county.
Record reported by Prof. J. P, ILesley.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1268

1. Hard sandstone, to 150 =
2. Gray slate and flaggy sandstone, 250 to 400 =
3. Red sandstone, ... . . -, 215 to 615 =
4. Hard, white sandstone 35 to 630 =
5. Soft slate, 25 to 675 =
6. Red sandstone, 60 to 735 =
7. Sandstone and slate 115 to 850 =
8. Hard white sandstone 30 to 880 =
According to Mr. Chas. A. Ashburner, strata Nos. 3, 4,

5, and 6 of this well, having a total thickness of 335 feet,
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represent the Red Catskill formation, No. IX. The follow-

ing section, from the hilltop down to the top of the well,

was reported by Mr. Ashburner :

Top of hill above tide I830
Concealed, 45
Johnson Run Sandstone 55
Alton Upper coal bed, 5
Slate and shale, 33
Crop Alton Lower ooal bed, _
Klnzua Creek sandstone and shale, 104

Crop Marshburg Upper coal bed, . —
Clean CoNaLOMEBATB, and concealed strata 265

Sandstone and shale, 20

Conglomerate, 20

Sandstone and shales, . 15

Total, _

The Spring Creek well was drilled about 1866 (?), in search

for the Oil Creek sands. No show of oil was reported.

Mr. Ashburner estimates that the Bradford oil sand is at

least 1200 feet below where the drill stopped in this well.

Benezette Oil Company's Well.

At Benezette, Benezette township. Elk county.

Drilling was commenced at this well by water power May 1877, abandoned
February, 1878.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, . . . . 1005

1. Soil, . . 7 to 7

2. Red and gray rock 10 to 17

3. Gray shale, 40 to 57

4. Red rook, 4 to 61

5. Gray slate 12 to 73

6. Red rock 18 to 91

7. Blue slate, 8 to 99

8. Blue sandy rock, 4 to 103

9. Blue slate, 20 to 123

10. Hard i^lue limestone, 7 to 130

11. Light slate 4 to 134

12. Dark plate, 18 to 152

13. Sandy slate, 26 to 178

14. Slate, 22 to 200

15. Red^-ock 4 to 204

16. Hard gray rock, 3 to 207

17. Sandstone, " 1st sand," 10 to 217

18. White clay, .... 8 to 225

19. Red rook mixed with green slate and gray rock, . . 400 to 625

20. Gray sandstone, 8 to 633

21. Red rock 24 to 657
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22. Hard gray and blue rook, 42 to 699

23. Red rook, 8 to 707

24. Gray rock, .
.~ 6 to 713

25. Sandstone ".second sand" not through 8 + to 721

Size of hole, 0.8

Casing 5|" diameter, 398

Size of hole below casing, 0.5|

Gas vein struck at 376

This well was originally drilled for salt to a depth of 600

feet about 1863, (?) The salt water came from a depth of

300 feet. The size of the original well was 3 inches.

When this well was drilled it was expected to iind the

Oil creek "oil sands."

The red rock found below a depth of 225' is the represent-

ative of the Red Catskill formation No. IX.

The upper Benezette limestone occurs about 40 feet above

the top of the well, and the top of the Olean Conglomer-
ate, about 225 feet above the well mouth.

Record reported by Mr. Charles A. Ashburner.

Houghston and Ernst Well. {Emporium Well.)

Bond farm, Shippen township, Cameron county.

On the Bond farm north of the junction of North- Creek with the Driftwood

branch. Messrs. Houghston and Ernst drilled a well for oil, but no indica-

tions of oil were found.

The following is the record

:

1. Conductor, 25 to 25

2. Shells, mostly tine sand, 200 to 225

3. Red rock, 12 to 237

4. Hard shells, 108 to 345

5. Red rock, 5 to 350

6. Shell, 75 to 425

7. Soft slate, 175 to 600

8. Sand, 55 to 655

9. Slate and shells, 295 to 950

10. Sand, 70 to 1020

11. Hard shells 55 to 1075

12. Pebbly sand, 4 to 1079

13. Soft slate, 250 to 1329

14. Sand shells and slate 278 to 1607

Elevation of well 1100' above tide.

The top of the Chemung is probably 100' above the mouth
of the well, so that the section shows about I6OO' of these

measures. There is no stratum in this record which can be
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identified with the Bradford oil sand ; this horizon is at

least 1300' below the bottom of the Catskill rocks.

Cameron Well and Section.

This well, situated on the east bank of the Sinnemahoning, one half a mile

north-east of Cameron station, was drilled to a depth of 971', but although one

"sand" was pierced, it failed to produce oil.

The section was constructed in the deep hill immediately above the well.

The elevation of the bottom of the Oleau Conglomerate is 1440' above tide, and
ofthe well mouth 955'.

Massive sandstone and conglomerate. Lower portion of

Glean, No. XII, . . 25

Concealed, (upper 50'±, No. XI,) 75

Sandstone, green-gray, micaceous, thin bedded, .... 10

Sandstone as above
;
grains a little coarse, 20

Concealed, . . 70

Sandstone, green-gray flaggy, thin bedded, 5

Concealed to top of well, 305

1. Gray flags, 113 to 113

Catskill, No. IX.

2. Chocolate, 8 to 121

3. Blue shale, 59 to 180

4. Chocolate 41 to 221

5. Blue, 14 to 235

6. Chocolate, 24 to 259

7. Blue, 2810 287

8. Chocolate, 104 to 391

9. Gray, 34 to 425

10. Chocolate, 35 to 460

Chemung No. VIZI.

11. Gray 120 to 580

12. Dark iron gray 9 to 589

13. Light Gray, 37 to 626

14. Iron gray 37 to 663

15. Light gray, hard rook, gas increasing, 84 to 747

16. Sandstone, yellowish, very sharp grit 42 to 789

17. Light gray rock, large quantities of gas, ... . . 21 to 810

18. Blue, soft, shelly, growing harder and whiter, then chang-

ing to brown rock, thence to blue, 64 to 874

19. White, 20 to 894

20. Bed, 4 to 898

21. Very hard blue rock 73 to 971

The Bradford oil sand, in McKean and Elk counties, lies

1300' below the bottom of the Catskill formation. To reach

the horizon of this sand, provided the Chemung does not

thicken to 'the east as the formations above it do, this well

would have to be drilled 800' deeper.
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Judging from the record of the Bond farm well, it seems
improbable that this sand would be found at this depth.

Stratum No. 20 is one of a series of red bands which are

very persistent in McKean and Elk counties. They show in

the wells about Bradford, Kinzua creek, Wilcox, Ridgway,
St. Mary's, and other places in these counties.

Hyner Well.

Three quarters of a miie below Hyner's Station, P. & E. RR., Clinton
county. Drilled by Clinton County Oil and Mining Co.; commenced Sept. 1,

1877 ; finished Dec. 10, 1877. See report G*, page 133.

Drive pipe in well "stone and wash," local drift, 50

Red rook, with iron, 30

Gray rock, hard and dark, 15

Red rock, partly shales,' 22

G-ray rock, with mica, 16

Red rock, hard, 5

Red rock, salt water, 32
" Copper " (?) rooli 4

Red rook, salt water, . .
.

' 10

Gray rock, salt water, 18

Red sandstone
; gas, , . . 46

Red rook ; with shales
; gas, 52

Gray rook; very hard, H
Red rook ; with gray shales, 115

Sandstone, 4
Red sandstone, Ill

Gray roclc 8

Sandy red shale, gas, 37

Gray rook ; dark, some sandy bands, 95

Red rock ; some oil, . . 35

Shale; sandy and gray, " partially hard," 35

Red shale ; some ore, 10

Gray rook; with sand, 30

Red shale, . . 7

Shale and sandstone alternating, blue 67

Sandstone line and white, 25

Slate, blue, 38

Sandstone and blue slate, alternating, 96

Sandstone white, 6

Sandstone blue, very hard, 55
Sandstone and shale, blue and very hard, 92

Sandstone and shale, blue, .... 30
Sandstone brown and w^hite ; oil and gas, 5

Sandstone dark blue, witli shale 165

Sandstone dark blue, with white sand shells 10

Sand shale ; soft and blue, S3

Shale : blue, with brown and black sand shells, 125
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Shale ; soft blue,
jgg

Sandstone, white with oU .'...'.'''
46

Shale
;
sandy, {jlue, .......'..'. 25

Sandy shelly rook, blue, , . 219

Total to bottom of well 1187

Hebron Well.

At Hebron in Potter county. (See G', p. 79.)

Surface

Interval, 430 = 430
Sand ?, (impure limestone,) 20 = 450
Interval, 310 = 760
Stray sand, 15 = 775
Interval, 35 = 810
Sand,? 120= 930
Interval, 130 = 1060
Sand,? 10 = 1070
Interval 32 = uo2
Sand 16 = 1118
Interval, 105 = 1223

Sand, 15 = 1238

Interval 42 = i280

Sand 3 to 6 = 1286

Boreliole in Harrison towns7iip. Potter county.

(See G3, p. 80:)

Surface,

Interval, end of casing, gas, 392 to 392 =
Interval, salt water at bottom, 51 to 443 =:

Interval, 292 to 735 =
Streaks of sand and shell 70 to 805 =

Interval, 35 to 840 =
Sand 55 to 895 =

Interval, . 105 to 1000 =
Streaks of sand and shell, 185 to 1185 =

Interval 45 to 1230 =
Sand, 50 to 1280 =

Interval, 170 to 1450 =
Sand 10 to 1460 =

Interval, 143 to 1603 =
Sand and shell 7 to 1610 =

•Interval, 65 to 1675 =
Sand and shell, 70 to 1745 =

Interval, . 185 to 1930 =
Sand, . . ... 4 to 1934 =

Interval to bottom of well 61 to 1995 =
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Neali Well.

Butler county, Neah farm, three miles S. W. of St. Joe. From the driller,

and "good," per Mr. James Stevenson.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet,

f 160 to 160 =......
Limestone, (estimated,) 12 to 172 =
Shells, gray ; strong gas, 828 to 1000 =

9^ .
133 to 1138 =

2d SS., (estimated,) 20 to 1153 =
?^ .

200 to 1353 =
Stray sand, (estimated,) 15 to 1368 =

1^ 21 to 1389 =
3dSS.,'

' '.'. 12 to 1401 =
Gray rocli, with gas 44 to 1445 =

Blair Well.

Butler county, Staley farm; not far from Great Belt city, 1874(?).

From Mr. Blair to James Stevenson, and believed to be correct.

?,
' 177 to 177 =

Coal, —to 177 =
?, 273 to 450 =

Limestone, 13 to 463 =
?, ... 988 to 1451 =

2dSS., (estimated,) 20 to 1471 =
?, 231 to 1702 =

3d SS., oil show 27 to 1729 =
? 29 to 1758 =

SS., good, 1 to 1759 =
Shale, red at bottom, 66 to 1825 =
Slate, 50 to 1875 =

Mr. Blair thinks the one foot sand at 1758' is Butler 3d.

sand.

Spang & CTialfant Well.

1875.

Allegheny county, Shaler township, on Pine oreelr, near Sharpsburg. Au-
thority, Mr. Chalfant.

750±?
?, ... 200 to 200 =

Coal, . 1 to 201 =
?, mostly sandstone, 1249 to 1450 =
?, 350 to 1800 =

'2d sand," 30 to 1830 =
?, . . • • . 170 to 2000= •

''3d sand," (not through,) . .
.* 10 to 2010 = 1260 ?

The well was cased with 51" casing to the depth of 450',
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and drilled on down to 1450 feet, where a viery heavy vein

of salt water was encountered, which filled the well and
flowed over at the top. Smaller casing was then inserted,

and the salt water passing up between the two casings

poured out daily, it is estimated, about 2000 barrels. Some
more salt water was struck at 1800', but this did not inter-

fere so much with the drill, and it was urged on down to

2010', where a bit or reamer was lost, and the hole being

too small to allow the introduction of effective fishing tools,

the well was finally abandoned.

GROUP XV.

Wells in Jefferson, Clarion, Butler, AllegTieny, Beaver,

Greene, Cambria and Somerset Counties.

Brodkmlle Well.

Jefferson county, on K. D. Taylor's land. Drilled in 1875. Authority, R.

J. Nicholsou. (See p. 116, W.)

Conductor, 23 to 23

Mountain sandstone, 120 to 143

"Red sand;" "Redroct," 15 to 158

Soapstone and shale, 20 to 178

White slate 6 to 184

Coarse sand, 30 to 214

Slate, sand, and red rock, 161 to 375

Interval, 5 to 380

First sand, (gas show,) 29 to 409

Softrock, 121 to 530

Sand, (with oil show )
18 to 548

Slate and shells, (gas,) 92 to 640

Red rock and shale, 123 to 763

Sand, (gas, no oil,) 20 to 783

Alternate slate, shale, red rock, with shells, 347 to 1130

Sand, fine and close,
? 270 to 1400

Shale, slate, and red rook, S

Shale and slate, 300 to 1700

Cased at 455'.

Chambers'' Well, No. J,..

* November, 1875.

Clarion county, J. Mendenhall farm, Edenburg, near Goss Bros., No. 1.

Authority, H. MoCormick, driller.
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Well mouth above ocean, In feet, 1560

?, 100 to 100 = 1460

Coal, 2 to 102 = 1458

?, . .
58 to 160 = 1400

Limestone, ferriferous 12 to 172 =: 1388

?, 108 to 280 = 1280

SS., "Mountain sand," hard 100 to 380 = 1180

Slate 200 to 580 = 980

?, .. 74 to 654 = 906

Cased, (salt water, ) 654'.

?, 320 to 974 = 586

SS., 1st, 8 to 982 = 578

Slate, 40 to 1022 = 538

Sheila, 60 to 1082= 478

SS., 2d 14 to 1096 = 464

?, including 50' of red roci 146 to 1242 = 318

SS., 3d, (oil at 1245',) 26 to 1268 = 292

A good average well.

Snydershurg Well.

Claiion county, Farmington. township, 4 m. S. of Tylersburg and 1 m. E. of

Snydersburg. Drilled in 1878. Authority, Dr. Towler. (See p. 180, VV.)

Well mouth, A. T., (barometer,) 1470'

Conductor, 14 to 14

BlufiFsand, 156 to 170

Mountain sand, 70 to 240

Slate and shells, 60 to 300

Red rook, 7 to 307

Slate and shells, 282 to 589

Soft slate, 2 to 591

Pebble sand, 5 to 596

Shell, slate, and sand, 138 to 734

First sand, 30 to 764

Slate, 110 to 874

Bedrock, "little," 27 to 901

Second sand 20 to 921

White sand, 5 to 926

Red rook, "big," 40 to 966

Black slate 50 to 1016

Stray sand 17 to 1033

Third sand, 12 to 1045

Slate, 9 to 1054

Third sand, 11 to 1065

Slate, 35 to 1100

Fourth sand 11 to 1111

Slate 96 to 1207

CooTc Well, No. '2.

Clarion county, Farmington township, Tom's run, 2 m. N. W. of Cooksbnrg,

1878. (See p. 184, VV.)
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Well mouth, A. T., 1260±
Conductor, 22 to 22
Interval 21 to 43
Mountain sandstone, 121 to 164
Slate, 56 to 220
Sandstone, yellow, 5 to 225
Slate, 27 to 252
Sandstone, close, 20 to 272
Slate and shells, 8 to 280
Sandstone, close, 39 to 319
Slate 10 to 329
Sandstone, pebbly 31 to 360
Slate, 110 to 470
Interval, 29 to 499
Red rock, 11 to 510
Slate, 40 to 550
Red rook 18 to 568
Slate, 22 to 590

Red rock, (shells at 635', 650', 675',) 135' to 725
Slate, 43 to 768

Sandstone, 16 to 784

Slate, 42 to 826

Red rook, 17 to 848

Thompson Well, JVo. -.

Butler county. Concord township. Moses Thompson farm 3 miles west of

Greece City.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet.

Conductor, 20 to 20 =
Slate 50 to 70:=
SS., 20 to 90 =

5' 85 to 175 =
Limestone, 25 to 200 =

?, 100 to 300 =
SS., ("60 feet,") 60 to 360 =
Slate 12 to 372 =
SS 15 to 387 =

?, 15 to 402 =
SS , mountain sand, cased 405, 25 to 427 =
Slate, 15 to 442 =
SS., estimated 20 to 462 =

?, 613 to 1075 =
SS., 2d, streaked with red, estimated, 20 to 1095 =

?, ' 285 to 1380 =
SS., 3d, " poor," 30 to 1410 =
Slate, 40 to 1450 =
SS., 4th, (good, no oil,) 20 to 1470 =
Slate and shells 30 to 1500 =

Unproductive.
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Fetterman Well.

1862.?

Beaver county, on Fetterman farm 2i miles above Beaver

Falls.

This vrell was originally drilled a four inch hole, to the

depth of about 1000 feet. Much salt water was encountered

before reaching 650 feet, and at 900 feet or deeper a heavy

gas vein was tapped, which threw out the salt water with

so much force that drilling had to be finally abandoned.

The gas continued to flow apparently with unabated vol-

ume until 1876 when the Economy Company leased the well

for the purpose of utilizing the gas in their cutlery works

at Beaver Falls.

A new rig was built (the old one having been destroyed

by the burning gas) and the hole was reamed out 6| inches

in diameter, to the depth of 657'. Three and a quarter

inch casing was then inserted which so effectually excluded

the water that not a barrel per day came in afterwards.

The gas was conveyed in pipes to the cutlery works and
sufficed to fire six boilers for several years.

A slight show of oil can be seen on the salt water in this

well and also in Economy No 1, but it comes in at some
point above the bottom of the casing, for none appears after

the water is excluded.

The reaming of the well was done under the direction of

Mr. J. W. Ramsey, who preserved and kindly presented to

the Survey, fifteen specimens of the rock-chippings, from

which the following record is made.

The well commences at the base of the Homewood sand-

stone at an elevation of about 25' above the Beaver river.

Before reaming commenced, the old conductor of 12' had to

be removed and an, iron pipe inserted to the depth of 25' to

sustain the crumbling iron-shales found at this horizon.

Conductor, 25 to 25

Slaty shale, dark, (Spec. No. 1,) 39 to 64

SS. fine, hard, gray, (Spec. No. 2,) 2 to 66

Slate dark, (Spec. No. 3, ) 50 to 116

Shale, micaceous, dark, (Spec. No. 4,) 14 to 130

SS. fine, hard, white, (Spec. No. 5,) 46 to 176

Slaty shale, dark, (Spec. No. 6,) 44 to 220
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SS. fine, hard, gray, (Spec. No, 7,) 21 to 244
Slaty shale, dark, (Spec. No. 8,) 8 to 252
Shale, with line, micaceous sand shells, dark, (Spec. No. 9,) 40 to 292
Slaty-shale, micaceous, dark, (Spec. No. 10,) 78 to 370
SS. fine, hard, flaky, dark greenish-gray, (Spec. No. 11,) . 6 to 376
SS. tine, hard, greenish-gray, mixed with dark sandy shale,

(Spec. No. 12,) 12 to 388
Slaty shale, bluish, (Spec. No. 13,) 142 to 530

SS! coarse, with white, red and slate colored pebbles, (Spec.
No. 14,) . 102 to 632

Large pebbles from the above, (Spec. No. 14, bis.)

Slaty shale, micaceous, blueish, (Spec. No. 15,) ....... 25 to 657

The bottom of the well was not reamed and consequently

no record can be made. The total depth is 982 feet. The
gas is supposed to come from a depth of about 900 feet.

,
Comparison of Specimens.

These specimens evidently do not correctly represent the

whole section in detail. Many more ought to have been

taken, to show the structure satisfactorily. Compare, as

follows, with Economy Well, No. 2

:

Fetterman. Economy, No. Z.

Nos.l, with Nos. 3,4,5,

2, " 6,

3 and 4 " 7, and 8,

5i
" 9, agree well,

6, !
" 10,11,12,13,14,.

7j " 15, agree well,

s'andQ " 16.

10 " 17,18,19,

11 and 12 " 20, agree well,

]3^ " 21 to 32,

(No. 13 probably taken near horizon of No. 22.)

X4 with 33, agree well,

\5,
'.'.'.'. " 34, " "

Wolf Creeic Well.

1870.

Butler county. Slippery Rook township, farm of Edward Smith, on Wolf

creek, near the junction of Butler, Lawrence, and Mercer counties. Drilled

by the Wolf Creek Oil Company. Authority, C. O. Kingsbury, treasurer of

company.

Slate and shale 108 to 108 =
gg 35 to 143 =
Slate,".

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 20to 163 =
gg 167 to 320 =
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Slate, .
. 105 to 425 =

gg 35 to 460 =
'"Soapstone,"

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 200 to 660=
gg 20 to 680 =
gg'_' .

' 75 to 755 =
Bed rock 80 t<i 835 =
gg 11 to 846 =
Slate,'

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 231tol077 =
Shells, (oil show at 1080',) 5 to 1032 =
"Soapstone," 50 to 1132 =
8S., gray 20 to 1152 =
Slate goto 1242 =
Bedrock 80 to 1322 =
Slate, black 78 to 1400 =

Unproductive.

JVesiitt Well.

Butler county, Franklin township, Hindman farm, 1877, (for deioription,

see p. 47, V.)

Limestone, at 215

Mountain sand, at 375

First sand, at 1090

Second sand, at
* 1275

Third sand, at 1375

Cased at 510'. Total depth 1492

McCandless Well.

Butler county, Franklin township, 1877.

Limestone, at 235 to 250 =
Mt. sand, at 470 to 630 =
First sand, at (heavy vein of salt water,) 1130 to 1180 =
Secoi^id sand, at 1370

Depth of well 1500 ±

Davis Well.

1879.

Ohio, Loraine county, Grafton township, near Belden and about 27 miles

south-west of Cleveland. Authority, James Davis, Pleasantville.

1. Surface clay, 7 to 7

2. Soapstone, blue, 20 to 27

3. Slate or shale, black and very hard 70 to 97

4. SS., bluish gray, fine ; fair drilling, 58 to 155

No. 3 varies in thickness in different localities from 60'

to 100', and it has been known to reach 130'.

No. 4 is sometimes white and it may have a thickness of

10' in one well and of 130' in another. It is in layers and
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the oil appears to come from the horizontal seams between
them.

Under No. 4 is found a layer of white mud or clay, from
2' to 30' thick, and under this mud comes 45 feet or more
of red shale.

About 40 wells are no-y producing in this district, (Oct.,

1879.) A well pumps from 100 to 800 barrels of sali water

per day, bringing with it from half a barrel to 10 barrels of

oil, which varies in gravity from 26° to 29°.

The total production of a good well during its life ranges

from 300 to 500 barrels, but the best well in the district is

said to have produced about 4,000 barrels.

Well, No. 10.

(Widow Garrison's farm. ) Greene county, i\ miles a little N.W. of Greens-

burg and 2J E. of Dunkard creek, Greene county.

Well drilled by Tanner & Co., of Millerstown. Record obtained from Dr.

Koamer, of Greensburg, through H. L. Taylor & Co., of Petrolia.

Stratum, No
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Cherry Tree Gas Well.

Cambria county, Susquehanna township, east bank of Susquehanna river,

in the borough of Cherry Tree. Authority, Mr. Grummun. 1867 ? (See p.

179, HH.)

Mouth a few feet above the river.

Soil and river gravel, 33 to 33

Coal, • 2 to 35

Fire clay, 10 to 45

Sandstone, pebbly, 40 to 85

Coal, 5 to 90

Fire clay, 8 to 98

Slate, becoming blaoli downward, 21 to 119

Coal, 5 to 124

Fire clay, 4 to 128

Sandstone, 19 to 147

Coal, thin.

Slate, becoming black downward, 20 to 167

Coal 5 to 172

Fireclay, 7 to 179

Sandstone, massive, hard, (Top of XII,) 75 to 254

{Heavy flow of gas.)

Shale 20 to 274

Sandstone, 40 to 314

Sandstone?, (hard boring,), 68 to 382

Sandstone, (flint rook, very h«i d| ) 1| to 383|

Sandstone, (massive,) 20 to 403|

Black slates, 15 to 418|

Coal, 41 to 423

Fireclay, 5 to 428

Sandstone, massive 35 to 463

Shale, 5 to 468

Sandstone (?), massive, 165 to 633

Shale, 2 to 635

Sandstone, 18 to 653

Accuracy is not claimed' for thiS; record:.

Salisbury Well.

Somerset county, Salisbury basin, Plney run. Authority, Joel Miller, Esq.,

President.

Coal at 96

Coal, at 136

Coal, ' ' at 266

Black slate, streaks of coal, 2', at 820

Layers of slate, and iron ore above both, at 350

Iron balls at375

Sandstone, 375 to 400

Sandstone 20', with some shales, at 420

Sandstone 40', at 440
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Brown slates and coal streaks, at 480

Sandstone 60', very hard, slate at bottom, at 500

Soapstone, at 560

Gray shale, at 590

Shale at 605

Sand rock, white, at 620

Shale, red, at 640

Shale, gray, and thin SS. to bottom of well at 678





GEOLOGICAL EEPORT

ON

WARREN COUNTY
By J. P. Cabll.

Chapter L

OeograpTiy and history of the county.

Warren county, in north-western Pennsylvania, at the

western end of the New York State line, has Erie and
Crawford on the west, Venango and Forest on the south,

McKean on the east, and Cattaraugus and Chautauqua

counties of New York on the north.

Its northern border along the State line measures about

35i miles, Cattaraugus county aligning with the two east-

ernmost townships, and Chautauqua county with theremain-

ing five.

Its eastern border (not a continuous north and south line)

is 26 miles long.

Its southern border, a continuous east and west line, is

in common with Forest county for 28^ miles, and with Ve-

nango county for the remaining 5 miles.

Its western border, a continuous north and south line, is

in common with Crawford county for 16 miles, and with

Erie for the remaining 10 miles to the State line.

The area of Warren county is therefore almost an exact

rectangle, about 33i miles long, east and west, by 25i broad

;

containing 910 square miles, or 583,400 acres, according to

the U. S. census of 1880.

( 149 IIII. )
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Its 23 townships (15 to the north-west, and 8 to the south-

east of the Allegheny river) are arranged in the following

order

:

Columbus, Freehold, Sugar Grove, Farmington, Pine Grove, Elk,

Conewango. I Glade.

Spring Creek, Pittsfield, Brokenstraw,

Eldred, Deerfield,

Southwest, Triumph,

Pleasant, Mead, Kinzua,

Watson.

Limestone, Cherry Grove, Sheffield.

History.—Under an act of the General Assembly of the

State of Pennsylvania, passed March 11, A. D. 1800, the

counties of Beaver, Mercer, Crawford, Erie, Armstrong,

Butler, Venango and Warren were created by sub-dividing

the territory previously included within the limits of the

old counties of Allegheny and Lycoming.

The north-westerly part of Warren county came from Al-

legheny county ; the south-easterly part from Lycoming

—

the Allegheny river having been the boundary between the

two large old counties in this region.

In 1846 the narrow township of Corydon, embracing the

settlements and improvements skirting the east side of the

Allegheny river, was set off from McKean county to War-
ren, to which by geographical position it seems naturally

to belong.

The town of Warren, with its adjoining reserved tracts,

was surveyed and staked out in the year 1795, when the

first block-house was built there by the Holland Land Com-
pany and used as a depot for supplies brought .up the river

in canoes from Pittsburgh, for their surveyors and a few

settlers who about that time began to come into the country.

Previous to this, however, a few families had settled on

Conewango creek, in Pine Grove township. This is said to

,have been about the year 1790. A settlement was also com-

menced at Columbus on Big Brokenstraw creek in 1793.

Warren was incorporated as a borough in 1832, and at

that time had a population of 358 souls.

In 1801 the first lumber was rafted from the Big Broken-
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Straw to Pittsburgh, and in 1805 water mills with single

upright saws had been erected, and seasoned lumber was
shipped by barges from the Brokenstraw Valley to New
Orleans, where the cargoes and boats were disposed of—the

crews returning by sailing vessels to Baltimore and thence

walking home. It is said that some of the men employed
in these lumbering'operations, not relishing the sea voyage

to Baltimore, made several journeys on foot all the way
from New Orleans to Warren.

In 1830 the steamboat "Allegheny," built to ply between

Warren and Pittsburgh, made an experimental excursion

from Warren to Olean, New York, about 67 miles as the

river runs. No other steamboat has traversed these waters

;

but that one trip demonstrated that the Allegheny river at

certain stages was navigable for steamboats to a distance of

255 miles above Pittsburgh.

Warren county was not organized for judicial and mu-

nicipal purposes until March 16, 1819, the first court being

held at Warren in November of that year.

In 1827 the first court-house was built, and this was fol-

lowed by the erection of the first jail in 1829. The latter

was superseded in 1874 by the present substantial structure.

The corner-stone of the new court-house, one of the finest

edifices of that class in the State, was laid on the 4th of July,

1876—the centennial anniversary—and the completed build-

ing was dedicated December 3, 1877. It was erected at a

cost of $103,434 59.

Bridges.—'Wit'hm the county limits there are three high-

way bridges and three railway bridges across the Allegheny

river. They were built in the following order

:

The first bridge at Warren, in 1839, and this was re-placed

by the present elegant suspension bridge in 1872.

Philadelphia and Erie railroad bridge at the west end of

Warren, in 1859.

Suspension bridge at Tidioute, in 1873.

Warren and Clarendon highway bridge at the mouth of

Dutchman's run, about a mile and a half south-east of War-

ren, in 1880-81.
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Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Western railroad bridges at Great

Bend, and from Glade to South Warren, in 1882.

Ferries.—The river may be crossed by ferry boats near

Corydon, at Great Bend, Hook's ferry, Hertzell's ferry, (novsr

superseded by the Clarendon bridge,) Irvineton, and Cob-

ham. At low water it is fordable in a number of places.

Railroads.—The Sunbury and Erie railroad, chartered

and organized in 1837, was located through Warren county

in 1838, but owing to the financial embarrassments of that

period, the work was suspended until 1857, when it was re-

vived and the western division, extending from Warren to

Erie, was then put under contract and completed in the fall

of 1859.

In 1863 the eastern division was opened to Sunbury, which
already had connections at the east, and thus the town of

Warren became an important station on a through line, (now
known as the Philadelphia and Erie railroad) from the sea-

board to Lake Erie.

The Atlantic and Great Western railway, crossing the

north-western corner of the county, and intersecting the P.

& E. at Corry, Just west of the county line, was opened for

traffic in June, 1861.

The Warren and Franklin railroad (now the Buffalo, Pitts-

burgh and Western) was next built from Irvineton to Oil

City, in 1867.

In 1871 the completion of the Dunkirk and Warren rail-

way furnished another outlet to Lake Erie, and in 1872 the

Warren and Venango railroad was opened to Titusville.

These two roads were consolidated in 1873 under the present

title of Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley and Pittsburgh railroad.

The 01ean\ Bradford and Warren extension (narrow gauge)

was completed from Bradford to Kinzua village in tlae fall

of 1881, and on May 17, 1882, that part of the Salamanca,

or river division of the Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Western
RR., extending from Kinzua to AVarren, was opened to the

public, thus making a short and direct line (but with a

change of cars at Kinzua) between Warren and Bradford.
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Along the Allegheny valley, north of Kinzua, the road is

being rapidly graded, and trains on the B., P. & W. will

soon be running regularly from Warren to Salamanca.

The Tionesta Valley narrow gange railroad, from Sheffield

to Brookston, was built in 1881.

The Warren and Farnsworth (narrow gauge) railroad ex-

tending from Clarendon summit on the P. & E. RR. to the

new oil town of Grarfield, in Cherry Grove township, and
ultimately to be continued on into Forest county, is now
under contract, and is expected to be ready for business in

August. [Opened to Garfield August 3, 1882.]

Puhlic huUdings.—The Western Insane Asylum of Penn-

sylvania was located in the Conewango valley, at North

Warren, in 1873, and in the following year the corner stone

of the present imposing edifice was laid. The main build-

ing is 1200' long, and capable of accommodating about six

hundred patients. Its location and surroundings are all that

could be desired for an institution of this kind.

To the late Henry D. Rouse, a former resident of Enter-

prise, the county is indebted for the "Rouse Home" and

a farm for the poor, containing about 400 acres and beaiiti-

fuUy situated on the Brokenstraw flats, between Youngs-

ville and Irvineton. Mr. Rouse was one of the pioneers in

developing the petroleum industry, being among the first

to grasp the situation and comprehend the importance of

Drake's discovery of rock oil at Titusville, in 1859. Acting

promptly on his convictions, he early secured large leases

of oil territory on Oil creek and elsewhere, and commenced

operations. In 1861, while witnessing the opening of the

first flowing well at Rouseville, in which he was largely in-

terested, the gas and oil accidentally ignited and an appall-

ing fire occurred, in which he and about twenty others were

fatally burned, and as many more seriously injured. He

lived a few hours after the accident, bearing his sufferings

with great fortitude, and dictated a will in which Warren

county was made his residuary legatee. He directed that

the funds thus realized by the county from his estate should

be securely invested, the interest from one half of it to be
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expended for the benej&t of the poor, and the interest from

the other half to be appropriated to the improvement of

public roads; This legacy amounted to nearly $200,000, and
the money having been loaned to the county, it has given

to this division of the Commonwealth a model home and
farm for the poor, and a commodious and elegant court-

house. Of course the interest on the loan must be paid, but

this, when applied as directed by the will, one -half to the

poor fund and one half to the road fund, returns again to

the people.

Population.—According to the statistics of the U. S.

Census Bureau, the total number of inhabitants in the county

was increased by 4,084 during the decade from 1870 to 1880,

as will be seen in detail by the tables below. At present,

owing to the rush of people of all classes into the newly
discovered oil fields, the population is increasing with great

rapidity.

Population of Warren county by Townships.

1880. 1870.

Brokenstraw, 1,212 1,048

Cherry Grove, 158 61

Columbus 1,242 1,257

Conewango, 1,478 1,212

Corydon, 335 411

Deerfleld, (part to Triumph in 1878,) 657 2,324

Eldred ...'..... 797 557

Elk, 637 469

Farmington, 1,149 1,101

Freehold 1,574 1,316

Glade, 1,622 899

Kinzua, 348 318

Limestone, (part to Watson in 1880,) 446 848

Mead, 1,155 463

Pine Grove 1,332 1,206

Pittsfield, 1,740 1,260

Pleasant, 395 385

Sheffield, 1,424 660

South West, 660 677

Spring Creek, 1,309 1,116

Sugar Grove, 1,861 1,729

Triumph, (from Deerfleld in 1878,) 1,100 —
Watson, (from Limestone in 1880,) 258 —
Columbus borough, 421 466
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Tidioute borough, 1,255 1,638
Warren borough, 2,810 2,014
Youngsville borough, 606 462

Totals 27,981 23,897

Total Population of Warren county.

Census of 1800, 233
" 1810, ••.... 827
" 1820 1,976
" 1830, 4,697
" 1840 9,278
" 1850, 13,671
" 1860, 19,190
" 1870, 23,897
" 1880 27,981

Agriculture.—The census of 1870 showed a production

of 2,660 bushels of barley ; 25,763 bushels of buckwheat

;

98,850 bushels of Indian corn ; 253,380 bushels of oats;

13,749 bushels of rye, and 26,759 bushels of wheat.

In 1880 the census bureau reported as follows :

Barley, 174 acres.

Buckwheat, 2,307 "

Indian corn 5,081 "

Oats 9,615 "

Rye, 421 "

Wheat, 3,382 "

3,373 bushels
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D. A. v. & P. RR. crossing, (near Falconer's,) . 31 1267

Jamestown,-* 24 1321

Chautauqua lake, (surface of water,) 1299

Ashville 41 1356

Watts Flats, .
'. 45 1456

Grant, 48 1437

N. Y.&Penn'a State line 1468

Bear Lake, 51 1550

Columbus, 58 1427

P. & B. RR. crossing, (at Corry,) 1427

Corry 61 1429

PMladelpTiia and Erie railroad. \

Above ocean.

Kane 2021

Cumming's siding 1880

Wetmore 1810

May's siding 1741

Ludlow, 1607

Roystone 1422

Sheffield, 1344

Tiona, 1367

Clarendon 1395

Stoneham 1361

Warren, 1200

Irvineton depot 1170

Youngsville, .... 1214

Pittsfield, 1247

Garland 1309

Garland quarry, 1330

Horn's siding 1370

Spring Creek, 1392

Columbus, 1407

A. & G. W. crossing, 1427

Corry depot, 1429

B., P. & W. crossing (Corry summit,) 1440

*If the accepted elevation of Chautauqua lake (1299') be correct, this ele-

vation would seem to be too high, for the depot at Jamestown certainly can-

not be more than 15' above lake level.

t These elevations differ slightly from those published in reports N and R,

but believing them to be as nearly correct as any, and having used them as

bases to work from, they are here inserted as a matter of record. It is quite

probable that Warren depot is put about five feet too high, but as we had ac-

cepted 1200' above tide before the recent re-survey of the P. & E. RR., and all

our levels in the vicinity of Warren were based upon that, it is inexpedient

to make any alterations now.
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BunUrTc and Allegheny Valley Railroad*
Miles. Above ocean.

Titusville, (5' below Oil Creek depot,) ... 1189
E. Titusville, 1 ^^gg
Grand Valley,

" "

g ^g^g
^^^<

1383
Newton, ^^ j^jg
Summit,

j^^g
Garland, (2' below P. & E. depot,) .... 19 1307
Pittsfield 23 1250
Youngsville, 27 1215
Irvlneton, (sameasP. (feE. depot,) .... 29 1170
Jackson .... 32 1187
Warren, (11' above P. & E. depot,) .... 35 1211
North Warren, 37 1221
RusaeUburg 43 1238
Aokley's 2241
Fentonville 48 1243
Frewsburg 52 1266
A. & G. W. Crossing 57 i267
Falconer, gg i263
Ross Mill, 1266
Vermont, 63 1298
Sinolearville, 68 1332
Moore's 72 1304
Cassadaga, 76 1309
Cassadaga Lake, surface of water 732' above
Lake Erie 76 1305

Skidmore, I317

Nortons, 81 991

Laona 85 810

Fredonia, ' 87 765

Dunkirk, 90 598

Lake Erie 573

Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Western R. R.\
{River Division.)

Above
Miles. ocean.

Irvineton, (P. and E depot, ) 1170'

Dunn's Eddy, 2.6 1156

* I am not aware that this road has been re-leveled to insure an aoourate

profile. The figures heretofore given were from the preliminary and con-

struction surveys, and it is very evident by checks on other railroads—at the

A. <fc. G. W. crossing, Warren, Irvineton, Youngsville, Garland and Titus-

ville that errors had crept into the work. I have adjusted the elevations

above given as best I could, so that they now conform, relatively, to known
points on the other roads at the places named. While they cannot be said to

be absolutely correct, they are without doubt reliable enough for all practical

purposes.

t Copied from Report II, page 345.
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Pennsylvania House, 4.1 1151

Thompsons, 6.6 1143

Cobham 8.9 1137

Magee, H-l 1131

Tidioute, 14-8 1113

TrunkeyvUle, 20.1 1099

Hickory, 23.3 1092

Dawsons 26.2 1076

Jamiesons, 28.1 1074

Tionesta, 29.6 1060

Hunter's, 32.5 1061

Stewart's Run 34.9 1047

President 36.8 1048

E^leEock, 38.0 1046

Henry's Bend, 39.3 1035

Oleopolis, 41.3 1032

Walnut Bend, 43.2 1023

Rookwood, 46.5 1016

Oil City, 50.2 1008

Relative Levels at Irvineton.
Above
ocean.

P. & E. bridge over Brokenstraw creek, 1173.00'

P. & E. depot 1169.99

D. A. V. & P. depot 1170.33

B. P. & W. depot, 1168.08

P. <fcB. and B. P. &W. junction, (upper,) 1172.61

" " " (lower,) 1169.96

Relative Levels in Warren*
Above
ocean.

P. <feE. passenger depot, (accepted elevation,) 1200.00'

" freight station, (center, river rail,) 1192.72

" bridge, (top of rail, north end,) •. .1199.34

0. A. V. & P. passenger depot, 1211.42

Randall's, B. M., on retaining logs, near landing, 1179.62

Extreme low water 3.50' below this, 1176.12

B. M. north side of triangular grove, 1208.96

B. M. N. E. corner of Third and Hickory streets, 1213.51

B. M. S. W. corner of Third and East streets, 1202.56

Center of RR. curve in East street 1208.95

B. M. N.W. corner Conewango bridge, (1' below roadway,) 1200.25

B. M. on Walnut tree, Beatty's corner. Glade, 1200.70

B. •!. corners in Glade at E. end of covered bridge, .... 1201.01

*Taken by Mr, H. M. Chance in 1877.
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Warren and Quaker hill high road*
Above ocean.

P. <fe E. depot at Warren, 1200.0
B. M. on tree—Beatty's corners, Glade, 1200.7
B. M. on stone near pipe line crossing road, 1271.9

Magee well No. 1, (No. 2=1339.4,) 1813.6
B. M. on lowest step of stone steps leading to Magee's house, 1333.5
B. M. on flat stone, left of road, near pipe line crossing, 1371.8

Verbaolt's deep well, Sweeting farm, ... . 1433.1

B. M. on flat stone over culvert near aboye well, . . 1438.3

Smith Bros, well No. 2, Sutter farm, 1464.4

B. M. on walnut in field to right, at turn in road, 1551.6

Magee & Co. 's new rig, 1566.8

B. M. on root of oalc 8 inches in diameter, left side at turn
in road and foot of steep rise, 1811.1

Spirifer band 2|' thick at 1820.0
• B . M. on loose piece ofspirifer band at gate of house left of

road, (L. S. Morse,) 1841.7

B. M. on root of oak (inside) on summit and near barn on
leit, 1854.3

B. M. on stone in center of road leading to Brazington's, . 1871.9

Bell well, Snyder farm (left of road,) . . 1795.8

B. M. on stone, right of road, by hen-house, (N. Snyder's,) 1863.3

Summit west of G. Gebhart's . . . . 1909.0

B. M. on root of hollow oak 2 feet in diameter, 40 feet left

of road ; Honioker's barn in hollow north, 1912.3

B. M. on small chestnut on summit, right of road. Grave-
yard on left, conglomerate knob, . . 2017.6

Opposite P. M Smith's house (road level,) . . . 1968.0

B. M. on large stone, junction of Glade Run road 100' N. of

school-house . . . . 1924.5

B. M. on large conglomerate block left of road, 2' above the

track and 50' S. W. of "The Pass," .... 1996.0

Approximate base of "Singular Rocks," . . 1995.0

B. M. on SS. block 3'X2' on the summit of "Singular

Rocks " south of the road at the " Pass," . . 2079.0

B. M. on large stone opposite waterins trough, 2018.4

Summit in road north of water trough, 2090.0

B. M. on chestnut at corners, 200' N. E. of school-house, . 2042.7

B. M. on conglomerate block under tiie fence right of road,

near stump in center of road, summit, 2129.1

Road covered with flat pebbles, top of conglomer-

ate, . ... .... 2055.0

B. M. N. W. corner of coal scales in front of Dihsmoor's

house, 2028.0

Baseofcoal—North Bank, 2000.2

Base of coal—South Bank (about 1600' apart,) . . 2011.3

Sill ofold barn at South Bank 2014.8

The Bench Marks when on stone are out thus -|-.

* Prom a line of levels run by Messrs. H. M. Chance and Arthur Hale in

June, 1877.
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Warren and Corydon river road. *

Above ocean.

P. & E. depot, Warren 1200.0

B. M. on corners in Glade, E. end of covered bridge, . . 1201.0

Road in front of brick house, (Allen's,) . . . 1214.4

B. M. on stone step of burnt house. (Glade hotel,) .... 1206.7

Cobham oil well, (top conductor,) 1221.2

River at Hook's ferry, 1194.0

B. M. on flat stone 450' W. of Hemlock run 1218.6

B. M. on N. E. corner of bridge, stream E. of Dixon's, . . 1227.9

B. M. on top step of porch to Geer's house, 1225.5

B. M. on tree on river bank 50' E. of ferry, 1211.7

Extreme low water at Great Bend ferry, 1201.0

B. M. on large rook W. of road, 5 mile N. of Tuttle's house, 1254.4

Spirifer band exposed in road cutting, 1233.1

B. M. on 2d maple E. of Kinzua hotel and corners, . . 1231.0

B. M. on root of walnut W. of road and N. of school-H., . 1228.6

B. M. on large chestnut W. of road | mile S. of Sugar run, 1241.6

B. M. on root large tree S. E. cor. Sugar Run bridge, . . . 1237.3

Surface of water in Sugar run, 1229.0

B. M. on root of butternut W. of road and N. of Harris'

saw-mill, 1250.0

B. M. on chestnut in front of J. Williams' house, . . . 1278.0

B. M. on root of large oak at the river bank and opposite the

south end of Corydon hotel, 1280.0

* By Messrs. Chance and Hale, August, 1877.



Chapter II.

Resources of Warren County.

In its capabilities for supporting and enriching its inhabi-

tants, Warren county possesses rather unusual resources.

Not only does it offer competence and wealth to those who
judiciously avail themselves solely of its surface products

and privileges—the lumberman, the farmer and the manu-

facturer—but, in some sections, it has yielded and is still

yielding immensely profitable returns to the oil miner who
sinks the drill fifteen hundred feet or more into the rocks

below the surface.

Timber.—A large proportion of the south-eastern half of

the county is still in a wooded state, and many extensive

tracts of hemlock and considerable pine timber remain to

be marketed. But the increasing demand for hemlock bark

to supply the immense tanneries at Sheffield, Brookston,

Clarendon, Stoneham, and numerous smaller ones In other

places, is causing a wholesale destruction of the native for-

ests, hundreds of acres of fine hemlock being felled for the

bark alone, while much excellent milling timber is left to

rot upon the ground.

This waste, however, will be somewhat checked and rem-

edied in the future. The advance of oil developments in this

section causes new home demands for lumber at good prices.

Railroads and plank roads are being built, and common

roads are being extended and improved. Thus timber tracts

that were formerly almost inaccessible, are rendered avail-

able, and saw-logs that a few years ago could not be hauled

out and worked up except at a loss, can now be profitably

handled. Through these means, also, some valuable pine

groves that have been preserved by reason of their remote-

IIIIII. (161 mi.)
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ness from convenient avenues to market, will become dis-

encumbered and bring rich harvests to their owners.

Coal. —This portion of the county also holds quite exten-

sive areas of carboniferous rocks, as may be seen on the

geological map. Coal beds have been opened in several

places in Kinzua, Cherry Grove, and Pleasant townships, but

no commercially valuable article has thus far been obtained.

Some of the beds are of sufficient thickness to mine, but

the coal is so impure and unreliable, that but little profit

can be anticipated from this source.

On the line between Elk and Glade townships, the Quaker
Hill coal has been profitably mined on a small scale for 30

or 40 years. But this appears to be a sporadic bed, occu-

pying, as far as known, only about 50 acres, and it has been

found no where else in the county. For its geological posi-

tion, &c., see Elk and Glade townships.

Soil.—The broad valleys north-west of the Allegheny
river, originally largely covered with superb pine groves,

and the ready facilities for rafting offered by the numer-
ous streams of that region, early attracted the attention of

lumbermen. Here, on the big Brokenstraw and Conewango
creeks, the first settlements in the county were made about
90 years ago. While the pines were disappearing beneath
the woodman's ax, the adaptability of the easily-worked,

fertile soils of these creek bottoms and the smoothly con-

toured hills between them at the north, to the wants of the
agriculturist, the dairyman, and the fruit grower, became
apparent, and soon many clearings for cultivation were
made, not only in the valleys, but also upon the beech and
maple table lands and slopes between them. Since then
farming interests have taken precedence of all others in this

section, and now this is the most densely pojlulated and the

best agricultural portion of the county. Some of the farms
from long cultivation and injudicious cropping have a worn-
out appearance, but these soils (particularly on some of the

higher ground) possess considerable recuperative energy and
can be reclaimed by rest and the application of proper fer-

tilizers.
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Limestone.—It would be a great acquisition to the farmers

of the county if they had a good limestone within reach,

that could be utilized for agricultural purposes. ' But there

is little or no hope of finding one ; for although several thiii

irregular layers of rocks made limy by holding aggregated

masses of fossil shells are exposed in many places in the

county, they are all too siliceous and require too much
labor in their quarrying to be of any commercial value in

lime making. So great is their power of resistance to the

action of heat that they are popularly called " fire stones,"

and sought after for lining fire places, furnaces, &c. in

preference to all other stones that can be obtained here.

Building stone.—Good building stones are abundant

throughout the county, except in the region bordering the

State line west of Conewango creek. For all local demands

an ample supply of loose sandstone blocks can be found

upon the surface. For commercial purposes three quarries

have been opened and systematically worked. Two of

these lie close together on the ridge between Big Broken

-

straw creek and Blue Eye, about a mile north-west of Gar-

land, in Pittsfield township. The other is on FoUett run

about a mile north of Warren.

The Garland quarries are in the Garland (Olean) con-

glomerate, which here caps the ridge and along tlie escarp-

ment facing the Brokenstraw throws off large blocks easily

worked up and delivered by short inclined tramways to the

cars of the P. & E. railroad, and cheaply shipped either

east or west. The portion of the rock which is used is a

massive coarse-grained sandstone, yellow and white, but

sometimes stained with streaks of iron. It dresses easily

when fresh from the ledge, but hardens on exposure, and

makes a very desirable article if carefully selected as to

color and composition. Its proximity to the railroad and

the ease with which the blocks can be quarried and placed

upon the cars ought to make this ledge quite valuable.

The Follett run quarry was opened in 1874 to furnish

material for the construction of the Western Insane asylum

at North Warren. It is a finer-grained and more compact

stone than that at Gariand and lies at a lower geological
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horizon. For further reference to it see Conewango town-

ship.

No good beds of flagstone for commercial purposes are

known in the county. Some thin layers from two to six

inches thick may be found in many places, but they are ir-

regularly bedded, uneven in composition and often defaced

by fucoidal casts, wave- marks and sun cracks, so that they

can hardly be esteemed of much importance.

Brick clay can be obtained in every part of the county.

Wherever bricks are needed a little judicious exploration

and experiment will disclose the.materials for their manu-

facture near at hand. Those used in building the Insane

Asylum at North Warren were made upon the grounds

belonging to the institution. It is quite probable that beds

of clay suitable for pottery might also be found, but I am
not aware that any industry of this kind has ever been at-

tempted in the county. The great thickness of the clay

beds in the old filled-in valleys is shown by the records of

wells at Fentonville, Lottsville and Clarendon.

Mineral Springs.—But one of note was heard of. It is

near the center of the county. For description and analysis

of water, see Brokenstraw township. There are several

other springs more or less impregnated with minerals, but

none of them deserve special notice here.

Petroleum.—As far as our present knowledge reaches no

county in the State possesses such a total thickness of oil

bearing strata as Warren.

In Venango, Butler, and Clarion a group of sandstones

and shales about 350 feet in thickness has furnished all the

oil there obtained.

In McKean the Bradford oil sand, from 40' to 70' thick, is

the great fountain of supplies ; but some "Second sand oil"

and " Slush oil
'

' has been obtained above it, so that we may
assign a thickness of about 400' to the oil bearing horizon

in that county.*

*The "Smethport oil sand " which 'Mr. Asbburner puts S&Q' below the

Bradford sand, but whicli has never been remunerative, is, of course, not in-

cluded in this calculation.
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The two oil producing sands in Allegany county, New
Ydrk (the Richburg sand, in northern Bolivar township,
an(%the sand found at Waugh & Porter's well in southern
Bolivar) may be included in a band of roclvs not over 300'

in thickness.

But from the top of the highest oil producing rock in
Warren county down to the bottom of the lowest yet dis-
covered we have a vertical distance of about 1400 feet

!

The geological positions of these several horizons with
reference to the Olean conglomerate may be stated ap-
proximately thus

:

From the base of the Conglomerate down to the top of the
Venango group (the oil rocks of Venango, Butler, Arm-
strong, Clarion and a part of Warren) 450' ; to the bottom
of the same, 800'.

From Conglomerate to Upper Oil horizon in McKean
county, 1450' ; to bottom of Bradford oil sand 1850'.

From Conglomerate to top of Richburgh sand in Alle-

gany county, New York, 1600' ; to bottom of Waugh &
Porter sand as above mentioned 1900'.

From Conglomerate to top of Venango group in Warren
county (oil in Spring Creek, Pittslield, Eldred, Deerfield,

South West, Triumph and Limestone townships) 450' ; to

bottom of same 800' ; to the " Slush oil" at North Warren
1100' ; to the " Warren Third sand" 1300' ; to the " Claren-

don sand" 1450 : to the "Cherry Grove sand" 1625' ; to the

"Sheffield or Blue Jay sand" 1850'.

With such a wide vertical range of oil-bearing rocks, and
a large area in the south-eastern part of the county still bat
partially tested, the possibilities of the future can only be

conjectured.

As early as 1860 Tidioute entered the list as an ,oil-pro-

ducing center, and ever since that time Warren county has

been yielding oil from the sands of the Venango group. On
Hosmer run there are old oil pits and surface springs pre-

sumably delivering oil from the Venango First sand. At
triumph the Third sand was of the remarkable thickness

of 120' and stored an immense amount of petroleum. En-
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terprise, Colorado, New London, Fagandus, and West
Hickory have been reliable oil fields for years.

In 1875-6 a new oil horizon was developed at Warren,5||ol-

lowed later by Clarendon and Sheffield, and now, in June,

1882, by Cherry Grove, which fairly eclipses them all, the

first ten wells drilled having flowed an average of about

2,000 barrels each, during the first 24 hours after they were

opened, and this, too, apparently from a rock not as yet

found productive in any other part of the county. What
ever new developments may follow, the inhabitants of War-
ren county have been favored with a rich inheritance.

Water Power.—The numerous water-power privileges

found along Conewango creek, the Brokenstraw, Spring

Creek, Tionesta, and many other smaller streams were util-

ized by the early settlers, and have aided very materially

in developing the resources of the county by furnishing the

means for propelling saw-mills, grist-mills, carding-ma-

chines, &c. Although steam has now largely super-

seded water power as a motor, some of these mill-sites are

still very valuable. None of the streams have a very rapid

descent, but the larger ones, particularly the Conewango,

have a continuous and never-failing supply of water, which

makes them competent to drive almost any kind of manu-
facturing machinery. Here is a source of wealth which
should not be neglected when the scarcity of timber con-

signs the old-time saw-mill to decay.

Natural Railway Routes —Owing to its geographical

position and its remarkable topographical peculiarities,

Warren county has been favored with more than the usual

allotment of railroad facilities. It holds several of the nat-

ural railroad gateways between the east and west and be-

tween the north and south. Its north-west corner covers

one section of the remarkable east and west valley through

which passes one of the great railroad arteries between

New York and the western coiintry. The through line from

Philadelphia to Lake Erie was forced to follow the valleys

of the Tionesta, Allegheny, and Brokenstraw. In seeking

a route from Buffalo to Pittsburgh the valleys of the Alle-

gheny and Conewango creek could not be overlooked. These
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valleys are all now occupied by important railroads, and
others yet remain to be appropriated as local demands in-

crease or connecting links become desirable. Along the

Little Brokenstraw from Grant station on the A. & G. W.
RE,, to Pittsfield on the P. & E. RE. a good natural grade
may be found. Another up Stillwater creek to Sugar Grove
and Chandler's valley and thence down Matthew's run
to Youngsville, or down Jackson run to North Warren. In

fact, although the surface of the county is so uneven and
varying in altitudes, a number of good routes with moder-

ate grades can be selected even across the ridges, by follow-

ing those streams through which the principal ice flows

of the Glacial age passed.

Highways.—I cannot close this chapter without referring

to the county roads and pressing the importance of their

improvement. It cannot be denied that many of them are

not in the condition they should be. In some places, to be

sure, the topography of the country and the nature of the

soil are such that good roads can only be maintained by a

considerable outlay of labor upon them ; but in others there

is no reason why they should not easily be put in proper

shape and kept in good condition. With the interest from

the '
' Rouse fund,

'

' and a moderate road tax, Warren county

ouo-ht to have the best of country roads. But to accom-

plish this systematic work must be done. It will not do

for the fanners to put in odd time on the roads whenever

it suits their convenience, and at all seasons of the year,

filling up a mud hole here or opening a side drain there, the

same thing to be repeated year after year without any per-

manent benefit. Many of the roads need shaping up from

beginning to end before they can be economically kept in

order. They want a rounded surface and good side ditches,

not dug so as to receive and retain the drainage, but ditches

having ample slopes and free outlets so that there shall be

no standing water in them to saturate and soften the road

bed and the work should be done at the proper season of

the year, or not at all. If each path-master would make it

a rule to properly grade a mile or two each year, and do it

thoroughly, the beneficial results would soon be seen and
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appreciated. Mud holes may be filled with stone, and worn

down wagon tracks may be covered with gravel ; but so long

as the road-bed is not properly graded and drained, it is

labor thrown away. A great deal of money is wasted every

year in hauling gravel from the creek bottoms and injudi-

ciously applying it to the roads. Gravel is undoubtedly a

good material when applied on a bed properly prepared for

it, but it can never make a good road where the drainage is

neglected. Neither will it make a pleasant road to ride

upon, or an even durable surface, unless it is carefully se-

lected. Most of the creek pebbles are flattish, and when

large and small are indiscriminately mixed, they cannot

pack into a solid surface, for the larger ones act as levers to

loosen those around them, and finally come to the surface

where they are knocked around to the great damage of the

road-bed itself and of every passing vehicle, and to the dis-

comfort of every traveler. When unassorted gravel must

be used the large stones should be broken up by the ham-

mer. This would greatly facilitate the consolidation of the

road-bed and render it more lasting. A loose rolling stone

in the road is not only an annoyance to man and horse, but

it damages the road-bed by causing an uneven wear upon
it and strains or breaks the wagon. In traveling through

the county during the dry weather of 1881 I often passed

along long stretches of roads covered with rolling stones,

which made the riding almost intolerable, and where, if a few

hours had been spent in removing the stones, the traveling

would have been smooth and pleasant ; and I could not but

wonder how communities who had any regard for economy
and comfort could suffer such a state of things to exist.

The extra wear and tear (to say nothing of the traveler's dis-

comfort) occasioned by these unnecessary obstructions, cost

a much larger amount of money in the long run than would

be required to keep the roads free from the nuisance.



Chaptkr III.

Miver valleys and liigTilands*

The greater part of the surface of Warren county is very
rugged and uneven, producing a diversity of soils and as a
natural sequence inducing an indigenous growth of many
varieties of trees and shrubs. These characteristics result
from variations in the geological constitution of the surface
rocks and the peculiar manner in which they have been
wrought upon by erosive agents, water and ice.

The newest rocks of the county lie in Kinzua township
near Great Bend, where ' 'coal knob, '

' one of the most elevated
points in the county, reaches an altitude of 2154' A. T. and
attains a height of 316' above the base of the Olean con-
glomerate.

The oldest are Chemung, (No. VIII,) lying at water level

at Corydon, where the Allegheny river enters the county
near its north-east corner. This last horizon is about 875'

below the base of Olean conglomerate.

Total thickness of rocks exposed to surface examination
in the county, 316'-|-S75'=1191'.

Two other thick masses of carboniferous rocks are seen
in the county ; one in Pleasant township about 150' thick

;

and one in Cherry Grove about 200' thick. Additional ex-

* The elevations used in this report were talten with a Hicks' Aneroid Ba^
rometer, (except when otherwise noted, ) an excellent instrument and as re-

liable as any barometer can be. But every one who has used barometers

knows that there are some days of varying pressures when it is impossible to

do close work with them in the hurried manner in which geologists are ob-

liged to proceed. Some of the points were checked a number of times from

known railroad levels, and from these the main lines were carried forward.

Others depend solely upon the accuracy of one observation. In the main,

however, it is believed that they are sufficiently accurate for all ordinary prac-

tical purposes.
(169 nil.
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posures of Chemung, possibly as low geologically as that

mentioned above should occur along the State line where it

is crossed by Conewango creek and again by Little Broken-

straw creek.

If we bisect the geological map of the county by a line

drawn from its south-west corner to its north-east corner, it

will be noticed that the surface rocks of the south-eastern

half are nearly all of carboniferous age, while those of the

north-western half are older. Now as the carboniferous

formation contains thick beds of massive conglomerates and

sandstones,and the underlying measures are more shaly, with

fewer purely arenaceous beds—and these seldom more than

from 15' to 20' thick—one would expect to find a marked
difference between the topography on tlie one side of the

line and that on the other. Comparing the extreme north-

west with the extreme south-east the contrast in surface

features is apparent to the most careless observer. For in-

stance, in Columbus and Freehold townships the valleys are

broad and smooth, the hillsides rise by gentle slopes up to

broad-topped undulating summits ; but few steep declivities

and no colonies of broken sand-rock obstruct cultivation,

nearly every acre may be classed as arable land. But in

ShefBeld and Cherry Grove townships the valleys are nar-

rower, the hillsides steep and frequently broken by escarp-

ments of naked rock, and the terraces and summits are in

many instances clayey swamps or rock-covered wastes which
never can be reclaimed.

Along our diagonal line and for several miles on each

side of it, may be seen a combination of both characters,

with only a partial removal of all the carboniferous rocks.

Here the Sub-olean conglomerate—a massive pebbly sand-

rock, 40' or more in thickness and lying from 30' to 60' be-

low the Olean conglomerate, plays an important part. in

fashioning the topography. It is barely removed, perhaps,

from one range of hills, and the contours therfe are just be-

ginning to assume graceful outlines. On another it forms
the cap-rock and, protecting the softer measures below it,

makes flat-topped ranges with steep hillsides and rapidly

descending streams. The next ridge may be topped by the
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Olean conglomerate, lying on narrow "hog-backs," cliffing

out occasionally in vertical walls from 30' to 50' high and
throwing off huge blocks of conglomerate and sandstone
into the valleys below.

In passing across the county from south-east to north-
west three phases of erosion are well exhibited by the to-

pography. (1.) Erosion in carboniferotls rocks where con-

siderable thicknesses of them still remain upon the surface.

(2.) Intermediate erosion leaving the hilltops partly in car-

boniferous and partly in sub-carboniferous strata. (3.)

Erosion entirely in the softer and more homogenous meas-

ures lying below the Sub-olean conglomerate.

We must seek for an explanation of these various stages

of erosion in the gentle and gradual rise of all the strata

towards the north.

Anterior to the ice age conglomerate-capped hills were

to be found, no doubt, some distance to the north-west of

their present range. Atmospheric erosion had already

deeply trenched the surface there, and pre-glacial streams

had transported the excavated materials to the ocean. The

whole face of the country had been denuded of its upper

rocks, and outliers of conglomerate-capped knobs and ridges

stretched all along the north-western front of outcropping

carboniferous sandrocks. When the ice flow came these

isolated, unguarded peaks were the first to be attacked and

denuded. One after another the outposts were destroyed,

while the flanking masses in the more continuous ranges to

the south-east were steadily cut into and weakened, so that

eventually a considerable recession of the line of outcrop

took place along its entire north-western front.

With these facts in mind the topographical features of

the county as generally shown on our geological map will

be more readily understood.

North of Big Brokenstraw creek and west of the Cone-

wango but a few small patches of conglomerate remain.

The great ice sheet, guided by the broad valley in New
York which extends south-westwardly from Chautauqua

Lake, expended its full force over this area. It was some-

what held in check, however, by the bold highlands extend-
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ing west north-west from WaiTon to the north-west corner

of the county, where it also met other streams coming down
more directly from the north and all gravitating toward the

Allegheny outlet. Near Chandlers valley, in Sugar Grove

township, the old summit between Stillwater creek and

Jackson run was leveled down and a clean new cut was also

made through the ridge toward the south, by which the

waters of a former branch of Jackson run are now diverted

into Matthew's run and thence to the Big Brokenstraw.

This ridge rises at present from 400' to 700' above the level

of Jackson run, but the ice swept over it, and wherever two

streams head in proximity upon or near its summit—or

rather, wherever the upper parts of their valleys approach

each other—depressions from 50' to 80' deep are cut in the

crest of the ridge. On each side of these depressions will

generally be seen broad bowl-shaped basins, steep and dry

for some distance, with the streams first appearing at some
springs in the valley below. This is but one group of ex-

amples of many that might be given to illustrate the man-
ner in which the topography in every part of the county
has been fashioned by the combined action of ice and water.

Every feature indicates an ice-filled basin supplied from
the north and urgently impelled to seek for outlets througli

every possible passage southward.

I have said in Report I" that no open drainage channel to-

ward the south existed in this latitude prior to the ice-age.

My special work in Warren county since that report was

written confirms me in that opinion ; not a valley, ridge,

or hilltop has failed to furnish aflBrmative evidences of its

correctness.

During the ice-age, four principal deliveries leading out

of the county toward the south seem to have been estab-

lished, but they were not all maintained in operation until

its close.

One was near Columbus, in the north-western corner of the

county—opening communication between the upper reaches

of the Big Brokenstraw and French creek.

One in the north-west corner of Deerfield township, con-
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necting Grouse's run with Caldwell creek, and leaving the

county at its south-western corner.

One south of Irvineton—the Allegheny river outlet—as

explained in Report T.

Another at Lower Sheffield, or Barnesville, connecting an
old northerly flowing stream with Tionesta creek, and leav-

ing the county near the center of the south line of Sheffield

township.

The last two named ai-e open deliveries to-day for the pas-

sage of southerly flowing waters. The other two are low

divides in abandoned glacial valleys, with streams falling

from them in opposite directions. How could it have been

otherwise ? The Columbus breach was made near the old

summit, on one side of which the Big Brokenstraw took its

rise, on the other French creek. The old stream level here

must have been at least 200' higher than at Irvineton, and
all the tendencies of drainage were strongly in that direc-

tion. The breach opened into the Conneaut basin, already

a mer-de-fflace full to overflowing and preparing to make
for itself an outlet to the south through French creek.

The Deerfield township gap delivered into Oil creek' basin,

in like manner full, and held in check by the rocky weir in

Oil creek, which had to be removed to establish free com-

munication with the Allegheny river. But not so Avith the

Allegheny river cut near Thompson' s. It had a direct and

almost unobstructed drainage south ; and during the early

periods of overflow comparatively little northern ice could

find its way laterally into the channel below it ; for the Oil

creek cut and the French creek cut could not yet have been

delivering freely. Hence everything favored more rapid

erosion at the Allegheny breach than at any of the others :

the drainage of Chautauqua basin,* if checked in its single

pre-glacial outlet to the north, would naturally center there

;

the remains of the carboniferous rocks as they now lie are

lower at this point than they are either to the east or to the

west of it ; the Olean conglomerate is mostly a coarse peb-

bly rock which disintegrates readily under the action of

frost and moisture ; the sub-Olean is more shaly, thinner,

See pre-glaoial drainage map, report I'.
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and less massive than at many other places ; and beneath it

for several hundred feet the measures are shales and thia

shaly sandstones. This gap is an illustration even in inor-

ganic nature of the " survival of the fittest." From its first

inception it possessed more of the elements of endurance

than any of its rivals, and consequently it has outlived them

all. While many other outlets served a purpose for a while

and then were abandoned, this one gradually cut deeper

and deeper until it has become the grand channel through

which an area of over 4,000 square miles of water-shed,

which formerly drained into the Lake Erie basin, now sends

down its accumulated washings toward the Gulf of Mexico.

About two thirds of the drainage of Warren county en-

ters into the Allegheny river within the county limits, and
the remaining one third enters it a little lower down through

East Hickory and Tionesta creeks on the east, and West
Hickory and Oil creek on the west ; the first named streams

draining about 210 square miles in' the south-east corner,

and the last two about 80 square miles in the south-west

.corner.

The Allegheny enters the county at its north-east corner,

flows nearly south to Great Bend (about 11 miles,) where

it turns sharply west and then wanders in a somewhat de-

vious but average westerly course for 14 miles to Irvineton,

about two miles north of the geographical center of the

county. Here it turns abruptly towards the south and
flows on 13 miles to Tidioute bend, where it sweeps to the

west for about two miles and a half, and then &gain to the

east and south for four miles, and leaves the county at its

southern line, about 11 miles east of its south-west corner.

Above Great Bend it is reinforced from the east by the

drainage of large areas in McKean county, sent down Willow
creek at Corydon, Sugar creek 3 miles above Kinziia vil-

lage, and Kinzua creek ; at Warren by the Conewango from

the north—the outlet from Chautauqua and Cassadaga
lakes and the drainage channel for extensive areas in that

region ; at Irvineton, by the Big Brokenstraw from the west,

whose tributaries collect from all the north-western part of.'

the county and reach far out above the State line into New
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York. Many other smaller streams deliver into it, wliich
will be mentioned particularly in the township report.

An uncolored wall map of the county, with the Allegheny
and its branches drawn boldly so as to overshadow the
other details, would at first sight strike the spectator as a
representation of a grape vine upon a trellis, instead of a
county map ; for the river, bifurcating at Irvineton and then
sending up its lateral branches at quite regular intervals

and in a systematic manner, has very much the appearance
of a trained vine.

The approximately east and west valley occupied by the

Allegheny east of Irvineton, and by the Big Brokenstraw
west of it, forms an interesting feature of this water tree.

Running in a general direction almost at right angles to the

in-flowing streams from the north and south, and being con-

nected near its center with the only southern outlet, its in-

fluence in controlling and directing the ice- currents is plainly

shown in the topography of this section of the county, as

may be seen by reference to the geological map.

Chapter TV.

Geological Structure and Map*

In attempting to systematize the geology of Warren county

from my notes and observations, I have been beset with some

rather formidable and perplexing difficulties, which may

*The black latter base of this map Is a reproduction on an enlarged scale of

the county map given in Howden & Go's atlas of Warren county. It was pre-

pared in proof in 1879 for report I^, and afterwards laid aside with other mat-

ter for this report. Like all of our county maps it is quite faulty in detail,

and in many places I have found it difficult to represent the geology satisfac-

torily upon it. Warren is unquestionably a county of crooked roads, but the

traveler is not compeUed to stop and back his team to turn the corners as he

evidently would have to do sometimes, If they were as sharp as they appear

to be on the map.

Four new railroads have been projected since this map was lithographed,
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very properly be referred, to here to prepare the way for the

details and conclusions to be given further on.

Since the Second Geological Survey commenced its work
the surveys of Western Pennsylvania have been pushed

forward in all directions and closed in upon the lines of

Warren county. McKean county on the east, Forest and

Venango on the south, and Crawford and Erie on the west

have been surveyed and reported upon. The geology of

New York, on the north had been published years before.

Thus the geological formations on all sides have been desig-

nated on colored maps ; and now Warren county, like the

last block in a mosaic, remains to be inserted. To make its

systematic geology harmonious with that of the surround-

ing country has given some trouble.

In an ordinary land survey, when all the angles and meas-

urements are actually taken and a perfect "close " results,

the work stands unquestioned. But if only a portion of the

outline be measured, leaving the closing line to be supplied

by calculation, grave errors may be made and remain un-

detected until some sub-division or re -survey of the prop-

erty discloses them. Something like this may happen in a

geological survey. Unless satisfactory connections have

been made on all sides, we cannot be sure that no question-

able identifications of strata have been accepted.

The survey in New York was carried forward from the

east and north-east, and its special work terminated at the

State line. The survey of Crawford and Erie is a continua-

tion of a comparatively narrow belt of examination coming
up from the south-west through Allegheny, Beaver, Law-
rence, and Mercer. The survey of McKean gives expression

to the eastern and south-eastern facies of structure as traced

and therefore they are not shown. The Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Western, run-
ning down the Allegheny valley from Salamanca to Warren, skirting the east

banli of the river from Corydon to Great Bend, then crossing to the opposite

side and continuing on to Glade where it again crosses and makes a junction

with the P. & B. RR. at South Warren. The Glean, Bradford and Warren ex.

tension, (narrow gauge,) running from Kinzua village up the Kmzua valley

on the east side of the creek. The Warren and Farnsworth Valley, (narrow
gauge,) running from Clarendon up the Farnsworth branch to Garfield, in

Cherry Grove township ; and the Tionesta, (narrow gauge,) running from
Sheffield to Brookston along the east bank of Tionesta creek.
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from formations in those directions. The surveys of Ve-
nango and Forest on the south show interpretations of struc-
ture as brought up through Armstrong, Butler and Clarion.
In Warren county we have a central area upon which four
surveys close from different directions, and across which
identifications are to be carried from east to west and from
south to north.

This would be a task of easy accomplishment if the re-

gion to be examined was of regular structure, the horizons
of comparison well defined and the identifications already
made, harmonious on all sides. But all these favorable
conditions fail.

The Venango Third-sand, positively identified in Crawford
and Erie on the west with the Panama conglomerate of the
Chemung formation in New York, is made to be Catskrll

by the surveys of McKean county on the east ;* and the
geological structure of the county so changes in passing from
south to north that it is difficult to determine which iden-

tification, if either, is correct.

It is evident then that no interpretation of the structure
and no geologically colored map of Warren county can be
made to match with all its surroundings. I have adopted as

far as possible the colors and designations used on the
Crawford and Erie maps for the sake of uniformity and be-

cause this coloration brings out the topography better than
any other.

The color representing the sectional horizon of the Ve-
nango group (on the plan of general parallelism of strata)

as laid on the Crawford and Erie maps and continued across

the northern part of Warren, certainly covers Chemung
rocks along that range. There should be no question what-
ever on this point ; for the strata are directly traceable to

localities in New York where the Chemung first received

its name. The point to be settled is not whether these

northern rocks are Chemung, but whether their deposition

was coetaneous with the Venango group in the southern

part of the county. My belief has been for several years,

* Another interpretation of structure makes it Pooono. See G^, chapter

VIII, &o.

12 IIII.
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and still Is, that the Venango Third-sand cannot be satis-

factorily identified with the Panama conglomerate. But

this must not prevent the systematic coloring of the map in

agreement as near as possible with those already published,

for the map-coloring need not interfere with our study of

the geology if the significance and scope of each color is

understood.

No. 1 represents all the surface covered by carbonifer-

ous rocks, down to the base of the Olean conglomerate. This

horizon is in agreement on all our maps.

No. 2 represents the shales (sometimes quite flaggy)

immediately underlying the Olean conglomerate, and also

the sub-Olean flat-pebble conglomerate underlying the

shales, the two together being about 75' thick.* They corre-

spond to Prof. White's Shenango shale and Shenango sand-

stone in Crawford connty.

On the maps of Crawford a-nd Erie and also of Forest

tliis color only represents the Shenango shale, the Shenango

sandstone or sub-Olean forming the top member of the next

color below.

On the map of McKean both the shale and the sub-Olean

(well developed in some places) are included in the Pocono

formation (No. X) and designated by its color.

I have colored the sub-Olean with the shales because it

so frequently forms the surface rock on the highlands of the

county, and its designation in many isolated places where

the shales do not appear adds very materially to the value

of the map as a topographical index. The sub-Olean is a

well-defined and persistent horizon throughout Warren and

its contiguous counties.

No. 3 represents all the measures between the base of

the sub-Olean and the top of the First-oil-sand of the Ve-

nango group. Thickness about 400'. Theoretically the base

of this color in Warren county should correspond with the

base of the same color on all the maps surroundiiig it ; but

different views are entertained in relation to the age of the

*This is the usual thickness assigned by Prof. White. It holds fairly good

In Warren north-west of the Allegheny river but the shales appear to thiolcen

very materially from the river south-east.
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Venango group, and the color is meant to deline not only
the area but the age.

Prof. White includes in it his Meadville group, Orange-
ville shale, Corry sandstone, Cussewago group, and Rice-

ville shale ; being inclined (as I understand him) to classify

the Riceville shale, 80' thick, as of Chemung age.

Mr. Ashburner, in McKean and Poorest, calls it all Pocono
sandstone, and shows 350'± of Catskill below it before Che-
mung is reached.

I am inclined to view it as Pocono in the southern part of

Warren county, and partly Pocono and partly Chemung in

the northern part—varying according to the location of the

section.
,

No. 4 represents the Venango oil group (thickness say

300') as it should outcrop if it continues northward holding

its parallelism to the sub-Olean conglomerate. In Crawford
and Erie it is called Upper Chemung. In Forest it is un-

seen, being below drainage. But in McKean the same hori-

zon—that is, the horizon intended to represent the Venango
group—is colored and designated as Catskill.

No. 5 represents Chemung on all the maps referred to,

but evidently not one and the same horizon in that forma-

tion ; for the top of Chemung in the Crawford map is placed

80' above the Venango group, while in the McKean map it

is put below—a difference of 380'±. These facts should be

kept in mind when the maps are compared.

In the vicinity of Tidioute the rocks have been thoroughly

perforated by oil wells ; deep gorges also afford excellent

opportunities for studying fhe structure. The Olean

conglomerate, sub-Olean, and immediately underlying shaly

sandstones can be traced with assurance ; but the Pithole

grit is generally unrecognizable ; and the Venango group

changes in structure remarkably going north and east.

Near Warren no trace of the Venango Third-sand has

ever been found, although many wells have been sunk in

positions where it should have appeared, if these are all con-

temporaneous sediments, laid down in regular beds of shale

and sand, ranging all the way from outcrops in New York

to the oil wells of Clarion and Butler counties, as some would
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have us believe. Neither can we certainly recognize the Ve-

nango First and Second oil sands at Warren ; although sand-

stones are found there which might be considered their equiv-

alents were we not warned bj^ the structural irregularities

observed throughout the county to avoid making too hasty

conclusions. The Pithole grit is absolutely unknown at

Warren in either its normal position or character. The

sandrocks of the Warren oil group, lying from 400' to 600'

below the horizon of the Venango group are as variable in

position and constitution as those of the Venango group.*

In Mead, Cherry Grove and Sheffield townships the oil

developments now progressing furnish new proofs of the

facts above stated—not only confirming what had already

been learned in other places of the rocks above the Warren
group, but showing conclusively also, as attempts are made
to extend the field of operations south-easterly toward the

center of the old Devonian basin where the drilling is much
deeper, that similar geological irregularities prevail in the

underlying measures.

In the northern part of the county a vertical section reach-

ing down 750' below the base of the sub-Olean conglomer-

ate contains but one massive pebbly sandstone, (probably

the equivalent of Pope's Hollow rock in N. Y., and which I

have elsewhere called, provisionally, the Wrightsville con-

glomerate.!) This varies from 15' to 25' in thickness and

* See chapter IX.

t My attention was first called to Pope's Hollow conglomerate on Case run,

N. Y., in 1875, while looking for a north-eastern equivalent for the Garland
conglomerate. Four places were mentioned in the New York reports where
the carboniferous conglomerate could be found. At the village of Panama on
the Little Brokenstraw ; Pope's Hollow on Case run, 5 miles east of Frews-
burg and 4 miles north of Pennsylvania line ; Rook city 6 miles south of El-

licottville ; Rook city 6 miles south-west of Glean—all in the State of New
York.

I first visited Panama and found that the rook there not only lay at too low
an elevation for the Garland (being over 200' lower than that stratum where
last seen, 10 miles to the south) but that it was entirely different in structure

and association and the pebbles in it were flat while those of the conglom-

erate I had been following were round. I then visited Pope's Hollow and

was surprised to find this also a flat pebble conglomerate, and still more con-

founded when my aneroid indicated an altitude nearly 200' above the Panama
rook—showing plainly, when its location was considered, that it could be

neither Panama nor Garland. I next made a trip to Salamanca, feeling but
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lies about 230' below the sub-Olean. At least this is the

only persistent sandstone I have been able to discover there.

The whole surface of the northern tier of townships is

deeply covered with Drift, and consequently very few ex-

posures occur ; but as this rock is well escarped in many
places, it seems probable that any other of like constitution

would show also. It is hardly possible for Drift to be so

deftly deposited everywhere upon the surface as to com-

pletely hide all evidences of an out-cropping massive sand-

stone. If the escarpment itself does not conspicuously ap-

little doubt that I should find in the Ellicottville Rock city the conglomerate

sought for. Procuring a horse I drove up to the rocks in the afternoon, and
was again astonished to find a flat pebble conglomerate and an elevation which

left me in doubt whether it might belong to the Panama or the Pope's Hollow
horizon. Night coming on there was little time for examination and I was
obliged to return to Salamanca in a very despondent mood. I could not be-

lieve that either of these three rocks—so diflerent in general appearance from

the Garland—could be its equivalent. And yet there was no positive data to

work upon. I was not aware that the shape and quality of pebbles as a dis-

tinguishing feature in identifying conglomerates had ever been noticed be-

fore—the flat pebbles might have no significance, the aneroid levels might be

unreliable, or if approximately correct, the Garland might moderate in dip as

it spread north-east, so as to bring it dovra to the Salamanca-rock level. Still

I could not be satisfied to attempt a connection with any of these rocks with-

out further investigation and therefore determined to proceed the next day to

Olean and make one more efibrt to clear up the obscurity surrounding the

subject. This time I met with success. One glance at the large rounded peb-

bles and massive blocks of the Olean Rock city sufiloed to assure me that the

north-eastern outcrop of the Garland conglomerate had at last been found.

But what of the three other rocks, where should they come into the vertical

section at the south ? These questions have been a puzzle ever since, and they

are noi positively answered yet. To put the relative elevations of these rock

cities beyond doubt, Messrs. Chance and Hale, in 1877, ran spirit levels from

Grant station, on the A. & G. W. Ry., to Panama, from Frewsburg to Pope's

Hollow, from Salamanca to the Ellicottville-Salamauca Rock city. The fol-

lowing are the accepted figures

:

Top of Panama conglomerate, . 1671' A. T. Thickness, 69'

Top of Pope's Hollow conglomerate, . 1940' A. T. Thickness, 20'

Top of Salamanca conglomerate, . . . 2190' A. T. Thickness, 35'

Mr. Chance notes in relation to Pope's Hollow rock, "pebble character local.

North side of out but few pebbles, and only in upper layers. Gomg east (on

south side of ravine) pebbles increase until nearly the whole rock is a flat

pebble conglomerate, very marked in character. Five hundred leet of soft

measures (no massive sandstone) seen below the conglomerate.'

Thd results of my attempts to trace the Panama rock southward and south-

westward, are given in P, chapter VI, and in this volume, chapter VII.

For further details concerning the Salamanca and Pope's Hollow rocks, see

chapter VIII.
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pear loose blocks will be seen somewhere in the neighbor-

hood and lead to the detection of the rock in place. There

is nothing of this kind in the northern tier of townships to

excite the suspicion that more than one conglomeritic rock

like the Wrightsville conglomerate exists in this geological

plane in that region.

The numerous vertical sections accompanying this report

and the well records in the appendix, will farther illustrate

the geological variations and show how hazardous it is to

depend upon dip calculations and assumed parallelism of

strata in this county.

A space of about 15 miles separates the most north-east-

erly development of the Venango group at Tidioute from

the Warren oil field. Theoretically, a well drilled to a suffi-

cient depth at Tidioute, should find the Warren sands be-

low the Venango. A well commencing at the proper eleva-

tion at Warren or on the high ground of this area between

Tidioute and Warren, should pass through the Venango
group before reaching Warren oil. A number of wells have

been drilled where these conditions were fulfilled, but in not

one of them, as far as I can learn, were both groups of oil

rocks unmistakably recognizable.

The inference therefore is that certain peculiar condi-

tions, not common to the whole of the old Devonian basin,

obtained in this latitude toward the close of the Chemung
period. What these conditions were can only be conjec-

tured, but it is evident that they were potential in deciding

the character and defining the limits of the Venango and of

the Warren oil rocks. Perhaps some elevation of sea bot-

tom or change in shore lines occurring at that time caused

new currents to be formed or diverted old ones from their

former courses, and thus made available new supplies of

sediment to be swept into the basin through new deliveries,

for the transporting and assorting ocean waves to operate

upon. No one can describe the exact modus operandi by
which these changes were brought about, but any one who
is familiar with the history of oil developments on this area

cannot fail to perceive that the agencies employed in laying

down the sands of the Venango group encountered some
disturbing element in this direction.
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It cannot be denied that the measures exposed near water
level at Warren have a decided Chemung aspect lithologic-

ally, and that they hold many fossils characteristic of the
Chemung age

; and, although no line of demarkation can be
drawn between this kind of sediment and that of the suc-

ceeding age, it is quite certain that the aggregate thickness
of all the measures between the top of the characteristic

Chemung and the base of the Clean conglomerate, at War-
ren, cannot exceed 700 feet.

Chronologically the Chemung period is separated from
the Carboniferous (Clean, Pottsville, No. XII) by the Cats-
kill (No. IX) and Sub-carboniferous, (Nos. X and XI.)
The measure of time belonging to these three successive
periods must have been the same in Warren county as in

the Anthracite region of Pennsylvania ; and the fact that

barely 700' of sediment accumulated in Warren county, while
from 6,000' to 9,000' were laid down in Eastern Pennsyl-
vania during the same period of time, is good evidence that

very dissimilar conditions of deposition must have prevailed
contemporaneously in the two places. This very properly
suggests the inquiry whether the remarkable thinning out
of the three groups mentioned, when traced toward the
west, was due to a gradual exhaustion of easterly derived
materials, as the distance from the supplying sources in-

creased and the currents holding the matter in suspension
abated in energy and weakened in transporting capacity,

or whethfer it arose from the fact that these were periods of

continuous deposits in the east by reason of uninterrupted

submergence there, while they were ages of alternating de-

posit and erosion near Warren county—that section being a

part of the time sea bottom and a part of the time dry land.*

*The effects to be looked for. If the hypothesis implied in the first proposition

be entertained, should be a distinct representation of the three groups (Ponent,

tJmbral, and Vespertine) in Warren county, laid down with that uniformity

of structure and homogeneousness of composition necessarily accompanying

the action of the agencies referred to. But if the other hypothesis be accepted,

the resultant strata should be characterized, lithologioajly, by an interblend-

ing of materials belonging to different ages, local variability of sediment pro-

ducing irregularity ofstructure, and a confusing inter-burial of fossil plants and

shells. It seems to me that a study of the structure, lithology and fossils makes
the latter hypothesis preferable.
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[The thinning away of our great formations in a direction

from the present Atlantic sea board toward the interior of

continent is not confined to Pennsylvania ; it is quite as re-

markable in Maryland, Virginia and Tennessee. And the

general direction is not from east to west, nor from south

to north, but from south-east to north-west ; in other words
from the Highlands, South mountains and Blue ridge to-

wards Lake Ontario, Lake Erie and the Ohio and Missis-

sippi valley. In eastern New York and eastern Pennsyl-

vania all the rocks thin rapidly northward and north north-

westward, as described in Mr. White's reports on Pike and
Monroe (G^ 1882.) and on Susquehanna and Wayne, (G^

1881.) In middle Pennsylvania, they thin north-westward

(see Reports F, and T.) In Fulton and Bedford they thin

westward (see Mr. Stevenson's Report T^, 1882.) In south-

em Virginia and Tennessee they thin north north-westward

and north-westward. The ancient continent from which the

river sediments came seems to be represented by the mount-

ain range which crosses the Hudson at West Point, the

Delaware below Easton, the Potomac between Harper's

Ferry and the Point of rocks, and the James about Lynch-

burg, and which has its grandest development in the Black

mountains of North Carolina.— J. P. L.]



Chapter V.

Pottsville Conglomerate, No. XII.

This formation underlying the productive coal measures,

and about 300 feet thick throughout western and northern

Pennsylvania, is sub-divided into upper, middle, and lower

beds called Johnsons Run rock, Kinzna Creek sandstone,

and Clean conglomerate.'''

In the greater part of the conglomerate-capped area of

Warren county the lowest sub-division, the Clean conglom-

erate, is alone left ; the middle and uxjper sub-divisions

having been entirely swept away with all the true or pro-

ductive coal measures overlying them.

What coal measures are found in Warren county, there-

fore, do not belong to the true coal measures, but to the

Pottsville conglomerate formation No. XII, and correspond

to the interconglomerate coals of Sharon, &c., in Mercer

and Crawford counties, of Alton, &c., in McKean county,

and to the Lykens valley coal beds in Schuylkill county.

The Clean conglomerate caps many of the summits along

a central belt which stretches across Warren county from

east to west ; as shown by the color on the geological map
accompanying this report.

In the isolated knobs, thus capped, the base of the Olean

is exposed in such a manner that the elevation above ocean

level can be ascertained with greater certainty than in more

*See Reports R and V^. Along the Ohio State line they received the names

of Homewood sandstone, Connoquenessing sandstone, and Sharon conglom-

erate. See reports Q, Q^, Q', Q*.

In Report I, I^, I^ I have used the term Garland conglomerate. It Is now
demonstrated that my Garland conglomerate is the Olean conglomerate of

Mr. Ashburner's report on McKean county, and I shall therefore use the lat-

ter term in this report.

(185 nil.)
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southern localities where it is not only obscured by talus

from higher rocks, but has also in many cases parted with

much of its massive congiomeritic character, thus making it

difficult to discover the precise line of division between it

and the underlying shales.

Along the south county line the lowest elevations of the

rock are found. West of the Allegheny its base rises from

15f)0' A. T. to 1685' A. T. East of the river the average alti-

tude is about 1700' A. T. Its highest level is in the northern

part of Glade township, 19 miles from the south county-line

;

here its base lies at 2000' A. T., showing an average rise

in that direction of about 16' to the mile. But this rise is

by no nieans regular or uniform throughout the county.

Evidently, the rock was deposited on an uneven floor, or

else it has been slightly warped out of plane by unequal

elevation. Probably both causes have '
contributed to its

undulations. The variations in level are so obscurely shown

by reason of the sparsity of outliers, that it is not easy to

determine whether they are due to low anticlinal waves

sweeping connectedly across the county, or to a series of

dome-shaped elevations scattered about in no fixed order.

However, one quite prominent broad-topped low anticli-

nal wave seems to be fairly traceable along a curved line

drawn from the south-west corner of Triumph township

through the south-east corner of Pittsfield township, cross-

ing Big Brokenstraw creek a little west of Irvineton and

thence sweeping around to "Singular Rocks" in Glade

township, near the south west corner of Elk township.*

Commencing at the south line of the county, where the

base of the Olean has an altitude of 1685' A. T., it rises at the

corner of Pittsfield township to 1800' A. T., and at York
Hill (near the center of southern Brokenstraw township) to

1880' A. T. Between York Hill and "Singular Rocks" no
Olean conglomerate remains, but the sub-Olean caps the

* " Singular Rooks " lie in the region generally referred to as Quaker Hill,

where the highway leading from Warren to Corydon passes through a rook

city of Olean oonglomerate, by one of its so-called " streets," about one rod

wide, with perpendicular walls 20' or more in height rising on each side. It

is a feature of the road that naturally attracts the attention of everyone travel-

ing that way, and hence the name of "Singular Rocks" or " The Pass."
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ridge west of Conewango creek, and thus fixes the place of

the former within a possible error of a few feet at most.
Two miles north-west of Warren its place is thus shown to

be at 1940' A. T. Hence passing on to " Singular Books"
the Olean is found in place at 1996' A. T. •

The length of this curve is about 28 miles ; total rise 311'

;

average per mile, say 11'.

The rates of dip along this line and at right angles to it

are quite irregular :—from the county line to York Hill,

12i' ; from York Hill to ' 'Singular Rocks' '8'. The side dips

are much steeper toward the south-east than the north-west.

From "Singular Rocks" to Great Bend, in a south-east

direction we find 27' to the mile ; from York Hill to Thomp-
son' s station in a line a little more toward the south, 36'.

On the northerly side of the arch they seldom exceed 10'.

The Quaker Hill range, of which " Singular Rocks " form

a part, is the most north-easterly outcrop of Olean con-

glomerate in the county—the hill rock in Elk township be-

ing wholly sub-Olean. Several detached ledges make up
the range, as may be seen by reference to the map, and on

connecting these by levels some very remarkable and in-

teresting features of structure are brought to light.

The base of the Olean conglomerate at the '

' Pass '

' is

1,996'. About a mile south-west of this a small peak is

capped with the same, rock, base 1,998' A. T. Under it

comes 30' of shales and then the sub-Olean. But go a mile

to the north-east of the "'Pass," to the last knob of Olean

remaining in that direction, and its base is found at 2,090'

A. T., with 35' of shales beneath, and the sub-Olean boldly

exposed in ledges 20' to 25' high—a characteristic fiat peb-

ble conglomerate—top 2,055'. Now go north-west from the

" Pass " about 2^ miles to Gardner's or North Rocks, a Solid

ledge 51' thick, and the level falls from 1,996' to 1,978'.

Just north of Germany post-office, in Elk township, the

top of the sub-Olean rises to 2,105' ; in the north-west cor-

ner of the township, where a fine escarpment occurs, to

2,160' ; and in the north-east corner to 2,109' A. T. The

latter is a Rock City on the high peak at the junction of

Willow creek with the Allegheny river, a little over the
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State line into New York, and the elevation was carefully

taken instrumentally by Mr. Chance. Allowing 35' as the

proper interval in this region between Olean and sub-Olean,

we get the following results

:

North of Germany, top sub 2105'+35=base Olean 2140' A. T.

N.W. corner of township, " 2160'+35= " 2195' "

N.E. corner of township, " 2109'+36= " 2145' "*

"Pass" (1996') to Germany, . (2140 )=144' rise in 4 m.=38' per mile.

" " N.W. corner, (2195')=199' " 7+m =28' "

Germany,(2140')to " " (2195')= 55' " 4 "=14'
" " toN.E. corner, (2145')= 5' " 6 " = 1'— "

This shows how uncertain calculations of dip must be, ex-

cept for short distances and within the limits of rates al-

ready ascertained.

The next exposure of Olean conglomerate of which I have

any knowledge, lies in Warrant No. 4, near the east line of

Salamanca township, Cattaraugus county, New York, and

2i miles north of the State line. This I believe to be the

most northerly outlier between Allegheny river and Tunang-

want creek. Only a few large blocks remain in place—^ele-

vation of base 2,270' A. T., showing a rise from Corydon of

(2,270'—2,145=) 125' in about 13 miles, or an average of less

than 10' per mile, in a direction E. N. E.

From this point to the noted Olean Rock city, where Mr.

Ashburner gives the base of conglomerate at 2340' A. T., is

about 11 miles, in a direction a little south of east ; 2340'—
2270'=70' or 6'+ per mile.

The few patches of Olean remaining in the north-western

portion of the county, show quite as much irregularity of

elevation as those above referred to. Pike' s rocks in Sugar

Grove township rise to 1950' A. T., which is more than 100'

above Miller's Cliflf, which is less than 3 miles west by north

from them. They evidently cap a dome from which the

dips descend more or less in every direction.

South-east of the Allegheny river, the summits are not so

elevated as the highest in Elk and Glade ; but the general

*Mr. Ashburner (R, p. 251) puts the base of Olean here at 2,175' A. T., al-

lowing 64' for interval shales. I have never found them so thick along the

north-western outcrop.
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declination of all the rocks in that direction carries the

Olean conglomerate below many of the hill-tops, and in

several places traces of the intra-conglomerate coal beds
appear above it. In consequence of this, reliable elevations

of the Olean are hard to obtain ; but enough facts can be
gathered to indicate that the geological structure in this

portion of the coTinty as well as in the west has been af-

fected by irregular deposits upon an unequal floor.

Chapter VI.

Sub-Olean Conglomerate.

(Shenango Sandstone of Crawford and Mercer oouuties.)

No rock in the county, offers better opportunities than

this, for correct identification by continuously connected

tracing from point to point ; and yet, with its almost num-
berless exposures and its well-defined constitutional pecu-

liarities, it is not always easy to keep hold of it except over

certain areas. Especially is this true where it is overlaid

by other rocks, as in the south-eastern portion of the county,

and beyond the county limits to the south and east.

Heretofore we have been accustomed to assign a thickness

of from 30' to 60' to the Shenango shales* lying between

the Olean and sub-Olean conglomerates, and have felt so

much confidence in the parallelism of the two strata, that the

sure identification of either one of them in any locality was

all that seemed necessary to fix the positions of both in the

geological section. But my recent experience has led me
to be more cautious in the use of this formula. These rocks

may vary in relative position as well as others. There are

localities where the sub-Olean seems to have been eroded

•Accepting the nomenclature adopted by Prof. White in the counties of

Crawford and Erie.
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and replaced by the Olean—both now lying side by side in

the same horizon ; others where the sub-Olean appears to

be wanting ; others where the interval between the two has

thickened from the usual average of 45' to about 200'.

If we view the sub-Olean as of Pocono age, (No. X,) and

the Shenango shale as the representative of the Mauch
Chunk red shale, (No. XI,) the thickening of the shaly

mass towards the south-east does not seem surprising ; in

fact, it is just what might be expected. That the No. XI
period must have been one of very great duration cannot

be doubted. The immense deposits- of red shale laid down
in the anthracite region during its continuance, is sufficient

proof of that fact. The insignificance of cotemporaneous

deposits in Warren county indicates that the conditions of

deposition njiist have been very dissimilar in the two locali-

ties. Erosion may have been at work in oi)e place during

a part of the time, Mhile continuous deposition was going

on steadily in the other. But the great change which ended
the No. XI period seems to have ushered in an era of more
equal conditions over a largely extended area., and one of

the most remarkahle phenomena of this change, was the in-

troduction of new materials in the shape of large, irregular,

ovoidal pebbles and coarse-grained sands, now apparently

for the first time brought down into the carboniferous basin.

In report P attention was called to the shape and quality

of -the pebbles of the Panama conglomerate, as compared
with those of the Olean conglomerate, the former being

lens-shaped or flattish, the latter ovoidal or irregularly

rounded.* At that time the full significance of the dis-

tinction was not understood. Having since made this a

special subject for investigation and collected many speci-

mens of loose pebbles and conglomerate masses of both
kinds, I can now assert with a great deal of assurance, as

regards this part of the State, that the Shenango shales en-

able us to draw a distinct line of demarkation between the

two kinds of conglomerate. The flat pebble rocks, thinly

bedded, current bedded, and weathering generally into thin

*For the sake of brevity, I generally employ the simple teTvaafiat pebbles
and round pebbles to distinguish the conglomerates.
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small blocks or plates, always lie below the shales ; the

round pebble rocks, massive, compact, and breaking up into

irregular cuboidal blocks sometimes 40' thick and of still

greater length and breadth, invariably lie above them.

No doubt the shape of a pebble depends in a great degree

upon the kind of attrition to which it has been subjected,

and the length of time it has been exposed to the action of

abrad ing agencies. A fragment of rock propelled altogether

by rolling would acquire a rounded form, but if driven back-

ward and forward, as by waves lashing upon the sea shore, it

must eventually become flattened. This is well exemplified

by two collections of northern drift pebbles in my cabinet.

One came from a gravel bank at Warren, where they have

lain embedded and undisturbed since the glaciers dropped

them, the other from the shore of Lake Erie, where they

have been exposed to the play of the waves for ages. A
common origin is proven by the sameness of materials com-

posing the two collections, but the gravel bank pebbles are

ovoidal and irregular, while these from the lake shore have

become very much flattened and polished.

Taking this view of the subject, and it appears to be a

reasonable one, we may suppose that the materials of the

flat-pebble conglomerates have been long exposed to the

trituration of waves, having been slowly brought down to-

wards the center of the basin from older shore deposits lying

to the north. At some point during the process of basin-

lilling this worked and re-worked old shore material must

have become exhausted. This would happen when erosion

and deposition—cutting down the northern shore and filling

up the basin—had brought the central deposits and shore

deposits nearly in plane, provided a submergence occurred

at that time which allowed the waves to sweep northward

over the old shore. Supposing this to have happened while

No. X was merging into No. XI, the last half-wrought

materials within reach are seized upon and re -worked into

the sub-Olean conglomerate and its contemporaneous beds.

As the progressive depression of sea bottom continues the

waves reach over into new materials which are thus pre-

pared to be brought down directly into the carboniferous
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basin, when the next elevation of sea bottom occurs, without

allowing time for the pebbles to become flattened by long

trituration.

But whether the causes which contributed to produce flat

pebbles at one period and round pebbles at another can be

satisfactorily explained in this way or not, it is indisput-

able that the pebbles of the Olean conglomerate do differ in

a very remarkable manner from the pebbles of the sub-Olean

and of all of the other underlying conglomerates. A knowl-

edge of this fact and a proper appreciation of its impor-

tance aids one materially in studying the stratigraphy of

this part of the State. How far it may hold good in other

geographical sections I do not know. In Ohio, Illinois,

Kentucky, and Tennessee the carboniferous conglomerate

always contains round pebbles as far as I have observed,

but it has never been my good fortune to meet with any of

the lower conglomerates there.

It must not be supposed from what has been said above,

that the sub-Olean is always a conglomeritic rock. In its

range across "Warren county it exhibits great variability in

constitution and structure. At Tidioute it is a yellow fer-

ruginous sandstone, free from pebbles and identical in ap-

pearance with Prof. White's Shenango sandstone in some
parts of Mercer and Crawford counties. In the northern

part of Deerfield township it is much more shaly, but still

characteristic. North of the Big Brokenstraw, in Cone-
wango. Glade, and eastern Elk, it is often a mass of evenly
assorted pebbles about the size of grains of wheat, and
heavily charged with iron, which has segregated from the

mass and collected in irregular seams, or formed concretion-

ary iron-lined cavities filled with ochery clay. It weathers
down in rough fragments a few cubic inches in bulk, and it

forms steep-sided truncated hills, so peculiar and character-

istic in outline that a practiced eye can trace the rock by
them across the country.

Its exposures in Elk township show it to be quite a mas-
sive conglomerate. Pebbles more than an inch in diameter
are frequently seen ; but an uneven structure, caused by its

irregular accretions of iron and incoherent sandy matrix,
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facilitates a crumbling erosion which seldom leaves a cliff

exposed to view. Near the north-west corner of the town-
ship however, and also about half a mile over the State line

into New York, two or three good rock cities may be found.

Here the body of the rock is less charged with iron, and the

disintegrated debris is screened and used for mortar making.
Wherever the rock appears along, the Allegheny river

east of Warren it is a massive stratum 30' to 40' thick, cur-

rent bedded, pebbly and heavily seamed with iron, partic-

ularly toward its base. The escarpments show perpendicu-

lar faces, and ponderous blocks fall away and slip down the

declivities after the fashion of the Olean conglomerate, for

which it has often been mistaken by those who make no

distinction on account of shape of pebbles and general

structure. Throughout all the eastern and south-eastern

portions of the county this type of the rock continues ; but

the interval between it and the Olean thickens materially

and becomes more sandy.

One other peculiarity in relation to the character and

geographical range of this rock remains to be mentioned.

Throughout all the western and south-western portions of

the county wherever the sub-Olean appears it is a medium

grained iron-stained sandstone, without a pebble in its com-

position ; and this is its character, so far as we know,

through southern Crawford, Venango and Mercer counties

into Ohio. But in the south-east corner of Erie county,

north-west of this area of no pebbles, the rock appears in

several exposures in its massive conglomeritic form, from

25' to 40' thick, and can be traced in a narrow belt toward

the south-west for about 10 miles. As this happens along its

northern outcrop it is probably only a remnant of a much

larger area of the same kind once lying in that direction

but now lost by erosion.

North-west of the Allegheny river the Shenango shales

maintain quite an uniform thickness of about 50', with two

or three exceptions*, but south-east of the river they thicken

quite rapidly, for at Sheffield they measure about 100' and

near Brookston 120' or more.

«See Elk, Glade and Freehold townships.

• 13 IIII.
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I have seen flat-pebble rocks similar in appearance to the

sub-Olean in several places near Kane, McKean county

—

six miles south of Kane, in Highland township, Elk county

—

in the hills around the Wilcox wells and also around the

village of Wilcox—at Ridgway and along the Clarion river

at the mouths of Spring creek and Millstone creek, where

the Ol^an conglomerate is in nearly every case exposed near

by, and where there can be little doubt of the identity of

either rock. In all these places they are separated by from

100' to 150' of shales, or rather yellowish grey thin-bedded

shaly sandstones, more sandy and less irony than the meas-

ures occupying the same interval in central and northern

Warren.

In attempting to trace the sub-0]ean east and north-east

from Warren county, to ascertain its relation to the Tuna
conglomerate (on the high point between the Tuna and Al-

legheny, 3 miles S. E. of Carrollton, N. Y.,) and the Sala-

manca conglomerate, I became involved in a number of un-

looked for complications which make further examinations

necessary before final conclusions can be drawn.*

The importance of the sub-Olean as a key-rock or guide

to assist in making comparisons of structure, and correct

identifications of the sandrocks below it, is not properly ap-

preciated by the well-sinker.

The Ferriferous Limestone was known to be a good guide

and it was watched for by every Butler county driller, who
when he found it, knew just about how much deeper the

drill would have to go to strike the oil sand.

The sub-Olean in Warren county is a key rock as persist-

ent and reliable and as easily recognized as the Ferriferous

Limestone in Butler and Clarion counties.

Yet the driller pays no attention to it and will not

trouble to note it in his record. When he goes forward

ahead of developments he relies solely upon surface eleva-

tions and assumed dips, and consequently sometimes makes
very important mistakes in attempting to identify the rocks

in one well with those in another. Could he be brought

to realize the fact that the dips are liable to change in rate

* See Salamanca conglomerate, chapter VIII.
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and direction at almost any point, even in this but slightly

disturbed portion of the State, and that these changes--af-
fecting the upper rocks as well as the lower—can be de-

tected more easily and with greater certainty in a well-defined

conglomerate like the sub-Olean than in the variable and
less persistent sandstdnes of the oil horizons, he would be
careful to note the position of this significant rock in every
well.

Chapter VII.

Panctvia Conglomerate.

After a careful reconsideration of the premises on which

I based my conclusions, in relation to the non-equivalence

of the Panama conglomerate with the Venango Third oil

sand, as given in Report T, and a faithful but ineffectual

effort during the seasoh of 1881 to discover the connecting

links in Warren county, where they ought* to be found if

they can be found anywhere, I am compelled to adhere to

my former opinion, to wit : That a satisfactory or reason-

able identification of the two rocks cannot be made, on ac-

count of the palpable evidences that great changes occur in

the constitutions of both rocks as they approach the divid-

ing interval of 15 or 20 miles, over which neither one of

them can be surely traced.

Prof. White, in Q', seems to have no doubt whatever upon

the subject, and I regret that even with all his proofs before

me, I am unable to indorse his conclusions. His theory

greatly simplifies the systemization of the geology of this

region and an adoption of it would have saved me many

days of toilsome examination and anxious study.

Allowing that Prof. White's identification of the Panama

conglomerate is absolutely correct through the several wells

he refers to, from Le Boeuf to Beaver Falls, we are even

then as far from a connection with the Venango Third sand
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as before that identification was made. These wells are

all miles away from the Venango oil belt, and they were all

unproductive, barring slight shows of oil (which can be

gotten almost anywhere in this country) and amount to

nothing, except to lure the unexperienced to further losses.

Not a single well found the Venango group in anything ap-

proximating its normal structure, and the proof of identity

of sandrock in any one of them with its nearest producing

neighbor (on unquestioned Venango or Butler sand) is not

shown, nor can it be demonstrated by tracing a direct or

probable connection between them, with any less difficulty

at any of the points named, than between Tidioute and

Panama, where the two rocks have their maximum develop-

ment.

Palseontologically, we have absolutely no proof whatever

of the identity of the rocks in question. No one has ever

seen an undoubted outcrop of the Venango Third sand ; and
consequently no fossils could have been collected from it

for comparison with Panama fossils. Possibly some im-

perfect shells may have been found in drilling ; but I have

never seen one from the Venango Third sand,* although

they are quite plentiful in the Bradford oil rock. A shaft

8'X16' was sunk to the oil rock at Tidioute in 1865-6, but I

cannot learn that any fossils were seen in it. I have over a

dozen pieces of conglomerate from it and among them prob-

ably the largest specimen of Third sand now preserved. It

would make a cube about 8 inches on a side and weighs 34

lbs. The rock, in appearance, somewhat resembles phe

Panama conglomerate, but not a trace of fossils can be de-

tected in it.

The nearest point to the producing regions (within about

10 miles) where the Venango Third sand could possibly

come up to daylight, and where its ascertained rise toward

the north ought to bring it up to view, unless it fades out

or very materially changes its rate of ascent, is on the Al-

legheny river between Tidioute and Irvineton. But no one

* If the Third sand=Panama and contains but a smaU percentage of the fos-

sils so plentifully found in its north-western outcrop we ought frequently to

find fragments of shells after torpedoing.
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has ever claimed to have found it there. At no other point

(owing to the topography of the country) can even its as-

sumed outcrop be found within 20 miles of a producing

Third sand well.

We must therefore do without palseontological evidence
;

for if palaeontology proves anything it only proves the in-

tegrity of the Panama rock along its extension west and
south-west, where alone all its examined and reported fossils

have been obtained. That these are Chemung fossils,

under the nomenclature of New York, no one ought ever

to have doubted, for they unquestionably belong to the for-

mation so named by Prof. Hall ; and whatever questions

may be raised as to age or equivalence with the Waverly of

Ohio, the name Chemung belongs to them by right of pri-

ority.

The simple fact that the Panama rock in many places con-

tains oil affords no proof of its identity with the Third sand

any more than it does of its identity with the First or the

Second, or with the Warren oil sand, or Bradford, or Alle-

gheny, or half a dozen other simple oil-show horizons in the

Chemung rocks. We can no more classify the rocks by oil

than by water or gas. They may all be good collateral aids

under certain circumstances and within certain geographical

limits, but they hold good no further.

Having for several years realized the importance of a cor-

rect identification (if identification were possible) of the Ve-

nango oil sands with the Chemung sandstones outcropping

in New York, I have at all times embraced every oppor-

tunity of securing facts bearing upon the subject. These,

with my last season's work in Warren county, have only

produced proofs of a negative character. I have been to-

tally unable to trace a connection between the Panama rook

and Venango third sand, even in their geological horizons
;

allowing that a deposit of sand had fined down, disappeared,

and then come in again in its proper place ; or that a thick

wide-spread sand sheet covering both ranges had been eroded

and modified throughout its central area by the effects of

fluviatile or sub-oceanic currents.

The great difficulty in keeping hold of the Panama rock
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is, that it so soon fines down and disappears when traced

as far as it can be traced on the surface in a southerly diViieG-

tion.

The Third oil sand in like manner (as proven by the drill)

fines away and disappears when followed northward, leav-

ing an interval of from 15 to 20 miles across which neither

the Panama nor the Venango Third can be carried, ex-

cept by a calculation of dips and a comparison of intervals

in the vertical section where we have some well-established

horizon to work from. But this method with these strata

is very unsatisfactory, for there are no limestones in War-

ren county as guides, and no persistent and well-defined

sandstones in the upper measures, that continue far enough

north to overlap the Panama rock.

The most reliable key rocks in Warren county, are the

Olean and sub-Olean conglomerates. One or both of these

can be traced over more than half the county. It seems al-

most certain, however, that they have been deposited on

uneven floors and further thrown out of plane by slight

corrugations of the earth crust since their deposition! These

conspicuous irregularities make it a hazardous undertaking

to attempt to fix the position of either one of them over

hills to the north of their outcrops by a prolongation of as-

certained dips, for it is evident that they are liable to change

pitch slightly at almost any point and in any direction. The

same uncertainties also attend a calculation of dips if ap-

plied to the lower sandstones. We can do no better, how-

ever, than to pursue this method sometimes, for the pur-

poses of approximation or illustration, for it is the only

thing under the circumstances that can be done.

The standard vertical section which Prof. White uses for

comparison, and which agrees substantially with Venango
county oil well sections, calls for an interval of about 750'

between the base of Olean coilglomerate and the top of

Third oil sand. Let us measure some of our ascertained

facts by this scale.

The Rock city at Panama is a massive conglomeritic

stratum 69' thick. Top 1671' A. T.

At Eureka well, three miles south, the rock is thinner,
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more flaggy, and contains fewer pebbles. Top 1569'. Dip
to this point 32' per mile.

About one mile south of Eureka well, and still in New
York, it is occasionally quarried in the hillside west of the

Little Brokenstraw. Here it is a close, hard, bluish-gray

sandstone in courses from 4" to 12" thick, with some peb-

bles in the top layers and many of the usual Panama fos-

sils. Not more than four or five feet of the rock can be
seen, and the topography indicates a thin stratum at best.

Top 1545'.

A mile and a quarter south-easterly from this quarry and
perhaps a quarter of a mile south of the State line, another

exposure occurs near the residence of W". H. Price, in Free-

hold township. Top 1510'. Here, only the pebbly por-

tion is seen, and its actual thickness could not be ascer-

tained. The dip from Eureka well to this point does not

seem to be so great as that from Panama to Eureka, but the

last two elevations are by aneroid, and the direction of this

dip is more toward the east.

Continuing on about two miles and a half towards the

south, we reach Lottsville Well, No. 1. In my recent ex-

aminations there I found in the creek bed, about 10' be-

low the well mouth, at 1440' A. T. a thin band of irregu-

larly bedded sandstone, greenish-yellow in color, coarse-

grained in spots and sometimes attaining a thickness of one

foot. It is associated with bluish-gray shales and flags,

full of fucoidal impressions and permeated with an odor of

petroleum. There are also some very thin bands of con-

glomerate to be seen above the level of the well mouth.

Here, then, seems to be a representat^ive of the Panama
rock. It cannot be very thick or hard to drill into, for the

oil well commences on shales ten feet above it, and if any

hard rock had been struck at this point be:^ore they were

able to swing the tools from the walking-beam the drillers

certainly would have noticed it. A dip of from 25' to 28'

per mile would be required to bring the rock down from

where we last saw it to this point.

We have now traced the rock as far south as it can be

followed on the surface ; for here it goes under, even along
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the deep cut valley of Little Brokenstraw creek. From
Panama toward Lottsville (however imperfect our observa-

tions may have been) it is evident that the rock gradually

decreases in thickness and radically changes in lithology

and structure. We are still a mile and a half from the

nearest outlier of Olean conglomerate (Miller's cliff) and
must now go forward relying solely on rate of dip. Take
27' to the mile (which is more than the direction seems to

call for) and we have 1440'-40'=1400' A. T., as the probable

horizon of the Panama rock, when sought beneath Miller's

cliff, about half way between Lottsville and Wrightsville,

where the base of the Olean lies at 1840' A. T. Hence
•1840'—1400'= 440' is the interval between the two rocks.

This is 310' less than the normal test section calls for, and
puts the Panama rock nearer to the horizon of the First

oil sand than the Third.

Measured upon the map, Miller's cliff is about 9 miles

from Panama and 18 miles from Tidioute, and the three

points lie nearly in a line running S. S. E. by S. From Pan-

ama to Miller' s the dip would be 1671'—1400'=271'-i-9=30'-|-
per mile, which seems to be all that is reasonably warranted

by the facts observed. To carry the Panama down 750'

below the Olean would place its top at (1840'—750'=)1090'

A. T., requiring a dip from Panama of nearly 65' per mile,

and from the State line exposure 10()'-(- per mile. Now
follow it on this plane to Tidioute where the top of Third

oil sand is 1008' A. T. Thus, 1090'—1008=32', which rep-

resents the fall through 18 miles—an average of less than 5'

to the mile.

I should be glad now to trace the Third oil sand from

Tidioute northward toward Lottsville, but I have no data

to work with. As before stated, there are no surface ex-

posures and the oil wells furnish no facts, except a failure

to find oil and the assurance of the driller that the Third

sand thins out rapidly and becomes unrecognizable at from

one to five miles from the oil belt. Over a space of 13 miles

then, there seems to be no positive guide at this horizon,

Fine-grained bluish-grey sands have sometimes been re-

ported in wells that have been sunk there, but they are too
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thin, irregular and unreliable to be traced and classified as

continuous strata.

Going west from Panama, we may now examine another

test line, running from an undisputed outcrop of Panama
rock to unquestioned sub-Olean.

At Upton's quarry, on Dutch Hill, about 2 miles N. N.
E. from Clymer, N. Y., 3i miles nortlx of the State line and
9 miles N. N. E. from Corry, occurs the best exposure of

the Panama rock to be found west of the town of Panama.
The distance from Panama is about'6^ miles in a direction

W. S. W. Elevation of top of rock (by aneroid) 1580'.

This is a very interesting exposure on account of the pe-

culiar structure of the rock. The stream flowing over it

cuts down in a series of little cascades through some 20 feet

of massive fine-grained sandstone—bluish-grey, grey, and
yellowish—lying in irregularly bedded courses from six

inches to four feet thick. Wave marks, mud cracks, worm
burrows, and fucoidal casts abound ; but in my hasty ex-

amination I did not discover any of the fossil mollusks usu-

ally so abundant in the Panama rocks. All the layers seem

to have been deposited on uneven floors sloping toward the

north-west. The stream flows down the slope of the bed-

ding until it has cut nearly to the bottom of the ledge, when
it makes an abrupt turn to the left and exposes in the outer

curve of the elbow an irony conglomerate mass of loosely

cemented pebbles 10 feet or more in thickness, and lying in

the same plane with the upper part of the sandstone over

which the stream descends within sight of the bend. There

are no pebbles in the sandrock forming the sloping stream

bed, but the conglomerate in the elbow bank is scarcely any-

thing but a bed of pebbles. The sandrock must have been

first deposited with a bedding sloping toward the north-

west, and then the pebbles were laid down in a wedge shape

overlapping it. The stream has cut down along the division

plane, thus exposing sandrock on the one hand and con-

glomerate on the other.

It is about 3 miles from the above described quarry to

Beardsley's quarry, which lies a quarter of a mile west of

Big Brokenstraw creek, and the same distance north of the
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State line. Elevation 1500' A. T. Hence the rock dips in

that direction (S. by W.) 80' in 3 miles, or 27'—per mile.

No more southerly exposure can occur, as the stratum soon

runs below water level in that direction.

The Downer well, at Corry,* (about Sf miles from Beards-

sley's,) commenced at an elevation of 1430' A. T. "First

sand, 8' thick," was reported at 105' from the surface, or

1325' A. T. This evidently must be the Panama rock, if

that rock be represented at all in the well ; for the next sand-

stone is 137' deeper, which would be altogether too low. We
have, then, a dip from Upton's to Corry, as follows :

1580'—

1325'=255', which divided by 9 miles gives 27'4-per mile.

From the Downer well at Corry we now continue on

east by south about 3 miles to Walden's, where the sub-

Olean is in place on the hilltop. Allowing 27' per mile for

dip, (81',) and taking the rock 1325' in the Downer well as

base, the Panama rock at Walden's should be looked for at

about 1244'. Here the base of the sub-Olean lies 1820', and

the base of the Olean should be 75' higher or 1895'. Hence

(1895'—1244'^651' represents the vertical' distance down
from the Olean conglomerate to the horizon of the Panama.

This is 99' less than the standard section of comparison

calls for, but it approaches much nearer to it than the

tracing brought down from Panama to Miller' s cliff, by which

it appeared that this same interval was only 440' at the lat-

ter place.

There is enough in these plain and direct presentations

of the situation to show that the Third oil sand cannot be

identified with the Panama conglomerate by any reasonable

interpretation of the theorjr of parallelism of strata, if tested

by the vertical section which holds good over so large a por-

tion of the Venango oil field ; and we need not confine our-

selves to one horizon for illustrations to confirm this. The
same difiiculties are met with in every attempt to connect

the Pithole grit or the First and Second oil sand with any
of the outcropping Chemung rocks in New York. A con-

sideration .of these facts should warn the investigator to

work cautiously, and suggest to him the possibility of there

* See Freehold township.
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being a plane of nonconformability in this latitude, over
large areas of which parallelism of strata must be laid aside

as a working theory.

Chapter VIII.

Salamanca Conglomerate.

(Pope's Hollow Conglomerate.)

{Wrighisville Conglomerate.)

The Salamanca conglomerate has frequently been men-
tioned in our geological reports, but it has not yet been posi-

tively identified with any one of the known sandstone hori-

zons of Pennsylvania. Until quite recently, I have been

inclined to view it as the probable equivalent of the Pope's

Hollow conglomerate, which appears to be the first massive

pebbly rock, coming in about 240' below the sub-Olean, (see

Pine Grove township ;) but owing to an unsuccessful effort

in 1881 to prove this identity, I am now inclined to think

otherwise. Some of the facts in the case are these

:

On the ridge between Little valley and Great valley, the

rock can be traced without any uncertainty from the noted

Salamanca or EUicottville rock city, where its top lies at an

altitude of 2190' A. T., to the point where it is eroded from

the hill just north of Salamanca. It is seen again in the

hill south of Salamanca ; and againon the point just north

of CarroUton, where its elevation is 1975' A. T. We thus

find that it has dipped 215' in going about 7 miles in a south-

south-easterly direction, an average of over 30' to the mile.

All the intermediate exposures agree well with this rate of

dip.

Continuing on, now, in nearly the same direction for about

three miles, the point between Tunangwant creek and the

Allegheny river is reached ; and here, if the observed rate

of dip continues, the Salamanca rock ought to be found at

about 1975—90=1885' A. T. I have not yet been able to
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discover it there, but the top of the point is capped with a

similar flat pebble sandstone 25' or more in thickness ; top,

2120' A. T. Either then his must be a higher stratum or

else there must be a quite sharp anticlinal here, which is not

at all probable.

When I first discovered this "Tuna"* conglomerate, about

three years since, I thought it probably represented the sub-

Olean, but in this I was also mistaken, for I now find that

it dips strongly toward the south, and some of the hills on

the east side of Tuna valley take in over 250' of grey and

red shales and shaly sandstones above it without catching

the Olean conglomerate.

At Ireland, on the west side of the Tiina, 3 miles south-

west of the last named exposure on the point, Irish run cuts

through a similar conglomerate (top, 2000' A. T.) where it

forms a well-exposed horse-shoe curve across and on each

side of a bowl-shaped valley. Below the outcrop the valley

is covered with broken blocks, above it not one is to be seen

up to the summit divide, 2200' A. T. ; a fair proof that no

similar rock lies in the upper interval. This summit is one

of those naiTow ridges across which the ice-flow passed from

the head of one stream into the head of another, forming

steep-sided bowl-shaped basins on each side ; and it is evi-

dently composed of friable sandy shales and some red rocks

which weather into a smooth surface and make a productive

soil easy to cultivate. Just on the northern margin of this

summit-notch lie a few very large blocks of Olean conglom-

erate, probably the most northerly outliers of this rock west

of the Tuna ; base, 2270' A. T. As the distance between

the escarpment in the run and the summit blocks is not over

half a mile, we here get the vertical distance between the

two rocks very approximately, say 275'.

I was surprised to find no evidences of the presence of the

sub-Olean in this vicinity where numerous hilltops of proper

elevation ought to show it if it comes in anywhere from 30'

to 70' below the Olean. ,

Proceeding toward Bradford more complications arise.

Just south of the State line Buchanan hill rises to 2200'

*Tuna is now the popular name for the original Tunangwant.
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and is capped with a characteristic fiat-pebble sandstone
which weathers into thin plates, so that the faces of the es-

carpments do not stand in vertical cliffs, but cover them-
selves with a sloping shingle-like talus. About 300' below
the summit another exposure of pebbly rock is seen mak-
ing a well-marked terrace and sending forth a number of

springs. This is at the proper level to represent the Tuna
rock if no change of dip has occurred.

Now we cross the Tuna to Mount Raub, south of Tarport
and Bradford, and there find the same rock seen on Bu-
chanan hill skirting the east side of the summit and the
Olean conglomerate skirting the west, both lying side by
side and at the same level, 2170'. At 1912' a 20' sandrock
was reported in the Mount Raub well, lying between two
red rocks.

Thus it seems almost certain that the Salamanca rock un-
derlies the Tuna rock at the river hill by at least 225'. The
Tuna underlies the Olean by about 275' on Ireland summit,
where the sub-Olean seems to be wanting ; and it also lies

about the same distance below the sub-Olean on Buchanan
hill ; which makes it probable that the sub-Olean had been
eroded at Ireland summit before the Olean was deposited

;

as it evidently must have been on the west side of Mount
Raub to allow the two rocks to be deposited in the same
horizon.

What all this may mean I cannot venture to say ; for, not

anticipating any complications of the kind, I had so planned

my autumn work that I could spend but three or four days
in this region, and consequently for want of time was not

able to follow the investigation to satisfactory conclusions.*

•Similar experiences befel me In Warren county during my]a.st season's

work. In every attempt to carry a uniform section across it from south to

north so many checks were met with that I finally gave up the task as a

hopeless one. I frequently studied up the situation at night and fixed upon
some point to be specially examined next day, where it seemed almost certain

that the connecting links in the structure could be found, but it often hap-

pened on arriving upon the ground that quite a diflferent structure from what
was anticipated presented itself. Sometimes no trace of the particular sand-

rock sought for could be found in proper place, and instead of it other mas-

sive pebbly strata would obtrude themselves, 100' too high or 100' too low to

fit into the places where, according to our theories of persistent parallelism of

strata, they ought to belong.
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The most southwesterly exposure of Salamanca conglom-

erate tliat I have yet found lies on the summit west of Big

Red House creek in or near the north-east corner of warrant

No. 24, Salamanca township, Cattaraugus county, JST. Y.

Elevation of top 1950' A. T. As this is about 18 miles in a

direct line east north east from Pope's Hollow, and as I

know nothing of the intermediate country, I shall not at-

tempt in this report to identify these rocks in that direc-

tion.

Near Corydon in the north-east corner of Warren county
I scaled a number of summits where the Pope's Hollow
rock ought to appear, if it runs in a plane parallel with the

sub-Olean, but did not succeed in finding it in place. This

however is merely negative evidence which cannot be taken

as conclusive, as I have 'frequently been taught to realize

while traveling oyer this ice-smoothed, drift-covered,

densely-wooded country, where sometimes the only out-

crop of a rock to be found for miles is in such a situation

that one might go within ten rods of it and not see it.

Tracing Pope's Hollow conglomerate into Warren county,

the nearest exposure I have found lies on the farm of Mr.

McCoy on the east side of the Conewango, about 2^ miles

north-east of Russellburg, Pine G-rovq township. This is

6 miles south south-west from Pope's Hollow, and the

elevation of top is 1800', which gives a dip of 23'-|- per

mile from Pope's Hollow. The rock here juts out of the

face of the hill and throws off large blocks into the valley.

It is 25' thick, massive, more or less pebbly all through,

current-bedded and seamed and discolored by iron. Nu-
merous exposures of it occur in the eastern part of Pine

Grove and it can be satisfactorily traced to the Brigg's oil

well No. 2 near the south line of the township, where it lies

at 1705',—a fall of 95' in 3i miles = 27'-^-per mile.

In Farmington and Sugar Grove townships three or four

partial outcrops of sandstone were seen that seem to be
properly referable to this horizon. Near Wrightsville,

Freehold township, several fine escarpments occur of a rock

very similar in appearance, which I have elsewhere called

the Wrightsville conglomerate, and which, judging from
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its relations to the sub-Olean, is the same as the rock at

McCoy's. Its elevation near the village is 1600' A. T., which
shows a fall of 12' per mile from McCoy's in a direction

west by south.

On the north side of Follet run in Conewango township,

two miles north-west of Warren a quarry has been opened
to furnish building stone for the Western Insane Asylum
at North Warren. Its top is 1585' A. T. or 120' below the

rock, at Brigg' s well, referred to above. The distance be-

tween the two exposures is 4^ miles ; direction south south-

west ; average fall per mile 27'. Having found no outcrop

of the rock between these two points we have nothing but

the dip to guide us, and inasmuch as the oil wells along the

Conewango valley show a rapid rise of strata up to North
Warren, with a very slight rise above that point for some
distance, it is fair to presume that very little stress can

be laid upon dip calculations alone as a means of identi-

fying the rocks in question, when any line of connection

crosses this confused interval. I therefore merely give the

figures without claiming to have satisfactorily identified the

Pope's Hollow rock with Asylum quarry, and leave the

matter here for the present to be further referred to in the

township reports, in connection with the sandstones coming

up from the south-west.

We will now examine the vertical section, and endeavor

to ascertain how far below the sub-Olean conglomerate this

Pope's Hollow or Wrightsville rock lies.

About one mile east- of a direct line drawn from McCoy's

to Pope's Hollow a fine cliff of sub-Olean is exjjosed—base

2100' A, T. This is north of the State line and about equi-

distant from the two points named. It may be presumed

then that the McCoy rock would rise about 70' between its

exposure on the point and its place beneath the sub-Olean

cliff, which would put its top at 1870' A. T., and make the

vertical interval from the base of the sub-Olean down to the

top of the McCoy rock, 230'.

The probable place of sub Clean over the Brigg' s well

south-east of Russellburg can only be approximately cal-

culated, for its nearest outcrop is several miles away. Its
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base however cannot be far from 1950' A. T., whicli makes

the interval 1950'—1705'= 245'.

The Asylum quarry lies about midway between two ex-

posures of sub-Olean, the base of one being 1850', and

of the other I860'. Using the mean we find the vertical

interval between top of quarry (1585') and base of sub-Olean

(1855') to be 270'.

The base of Olean conglomerate at Miller's cliff in Free-

hold township is 1840'. Beneath it lies the Wrightsville

conglomerate ; top 1620' ; interval only 220'.

At the village of Wrightsville, the conglomerate is 1600'

and the base of sub-Olean as near as can be calculated

from the surrounding exposures should be about 1840'.

Here we have an interval of 240' between the sub-Olean

and Wrightsville conglomerates ; while at Miller's cliflf, less

than two miles north-west, the vertical section measures

only 220' up to the base of the Olean conglomerate ; an in-

timation, as I have remarked in another place,* that the

sub-Olean had been eroded before the Miller' s-cliff-Olean

was deposited.

From the above it will be seen that if we base our conclu-

sions simply upon parallelism of strata, the Pope's HoUow-
Wrightsville conglomerate appears to represent the Tuna
conglomerate and not the Salamanca.

* See Freehold township.



Chapter IX.

Warren Oil Meld.*

The rocks drilled through in the Warren, Glade, and
North Warren districts contrast strikingly with those found
at a higher geological horizon along the Venango oil belt,

no pronounced conglomerates or well-defined coarse-grained

sandstones being here interstratified with the softer meas-
ures. This area of deposition appears to have been one
where no great or paroxysmal changes occurred to cause
conspicuous variations in the character of the sediments de-

posited, but the conditions were such that slight intermit-

tent alterations in the direction .or intensity of the currents

—

here freighted only with fine sand and mud—decided the

quality of local deposits.

In one place sand was dropped for a limited period, form-

ing elongated beds trending in the direction of the currents

and skirted at their edges by sandy shale. In another, at

the same time, mud rocks were being deposited. Then by
a swinging of the current hither or thither—and perhaps by
a change also in its direction—a new sand bed was laid over

the mud and a new shale bed over the sand, building up a

mass of sediments homogenous in its general features, but

extremely variable and difiicult to study in detail.

It is not surprising, then, that drillers accustomed only

to the well-pronounced stratification of the Venango group
should here be -at fault in their classification of the oil

sands. The distinction in many places between the so-called

* This chapter was prepared for publication in Report I' before it had been
decided to msike a special report upon Warren county. Since then the oil

developments in Warren county have occurred principally in the south-eastern

districts, new work being almost entirely abandoned near Warren.

14 nil. (209 nil.)
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sandstones and the sandy shales is so slight that no two

drillers would be likely to agree as to the precise distinc-

tion between sand and shale. ' Hence we may get in one well-

record 100 feet or more of sandstone ; in another at the same

horizon two or three thin bands of sandstone with shales

between ; and in still another perhaps no sand at all—the

recorded divisions depending entirely upon the driller's

opinion as to what is sandstone and what is shale.

To add still further to the complications surrounding an

intelligent development of the district, the oil horizons are

as variable as the details of stratification, ranging through

the vertical column from 350' to 900' below river level, and

appearing irregularly in wells but a few rods apart, some-

times in sandstone and sometimes in shale. As a conse-

quence of all this, well-records were very imperfectly kept,

for it was soon found that they were of little practical worth

in determining the depth at which oil might be looked for.

It will be seen, then, that with an obscure structure, un-

certain oil horizons, and imperfect well records, the task of

explaining and illustrating the stratigraphy of the district

is by no means an easy one. The collection of facts is still

insiifficient for a proper study of the subject, and we must

be content with a simple presentation of them in their most

reasonable relationships, making only such deductions as

seem warranted by the circumstances, and some of these

no doubt will need modification hereafter.

During the summer of 1877 Messrs. H. Martyn Chance
and Arthur Hale spent several weeks in Warren and its vi-

cinity in leveling between well mouths, making sections of

the most prominent outcrops of comglomerates and sand-

stones, examining the Quaker Hill and Big Bend coal beds,

&c. The face of the country is so drift-covered, that but

few surface sections could be obtained, and of all the wells

leveled to they did not succeed in getting one complete reg-

ister. Fragmentary memoranda of depth to so-called sec-

ond or third sand, points where oil came, and depths of wells,

were all that could be obtained.

Later in the season Mr. F. A. Randall, of the town of

Warren, was engaged to make a short special report on the
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surface rocks and fossils of that locality, which for several

years he had been studying solely to gratify a natural taste

for geology and palaeontology.* In his daily intercourse

with well owners in the district he had also secured many
facts relating to oil wells which otherwise could not have
been obtained. He has furnished about 40 well records

;

and although none of them are as complete and reliable as

could be desired, no better were obtainable, and thej' are

sufficient, when properly grouped and studied, to pretty

clearly indicate the general geological structure of the meas-
ures drilled through.

With these insufficient and fragmentary data I shall

endeavor to trace the horizon of the so-called Third sand pf

Warren from place to place, working out carfefuUy from a
central point at Glade, or East Warren.
Beatty well No. 1, located in Glade, on the east side of

Conewango creek, opposite the borough of Warren, and
completed early in 1875, may be considered the pioneer well

in the Warren field. It is true that an experimental well

had been sunk within the borough limits more than ten

years before, but having proved a failure, probably on ac-

count of the crude ilianner in which such ventures were
managed in those times, its history had been forgotten and
this territory was virtually untested when Mr. Beatty swung
the drill at his well.

The oil sand was struck in Beatty well No. 1 at 615' from
the surface and oil came into the hole a few feet deeper.

Elevation of well mouth 1217' above ocean or tide level.

Top of oil sand, therefore, 1217'—615'=602' A. T. As this

elevation above tide is confirmed by the record s of other wells

in this vicinity, we may accept it as the proper altitude

here for the top of Warren Third sand, which here first re-

ceived its name.

On plate No. 1 will be seen 4 sections arranged side by
side, for the purpose of tracing the Third sand from Warren
to Stoneham. _______^
* After a fuU report upon the county was ordered, it seethed unnecessary to

cover a part of the ground by a local report, and Mr. Randall requested that

the materials flirnished by him rriight be inodtporated in a general way through

my report, Which hais been done aoOofdingly.
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Fig. 1. Beatty well No. 1, East Warren, (No. 1655*)

" 2. Smith Bros, well No. 1, Glade Run, ( " 1675 )

'• 3. Cobham well, near Hertzell's ferry, ( " 1679 )

" 4. Tolles well, No. 1, near Stonehara, ( " 1722 )

To enlarge the horizons of comparisons I have added,

to the Beatty, Cobham and Stoneham wells surface sections

of the rocks exposed in the hillsides but a short distance

from the well mouths.

In a study of the well sections we find one of the most

definite horizons of comparison to be a persistent band of

red rock about 10' thick, overlaid by a greenish and grey

sandstone, both of which are plainly traceable in the river

bluffs at Sill's run 3 miles south-west of Warren, Reese's

Eddy, \\ miles south-west of Warren, Tanner's Hill in the

borough, and near Ott's station on the P. & E. R. R., 2

miles south east of town—and whose elevations and dips

can thus be accurately ascertained. It would lie above the

well mouths at Beatty, Smith and Cobham wells as indicated

in the sections given. Thus we have one reliable horizon to

start with.f

Lower down in the sections another red hand is seen run-

ning quite regularly through them all.

Next we have the Second sand uniform in the first three

sections, but wanting in the fourth. Then the Third, sand
in the first but wanting in the other three, in which a lower

or Fourth sandstone appears to be the one that preserves

its regularity.

This seems to be the most reasonable way of comparing

the sections ; for, if we bring the lower sands of sections

Figs. 2, 3, and 4 up to the plane of the Third sand in Fig.

1, the harmony of structure is destroyed in all the other

rocks above.

By the arrangement adopted We get three horizons agree-

ing, viz : two red bands and one sandstone.

Were Smith well and Tolles well oil-sands the equivalents

* The numbers in brackets refer to the records as published in appendix.

t The red rook given in Tolles well No. 1, appears to be thicker and to lie a

little higher than shonld be expected, if it be the same red band referred to

above. But this may be owing to the inaccuracy of the record, or another

band of red may come In at that place ; for, marked changes of strata (particu-

larly of the red bands) occur in going toward the east and south.
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of Beattj'' well oil sand, none of the other horizons would be
uniform, and the dip from Beatty well to Smith well would
be over 55' to the mile, a rate which is not warranted by any-

thing observable in the other strata.

The probabilities that these sections are properly arranged

are further reinforced by the facts that the record of Lacy
well (No. 1677,) quite near Smith well, gives 20' of shale

and then 15' of sandstone above the 65' rock called Third

sand (by the drillers) in Smith well ; which puts the top of tlie

15' sand in Lacy well, up to the plane of Beatty Third sand
;

Dingley well No. 6 (No. 1720) gives 27' of shale and 4' of

sand above the same stratum ; Struther's well at Stoneham
(No. 1723) gives 25' of shale and 30' of sandstone above the

Tolles oil rock ; and the Logan well also near by (No. 1724)

gives an interval of only four feet between the Second and
Third sands ; showing that the interval in Tolles well be-

tween the so-called Second and Third sands is composed of

sandy shale or sandstone and shale in irregularly alternating

layers, and that the precise position of the sandstone given

in any record may depend upon accidental conditions which

locally affected the deposition of the sediments, or perhaps

in a great measure in some cases, upon the driller' s idea of

what should be called shale and what sandstone—the dis-

tinction here not being very clearly marked by the charac-

ter of the sand pumpings brought up.

Furthermore, the oil from Smith, Lacy, and Tolles wells

is altogether different in color and gravity from the Beatty

oil. The former is transparent, amber-color and of about
47° gravity—the latter, almost opaque, dark green, and

about 40° gravity.. The contrast is greater in every respect

than that of the black and green oils of the Yenango dis-

trict, and is certainly suggestive of separate and distinct

horizons.

Plate No. 1 also shows three other sections with the

Beatty section repeated, for the purpose of tracing the rocks

in a south-westerly direction.

Fig. 5. Smith Bros, well No. 2, l^ M. N. E. of Beatty, (No. 1676)

" 6. Beatty " No. 1 (No. 1655)

« 7. Phillhart & Co. -well, 2^ M. S. W. of Beatty, . (No. 1680)

" 8. Dingley well No. 6, 3^ M. " " " . (No. 1720)
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The Tatiner's Hill red band, above referred to, runs quite

regularly through these four sections.

The Second sand horizon is well sustained in Figs. 5, 6,

and 7, and fairly traceable iii Fig. 8.

The Third sand in Fig. 8 corresponds with the Third sand

in Fig. 5, but not with Figs. 6 and 7.

Evidently the sandy horizons are variable and no one of

them alone can be relied upon as a guide except over limited

areas. In one locality the First sand may be readily traced

for short distances—in another it is unrecognizable and the

Second saiud beconies the key rock^while in others the Third

sand or the Fourth becomes the leading meiuber. * Only by

a study of the whQle well seetion and by changing from one

horizon of comparison to another as circumstances demaud
can the true relationship of the several sandrocks be ascer-

tained, f

Between Warren and North Warren, a distance of about

a rnile and three quarters, many wells have been drilled,

and the identity of the so-called Third sand of the two lo-

calities is fully assured.^: It is unnecessary therefore to

trace the rock through intermediate wells in that direction.

The elevation of top of Third sand at North Warren is 678'

A. T. as seen in Hazeltine Well No. 1 (No. 1683) on an

island in the Conewango, and in Hull apd Hodges well (No,

1693) on the M. Lesler farm.

Smith Bros'. Well No. 2, on the Knoph farm, (Fig- 5,)

is about a mile and three quarters south-east of Hazeltine

No. 1, and a mile and a half north-east of Beatty No. 1. Its

record was carefully kept and is reliable. It shows the Tan-

ner' s Hill red band before referred to, with its overlying

sandstone, and gives First, 'Second, and Third sands agree-

ing substantially with Hazletine No. 1. In addition to

*In records 1670, 1680, 1683, 1687, and 1720 considerable regularity is shown
in the interval between 1st and 2d sands, being form 90' to HO', and from 2d

io 3d sands from 80' to 90'.

t If well owners could be made to realize this fe,ot and be induced to keep
accurate records of the upper parts of wells drilled as tests in new territory,

they would be greatly benelite^ thereby.

JAt North Warren it is little more than a sandy shale by the testimony of

the drillers.
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this^being but a short distaixce from a point where both

Mr. Ohanoe and Mr. Randall have made sections of the sur-

face rooks—these strata may be added to the section ; then

we have a very complete column from the sub-Olean con-

glomerate down to Warren Third sand, agreeing in all es-

sential particulars with Beatty well and others which are

arranged in the same manner. The elevation of top of

Warren Third sand in Smith Bros'. Well No. 3 is 644' A.

T., and this may be accepted as the true altitude of the rock

at this point.

Frona the above sections the approximate dip of Warren
Third sand horizon appears to be as follows

:

Dis- Rate per
tance, mile.

Beatty No. 1 (602') to Hazeltlne No. 1, (979' ) rise 77 . . . .1.7 45+
" " Smith No. 2, (644') " 42 . . . . 1,4 30

" " Smith No. 1, (550') fall 52 .... 1.7 30+
" PhiUhart <fc Co. (560' ) " 42 .... 2.2 20—

" " DiDgleyNo. 6, (526) " 76 . . . .3.3 23

Smith No. 1 (550') " Oobham, (550') " . . . . 0.8

" " TollesNo. 2, (485'?)" 65? . . .3.2 20?

These are all the points that can be fixed with an assu?'

ance of accuracy. But it is desirable to have some others,

and although at the risk of making wrong identifications,

on account of the unreliability of data at command, w-e must

endeavor to trace the Warren Third sand still further north»

that an approximate idea at least may be had of its posi-

tion in wells near the State line.

Proceeding upon the Conewango from North Warren the

rocks of th© oil horizon appear to change in character and

become unproductive, no paying wells having yet been ob-

tained beyond the northern limits of the North Warren dis-

trict. In consequence of this the position of Warren Third

sand in these northern wells is not readily determined, and

many well owners have sought for it far below its proper

horizon.

Prom Warren to North Warren the oil rock rises, as

shown above, at the rate of 45' to the mile and this rise
;

if

continued to the State line, would bring the Warren Third

sand up to within about 200' of creek level at the State line.
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But, judging by the manner in which the sub-Olean con-

glomerate spreads over this part of the county, it seems

probable that North Warren is near the axis of a slight an-

ticlinal wave, which increases the dip toward the south, and

perhaps causes a descent of a few feet in the first mile to-

ward the north, when the strata again take their normal

rise of 25' to 27' per mile.

Brigg's well No. 1 at Eussellburg 3i miles above North

Warren, found the so-called Third sand at 724' A. T. A
rise of only 45' in the whole distance, or about 14' per mile.

In No. 2 the Third sand was not so definitely marked*, but

probably this elevation represents the horizon very closely.

The Second sand is given in No. 1 at 824' A. T. It is

about Bi miles from Brigg's wells to the State line near

Fentonville where Weeks well (No. 1717) was drilled. A
rise of 140' or 26'-|- per mile would carry the Second sand

of Brigg's well No. 1 up to 964' A. T., and make it agree

with the sandstone at bottom of drive pipe in the Week's
well, 276' below the well mouth. As the surface rocks in

this locality dip from 25' to 27' per mile toward the south,

this seems to be a reasonable construction to put upon the

records of these wells, and it shows that the Brigg's well

Third sand is wanting at Fentonville, but that it should be

looked for at about 860' A. T., or 380' below the surface.

In the above presentation of facts I have endeavored to

show the structural characteristics of the Warren oil rocks,

and to ascertain the position of the strata with reference to

ocean level. We may now inquire, what relation do these

rocks bear to those of the Yenango group.

There can be no question but that the Venango sands are

of more recent age and overlie the Warren sands ; but the

vertical distance between the two groups cannot be exactly

* These two records furnish an illustration of how impossible it is in meas-
ures like these, where there is so little distinction between sandstone and
sandy shale, for different drillers to make corresponding records. No doubt
the stratification in the two wells is very similar. But in one record the

driller has separated the sandstones from the shales, while in the other both
are thrown together as " shelly " and " muddy " sandstones.
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stated, neither can it be positively asserted that they are

deposited in perfectly parallel planes.

It has generally been supposed that the upper members
of the Venango group are traceable in the river bluffs about

Warren ; but while these hills are full of sandstone, the fact

that massive strata may sometimes be found lying appar-

ently in the proper horizons to represent the Venango First

or Second oil sands seems to be the only ground for such a

supposition, and the ground cannot be considered sufficient.

The fact is, between Warren (where the Warren group is

found) and Tidioute (where the Venango group is in force)

a marked change in structure occurs, as is clearly shown by
all the wells drilled in that region ; for neither does the Ve-

nango group in its integrity pass over to the north-east, nor

do the characteristic strata of the Warren oil measures pass

across to the south-west.

,





WARREN COUNTY.

PAnT ji.

Detailed Geoiogp hy Townships.

Topogpaphically and geologically the several towHships

seem to naturally group themselves £is follows :

Northern Dimsioii.

1. Columbus. 2. Freehold.

3. Sugar Grove. 4. Farmlngton.

S. Pine Groye»

BroJceustraw Division.

8. Spring Creek. 7. Plttsfield.

8. Brokenstraw.

Sofbtihwestern Division.

9. Eldred. 11. Deerfleld.

10, South-West. 12. Triumph.

Conewango and Allegheny, Division.

J3. Conewango. 14, GUajde.

15. Elk.

Southeastern and Masiern Division.

16. Llinestone. 17. Watsoa.

18. Pleasant. 19. Mead,

20. Kinzua. 31. Corydop.

22. Cherry Grove. 23. Sheffield.
(219 nil.)
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Northern Division of Townships.

1, Golumhus ; ^, Freehold; 3, Sugar Grove; ^, Farm-
ington; 5, Pine Grove.

These five townships, having the New York-Pennsylvania

State line (42° north latitude) for their northern boundary,

embrace some of the best agricultural lands to be found in

the county. But few of the loftiest hills rise high enough
to catch the coarse sandstones of either the carboniferous

or sub-carboniferous formations. Hence, the soils are

largely derived from shales and thin bedded shaly sand-

stones of Chemung age, except in the broad plain-lilie val-

leys, where a considerable admixture of other material was
brought in from the north during the glacial period. They
cannot be called strong and enduring lands, for they have
always been deficient in lime ; still with judicious manage-
ment, in the cultivation of any of the ordinary products of

this latitude, the farmer receives excellent returns for the

labor bestowed upon them.

The soils may be classed under two heads—highland soil,

derived mainly from the disintegration of local rocks upon
or near which it lies—and the alluvion of creek-bottoms.

The former varies somewhat, according to elevation and the
nature of the particular stratum from which it has been
chiefly derive4 ;

the latter is generally good productive land,
but varies as the quality of drift left upon the surface
varies. Sometimes it is too clayey or swampy to be culti-

vated vdthout considerable labor and risk, sometimes too
gravelly to insure profitable returns. It is often spotted,
so that, to obtain the best results, one part of a field re-
quires different treatment and different manures and crops
from another part.

This region is emphatically a grass-growing country, pos-
sessing all the general characteristics of the great belt of
grazing and stock-raising land belonging to this geological
horizon, and stretching across Crawford, Erie, and Warren
counties from Ohio to New York. It is also well adapted
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to fruit-growing, but this industry, in many sections, has

not received the attention it deserves.

Timber.—Owing to the early settlement of this part of

the county, its ready avenues for marketing lumber and
the availability of the surface for tillage, no large bodies of

valuable timber now remain in these townships. Of course

there are yet plenty of woods for all home pui-poses—oak,

maple, beech, &c.,^—with some chestnut on the ridges, but

the pine groves are gone and the hemlocks are fast disap-

pearing.

Bowlders.—Large bowlders of northern rocks are not so

plentifully scattered over these townships as in many other

places further north and west, still they appear in sufficient

numbers to prove that all this region was within the range

of bowlder-transporting agencies. They are not distributed

evenly, however, being more noticeable upon the ridges

and in the short steep valleys running southerly from them,

than upon the creek flats and gently sloping foot hills.

Quarries.—These townships contain no regularly worked

stone quarries, and in some sections a really good building

material is rather a scarce article. There need be no lack,

however, of desirable stone and convenient ledges to work

upon, if they were properly sought after, except, perhaps,

in some parts of Columbus and Parmington. Wrightsville

is surrounded by outcrops of an excellent sandstone, which

dresses nicely, and the same, or a similar stratum, stretches

all across the southerly parts of Sugar Grove, Farmington,

and Pine Grove townships. The village of Sugar Grove also

has a very good material, but in a lower geological hori-

zon, on Mrs. Faichney's farm, within two or three miles

from town, if a quarry were opened there in a systematic

manner.

Hitherto, loose blocks upon the surface and chance ex-

posures of thin sandstones in the stream beds, have sup-

plied the demands of the county, and there has been no in-

ducement for quarrying, even on a moderate scale.
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1. Columbus iomiship. Organized in 1825.

All the surplus rainfall in Columbus township finds its

way through numerous tributaries into Big Brokenstraw

creek, and in that one channel leaves the township near the

center of its southern line, hence, the stream at this place

(elevation 1375'± A. T.) must be the lowest point in it. The

highest observed summit is a prominent hill (which we will

call Walton's Knob) in tract No. 59, and less than two miles

north-east of the aforesaid lowest point—elevation 1850' A.

T. As the general rise of the valleys toward the north is

probably as great as the rise of bed rock in that direction,

we may say that all of the strata exposed in the township

lie within the geological horizon of 475' embraced between

these two elevations.

To what part of our geological column do these exposed

measures belong ? Walton's Knob seems a little too low to

catch the sub-Olean, but the general appearance of the sum-

mit—among other things the intermixture of flat pebbles

with the small foreign bowlders and drift found on the

highest part—led me while examining it to conclude that

the Conglomerate had barely been removed. I have there-

fore colored the hilltop as sub-Olean on the county map
to give it prominence and emphasize the topography.

The nearest well-marked outcrop of sub-Olean lies in Con-

cord township, Erie county, on the farm of D. Walden,
about five and a, half miles south-west of Walton's Knob,
where it covers a considerable area on the summit between
thesouth branch of French creek and Big Brokenstraw creek

and forms several bold escarpmetits.

The top rock there is a conglomerate containing very
white, flat pebbles, ranging in size from one inch in diameter
down to a flax seed. The pebbles are loosely held togethet

in a coarse sandy matrix which disintegrates readily,

making locally a soil full of pebbles. The bottom is a
coarse-grained, yellow, iron-seamed sandstone, correspond-
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itig to its typical chafacter wheti not overlaid by conglom-
erate.

, The whole rock is from 30' to 40' thick, and its top lies at

an elevation of I860' A. T. Taking its base here at 1820' A.
T. vp-e see that a rise of 7' to the mile would carry it over
Walton's Knob, and this probably represents very nearly
the slope of the rocks in that direction.

A mile and a half north of the sub-Olean cliffs at Wal-
den's, is theColegrove quarry, in Prof. White's Corry sand-

stone.* This quarry is about a mile west and half a mile

north of the south-west corner of Columbus township, and
therefore about five miles west south-west from Walton'

s

Knob. The altitude of the base of the quarry is 1740' A.
T., or 80' below the base of the sub-Olean (Shenango sand-

stone) at Walden's. Allowing 20' for dip of strata between
the two locations, and 10' for the thickness of the quarry
rock, and we have 90' as the interval between the base of

sub-Olean and top of Corry sandstone. The Corry sand-

stone, then, should be found upon Walton's Knob, but the

surface is so drift-covered, that I did not see it.

Having thus ascertained that the highest point, both hyp-

sometrically and geologically, in the toAvnship, falls below
the horizon of the sub-Olean, we have discovered one of the

causes why the general surface of the township is smoother

and the character of the soil less variable than in other sec-

tions further south, wh'ere the ridges are still capped with

massive sandstones.

But the great fashioner of the present topography of the

township was ice. This region was a portion of the pre-

glacial summit occupied by the headwater branches of Lit-

tle Brokenstraw, Big Brokenstraw, and French creek, and
here the ice currents moving west and south, cut across

from stream to stream and leveled down the divides where
ever an opportunity offered.

Bear Lake station, on the A. & G. W. Ry., in Freehold

township, near the north-east corner of Columbus, is the

present valley divide between the waters of the two Broken-

»Se6QS p. 230.
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straws ; and Corry, in Erie county, about a mile west of the

west line of Columbus, is the valley divide between Big

Brokenstraw and French creek. The railroad levels from

point to point are as follows :

Corry summit, 1441' A. T.

Columbus station, 1427' A, T.

(Water in B. Brolienstraw at Columbus 1390' ±.)
Bear Lake station, ; 1550'

The highland along the eastern line of the township

ranges from 1600' to 1720' A. T. In pre-glacial times this

was an unbroken ridge, but now it is cut through in three

places. Prosser Run valley opens into Blue Eye Run val-

ley, Coffee Creek valley into Swamp Run valley, and Phelps

creek connects Little Brokenstraw valley with Big Broken-

straw valley, by an open passage through the divide.

Phelps creeJc or Pine Valley cut.—As a very evident re-

sult of glacial erosion, this cut deserves a special notice.

The summit at Bear Lake station, (1550' A. T.,) is the high-

est on the A. & G. W. railway, being 157' above Salaman-

ca, 251' above Chautauqua Lake, 109' above Corry summit,
470' above Meadville, 266' above Evansburg summit, near

Conneaut Lake, in Crawford county, and 424' above John-

son's summit, the highest altitude reached in Trumbull
county, Ohio. It is situated at the head of a very broad

sloping valley, which appears to descend steadily north-

eastwardly into Chautauqua Lake, distant about 13 miles.

But the railroad levels in that direction show an uneven

floor to the valley—thus—Bear Lake 1550' A. T., New York
State line, 1468' ; Grant, 1437' ; Watts Flats, ' (the valley

divide between waters flowing south-westerly into Little

Brokenstraw and easterly into Chautauqua Lake,) 1456'

;

Ashville, 1356' ; Chautauqua Lake, surface of water, 1299'.

Bear Lake station to Grant, 3 miles ; fall 113' or over 37' per mile.

Grant to Watts Plats, 3 " rise 19' " " 6' " "

Watts Plat^ to Chautauqua, 7 " fall 157' " " 22' " "

From the gradients of this valley floor, it is evident that

the tendency of an ice-sheet impelled from the north and
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north-east, would be to check up against the Bear Lake
ridge, (which is now on an average 150' higher than the

railway station,) and deiiect down the Little Brokenstraw
valley. But while doing this, a notch was started through

the barrier, which the under waters eventually deepened
to present level, for the general appearance of the cut indi-

cates that but little ice passed through the lower part of it.

The length of the notch is less than three quarters of a

mile, its width probably not over 10 rods in some places,

while the side walls rise abruptly from 50' to 80' and then

more gradually, until at a distance of half a mile on either

side, they reach an altitude of 1720' A. T., or 170' above the

railway station. Phelps creek rises on the east, or Little

Brokenstraw side of the ridge, passes through the narrow

cut and emerges on the west, or Big Brokenstraw side, at

an elevation about 80' below Bear Lake summit, where it

wanders off through a broad flat into Coffee creek and
thence to Big Brokenstraw. The railroa,d in passing through

the gap, crosses the stream four times and makes several

side cuts in bed rock, exposing the following section :

Drift, 10'

Shale, sandy, with thin sandstone layers, 10'

Shale, brown, friable, 20'

Sandstone, one persistent plate, 0' 3"

Shale, brown, . .
4'

Sandstone, fine-grained, false-bedded, blue, 4'

Shale, brown, to R. R. level 6'

54' 3"

Coffee Creek and Swamp Run.—These streams head in a

valley swamp in Freehold township, about a mile east of

the Columbus line—elevation 1460'± A. T. A very strong

and free flow of ice must have moved through this notch,

to produce such wide and deep-cutting. Its depth is re-

markable, being only 20' above the Corry summit, and 85'

above the Big Brokenstraw where it leaves the township on

the south at the lowest point in it.

Prosser run and Blue Eye run.—The divide between

these two streams lies near the south-east corner of the

15 IIII.
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township—elevation 1600'± A. T. A broad valley continues

from one stream to the other, and few persons in driving

along the highway would notice where the two streams start

in opposite directions. The Blue Eye, however, soon enters

the region of Carboniferous rocks where the valley contracts

somewhat and its sides become more precipitous. Not hav-

ing as free delivery toward the south as Swamp Run valley;

,
the summit divide is not cut down so low.

It will be inferred from the coloring of the geological map
that the western part of Columbus township is lower than

its eastern part—^and so it is. Just west of the county line

and south of Corry the hills rise quite abruptly, 300' or

more above Corry summit. North-east of Corry and along

the county line an isolated ridge between Hare creek and
Big Brokenstraw attains an altitude of over 1600' A. T. But
bordering the Big Brokenstraw, where it enters the town-

ship from the north-west at an elevation of 1415'± A. T.

throughout the wide valleys of central Columbus and across

the Corry summit to the west, the average altitude over a
large area can hardly exceed 1440' A. T.

The summit basin at Corry is so directly connected with
the valleys of Columbus township that it requires a passing
notice here. It has received terrible treatment from the ice

flows drafting from Big Brokenstraw to French creek. One
stream broke over near the north-west corner of the town-
ship into the upper part of Hare creek, another drove across

from the east into the lowerpart of the same stream. They
met at Corry, where, held in check by southern hills and
invited by more rapid drafts through French creek towards
the south-west, they scoured out an irregular basin on the
summit and studded it with drift hills.

A good exhibition of the character of the measures out
of which this basin has been wrought, may be seen along
the Pittsburgh, Titusville and Buffalo RR. just west of town,
where the following section is exposed

:

Railway level, . 145C' a. T.
1. Brown shales vary fissile andinclined toweather

into long narrow chips 8 to 1463' A. T.
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2. Conoretlonary, irregularly-bedded, flaggy sand-

stone, blue and hard ; shale partings, . .
4' to 1467' A. T.

3. Brown fissile shale, like No. 1 33' to 1500' A. T.

These shales appear to be the same as those seen in the

Coffee creek cut, and like them they are exposed in a nar-

row notch of glacial origin, for it is quite evident that the

south branch of French creek which now flows through this

outlet, formerly entered the main stream by way of the old

buried channel lying west of it.

The character of the shales at this horizon, furnishes a

key to the topography. Such shales are easily eroded, but
streams always cut down very tortuously through them,

hence, under the combined action of ice and water, broad

valleys with uneven floors result, and where drift is heavily

deposited in such situations, the apparent drift hills are

often formed over knobs of shale left between the changing

channels, which have so influenced the movements of de-

positing currents as to catch and hold the materials carried

by them.

The present valleys are much wider, of course, than the

old ones were, and considerable shaft sinking might be done

without striking the deepest parts of old stream beds ; but

the probabilities are, that no very great depth of drift will

be found in any of these eummit valleys, for it is very clear

that no pre-glacial stream crossed the divide at this point

between Big Brokenstraw and French creek.

No oil wells have been obtained in Columbus township,

and in fact very little drilling has been done there. The

Tarbox well, on Goose creek, 2J miles east of Columbus,

was sunk in' 1868 or 69. No record can be obtained, but it

is known that 30' of drive pipe was used, and the drill went

down from 900' to 1100' without finding sandrock, gas, or

oil.

To show the underground structure in the neighborhood

of Columbus township, the following records are appended

;

Downer well, at Oorry, one mile west of the township line,

and Loomis, or Capt. Hood well, in Clymer township, N.

y., about two miles north of State line.
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2." Freehold township. Organized in 1833.

Little Brokenstraw creek, traversing this township from
north to south, divides it by a fertile, broad valley into two
approximately equal portions, and receives the drainage of

nearly all of its surface. It crosses the State line at an ele-

vation of 1415'± A. T. and falling 100' in its course, leaves

the township at the lowest point in it, 1315'± A. T. In

the northern part, the hills bordering this valley rise by
gradual slopes to table lands having an altitude of from
1650' to 1750' A. T., but in the southern part the country is

more rugged and the average summit levels greater by 100'

or more. The highest point noted is on the State road two
miles east of Lottsville, (1945' A. T.,) being a portion of the

ridge on which Pikes rocks are located.

But two small patches of Olean Conglomerate remain in

the township ; one, a mile and a half south-west of Lotts-

ville, which I have called Miller's Cliff, the other on the

south line of the township where the State road crosses it.

The sub-Olean was positively identified only in the vi-

cinity of Pike' s Rocks, on the east, where it is a character-

istic yellow, iron-stained sandstone. On the ridge holding

Miller' s cliff there \S ample scope for it to appear, but I was
unable to find an outcrop of it, or anything in the soil which

might indicate its presence. This range of hills, however,

has been so cleanly swept, rounded and drift covered by
glacial action, that the rock may possibly be concealed. I

have therefore colored the map as if it had been found.

Nevertheless, it may be questioned whether there are not

good grounds for inferring that the sub-OIean has been ero-

ded here, and thus allowed the Olean conglomerate to bed
upon lower rocks, which might partially account for its low

elevation at Miller's as compared with the outliers east and
south of that point

:

Elevation of Pike's Rooks near east side of the township, top—1980' A. T.
" " Nuttall's " " south-east corner " " 1955' "

" " Drake's " on south line of '< " 1890' "
" " Miller's cliff, " 1880' '•
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The latter view of the case seems warranted also, by the

following facts : In the vicinity of Wrightsville, a massive

flat-pebble sandstone or conglomerate, 15' to 20' thick, is

plainly exposed in a number of places. Its top at Wrights-

ville is 1600' A. T. The base of Olean, here, Judging by the

surrounding outcrops, would be about 1910' A. T ,—making
an interval of 310' between the two rocks. The Wrights-

ville conglomerate is also exposed in several places around

the ridge containing Miller's cliff, where it lies, certainly,

not more than 220' below the Olean.

This WrigMsnille conglomerate, which is probably the

continuation south-westwardly of the Pope's Hollow rock,*

is in some places very similar in appearance to Panama con-

glomerate. It is yellowish, iron-seamed, and sometimes

contains numerous fossils, among which I have noticed

Spirifers of two or three varieties and a small Aviculopec-

ten.

A flaggy sandstone, sometimes containing thin layers of

flat pebbles, was occasionally seen in the northerly part of

the township, lying in about the proper horizon to repre-

sent the Wrightsville conglomerate, but it evidently has

lost much of its massive character in that direction, or else

it would show itself oftener and more boldly.

On lands of Mr. Perkins, aboiit one mile south of State

line and near the brow of the hills west of and facing Little

Brokenstraw creek, some rough building stone has been

quarried. The exposure, about 15' on the face, shows an

irregular stratification of brown, contorted shales and thin,

false-bedded sandstones, in irregular layers from six inches

to one foot thick. The sandstone varies in color and com-
position, being blue, yellowish or brown—fine, friable or

pebbly, depending upon the spot from which it is taken
;

and occasionally thickens up so that an 18-inch block may
be quarried. Its elevation is 1705' A. T., which puts it

somewhere near the Wrightsville conglomerate horizon.

The only unquestioned exposure of Panama conglom-
erate seen in the township, and in fact the only one noted
in the county, is on the farm of Mr. W. H. Price, about

* See Chapter VIII.
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half a mile south of the State line. Elevation, 1510' A. T.

Anothev probable exposure of the rock, but very much at-

tenuated and changed in character, occurs near Lottsville,

as mentioned in chapter VII.

The hill upon which Mr. Price's farm is located, forms a
very conspicuous feature in the landscape. It is completely
surrounded by broad valleys, and rises- like a dome in the

center of a rudely triangular basin. On the east flows the

Little Brokenstraw, coming down through a wide valley

from the State of New York ; on the west is the Bear Lake
branch, occupying another broad valley, and on the north-

west these two valleys are connected by a cross cut, which
forms a part of the great north-east south-west valley be-

fore spoken of as extending from Bear Lake ridge to Chau-
tauqua lake.

At its base, this isolated hill is about a mile and a half

long and from one half to three quarters of a mile wide, and
its summit rises 250' above the surrounding creek bottoms.

Just und6r its western slope nestles Bear lake, a little cir-

cular pool of clear water without inlet or outlet, not more
than 20 or 30 rods in diameter.

A moraine stretches across the valleys just south of the

hill, at an average elevation of 1475' A. T. This has held

a lake north of it, of which Bear lake is all that now re-

mains, since the outlet has been lowered by gradually cut-

ting down through the morainal barrier. Quite a colony of

well-weathered Panama conglomerate blocks, intermixed

with northern rock, lie scattered here, and a reexamination

of the locality convinces me that the hypothesis in relation

to their origin and transportation, as given in Report P,

page 73, is correct.

AnotJter broad moraine crosses the Little Brokenstraw

valley three quarters of a mile south of Lottsville. Aver-

age level, 1440' A. T. Above these two natural dams the

old lake bottoms are plainly traceable. Alternations of

gravely, clayey, and mucky soils, some of which have not

yet become sufficiently desiccated for cultivation, occupy

the bottoms, and beach terraces of well-worn lacustrine

shingle border many of the slopes.
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Lower down the stream, near Abbott's comers and

Wrightsville, the valley has been obstructed with immense

piles of irregularly deposited drift, through which the

waters, wandering here and there—leveling down and re-ar-

ranging the materials—have gradually cut out new chan-

nels, into which the present drainage centers.

Bowlders of metamorphic rocks, some of them of large

size are met with in every part of the township. They may
be said to have been scattered broadcast, but seem, however,

to have had a tendency to collect more plentifully in the

ravines falling southerly from the highland ridges, than in

other localities.
.,

The discovery in this township of a good calcareous de-

posit, or a muck bed, that could be utilized for composts

would be of great value, for some of its niosj^ genial soils

have become impoverished from long cultivation and con-

stant cropping, and now need nourishment. It seems quite

probable that something of this kind could be found in

some of the old pond and lake bottoms along Little Bi'oken-

straw valley. Near Abbott's corners several wagon loads

of calcareous tufa were found in a place where there has ap-

parently been a drainage from the hillside, but where no
living springs now exist.

Below Wrightsville a stream rises very singularly in the

creek bottoms, whose waters have that peculiar translucence

which characterises the waters from the marl beds at Har-

monsburg, in Crawford county. I see no reason why de-

posits of marl should not be found along some of these old

drift-filled valleys, as well as near Conneaut and Cassadaga
lakes, where there are beds from 10' to 20' in thickness.

At all events they are worth searching for.

Prospecting for oil in Freehold, thus far, has not been
crowned with success. Following are the records of two or

three of the most important ventures.

Lottsville Well No. 1.

Drilled in summer of 1877.

Located on laud of Mr. Eastman just north of the village of Lottsville, on
the south banii of Deer run and about 40' above the level of Little Broken-
straw flats. Authority, Dr. Whitney, of Lottsville ;
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Well mouth above ocean in feet (barometer, 1450
Conductor, 5 to 5 = 1446
Slate, sandy, dark grey, 85 " 90 = 1360
Red rock, slaty, soft, (15' to 20',) 20 " 110 = 1340
Slate, dark grey 152 " 262 = 1188
Pebbles, (thin streak,) at • 262 = 1188
Shells(withsomepebbles,)andsoftgray slates 488 "750= 700
SS. grey, coarse, slight show of oil, 13 11763= 687
Slate and shells, (oil show at 860',) 237 " 1000=-j- 450
Soft slate and thin shells, 515 • 1515= 65

Gas at 425', 580', 700', 735', 800', 900' and 920'. After
reaching 920' there was nearly enough gas to fire the boiler.

The well was deepened from about 1000' to its present

depth in 1881 without disclosing anything to warrant fur-

ther drilling, and in August the casing was drawn and well

dismantled.

Smith Well, or Lottsville JVo. ^, 1878.

On the flats of Little Brokenstraw creek about 80 rods west of Lottsville weU
No. 1, and say 50 rods east of the creek. Authority, A. M; Smith, one of the

owners.

Well mouth above ocean in feet (barometer,) 1410

Surface loam and some gravel, 8 to 8 =1402
River gravel, not coarse nor tine, medium, 22 "30 =1380
Quick sand, . . 7 " 37 =1373

Clay, with some seams of quick sand and occasionally a few

pieces of gravel, pronounced to be limestone, 163 " 200=1210

Alternating bands of quicksand and fine and coarse gravel,

of many colors, 200 " 400=1010

Clay 30 " 430= 980

Sand and gravel, 20 " 450= 960

"The above is given from memory, for we put off keep-

ing a written record until we should strike bed rock. Af-

ter driving 450' of pipe, with no more indications of rock

than when we were at 35', the undertaking was abandoned.

The string of casing was so long, that it sometimes required

thirty strokes with a mall weighing about a ton, to force

it down one inch. In the last bed of clay we drilled ahead

of the pipe about five feet at one time, and that was the

only time during the whole driving, that we went below the

pipe. We thought we were exceedingly fortunate if we

could keep the pipe cleaned out to the bottom. The mud
would frequently rise up in the pipe from 20' to 50', and

the water 150'. At first, we tried to keep the water out be-
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cause the pipe seemed to drive easier, but during the latter

part of the work, it was necessary to leave the water in to

keep the mud down."

"One black stone, coming from a depth of about 300',

was filled with bright particles, and I sent it to a person

familiar with minerals and he pronounced it to be gold, and

promised to have it assayed, but I have since heard nothing

from it."

The above, as a record of an oil well, amounts to nothing

of course, for the hole had to be abandoned before the bed

rock was reached. It is a record, however, of the longest

string of drive pipe ever driven in the Pennsylvania oil re-

gions. And this great depth to the old valley floor occurs

in a place where it is difficult to account for such extraor-

dinarily deep erosion. The bottom of the pipe, it will be

noticed, reached to within 960' of ocean level, and this mid-

way in a valley which must have had an outlet either north

or south—if north, into and through the valley leading into

Chautauqua lake ; if south, into the Big Brokenstraw to

Irvineton, and thence either toward Warren or Tidioute.

These now are the only possible outlets, and all the sur-

roundings prove that there never could have been any others.

The elevation of the old valley floor at Tidioute is about

1050' A. T., and at Warren, 1100' A. T. Hence it is evi-

dent that the old stream could hot have flowed in either of

these directions. But it may have gone through the foot

of Chautauqua lake and joined Conewango creek at Fal-

coners, where the elevation, as calculated in I', is probably

not more than 915' A. T., which is sufficient to allow of a

fall of about two feet to the mile. On this supposition the

deepest drift-filling demanded (about 500') should be in the

vicinity of Grant station.*

*Iii conversation with Mr. Smith, the owner of Lottsville WeU, No. 2, I

could not learn that the depth of the hole had actually been measured after

the drive pipe was put in. Pour hundred and fifty feet seems to have been
the length of pipe that was paid for, but as the work was abandoned by the

first contractor and finished by another, and some of the pipe was spoiled in

driving, Mr. S. adntiitted that the hole might not be quite as deep as reported.

It cannot be questioned, however, that a remarliably deep valley was eroded

here, and inasmuch as we have evidences in other places of deep cuttings that

seem uncalled for on the theory of regular slopes to old stream beds, it sug-
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The following analysis of a specimen of clay taken from
this well at a depth of about 150 feet from the surface, was
made at the State laboratory by Mr. A. S. McCreath :

Silica, 65.120

Alumina, 15.939

Protoxide of iron, 5.464

Lime, 1.550

Magnesia, 1.848

Potash and soda, 3.580

Titanic acid 750

Carbonic acid, 2.840

Water 3.160

100.251

For comparison I also give Mr. McCreath' s analysis of

clay from the "gravel pit" oil wells near Titusville :

Silica, 51.010

Alumina, 20.930

Protoxide of iron; 6.831

Lime, 3.010

Magnesia, 2.511

Allialies, 4.372

Titanic acid, 1.090

Water and carbonic acid, 9.619

99.373

And also Dr. Wormley's analysis of the Efie clay of Ohio

(Geological Survey of Ohio, Vol. 1, p. 177)

:

Silicic acid,
'. 59.70

Alumina, 14.80

Iron, sesquioxide, 4 .60

Lime, carbonate 8.90

gests tlie inquiry wliether the under ice currents, under certain peculiar com-

bination of circumstances, might not be capable of excavating in soft measures

to a considerable depth below the level of the main outlet for the sub-glacial

waters.

There appears to have been a time during the glacial period when many of

the water-courses were undergoing very active erosion. A new system of

drainage was being established under conditions quite different from those

which prevailed while the former streams were slowly carving out their

beds. The sub-glacial erosion was not governed by any fixed or steady

methods, being necessarily dependent upon the erratic movements of the ioe

and water upon the surface. It was only at a later period, when the ice began

to waste, that the streams were allowed to work out natural gradients for them-

selves by re-filling the old valleys and re-adjusting the drainage levels.
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Magnesia, 5.14

Fixed alkalies, 3.40

Water 4.00

100.54

The very small perceatage of lime and magnesia in the

deep clay from Lottsville would seem to indicate that it was

largely derived from local rocks, while the surface clays

near Titusville were in a position to receive some lime from

the northern drifts ; but neither of them con tains as large

an amount of lime and magnesia as the Erie clay which was

deposited around the borders of the lake basin.

Rocky Hollow Well, 1881.

On the farm of John Comstock, about one mile north-east

of Wrightsville.

This well commenced at an elevation of 1495' A. T., (bar-

ometer,) and was drilled to a depth of 1200', or to within

295' of ocean level, when, no favorable indications of oil

having been found, it was abandoned as a "dry hole."

But little can be learned of its history. When I visited

it in October, 1881, it was about 700' deep, and the contrac-

tor assured me no well-pronounced sandrock had been

passed through up to that time. He gave me the following

notes : "At about 100' from the surface we had a thin sand-

shell containing a few pebbles, between 200' and 300' some
red rock, then nothing but shale and slate with thin sand-

shells. The first gas, (which had a fetid smell and decreased

in volume gradually,) was struck at about 600' in shelly

slate, the second at about 700'." Below this there seems

to have been nothing noticeable.

In this well the drill must have passed through the hori-

zons of both the Third oil sand and the Panama conglom-

erate, whether they be one and the same stratum or not.

As no representative of either was found, it affords corrobo-

rative evidence of the correctness of the views expressed in

Chapter VII.
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3. Sugar Grove township. Organised in 1820.

The northern half of this township is drained by the head-

water branches of Stillwater creek, a stream which flows

north-easterly into the State of New York, and enters Cone-

wango creek near Frewsburg, four miles north of the Penn-

sylvania line ; the south-eastern corner drains into Jackson

run, which falls south-easterly into the Conewango, and
the south-western into Matthew's run, a tributary of Big

Brokenstraw creek.

The lowest point in the township is the Stillwater outlet

at the State line, 1310'± A. T., (Jackson run leaving it at

1440'±, and Matthew's run at 1420'±.) The highest is

Pike's rocks, in the south-western part, 1980' A. T.

The Stillwater division of the township contains a large

area of bottom lands along the numerous creeks, and the

hills are comparatively low^ only a few of the highest sum-

mits reaching to 1700' A. T. The southerly watersheds are

much more rugged, having steeper hills, narrower valleys,

and a more variable soil.

An Tinbroken body of high land once extended fromWar-

ren into New York, between the valleys of Jackson run

and the Brokenstraws. Near Chandler" s valley it also con-

nected with the highlands at the east, and formed a divide

between Jackson's ran and' Stillwater creek. The highest

altitudes in Conewango, Sugar Grove, and Freehold town-

ships are upon these ridges, and they hold the most north-

ern remnants of Olean and sub-Olean rocks. No situation

could have been better planned to test the erosive powers of

moving ice and water. Stillwater creek, flowing to the

north-east, opened its valley directly in the face of the ice

currents, and offered an open passage up to the highlands.

The ice moved through it, filled all the head streams, and

selected the most available points to breach the summits.

The lower parts of .Jackson run and Matthew's run already

had direct communication with the Allegheny outlet, and

into these channels the flowing mass commenced to force its
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way. Some of the results of its work are seen near Chand-
ler' s valley, in the triangular basin more than a mile wide
and two miles long, connected by two broad valleys at the

north with Stillwater basin, by the great valley of Jackson's

run, toward the south-east with Conewango valley, and by
a narrow deep-cut notch at the south with Matthew's run.

In the east gap between Sugar grove and Chandler" s val-

ley, the divide between Stillwater creek and Jackson run is

cut down to 1510', and the two streams, flowing in opposite

directions, take their rise in one and the same swamp. The
west gap summit is higher, being about 1680', and seems,

to be composed of quite a narrow ridge of fixed rock ex-

tending across the valley, whicli deepens rapidly each way.
The recent excavation of a passage through the ridge at

the ''narrows," on Matthew's run is one of the plainest

evidences of ice-action to be found in the county. This cut

is very similar in character to the Coiffee creek defile in

Freehold township, and the new outlet of the Tionesta, near
Barnesville, in Sheffield township.

Several years ago I was struck with the peculiarities of
this '

' gate in the valley '

' and made a note of it. The lower
part of Matthew's run is broad and has the appearance of
holding a large and important stream ; butatthe "narrows,"
the side hills close in abruptly and one enters a narrow
steep sided ravine not more than 15 or 20 rods wide, with
hills rising from 250' to 300' on either hand. This continues
for about half a mile, when he as suddenly emerges into the
wide basin at Chandler's Valley. The valley now occupied
by the head branch of Matthew's run, east of the ridge and
before the stream enters the narrows, is four or five times as
wide as the new cut outlet, and there can be no doubt what-
ever that this was formerly a branch of Jackson run, and
that the stream was diverted from its course and carried
through the ridge into Matthew's run during the glacial
period.

Near the north-west corner of the township there 'was a
strong draft of ice across the summit, particularly between
the main branch of Stillwater creek and the small run which
enters Little Brokenstraw creek at Lottsville

; but no sharp
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cut was made here, for the lowest point on the divide is

about 1650' A. T., or only from 50' to 75' below other parts

of the summit.

But one small outlier of Olean conglomerate is to be
found in the township—Pike's Kock, the highest .peak in

that portion of the county lying north of Big Brokenstraw
and west of Conewango creek and the most northern rem-
nant of carboniferous conglomerate between the Allegheny
river and Lake Erie. It is a conglomerate mass of not more
than two acres, but the oppressive air of utter loneliness

which surrounds it by reason of its complete isolation from
all of its kind, makes it one of the most impressive and
awe-inspiring rock cities I have ever visited. Perched upon
the highest summit within the range of vision, and sur-

rounded by well-cultivated, gently-sloping fields—its weath-

worn walls, studded with pebbles which glisten in the sun-

light, rise bold and sharp on every side. No talus of broken

rocks at its base—not a block in sight on all the slopes

around. A huge pile of naked rock for man to physically

gaze upon—a mere handful of pebbles when mentally

viewed in connection with the great conglomerate bed of

which it was once a part ! Standing upon the pinnacle and
looking out over the surrounding landscape so thickly

studded with hills and dimpled with valleys, one is over-

whelmed with astonishment when he attempts to realize

that all this stupendous sculpturing of the surface has been

accomplished entirely by sub-aerial and sub-glacial erosion

in comparatively recent geologic times.

The sub-Olean, here a yellow, coarse-grained, iron-spotted

sandstone underlies Pike's Rocks, and it, (with sometimes

a portion of the Shenango shales) forms the top of quite a

broad summit extending south-easterly to the south line of

the township. It also caps a small area east of Matthew's

run. Over all the northern part of the township it has been

completely eroded.

The surface of this township is so completely covered by

drift that very little bed rock is to be found. No sandstones

were seen that could be satisfactorily identified either with

the Wrightsville conglomerate or the Panama rock.
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About a mile west of Sugar Grove, at an elevation of

1460' A. T., the Stillwater flows over a rocky bed of blue,

shaly sandstone, containing many imperfect impressions of

fucoids and shells. About 8' of this shaly sandstone may
be seen and above it come 30' or more of bluish and brown-

ish shales, very similar in every respect to those seen at

Corry and in the cut near Bear Lake station. A mile fur-

ther, up the stream we come to a quarry on land of Mrs. J.

Faichney, from which some good stone has been taken for

the foundations and trimmings of several brick buildings in

Sugar Grove. It is not systematically worked and as the

ledge can only be seen near where the water falls over it,

nothing can be said of the measures above or below. As
worked, it is a band of close-grained, hard, bluish sand-

stones about 5' thick, bedded in flaggy layers from 2 inches

to one foot thick. The bottom layer contains some flat

pebbles'. It is also fossiliferous. A large Amculopecten

and several Spirifers were seen. As usual with these Che-

mung sandstones, fucoids abound in it and when freshly

broken some of the layers emit a strong odor of petroleum.

Unless care is haid in selecting the materials the blocks are

inclined to discolor in weathering, in consequence of the

unequal distribution of iron in them.

I do not feel warranted in referring this quarry to the

horizon of the Panama conglomerate for the following rea-

sons : It is apparently only a thin bed of flaggy sandstones,

such as we are liable to find at almost any horizon in the

Chemung measures throughout this range of country ; its

elevation (1540'.) seems too high ; it evidently overlies the

brown shales seen lower down the stream, and if these be
the same as those seen in the cut at Bear Lake station and
at Corry, the Panama rock should be found below them.

BennisorC s quarry, two and a half miles east of Sugar
Grove, (elevation 1525' A. T.,) is another. one of these thin,

flaggy sandbands from which some inferior stone has been
taken, because it was exposed in the stream, and no better

or more accessible rock could conveniently be had. The
succession here is better shown than at Mrs. Faichney' s.

Going up stream a bed of sandy shale, brown, quite mica-
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ceous and 20' thick, is first seen, then 5' of very irregular,

contorted, fucoidal flags, tlien an uneven layer, 6 to 12

inches thick, of small, flat pebbles and fine-grained bluish

sand, and -then 4' of fine-grained sandstone, false bedded,

of an uneven bluish-gray color and inclined to weather into

an irony-brown. The flags also smell strongly of petroleum.

On the point of the hill Just north of Chandler's valley

evidences of an outcropping conglomeritic sandstone appear

at an elevation of 1690' A. T., which seems to be about the

right place to look for the Wrightsville conglomerate. At
several other places its presence might be inferred from the

topography or the horizon of springs, but I cannot affirm

that I saw any positive exposure of it in the township.

An oil well was sunk several years ago on the Spencer

farm, Jackson run, near the east line of the township, but

nothing could be learned about it except that it was about

1200' deep and failed to find sandrocks or oil.

^. Farmington township. Organized in 1853.

Probably this township contains the largest percentage

of arable land of any in the county. The northern part is

largely composed of bottom lands bordering Johnson' s run,

Fairbank's run, and their tributaries. These two streams

unite and flow north-easterly into Kiantone creek m New
York, through which the waters reach the Conewango.

South of the high dividing plateau on which these streams

rise the drainage is all towards the south-east, and the to-

pography of the county is more rugged.

Mud run and Grig run reach well up into the center of

the township on the west side, and with other smaller

streams carry off the water fall from about one quarter of

its area into Jackson run, which passes through its south-

western corner. The head branches of Ehind's run drain

the south-east corner directly into the Conewango creek.

The lowest "point is where Fairbank's run crosses the

State line, at 1315'=t A. T., the highest, Preston's summit,

16 IIII.
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near the center of the township, on the road leading from

Lander's or Farmington center to Jackson run post-office

—

elevation 1910' A. T. Two other points of nearly equal al-

titude were noted on the divide—one near O. & E. Kings-

ley's on the western side, 1900' A. T., and the other near N.

A. Foster's, between Fairbank' s run and Rhind'srun—1880'.

No deep through cut has been made by the ice in this

plateau, the lowest point noted in the ice-drafts between

the headwater streams, being about 1700' A. T. But there

are low spots in the divide connecting nearly every one of

the northerly flowing streams with those running south,

and the southerly trending valleys show plainly that they

have been enlarged and remodeled by the overflows of ice

poured into them through these depressions.

At the eastern line of the township, the east branch of

Fairbank' s run heads in a broad valley with Russell run,

at an elevation of 1520' A, T. Here is another fine exhibi-

tion of the manner in which the valleys of opposite flowing

streams have been joined together by glacial action.

JVo Olean conglomerate or sub-Olean remain in the town-

ship. But some of the highest parts of the central plateau

appear to be well up towards the sub-Olean, as indicated by
the quality of soil and character of timber. Chestnut trees

seem to be quite plentiful here, and they love sandy soils

derived from disintegrated conglomerates, or the immedi-
ately underlying sub-carboniferous rocks.

In the western part, near O. & E. Kingsley's, ,a ledge of

quite massive yellow, current-bedded, sandstone with some
flat pebbles, is probably the Wrightsville conglomerate.

Trending across the south-eastern corner of the township,

a well-defined pebbly sandstone .can be traced almost con-

tinuously in the several branches of Flat Bottom run and
Rhind's run. On the farm of A. Anderson, three quarters

of a mile north-east of Jackson run post-offlce, the stream

cuts through it and exposes from 20' to 25' of massive sand-

stone
;
yellowish, compact and containing many large flat

pebbles. Its top, here is 1550' A. T. It is seen again to

the north-east at 1585' A. T., then at 1610' A. T., and once

more (in Pine Grove township) at 1640' A. T. A prolon-
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gation of the line along which these exposures occur, would
strike McCoy.' s cliff,* and the same average dip continued

would place this stratum at the cliff, about 100' below the

rock escarping there. Is this, then, a lower sandstone, or

does the dip change from 22' per mile, (the average where
the rock can be traced) to 47' per mile—the rate to bring it

up to McCoy's from the place where last seen ?

If it is a lower rock than McCoy's, it is rather.remarkable

that the latter does not appear in any of the valleys before

mentioned, for it is a noticeable fact to be observed in all

the southerly trending valleys in this part of the county,

that the highest massive sandrock makes the most promi-

nent escarpment. Where the hilltops are swept of con-

glomerate, one will invariably find the top slopes and the

upper parts of the valleys, composed of smooth shaly soil,

without a rock to interfere with cultivation as far down as

where the stream cuts through the first or highest massive

sandstone. Below that point, the stream bed, the valley

bottoms, and often the hill slopes, become littered with

broken blocks, and these, working down stream, generally

obscure, and sometimes completely cover all other outcrops

of similar character below. This is why it is so difficult to

get a good exposure of more than one sandrock in the same
cliff or stream bed. Broken blocks from two or three dis-

tinct strata may be intermixed along the valleys, but these

flat pebble conglomeritic sandstones imitate each other so

closely in every physical aspect, that the talus from one

ledge cannot easily be distinguished from that of any other.

Bowlders.—Owing to the basined shape of the north-east

part of the township, and the direction of its drainage,

which puts it in connection toward the north with the great

Conewango and Chautauqua valleys, the lands north of the

dividing highlands in the center of the county have received

more foreign bowlders than those to the south of the ridge.

The bowlders are not very thickly scattered, however, but

some of them are three or four feet in diameter.

In all this northerly basin the drift is deep, the streams

have been inconstant, wandering here and there over the

bottoms, while the waters were leveling the loose materials

* See Pine Grove township.
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and seeking a permanent channel ; and there are terraces

of lacustrine shingle around depressions where temporary-

lakelets have stood while this process was going on.

Oil wells.—I am not aware that any oil well^ have been

sunk in this township. No recent tests have been made,

and whatever may have been done in former years, of course,

amounted to nothing. Two or three wells were drilled on

Jackson run, just south of the township line, and one on

the east between Farmington and Russellburg. These be-

ing deep wells and showing unfavorably, have checked de-

velopments for the time being, in the direction of Farming-

ton.

5. Pine Grove township. Organized in 1820.

The great drift-filled,. north-south valley of Gonewango
creek divides this township into two unequal parts—about
one third of its area lying on the west side and two thirds

on the east—and establishes an east and a west water shed,
both of which drain directly into it.

The lowest spot in the township is creek level at the south
line, 1210'=t A. T. The summit table land in the north-

east corner, capped with Shenango shales at 2125', is the
highest. This difference of. 91,5' in elevations is more than
enough, after ample allowance for dip, to give exposure to
all the strata from the sub,01ean down to and into the Che-
mung shales lying below the Venango group, as measured
by the general section of 750' from base of Olean Conglom-
erate to top of Venango Third sand. We shall see further
on what evidences of the presence of the Venango group are
found in this region.

It cannot be doubted that the pre-glacial Conewango
flowed northward, for oil wells show that the old floor
slopes in that direction,* and that it is now covered by from
150' to 275' of drift material—clay, quicksand, and gravel.
The debris has been dumped in between the old walls in a
very heterogeneous manner, and there left to be modified
and re-arranged to suit the circumstances of the new sys-
tem of drainage established by it.

See 13, Chapter XXxT
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Nearly all the lateral feeders come down from the high-
lands to the great valley, and on entering it turn toward
the south and run down the fiats before joining the creek.
For example look at Jackson's run on the map.* When
these waters were draining northward its channel swept
around the northern blufE-point and joined the Conewango
two miles or more above the present junction. A central
range of drift hills in the valley at this locality—caused, it

would seem, by the meeting of ice-currents coming down
Jackson's run from the north-east with the great Conewango
current from the north—obstructed the old outlet and threw
the water back between the drift hills and south-eastern
wall of bed rock where it finally worked out for itself the
channel which it now occupies.

During my examinations in the county, several persons
calledmy attention to these singular habits of the tributaries

of the Conewango and Allegheny, and asked why the

streams had not cut directly across the flats into the main
channel. It was evident to them that the water courses had
not always occupied their present beds, but by what agen-

cies and when their locations were changed, was a mystery.

To those who were well acquainted with the surroundings,

or whom I happened to meet in the field where all the wit-

nesses were in sight, a satisfactory explanation could always

be given, based on the theory of northern pre-glacial drain-

age, an immense overflow of ice during the glacial period

and the opening of new southern outlets in comparatively

recent times.

The smoothest and most available lands for agricultural

purposes are found npon the wide flats and low, broad-

topped hills of the central and north-western portions of

the township. In the eastern and southern parts, high ele-

vations with steep hillsides, and a surface deeply scored by

water courses and in many places thickly strewn with blocks

of sandstone, render large areas unfit for cultivation.

None of these summits, however, rise high enough to

catch the Olean conglomerate, unless it may be that the

*It will be noticed that there are two Jackson runs in the county, one in

Pine Grove the other in Conewango. They both turn southward as they enter

the creek valley.
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extreme south-eastern corner of the township slightly en-

croaches upon the Quaker Hill outliers.

The sui-Olean is only seen in three or four patches along

the eastern line, where it overreaches from the hills and

ridges of Elk township.

Wrightsville conglomerate.—Kt a distance of about 240'

below .the sub-Olean another massive sandrock shows itself

in many outcrops. One of its best exposures is on the farm

of Mr. McCoy 2i miles north-east of Russellburg, where its

top lies 1800' A. T. It is a thick, persistent stratum, al-

ways making a conspicuoas outcrop wherever cut by erosion

under favorable conditions. Frequently, however, in con-

sequence of the abundance of drift, the escarpments are

concealed, but even in these situations, loose blocks upon
the surface generally give notice of its presence. The geo-

logical horizon and equivalence of this stratum are referred

to in connection with Pope's Hollow rock and the Wrights-
ville conglomerate in Chapter VIII.

Oil Wells.—Several drill holes for oil have been put down
in Pine Grove since the Grlade run and North Warren oil

developments commenced, on the supposition that the oil-

bearing rocks extended northward ; but none of them have
been productive. The drill passed through almost homo-
geneous beds of slaty shales, with very little sandstone to

vary the monotony. Some sandrocks are reported but they
hardly deserve the name, being nothing more than sandy
shales or bands of thin sand shells interstratified with slate

and shale.

As all the records that couldbe obtained have been pub-
lished elsewhere, a simple list of names and locations of
such wells as were visited will here suffice

:

List of Wells.
Elevation

A. T. Depth.
Week's well, near Fentonville, I240 1830
Niver well, Niver farm, IJ m. N. E. of Russellburg:, .... 1694 1020
Patterson well, No. 1, Brigg's farm, 1 m. S. E. of Russellburg, 1434 750
Patterson well. No. 2, Brigg's farm, li m. S. E. of Russellburg,1235 1105
Eighmie well, Allen farm, li m, N. W. of Russellburg, .... 1395 1700±
Hopewell well, Akeley run, IJ m. S. E. of Russellburg,

. . . 1330 ?
Putnam well, Rhynd's run, 2 m. S. W^. of RusseUburg, .... 1305 ?
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Along the road by the residence of L. Sears, about a

quarter of a mile from Niver well and 2 miles N. E. from

Russellburg, quite an .extensive gravel bed is seen, and it

is composed entirely of ovoidal pebbles derived from the

Olean conglomerate. Its position is rather remarkable, be-

ing 70' below the crest of the ridge which rises to 2000' A.

T., and three or four miles north of the nearest outlier of

that kind of rock. About 2 miles north-east of it the sub-

Olean is seen in place at an altitude of 2100' A. T., and this

pebble deposit has resulted, no doubt, frona the disintegra-

tion of large blocks of Olean conglomerate brought down
from the highlands of Elk township, (now entirely denuded
of this rock,) and dropped here at the head of a southerly

flowing stream, where a crevasse was formed by reason of

the accelerated movement of the ice passing down it. The
conglomerate has not yet all weathered down to gravel.

Some small lumps may be picked up from the surface and
probably larger masses would be found by digging. " -

Brokenstraio Division.

6. Spring Creek ; 7. Piltsfield; 8. Brokenstraw.

These three townships lie in the central tier, and extend

from Crawford county eastward to the Allegheny river.

Whether viewed from a geological, topographical, or ag-

ricultural standpoint, they have many characteristics in

common. The surface rocks in all of them have a range

from the Olean conglomerate down to and into the Venango

oil sands ; they all are drained by Big Brokenstraw. creek,

and its af3.uents have rough, rugged, unevenly contoured

surfaces, and offer to the farmer similar grades of land for

occupation, so that he may select in any of them either hill

locations with soils derived from Shenango shales and sub-

jacent rocks, or level creek bottoms .largely composed of

drift materials.

Although some of the earliest settlements in the county

were made on Big Brokenstraw creek, and some of the finest

lands are to be found along its valley, these townships are
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not SO densely populated as those of the northern tier.

This is owing to a difference of topography rather than to

an inferiority of soil, the surface being very uneven, and in

many places the hill-sides too steep and rock strewn to in-

vite cultivation.

An immense amount of lumbering has been done in the

Brokenstraw region, it having originally been largely covered

with the best of pine. Some good tracts of timber still re-

main on the hills away from the streams, but they, too, are

now being rapidly worked up.

The inhabitants of these townships are well provided with

railroad facilities—the Philadelphia and Erie R. E,. passing

through Big Brokenstraw valley and giving direct access to

Philadelphia or Erie—and the Dunkirk and Warren E. R.

following the Brokenstraw to Garland and thence the old

glacial valley over to the waters of Oil creek, putting them
in communication with Titusvllle and Pittsburgh at the

south and Dunkirk and Buifalo at the north. By these

roads they find ready markets for the products of farm,

quarry, or saw-mill, and every branch of industry flour-

ishes.

6. Spring Creek township. Organized in 1820.

Spring Creek township adjoins the Crawford county line

and lies south of Columbus. Its main artery of drainage is

Big Brokenstraw creek, which, passing through the north-

eastern portion, enters it at 1375'± A. T. and leaves at 1320'±

A. T.—the lowest point in the township.

Through Spring creek and its numerous tributaries all

the western and south-western surface is drained into Big
Brokenstraw, while Hosmer run relieves the south-eastern

corner and Blue Eye run, with several less important

streams, the north-e£^st.

The highest point observed is just north of the State road

and near the Crawford county line—1880' A. T., and another

point on the State road near the north-east corner of the

township reaches to over 1830' A. T.
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Just north of the junction of Spring creels with Big

Brokenstraw large morainal deposits have been made, and
above this the Brokenstraw valley is very broad with evi-

dences of once having been a lake bottom.

Between Spring creek and Garland, some portions of the

Brokenstraw valley are quite narrow and the hills on either

side are steep and high, being capped in several places by
the Olean (Garland) conglomerate. This comparatively

narrow trough appears to have somewhat retarded the ice-

flow in this direction, and the currents were also diverted

above it into the valley of Spring creek, thus causing an

ice crush and an eddying movement, from which resulted

the drift mounds above referred to.

The upper branches of Spring creek rise on a broad

plateau about 1775' A. T., and no very conspicuous cuts

have been made between them and the streams running

south.

The north branch, however, rises in Erie towhship, Craw-

ford county, near the P. T. & B. R. R. summit mentioned

by Prof. White in report Q*, page 36, elevation 1646' A. T.,

where there was evidently a draft from the north branch of

French creek into it, as well as into the east branch of Oil

creek.

Another ice-movement took place through the south-

easterly branches of Spring creek into Hosmer run; cutting

down the dividing summit to about 1600' A. T.

The through cut joining Prosser run with Blue Eye run

has been referred to in the topography of Columbus town-

ship.

The Olean conglomerate has all been eroded from the

surface of the township, except on the summit of the ridge

between Big Brokenstraw and Hosmer run and two or three

small summits in the north-east corner. But notwith-

standing this fact, there has been considerable prospecting

for coal here, several hundred dollars having been expended

at one spot near West Spring creek, in vainly trying to dis-

cover a paying deposit where such a thing was an impossi-

bility—for the search was prosecuted in rocks more than
500' beneath the lowest possible coal measures. When will
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the people learn to read and observe for themselves, so that

they may not be thus easily cajoled into spending money
in foolish mining schemes, by any "experienced miner"

tramp who comes among them ? These men infest every

part of the country and being ignorant of the first princi-

ples of structure and perfectly regardless of geological for-

mations or the character of the rocks they propose to work
in, they will promise to find gold, silver, copper, lead, iron

or coal in any locality where men can be found who will

listen to them and furnish the money to carry on their

prospecting operations.

TTie Sub-Olean has a wider range but makes no notable

outcrops. It seems to have been more fully developed in

the north-west part, where the small patches remaining are

quite massive and contain some pebbles. This is bordering

the pebble range in Crawford and Erie counties, before re-

ferred to in connection with Walden's cliff. In the eastern

part of the township the rock is principally a yellow sand-

stone, but in weathering it becomes incorporated with its

associated sandy shales in such a manner that its "precise

position can seldom be satisfactorily ascertained. The mid-

dle portion of the township is cut down into tlie Crawford
shales, and on the higher grounds no massive sandstones

appear.

• Hosmer Bun oil sand.—On Hosmer run, near the east line

of the township and just below the old saw-mill on tract

No. 320, a massive conglomeritic sandstone was found—ele-

vation of top 1430' A. T. It is of the flat pebble type and
15' or more in thickness. The largest pebbles, in the upper
part of the rock, are about an inch in diameter, but the
bulk of them may be compared to millet and mustard seeds.

They are white and yellow, with rather an unusual percent-
age of red and pink. Among them are well-preserved speci-

mens of Spirifer disjunctus, Rhynchonella, and a smooth
cast, not clearly distinguishable, but apparently a Cypri-
cardia. This is probably the rock which has furnished the
oil in the old Hosmer run oil pits, a mile further up stream.
It possibly represents also, toward the north, the conglom-
erate seen in the Cotter farm section, (Pittsfield township,)
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and the Wrightsville conglomerate, and towards the south
the sand which has produced a little lieavy oil in several
wells iu Eldred township.

The exposure of this rock is rather remarkably acciden-
tal, for it is seen on a point in the valley but little above
stream level, a situation in which the bed rock is usually
concealed. At first sight it might be taken for a slipped
mass, but on examination, a well-defined bench is seen at

its top, above which not a block of sandstone can be found
up to the top of the hill which is more than 300' high.

It will be seen further on that other proofs of its being a
genuine outcrop are furnished by the appended fragmentary
legends of the Hosmer run oil wells.

Hosmlr run oil pits.—When, or by whom, the Hosmer
ran oil pits were excavated, we have no means of ascertain-

ing. They probably belong to the same age as those along

Oil creek and French creek, but being on a small and ob-

scure tributary of the Big Brokenstraw, away from the

natural routes of intercourse between different sections of

the country, they seem to have escaped the notice of early

travelers, and to have attracted only local attention prior to

the completion of the Drake well at Titusville, in 1859.

It is rather a singular fact, and one indicative of the per-

fect acquaintance of the people who sunk these pits, with

every stream and spring in the country, that old oil pits are

found in every place where oil could thus be 'successfully

collected. Not one available surface oil deposit has been

overlooked by these pre-historic oil seekers.

About twenty-five old pits may be counted in the valley

of Hosmer run, but they are fast becoming obliterated.

They were dug upon the Hats where the stream wanders

from side to side. Obstructions of fallen trees, against

which the drift-wood piles and makes temporary dams,

cause partial overflows of the bottoms during periodical

freshets. New channels are thus cut, old excavations are

filled up, and the face of the valley is constantly changing.

Some of the pits were partly opened a number of years ago,

and they are said to liave been about 8' square, 10' or 12'
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deep, and to have had a crib work of quite well preserved

timbers at the bottom.

The surface oil indications did not long remain unnoticed

after the success of the Diake well was announced. The

HosmerEun Oil Company, Garland Oil Company,and others,

eagerly took up the lands in the neighborhood of the pits

and commenced to bore for oil. But they made the same

mistake that others have made since—the oil shows came

from rocks near the surface—they sought for larger supplies

from deep drilling. The wells were bored wet and seed-

bagged on the tubing from 200' to 700' from the top, to shut

off the surface water, consequently the rock which furnished

the oil was not tested at all.

Mr. Andrew Zuver, who drilled one of the welFs in the

immediate locality of the old excavations, states that in

digging the conductor hole, water and oil came in shortly

after getting below creek level and interfered with the work.

Believing that bed rock was not far below, and wishing to

set the conductor upon it, he procured a common pump
and set men at work to keep down the water while the dig-

ging went on. In this way 20 or 30 barrels of oil were

pumped out with the water. The conductor was put in

place, the well drilled to 600 feet, tested in the usual way,

and abandoned. Considerable oil has been dipped from the

old conductor since the tubing was drawn, and some may
be seen there even now.

The elevation of this well is 1475' A. T. or 45' above the

top of the conglomerate before referred to, which is seen

lower down the stream about three quarters of a mile to-

wards the east. The record gives conductor hole and soft

shales 47' ; "good pebble rock," (about one-third of it very

coarse jjebbles) 28' ; soft drilling and no well-defined sands.

525'—total depth 600'.

The "deep well," near the above and about 8' higher,

was sunk to 106] '—a remarkable depth in those days. N"o

record was preserved, but the driller remembers that the

upper part corresponded with Zuver well and that a hard
"flinty" sandstone 15' thick was pierced at about 800.'
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There was also a "good deal of red rock In tlie well." Be-

ing tested in the usual way it produced no oil.

Mr. Lewis Van Orman, on old resident, who superintended

and assisted in drilling a number of wells, furnishes the

following facts in relation to them. Two were put down by
the Hosmer Run Oil Companj^, on the south branch which
comes into the main stream with quite a rapid fall, near our

conglomerate exposure. No. 1 found 30' of sand at the sur-

face ; then soft drilling for 700' ; then sand rock about 10'

in thickness, with 58' of soft rocks below, down to 798'. It

was seed-bagged at 730' and pumped for several days, "giv-

ing a good show of oil of light gravity." The record of

No. 2 was very similar, but the lower sandrock was mixed
with slate and inferior in quality to that in No. 1.

Of well No. 3, which was not farJrom the Zuver well and

about 130' above it, he gives the following record from notes

made while drilling

:

Record of Well No. 3.
„ ^. ^

Elevation of weU mouth, say 1605'

1. Conductor, 5 to 5=1600

2. Slate, ., 24 to 29=1576

3. Sandstone, gray, S to 34=1571

4. Slate, . 10 to 44=1561

5. "Putty rock," (fresh water at 75') 81 to 125=1480

6. Sandstone, gray, about 10 to 135=1470

7. Slate and shells, 35 to 170=1435

8. White sandstone 30 to 200=1405

9. "Soapstone," 228 to 428=1177

10. Pebbles at 428=1177

11. "Soapstone," 302 to 730= 875

No. 8 seems to represent the rock exposed below the old

mill.

Red rocks were found although they are not mentioned

in the notes.

Well seed-bagged at 420' and tested. Unproductive.

In all these wells we see a sandrock noted at about the

proper place to represent the escarping conglomerate below

'the old saw-mill. The wells were drilled several hundred

feet below it—the holes meanwhile standing full of water

for weeks and sometimes for months. They were then seed-

bagged far below it and pumped persistently without ob-
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taining a show of the kind of oil so plentiful upon the sur-

face. Could any other result have been expected? Yet

none of the old operators seem to have comprehended the

situation. They continued to drill deep wells until their

funds were exhausted, and then abandoned the district in

disgust—and now, after a lapse of more than 15 years, old

boilers and engines still remain at some of the wells, and

small old fashioned drilling tools lie scattered around, while

trees of considerable size are growing among the deserted

ruins in the valley.

It is by no means certain that the Hosraer Run rock con-

tains a sufficient quantity of oil to bring large fortunes to

those who might undertake to drill for it, but I see no reason

why—especially as there is now such a demand for heavy

oil, and at good prices—a judicious and economical system

of testing and working this oil horizon along the axis of its

best development, should not prove fairly remunerative.

The rise in the Hosmer Run conglomerate toward the

north and north-east should bring it up to sight along Big

Brokenstraw and Spring creek. If it is shown in the Cotter

farm section, (see Pittsfield township,) by the 15' conglom-

erate at 1455' A. T., its rise in that direction (nearly north-

east) must be very slow, for the distance between the two

exposures is about two miles and a half. This is the only

place along the Big Brqkenstraw where I have seen any rock

that could be regarded as its equivalent.

On Spring creek the following section, (reproduced from
r page 30) may possibly give a trace of the rock, but if so

it has greatly changed in structure. This, however, would
not be remarkable, for it would only be in keeping with

the general habits of all these Warren county conglomer-

ates.

Section seen at JohnsorC s Saw-Mill at W. Spring Creek.

A. T.

Top of exposure, 1477'

1. Shale, 10 to 10=1467
2. Sandstone, with ahalo partings 6 to 16=1461
3. Shale, brown, . 3 to 19=1458
4. Sandstone, in thin layers 6 to 24=1453
6. Shale, brown, 4 tp 28=1449
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6. Sandstone, brown, laminated, 2 to 30=1447

7. Shale, brown and blue, 6 to 36=:1441

8. Sandstone, pebbly, contorted, coaJ^Zms, 2 to 38=1439

9. Sandstone, brown, 1 to 39=1438

10. Shale, brown 1 to 40=1437

11. Sandstone, yellow, rather massive, 6 to 46=1431

12. Sandstone, greenish, soft, friable ; to water level, .... 3 to 49=1428

No. 12 probably extends below water level. It is an im-

perfectly cemented incoherent mass, and easily crumbles in

the hand when wet. It contains many fossils, among which

Mr. Hall recognizes Sanguinolltes, CardioviorpJia, and Pro-

ductella. It also smells strongly of petroleum, and when
crushed and dropped into water the iridescent colors, which

constitute a "good oil show," are abundantly manifest.

Good specimens of Spirfer dlsjunctus are seen in No. 6

and also in Nos. 8 and 12.

The following section seen at Spring Creek station, about

3^ miles north-east from West Spring creek, gives some in-

timation of the character of the' measures overlying the

rocks of the foregoing section, but unfortunately, the pre-

cise horizon exposed at Johnson' s mill cannot be examined

at the station, for it comes in the concealed interval of No.

13.

Spring Creek Station Section.

Seen in the face of the bold cliff north of Big Broiienstraw creek and but a

few rods from the railway station.

A. T.

Summit over exposure, 1730'

1. Concealed, 50 to 1680

2. Sliale, brown, fissile with a few 6" sandstone layers, more sandy

near the top, 63 to 1617

3. Thin-bedded sandstone, 1 to 1616

4. Blue shale, 3 to 1613

5. Thin-bedded sandstone ' 3 to 1610

6. Sandy shale, brown, a few 1" sandstone layers, 40 to 1570

7. Tliln plates of sandstone, interleaved with blue shale 10 to 1560

8. Thin-bedded sandstone, bluish-gray 3 to 1557

9. Shale, fawn color, 2 to 1555

10. Shale, sandy, brown, some pebbles, wave marks, 6 to 1549

11. Flaggy sandstone, layers 1'' thick 1 to 1548

12. Sandy shale, . 8 to 1540

13. Concealed to railroad station, 148 to 1392

No. 7 has been quarried to some extent for local purposes

on the opposite side of the road from this exposure, where
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it appears to be a little more solid, but it is a very inferior

stone and only fit for rubble work.

7. Pittsfield township. Organized in 184.7.

This township is thoroughly trenched by deep, wide,

drift-filled valleys. Big Brokenstraw Creek passes centrally

through it from west to east ; Little Brokenstraw cuts across

its north-eastern portion ; Blue Eye Run enters from the

north-west and joins Big Brokenstraw near the center.

These all are through-cut valleys, along which the northern

ices traveled without interruption, from the highlands sev-

eral miles north of the State line ; and consequently they

are wide, deeply drift-filled and contain interesting evidences

of morainal dams and post-glacial lakes.

ITear Garland these great ice flows were caught in the bend
of the Big Brokenstraw and forced over the hills southward

;

a part finding outlet into the. several runs entering the Al-

legheny river at and near Tidionte, a part through Grouse's

run into Caldwell creek, and thence into Oil creek as de-

scribed in Report F. The energy of this ice-movement is

plainly shown by the manner in which the country invaded

by it has been scoured and degraded. Most of the carbon-

iferous rocks have here been removed. But the action did

not continue long enough to form any deep through-cut val-

leys, and hence the drainage of the southern part of the

township is still northward into Big Brokenstraw, through
Andrews' run on the eastern side and Crouse's run on the

west.

The valley of Crouse's run is continuous with that of

Caldwell creek, both streams rising side by side on an al-

most imperceptible valley-divide which is only about 150'

above Garland.

The lowest point in the township is where the Big Broken-
straw leaves it, 1220'± A. T. The highest, Nuttall's con-

glomerate peak, in the extreme north-eastern corner, 1956'

A. T.
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TTie Olean conglomerate occupies a number of the higher

summits north of the Big Brolienstraw, wlaere it is the sur-

face rock, all, of the higher measures having been eroded.

South of the creek a greater thickness of carboniferous

strata remains some of the knobs rising high enough to

catch the Kinzua creek sandstone ; but no evidences of any

coal of value have been seen here.

The Su\-Olean and overlying shales, here not so easily

separable as in many other places—by reason of the sandy

character of the shales and the imperfect development of

the sandstone—cover the knobs and ridges surrounding the

Olean outliers and weather into a smooth, easily cultivated

and fairly productive soil.

In consequence of the excessive erosion to which this

township has been subjected and the prodigality with which

the drift has been spread along the hill slopes not many ex-

posures of the lower rocks can be seen. Occasionally a

few feet of fixed rock may be noticed—sometimes in one

horizon, sometimes in another—barely enough, in connec-

tion with the topography and soil, to give the investigator

a general idea of the structure as he passes along ;
but

nothing of sufficient importance to merit notation or to be

of any particular use if put on record.

The"measures between the Sub-Olean and water level, evi-

dently carry no conspicuous beds of persistent conglomer-

ate or sandstone, else more frequent outcrops would appear,

notwithstanding the universality of the surface deposits.

The only geological sections of importance obtained iu the

county are the following.

Cotter Farm Section, in Pittsfleld townsMp.

Seen descending the cliff on the northerly side of Big

Brokenstraw creek, about half a mile north-westerly from

the Garland quarries, and near the old Cotter farm dwell-

ing, now the property of Mr. 0. W. Hare.

The summit over the exposure reaches an altitude of 1780'

A. T. It is smooth and no bed rock appears in sight. The

sub-Olean should be seen here if it retains anything like its

usual massive character, but nowhere in this section of the

17 nil.
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country have I been able to recognize it, unmistakably. It

appears to have lost its distinctive individuality, and to have

degenerated into a thin bedded mass that makes no con-

spicuous outcrops.

As the Garland quarries are but a short distance from this

summit, and the Olean conglomerate is there found at 1810'

A. T. , we may take this rock as the starting point of our

section, which will then be as follows

:

A. T.

Base of Olean conglomerate, 1810'

1. Concealed, (apparently, mostly sandy shale,) 200 to 1610

2. Thin-bedded sandstone ; thickness ±, 20 to 1590

3. Concealed, (apparently sandy shale,) 135 to 1455

4. Conglomerate, small flat pebbles, yellowish, iron-stained, cur-

rent-bedded, massive, but weathering into small blocks, . . 15 to 1440

6. Shales, bluish, with some thin sand plates, 65 to 1375

6. Layer of argillaceous, fine-grained sandstone, 1 to 1374

7. Shale, a little sandy, blue and brown, 41 to 1333

8. Sandstone, quite massive, greenish-gray, seen 3 to 1330
To level of experimental well No. 1, the record of which may

here be added. (See Report II, p. 196.)

9. Concealed, (conductor in the well,) 13 to 1317
Level of water in Big Brokenstraw creek, 1315

10. Slate, blue and gritty, 6 to 1311

11. Sandstone, grey, 2 to 1309
12. Slate H to 1298
13. Sandstone 2 to 1296
!*• Slate 49 to 1247

15. Shale, 30 to 1217
16. Sandstone, white, flinty, show of oil, 40 to 1177
17. Soapstone, 54 to 1123
18. Slate, gritty and mixed with quartz, 18 to 1105
19. Red rock, 4 to 1101
20. Soapstone 5 to 1096
21. Slate, with thin white sand shells, 16 to 1080
22. Soapstone, 43 to 1037
23. Sandstone, quartz, thick oil and gas, 2 to 1035
24. Soapstone, oil show 35 to 1000
25. Sandstone, (crevice,) 2 to 998
26. Soapstone, show of oil and soot, 20 to 978
27. Slate, 10 to 968
28. Soapstone 14 to 954
29. Sandstone 4 to 950
30. Not described, (undoubtedly soft drilling,) 240 to 710
31. Slate, hard 10 to 700
32. Sandstone, 5 to 695
33. Soapstone and slate 97 to 598
34. Sandstone, (3d sand,) 7 to 591
35. Slate, soft and soapy, g to 533
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The above section has only recently been laid bare by a

large land-slip which leaves a beautiful exposure of the face

of the cliff.

No. 4 appears to represent the Hosmer Run conglomerate,

(see Spring Creek township, )although we should have looked

for that rock here at a higher elevation.

No. 8, (which is probably thicker than this partial ex-

posure makes it,) is the only stratum that can correspond

with the 10' sandstone (top, 1343' A. T.,) of the Garland

section given below. If it be the same, it also lies very low.

Is there a depression in the rocks at this point, or are these

really different strata ? It may be noticed that the well-de-

fined Spirifer band seen at Garland does not appear above

the Cotter farm sandstone.

About a mile north-east of the Cotter farm in a cutting

along the valley road, a 2' massive fine-grained, grey sand-

stone is seen lying upon shale. (Elevation, 1365' A. T.

)

Over it are 15' of fissile, irony shale, overlaid by 5' of false

bedded flaggy sandstone.

Oarland Section, in Pittsfleld township.

Seen on the point of the blufiF, about 80 rods west from the Philadelphia and

Erie railway station at Garland.
A. T.

Top of exposure, 1365

'

1. Shale, blue and brown, sandy, 15 to 1350

2. Sandstone, weathering brown, a mass of Spirifers, 2 to 1348

3. Shale, brown 5 to 1343

4. Sandstone, fine-grained, massive, grey, 10 to 1333

5. Shale, I to 1332'

6. Plate of sandstone with fossils ^ to 1332

7. Shale, fissile, brown and blue, 18 to 1314

8. Thin sandstone with Spirifers i
to 1313^

9. Shale to RR. level, 2 to 1311^

10. Concealed to creek, about 18i to 1293

On the east branch of the Little Brokenstraw about two

miles north-west from Pittsfield and three miles north-east

from Garland (tract 173) a massive 20' sandstone makes a

very bold outcrop. It is fine-grained, yellowish and gray,

breaks with an irregular fracture, and some of the most

solid layers measure 4' in thickness. Wave marks and fu-

coids are numerous on the thinner plates and fossils are
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quite plenty. A well-preserved Spirifer hand comes in

near the top, whicli has an elevation of 1390' A. T. This

sandstone probably represents No. 4 of the Garland section.

Oil Wells.—A large number of drill holes have been

sunk in Pittsfield township in quest of oil, but they all have

proven unremunerative. Most of them were put down in

1865 or shortly thereafter, when the methods of drilling and
testing wells were very unsatisfactory. These were in the

valleys, along the Big Brokenstraw, Grouse's run, Hosmer
run and Little Brokenstraw.

The majority of them were only from 200' to 300' deep

;

but some went 600' or 700', and one is reported as 1500'.

Very little can now be learned about them. Nearly all

had " shows of oil" but only one seems to have produced

a sufficient quantity to warrant the supposition that it might

have been made a paying well if it had been treated as wells

are treated now. This was the Payne well on the Mclntyre

or Holcomb farm on the east side of Little Brokenstraw

about two and a half miles above Pittsfield. The depth of

the well and the point at which the oil came in have been

variously reported. Mr. N. F. Wright of Wrightsville,

who watched the drilling of this test well with great inter-

est, thinks the oil was found at 584' from the surface, al-

though the drill was not stopped until between 700' and
800'. The elevation of the well mouth is 1325' A. T., therefore

this version of the record would place the oil rock at 741'

A. T., which brings it close to where the Warren oil sand

might reasonably be looked for. Oil can still be dipped from

the old conductor. It is of amber color and very similar in

general appearance to the Warren oil.

So promising were the indications in this well that the

surrounding lands were secured a few years later, (about

the year 1871) and the Young well was drilled a short dis-

tance from it. The latter seems to have been judiciously

managed and it certainly was drilled deep enough, but no
oil was obtained.

Another well was located about 50 rods south of the old

hole, in the fall of 1881. I can only learn of this venture,

that at the depth of about 800' the boiler exploded, after
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which the well was abandoned—the owners probably being

satisfied that it was useless to make further outlay as they

had already passed through the horizon which furnished

the oil in the old well.

More recently other wells have been put down on the

higher lands—dry cased holes, managed by experienced

men and therefore reliable tests. One was on the Cole farm
on Cole hill about 2 miles S. S. E. from Garland. Elevation

of well mouth 1766' A. T. The original owners sunk the

hole to a depth of 1020', passing through the horizon of the

Venango group without any indications of oil and finding

so little of interest to note that they kept no record of the

drilling. Messrs. Struthers and Taylor of Warren then ob-

tained control and cut on down to a depth of 1786'—19' be-

low ocean level and more than 1100' below the place of the

Third oil sand of Tidioute. Mr. Taylor states that in the

765' drilled for him, no sands were found—nothing but a
homogeneous mass of slate or shale with an occasional thin

sand shell. The massive and thick sandstones of Warren,
Clarendon and Cherry Grove are evidently wanting here.

Another well was sunk on tract No. 173 about 2 miles

north-west from Pittsfield late in 1881. The record is with-

held for the present, but as no oil was obtained after drill-

to the proper depth, the presumption is that no new features

of structure were developed by the experiment.

About three quarters of a mile above the Holcomb farm

an interesting morainal dam is thrown across the Little

Brokenstraw valley. It lies just below the mouth of Miles'

run, which enters the Little Brokenstraw from the north-

west and heads in the highlands in Freehold township, and
was caused no doubt by the counter currents of ice coming

in from that direction. The average altitude of its top is

about 1365' A. T. which is sufficient to flood the valley as

far up as Wrightsville. The drifts here, both in the main
stream and in Miles' run, have a decided lacustrine aspect,

and there can be little doub! that the present stream has

gradually worn down the barrier and lowered the water by
successive stages, wJiich accounts for the old beaches and

terraces now lining the valley.
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8. BroJcenstraw township. Organized in 1820.

Big Brokenstraw cre^l?: and the Allegheny river meet near

the center of the eastern line of Brokenstraw township
;

the former dividing it into tvi^o nearly equal parts, the lat-

ter forming the easterly boundary of its southerly half.

The northerly part has a direct southerly drainage—its

eastern side through Irvine run into the Allegheny; its

central part through Matthew's run and tributaries into Big
Brokenstraw ; its western through Mead run into the same.

An elevated north-east south-west ridge decides the di-

rection of drainage in the southerly half, throwing a part
of it northward through York run into the Brokenstraw
and a part eastward through Dunn's run and Ander's run
into the Allegheny.

The valley of Matthew's run is wide and out of propor-
tion to the size of its present stream, showing that its ex-
cavation must have been partly due to other causes than
those now operating within it. It is the direct southerly
outlet to the glacial gap cut through the ridge south of
Chandler's valley. (See Sugar Grove township.)
The lowest point in the township is at its south-east cor-

ner: surface of water in the Allegheny river, 1140'±. The
highest York Hill near the center of the southern half, 1905'.

The Olean conglomerate caps this summit but the rock
in place occupies only a very small area. Large loose blocks
lie scattered onthe slopes, and being composed almost wholly
of pebbles they disintegrate by exposure and crumble into
beds of beautiful white gravel and sand. This is the most
northerly outlier of conglomerate in the township. In the
south-west corner a greater thickness of carboniferous meas-
ures are found, extending upIn some places above the Kin-
zua creek sandstone. Some indications of coal have been
noticed here, but they do not promise anything valuable.
The 8ub-0lean covers two or three of the summits along
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the northern township line, where it seems to be more sili-

cious, harder and less discolored with iron than usual. The
shales both above and beneath it are also quite sandy. In
the southern part the rock is yellow and irregularly bedded.
It is of considerable thickness ; friable ; weathers evenly
with the enclosing shales

; no bold outcrops.
A number of exposures of quite massive sandstone, lying

between water level and the sub-Olean, are seen in the town-
ship. These bands seem to grow more numerous and more
massive in structure as they are traced eastward.

In the west bank of Matthew's run, about a mile above
Youngsville, 8' of quite massive sandstone shows itself, ly-

ing on 15' of bluish-brown, lissile shales which contain some
irony concretions. It is a grayish, medium grained sand-
stone, somewhat irregularly bedded, with thin shale part-

ings between layers. Elevation of top 1265' A. T. This, it

will be perceived, is a lower stratum of sandstone than any
before noticed upon the surface.

Between Youngsville and Pittsfield 20' of shales similar

in appearance to the Matthew' s run shales are seen at an
elevation from 1300' to 1320' A. T. Too high to be identified

with them, they belong above the sandstone.

Higher up in the measures two massive flat pebble rocks

appear, as shown in the Irvineton section (Allegheny series

No. XIII. ) One or both of these rocks can be seen in a num-
ber of places along the streams north and east of Youngs-
ville, and they are well developed in Conewango township.

On a small run entering the Big Brokenstraw about a mile

west of Irvineton both make good escarpments. They may
also be detected in going up the road about a mile north-

east of Youngsville. After ascending the hill, the road

winds around to the north-west and then to the south-east,

and just where it descends into the valley of Irvine run an-

other fine exposure of conglomerate occurs. About 10' of

the face is visible—elevation of top 1430' A. T. Below this

for a mile or more the valley is full of large blocks, some

of them the last remnants of Olean conglomerate swept

from the hills at the north. About two miles from the river,

a summit east of Irvine run holds a rock city of the same
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kind of conglomerate as that seen at 1430' A. T. Elevation

on top of rock city 1490' A. T.

Throughout the eastern part of Brokenstraw and the

whole of Conewango, there are many exposures of massive

flat-pebble conglomerate, all very similar in appearance and
they vary so singularly in their relative elevations, (as ascer-

tained by the aneroid,) that it may be questioned.whether

there are two, three, or more conglomeritic sandstone hori-

zons, changing in level because the deposits forming them
were laid down ov6r restricted areas and in different planes

;

or whether in this region the rocks have been warped or

thrown into small domes and dimples, so that no depend-

ence can here be placed upon the usual calculations of dip
;

or whether a part of the difficulty in making satisfactory

identifications may not be due to the inaccuracy of baro-

metric observations of height. It is obvious that these con-

glomerates materially change their physical characteristics,

and that within short distances. They all imitate each other

in this respect. Two exposures may be seen in one cliff,

the upper conglomeritic, the under a sandstone. Within a
mile these conditions may be reversed. Hence the aspect

of the rock is no absolute guide to its identity, and when
only one outcrop can be seen and the level does not appear

to correspond with any other known horizon, we cannot be
sure but that some stratum, unimportant elsewhere, has lo-

cally expanded so as to demand recognition as a distinct

member of the geologic section. Only by a careful system
of spirit leveling and a thorough examination of every
available exposure can positive identifications be got.

South of the Brokenstraw are few exposures ; slopes

more uniform ; bed rock almost always concealed.

At the ^'Sulphur Spring,''^ on Ander's run, about two
miles west of the Allegheny river, a massive sandstone, con-

taining some pebbles toward the top, makes several very
prominent outcrops. Top, 1450' ; thickness at least 20'.

The same stratum shows on the ridge north of Ander's run
about half way from the spring to the river at 1440'.

'^ Sulphur Spring^'' has become quite a popular place of

resort within the last two or three years. Its location is
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pleasant, the surroandings are romantic, and the waters are

found to be very beneficial to those who suffer from rheu-

matic affections and other diseases of a kindred nature.

The spring issues with a copious flow from a crevice in the

top of the sandrock, at a point in the valley just above where

the stream cuts down through it. A neat spring-house has

been erected over the spot, and an excellent hotel is open
for the accommodation of visitors. Some thirty or forty

summer cottages have already been built, and walks and
drives are being put in order as far as the restricted dimen-

sions of the glen will permit. A bathing house where hot

and cold batlis of spring water are scientifically adminis-

tered, is one of the chief attractions of the place. Good
approaches have been made so that the spring can be reached

by a pleasant drive of about three miles either from Irvine-

ton or from Youngsville.

An analysis of some of the water, bottled and hermeti-

cally sealed at the spring and sent direct to Dr. Genth of

the University of Pennsylvania reads thus :—

.

"The water is from the 'Sulphur Spring,' two and a half miles south-west

from Irvineton, Warren county, Pa., and contains in one gallon of 231 cubic

inches—as follows :"

"Chloride of sodium, = 0.97911 grains.

Sulphate of calcium = 0.61382 "
• Carbonate of iron, =0.18465 "

magnesium, =2.47384 "

'< calcium, =4.74604 "

sodium, =7.49054 "
" potassium =0.50571 "

Silicioacid, =0.60586 "

Carbonic acid, =6.59603 "

24.19560 "

PHiLADBiiPHiA, November I4, 1881.

Oil, in paying quantities, has not yet been found in

Brokenstraw township, although ten or more wells have

been sunk in search of it. Some of these were put down

at the commencement of petroleum developments, and did

not go deep enough to reach the Warren oil sands, but

others have been drilled more recently, and may be consid-

ered as fair tests of the territory. As no records can be

obtained, we are not enlightened by them as to the character
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of the lower rocks. One well, drilled near Youngsville, in

1881, seems to have met with partial success, for after hav-

ing been torpedoed and manipulated in the most approved

manner, it produced a small quantity of oil. But that the

indications in this well are such as to authorize the expec-

tation of finding a profitable oil field here, may be fairly

questioned when we remember the want of success which
has attended all other experimental drillings in the district.

Southwestern Division.

9, Eld/red; 10, South- West; 11, Deerfield; 12, Triumph.

In its extension north-eastward, the Yenango oil group
enters Warren county west of the Allegheny river, and the
four townships which form the southwestern division em-
brace all the oil territory in the county, (except that small
portion of Limestone township which lies directly south of

Tidioute,) that has yielded profitable returns from that se-

ries of rocks. Here, as in every other section where reason-
able hopes of finding oil might be entertained, agricultural

interests have suffered as oil developments advanced.
Stimulated by successful ventures near Tidioute and En-
terprise, land values became inflated throughout those
townships, even before the excitement of 1866, and many
tracts changed hands at prices far beyond their value for

any purpose except the production of oil. Of course a very
small proportion of this prospective territory proved val-

uable, but nevertheless the lands were withheld from im-
provement for oil company lands, whether productive or
not, soon deteriorate for farming purposes, and generally
lie neglected for years before they again come under the
plow. But the lack of agricultural enterprise is not charge-
able entirely to the impediments thrown in its way by the
oil business, for there are large tracts of unimproved lands,

heavily timbered, of uneven surface, rocky, and sometimes
inconvenient of access, which would not be speedily settled

under the most favorable circumstances.
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9. Eldred township. Organized in 181(3.

This township joins the Crawford county line, and is the

second north from Venango county. With the exception

of small areas in its north-western and north-eastern corners,

it all drains southerly through the west, middle, and east

branches of Caldwell creek and their tributaries, into the

Oil Creek basin.

Its lowest point is found where East branch leaves the

township at the south—probably about 1300' A. T. The
highest elevation noted (1805' A. T.) is near Ezra Trim's, in

the northern part, about a mile and a half north-east from
Eagle post-office, but possibly there may be a higher point

in the north-eastern corner.

East Branch crosses its south-easterly portion, flowing in

the broad and deeply drift-filled valley before referred to,

as extending from Big Brokenstraw to Oil creek. The
other streams rise within the township, and their valleys

are not so broadly excavated.

The average altitude of the table lands is probably about

1700' A. T. An elevated border extends along the westerly

and northerly sides, the highest points of which take in

the sub-Olean and part of the overlying shales. On these

smooth, broad topped hills some excellent farming lands

are found. The central portion, being deeply trenched by
numerous streams, is thus by reason of its broken surface,

not so well adapted to cultivation ; nevertheless, there are

many spots here, where a considerable acreage of good til-

lable ground can be had. In the south-eastern part, the

Grand valley of Caldwell creek holds some of the most fer-

tile lands, and its convenient railroad facilities have tended

to centralize the lumbering interests there, to a great extent,

so that this section promises to become one of the most flour-

ishing portions of the township.

TTie Glean conglomerate scarcely retains a foothold in

the township. Only in the south-east comer is it to be re-
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cognized, and there it is almost devoid of pebbles and makes
no conspicuous outcrops.

The Sub-Olean, wherever seen, (except in the north-west

corner) appears as a medium-grained, yellowish, friable

sandstone and weathers into small approximately cubical

blocks—the same type which is presented in South-West
township and in Crawford and Venango counties, in the vi-

cinity of Titusville. But in the north-west corner it seems

to be more massive, weathers into larger blocks and contains

quite a percentage of pebbles.

Oil Wells.—No good surface exposures of the underly-

ing measures are to be seen, but a number of oil wells have

been drilled, some of them commencing well up iinder the

sub-Olean, and from them we may get a pretty good idea

of the structural peculiarities at this horizon.

The record of Cattasaque well, drilled in 1865 about a

mileE. S. E. from Eagle post-office (elevation 1549' A. T.)

shows 28' of sand at 1307' A. T.—the Ackerman well 43' of

sand at 1239' A. T. and the White well 30' of sand at 1225'.*

This persistent stratum appears to be the Hosmer run
conglomerate, which, according to these figures, dips at the

rate of about 24' per mile from Hosmer run to Cattasaque
well, (about 5i miles S. W.) and 38' per mile from there to

White well, (2^ miles S. S. W.) The Ackerman well is

about 100 rods N". W. from White's, and they both are lo-

cated near the Spring creek road in the third tract north of

South-west township. No other layer of sandstone has suf-

ficient individuality and persistence to secure for it a recog-
nition in any two of the wells. The other parts of the
records show how variable these sandy shales may be made
to appear by the classifications of different drillers. The
Cattasaque well gives only "slate and soapstone"t for 231'

above the pebble sand ; Ackerman well gives 221' of "sand-
stone slate and soapstone" in the same interval ; while the

* See Report II, page 195, and page 52 in this volume.

t "Soapstone" was the common designation with old-time drillers for any-
kind of argillaceous shale or slate, which, when ground up by the drill in a
hole full of water gave sediments smooth and soapy to the touch. As a gen-
eral term it represents soft drilling, although the rocks may be partly argil-

laceous and partly muddy sand-shales.
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White well, in a space of 191' finds a First sand 50' thick
and a Second sand 25' thick. In all probability there was
great similarity in the rocks at this horizon in ail the wells.
The drillers of 1865, not yet having learned what the "reg-
ular" order of structure should be, simply noted the facts
as they found them, using their best judgment in describ-
ing the character of the drillings brought up by the sand-
pump, without attempting to inake them correspond with
any pre-arranged formula. The drillers of 1880 were more
experienced. They knew what " regular drilling " should
be, hence they must find a First and Second sand in the well,
or the territory would not be considered promising. By
introducing three sands the impression is conveyed that
the oil producing rock here is identical with the Third sand
of oil creek. But we must not be deceived by names thus
arbitrarily used, for it is plain that the " Third sand" of the
White well (if it belongs to the Venango group at all) rep-
resents the First sand of Oil creek and not the TMrd.
In the Church run district of Crawford county, about a

mile and a half north-east of Titusville and six miles south-
west from White well, the First oil sand is found from 30'

to 60' thick. Elevation of top, 1100' A. T. (See II, p. 66.)

In the Newton gas well, (elevation, 1632' A. T. See II, p.

198,) about 3i miles from Church run, and 3 miles from
White well, the top of 40' of First sand, is given at 1157'.

From Zuver well on Hosmer run, (Pittsfield township,)

south-westerly to Church run, we may trace a well-defined

sandrock quite continuously in a number of wells, as follows

:

Top 1st. ss.
1428 A. T. Zuver well to Cattasaque, . .

1307 A. T. Cattasaque well to White,
1225 A. T. White well to Newton,
1157 A. T. Newton well to Ohuroh Run,
1100 A. T. Church Run wells to Zuver,

Dist.
Direction.

S. W.
S. S. W.
S. by W.

S. W.
N. E.

Total
fall.

121'

82'

68'

57'

Rate per
mile.

251'

30 '

23 '

17-S'
24?'

These are only approximate calculations, but they make
it appear quite probable that the sandstone noted at all these
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points belongs to one and the same stratum, the First sand

of the Venango group.

The top of TMrd oil sand in the Church run records is

given at 829' A. T. If the White well so-called Third sand

be the same rock, it must dip toward the south-west at the

rate of 66' to the mile. Again, the Third sand at Church

ran lies about 740' below the base of the Olean conglomer-

ate ; while the White well oil rock only about 500'.

The White well oil is reported at 47° gravity. I have not

tested it fresh from the well, and therefore cannot dispute

the weight, but it is quite certain that it is very much heavier

when taken from the tank a few days after. It is much
darker in color than the Church Run oil, and makes a good

natural lubricator.

In that part of the township lying south-west of the Cald-

well valley, quite a prolific oil district has been discovered.

Some forty wells have been drilled there, over twenty of

which are still producing oil. The first one of importance,

the Atlas well, was struck in 1867. It started at about 15

barrels per day, and produced several thousand barrels of

oil ; but other wells sunk near it proving drjsi, the field was

abandoned as unprofitable, and lay almost unnoticed for

about ten years, when Mr. T. C. Joy commenced a new de-

velopment a mile south-west of the old well. This proved

more successful than the former ventures, and resulted in

outlining a narrow deposit of oil-bearing rock about a mile

in length, which has now been pretty thoroughly drilled

over. Naturally the wells are not large producers, but tor-

pedoes have a good effect upon the rock, and by their use a

yield of 40 or 50 barrels per day has been obtained from

some of the wells, hence when the shallow drilling and ready

facilities for shipping oil are taken into consideration, it

may be regarded as a desirable location to operate in.

The oil is said to vary somewhat in color and quality in

different wells, ranging in gravity from 47° to 33°, the heav-

iest coming from wells at the south-west, and probably from
a higher rock than the Third sand, which here appears to

belong to the Third sand horizon of the Venango group.

Joy well, No. 3, on the Dunderdale tract, Warrant No.

194, gives the following record :
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Well-mouth above ocean, In feet, (barometer,) 1380

Conductor, about 80 to 80=1300
Shale and thin sand shells, 148 to 228=1152
First sand, 25 to 253=1127
Slate and shells, (including 2d SS. which was only shells,) . 170 to 423= 957

Third sand, white, fine-grained, pebbly on top 57 to 480= 900

The Third sand in the productive wells is from 50' to 55'

thick, and nearly all the wells pump more or less salt water.

On the ridge south of this well the sub-Olean is exposed,

top, 1560' A. T.

Comparing these elevations with others to the west and
towards the south-east, we see that all the rocks are slightly-

depressed in this locality.

The First sand (called the T7drd) in the White well lies

73' higher than the First sand here.

The Sub-Olean nearWhite well lies about 120' higher than

it does here.

The First sand at Tidioute is from 80' to 100' higher, the

Third sand 50' higher, and the sub-Olean 70' higher than

the corresponding rocks here. Tidioute lies 6 miles E. S. E.

from the Joy wells, and a rise of over 10' to the mile in that

direction is rather remarkable.

10. Sout/i- West township. Organized in 1838.

As implied by its name, this is the most south-westerly

township in the county, having Crawford county for its

western boundary, and Venango county for its southern.

Its surface is diversified with broad valleys, in some places

swampy and unsuited to cultivation, smooth summit table-

lands and gently sloping hillsides, deep ravines, and steep

rocky declivities. An irregularly outlined dividing ridge,

holding upon its summit a broad plateau which gradually

rises from about 1550' A. T. to 1650' A. T., extends diago-

nally through it from south-west to north-east, bounded on

the north-westerly side by the deep broad valley of Cald-

well creek, which receives about half the drainage of the

township, and on the south-easterly side by Pine creek val-
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ley, into which centers the drainage of the other half. These

two streams unite immediately upon entering Crawford

county, and flow onward to Oil creek and thence to the Alle-

gheny.

Pine creek valley has been considerably enlarged by the

movements of ice driven into it from the vicinity of Grand

valley, and also through a low divide just west of Triumph,

but it is not so wide and not nearly so much obstructed by
foreign drift as Caldwell creek valley.

The lowest point in the township is where. Pine creek

crosses its westerly line, 1200'± A. T. The highest, where

the northerly line crosses the dividing ridge before referred

to 1700' A. T. This ridge at Wales' corner near the center

of the township is 1660' A. T.

The Olean conglomerate is the surface rock on the first

ridge east of Caldwell creek, where it shows as a very peb-

bly loosely cemented stratum and has weathered into a rocky

gravely soil which has sustained a heavy growth of gigantic
' pines and chestnuts. Throughout the central portions of

the township it appears to be sandy friable and thin bedded,

forming no conspicuous outcrops, and is so obscured by
surface deposits of a homogenous character, that its exact

limits are not easily ascertained. It is evident, however,

that no considerable thickness of carboniferous rocks over-

tops the conglomerate in this region. Near the south-east

corner it again appears as a massive pebbly conglomerate,

forming bold cliffs faced with large cubical blocks, and here

some of the higher knobs run up to the base of the Kinzua

creek sandstone. But the areas covered by these higher

measures are so small, that no coal need be looked for in

the township.

The sub-Olean in every part of South-West is a yellow-

ish, medium -grained, iron-stained sandstone. Being thinly-

bedded and checked by innumerable cleavage planes, it

makes no bare escarpments, for the rock on weathering uni-

versally covers its face with a sloping talus of small angu-

lar blocks, which become so intermixed with the sandy shales

above and below it, that nothing but a steep pitch remains,

under the most favorable circumstances, to indicate its po-
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sition, , It is probably from 20' to 40' in thickness, and gen-

erally furnishes abundant springs of good water at its base.

The overlying shales are quite sandy, and produce a ge-

nial soil, free from stone, easily tilled, and particularly well

adapted to the cultivation of fruit. The underlying meas-

ures are also a mass of sandy shale, but rather more argil-

laceous and considerably charged with iron.

On the road from Enterprise to Titusville, and lying in

about the right position to represent a portion of the Third

mountain sand or Pithole grit, a bed of irregularly bedded,

flaggy, yellowish sandstone is exposed, one of the layers

being quite massive and a foot or more in thickness. It is

wonderfully fossiliferous, the under side of one layer being

nothing more than a confused mass of shell casts. Fossils

of the Spirifer family greatly outnumber all others in the

thickest layer, but the variety of forms to be found here in

a simple road cutting of not more than five feet, is some-
' thing remarkable. See list below.

Spirifer Garteri, and two or three other varieties,

Orthis Michelini.

Hemipronites crenistria.

Athyris lamellosa.

Rhynchonella contracta.

Produclus, (same as Pigs. 3 and 4, Ohio Report, Vol. 2,

plate 10.)

Platyceras.

Aviculopecten.

Straparollus.

Orthoceras.

Crinoids.

Ctenecanthus triangularis.

Layers of fossiliferous sand-plates of similar character

outcrop near the Joy wells at Grand valley at 1425' A. T.

The stratum seems also to be traceable as the "Mountain

sand" in the four wells of the Woodland Oil Company,

(well records, pages 49 and 50,) located in the north-east

corner of the township, where it is noted as lying in quite a

regular plane, but varying in thickness from 15' to 123'—an

illustration of the unsteadiness of deposits at this horizon,

18 nil.
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where the acquisition of a little more sand in one place than

in another converts sandy shales into hard drilling, and
causes them to be classed as sandstones by drillers.

No mountain sand is mentioned in the records of the Col-

orado wells in the south-east corner of the township (see II,

,p. 88, &c.,) although quite a number of them drilled through

it, neither was its outcrop seen, for it could only appear

along some of the lower streams where the bed rocks are

usually covered with drift, hence we cannot trace the fossil

bearing horizon in that direction.

Oils Wells.—Between two and three hundred oil wells

have been drilled in South-West. The first were early tests

attempted along Pine Creek, but they amounted to nothing

and no important developments were made until the great

oil excitement of 1865 when all the country was invaded by
land speculators and petroleum company organizers, and
this township, with those surrounding it, became the thea-

ter of a great deal of active work. Many wells where put
down during that year, but the only promising field dis-

covered was in the vicinity of Enterprise, where operations

have been continued ever since, but on rather a limited

scale, however, for the oil sand has been found to be so

treacherous and uncertain jn its yield and so restricted in

its area, that only those who controlled the best of the ter-

ritory and moved cautiously, succeeded in making the bus-

iness of oil producing a profitable one.

Not until the summer of 1870 was the noted Colorado dis-

trict opened. This is located in the sonth-east corner of the
township, east of the valley of Pine creek, and the posi-

tion and direction of the narrow belt along which oil was
obtained, is very closely designated on the geological map
of the county by the road running north-easterly and ap-
proximately parallel with Pine creek. As the oil producing
rock was a continuation toward the south-west of the thick
and remarkably prolific sandrock ranging through Triumph

. township, from Tidioute to Triumph, New London and Clapp
farm, it proved to be very productive, and it is quite improb-
able that anything like it remains to be discovered in this

region. The south-westerly end of the belt seems to termi-
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nate rather abruptly and although a prolongation of the

line would intersect good developments at Shamburg and on

Oil creek, in Venango county, the connecting links, in the

form of paying oil wells, are entirely wanting—the chain

breaking a mile or more before reaching the county line.

Near the center of the township, and on a line between

the Enterprise and Grand Valley developments, some oil

was obtained several years ago and the indications were con-

sidered so flattering that eight wells have since been drilled

in that immediate locality. A very fair sandstone rock is

reported, and every well produces oil, but they are so small

—soon settling down to two or three barrels per day—that

the district attracts but little attention. The oil rocks be-

long, evidently, to the same range as those of Enterprise

and Grand Valley, and it is possible, therefore, that better

deposits will yet be discovered when the price of oil ad-

vances so that more thorough tests are warranted.

Between this Enterprise-Grand Valley range and the Col-

orado belt in the south-eastern part of the township, a great

many wells have been drilled but with rather discouraging

results. It would seem from what can be learned from the

imperfect accounts given of them, that the structure and

composition of the oil group there are quite variable and do

not compare favorably with the productive belts on either

side. But still there is room for further experiment in this

region, and a series of systematically conducted tests, like

those made to develop the Colorado belt, may result in open-

ing up some limited beds of productive sandrock.

11. Deerfleld township. Organized in 1830.

and

12. Triumph township. Organized in 1878.

In topography, drainage, surface rocks and other general
•

characteristics, these two townships are so much alike that

they may very properly be described together. The old

boundaries of Deerfield formerly included Triumph and it
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is remarkable how nicely they outline a water shed contri-

buting directly to the Allegheny river—only a very small

portion in the extreme north-west corner being traversed and

drained by the through-cut valley from Big Brokenstraw to

Oil creek, which valley here attains its summit altitude,

about 1460' A. T.

The elevated plateau referred to in South-west township,

continues on through Deerfield and Brokenstraw, and from

it several rapid, deep-cut and short streams descend to the

Allegheny. Tidioute creek, reaching further north and west

than the other streams, and therefore having been subjected

to more active erosion, makes quite a break through the

table lands. The effects produced by the northern ice-sheet

which was caught in the curve at Garland and impelled over

the dividing ridge toward the Allegheny near Tidioute, is

partially shown by the coloring on the geological map. The

ice flowed over and cut through at every favorable point

where streams headed in proximity to each other, and it had
sufficient energy to scour down the country along its lines

of greatest activity and remove nearly all the carboniferous

rocks. As another result, it dumped immense drift beds

into the Tidioute basin.

The lowest point in Deerfield is the Allegheny river at

Tidioute 1098' A. T. ; the highest may be found near the

south-east corner of Pittsfield 1890' A. T.

The lowest point in Triumph (and also the lowest in the

county) is where the Allegheny river crosses the county

line 1082'± A. T. Just west of Triumph the summit rises

to 1750' A. T. and north-west of this, near the road from
Tidioute to Gsand Valley, the same altitude is reached.

These are probably the highest points, but there are several

others not more than ten or 20' lower.

TTie Olean conglomerate on Triumph ridge carries some
shale above it, and in several places black, bituminous beds,

resulting from the incipient processes of coal making—but
of no value—have been found. On the summits north-west

from Triumph, also, the con^omerate is overtopped by
shales, but in all other parts of Triumph township where
the geological map is colored to designate carboniferous
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rocks the basal member (Olean conglomerate) is all that re-

mains.

Deerfleld township contains a greater thickness of these

measures but only in the northern part. Across the center

where the most direct and active ice-flow from Big Broken-
straw to the Allegheny occurred, hardly a trace of Olean
conglomerate can be found. To the north-east of this the

surface gradually rises—the Olean comes in as a massive
coarse pebble conglomerate, forming bold cliffs along the

streams—and, on the higher eminences, bearing shales and
sa"ndstones above it, which extend up to, and perhaps in

some cases above, the horizon of the Kinzua creek sand-

stone. Only slight indications of coal have been noticed

here, and it is 'quite improbable that any valuable deposits

will be found in the township.

Some of the conglomerate outcrops approach nearer to

the river than the map coloring implies. Where the sur-

face is so trenched with streams as this is, and the conglom-

erate only lies on points and narrow crooked hog-backs, it

is impossible to properly represent every exposure—and es-

pecially so where the streams are not laid down accurately

on the map.
TTie 8ub-0lean and overlying shales give character to the

greater part of the hill soils in Triumph township, and both

rocks and soils are very similar to those of the adjoining

township. South-West.

Across the center of Deerfleld the sub-Olean seems to be

less massive and more argillaceous, and to assimilate more

closely with the sandy shales enclosing it. This section is

also covered with an unusal thickness of surface deposits

and the hill slopes are smooth and unbroken—hence very

few good exposures for a satisfactory examination of the

rock can be seen. In the north-eastern part, some pebbles

appear, and the rock here begins to assume somewhat of the

more massive and conglomeritic structure which character-

izes it further toward the north-east and east.

Pithole Orit.—Referring to the series of surface sections

along the Allegheny river, and the numerous well records

published elsewhere, we see that the Pithole grit (Third
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Mountain sand) loses its individuality to a great degree as

it is traced towards the north. Instead of a well-defined

sandstone, holding a fixed place and lying between thick

beds of ordinary shale, a mass of flaggy, irregularly bedded

sandstone and sandy shale comes in at this horizon, and it

is so variable in the thickening and thinning of its sandy

members, that no particular stratum can be traced in the

same plane for any great distance.

The First Oil sand also seems not to be so well defined in

the eastern parts of Deerfield and Triumph as in the west.

The Second oil sand, at Triumph and along the river, -is

divided into two members, while two or three miles north-

west of this range its place can scarcely be recognized by

drillers, so homogeneous have all the rocks become between

the First and Third sands.

The Third Oil sand, 120' thick at Triumph, is only about

30' at Tidioute, and three miles or less either north or east

of the latter place, if present at all, it is so thin and poorly

developed that it hardly deserves to be called a sand.

Oil wells.—No township in the county has been more

thoroughly drilled over for oil than Triumph. Long before

the Drake well was struck, raftsmen upon the Allegheny

had been accustomed to see globules of oil rise upon the

water at Tidioute, as they poled their rafts around the

bends and islands, hence, as soon as the possibility of get-

ting large quantities of petroleum by drilling for it was

demonstrated, this locality became a central point for ex-

periment. The islands and river banks were quickly occu-

pied by the quaint old-fashioned derrick and spring-pole,

and as the oil rock here approaches to within a hundred

feet of river level, several wells were "kicked down" be-

fore the steam engine was called into use. Only those of

them, however, were successful which were located upon
the islands or close along the river banks on the bend in

front of the town. As the river and the mouths of incom-

ing streams either north or south of this point were tested,

the operator met with disaster. Hence developments soon

received a check, and the principal production obtained

was confined to Tidioute island and the Economite wells
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on the soath bank of the Allegheny, in Limestone town-

ship.

But in 1866-7 a new life was infused into the place, by
the discovery of the Dennis run oil deposit. This proved
to be very prolific, and probably no- place of equal extent

in the oil regions has been so thoroughly perforated with
holes as the narrow belt extending west by south from
Tidioute island to and beyond Triumph. As many as four

or five wells were sunk upon an acre in some localities.

The hill-top at Triumph was literally covered with a forest

of derricks.

At this time the present method of dry casing had not

been introduced. The holes were full of v^^ater while being

drilled, and its pressure was sufficient to hold back the oil

and gas so that the exact points at which they were encoun-

tered could not be ascertained with precision. After the

drill had been sunk to what was considered a proper depth
in the oil sand, the well was cased with 100' or 200' of SJ
inch casing, to shut out the water which is generally con-

fined to the upper rocks. Then upon inserting the tubing

and starting the pump, gas and oil made their appearance

as the water gradually exhausted.

It will be seen that by this plan of manipulation the up-

per or cased part of the bore-hole was only SJ inches in di-

• ameter, while the lower part remained the full size of the

drill, (5^ inches,) consequently, cleaning out a well or drill-

ing it deeper after the casing had been put in was rather

unsatisfactory work, for only small tools of light weight,

cutting a 3|- inch hole could be employed. It therefore be-

came a matter of considerable importance to finish a well to

the proper depth before casing it. At Triumph it happened

that the " Stray" and " Third sand " as named on Oil creek,

(and which generally lie from 20' to 30' apart,) came very

close together, being separated only by a thin shaly streak

containing some salt water. The representative of the

"Stray" was unusually thick and well charged with oil,

but some of the wells drilling too deep and passing through

it into the shaly seam, or " mud vein " as it was then called,

were damaged by salt water. This led others to carefully
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stop the drill before the "mud vein " was reached, and hence

the actual thickness of the whole sandrock was not ascer-

tained at this time.

The district was rapidly drilled over, and the wells being

close together, soon began to decline in production. As the

excitement abated, the mushroom oil towns of Triumph,

Babylon, &c., went into decay.

In 1869 some well owner concluded to clean out his well

and drill below the sand to make a pocket. To his surprise

he found that about 60' of sandrock remained to be perfor-

ated, and that it contained a new supply of oil. This started

up developments anew. The whole field was worked over

again as far as this state of things existed. In some places

over 120' of sandrock was reported, and the wells taking a

new lease of life poured out abundance of oil.

Probably there are now about 25 wells producing in that

vicinity, but the output is small and they are only keiJt

alive by careful management, by shutting off all water from

abandoned holes, and a persistent use of gas pumps.

Two very deep wells have recently been sunk in Triumph

township for the purpose of ascertaining whether the oil

producing rocks of south-eastern Warren and the Bradford

sand extend south-westwardly beneath the Venango group.

Both wells were on proven oil territory, and had produced

oil for years from the Yenango sands. One is located on •

the Henderson or Clapp farm, about 3 miles west of the

Allegheny river and the same distance north of 'the county

line ; the other, on the Fagundus farm, 20 rods from the

county line and about a mile and a quarter west of therivei*.

The Clapp well drilled to a point about 2550' below the Olean

conglomerate, the Fagundus 150' deeper. No well-defined

sandrocks were found in either below the Venango group.

The records of these wells will now be given.

Clapp Well, No. 1,5. March, 1882.

Located on the Henderson farm, Triumph township, about

a mile and a half W. S. W. of Triumph hill, and 3^ miles

N. 33° W. from the deep well at Fagundus. This well was
drilled through the Third Oil sand Nov. 25, 1872 and proved
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a good producer, although not as large as some others on
the farm, ^o record was kept except that the third sand
was struck at 644' and the drill stopped at 690'. * After hav-

ing produced a large quantity of oil it became unprofitable

to pump it longer, and in the spring of 1882 the machinery
at the well was put in condition to drill deeper in search of

the Warren and Bradford oil sands.

The owner, Mr. E. B. Clapp, who has always manifested
his appreciation of the Survey by giving it all the assistance

in his power—and to whom its museum is indebted for a
number of valuable specimens of fossils and Indian imple-

ments—made very complete arrangements when the last

drilling was commenced to preserve a portion of the sand-

pumpings every time the tools were drawn. Mr. W. Gr.

Sampson, superintendent of the farm also entered enthu-

siastically into the work and gave his personal attention to

securing the specimens and measuring the well. The sand-

pumpings were washed and dried and put into paper bags,

plainly marked with numbers and depths. From these bags

I have filled a series of 356 bottles, (and there is material

enough for several sets more) each bottle being about one

inch square and representing an interval of five feet in the

well. When they are placed side by side upon a shelf pre-

pared for them, they cover about 28' in length and show a

complete geological section, in stone, of all the measures

drilled through.

In this spot the drill seems to have sunk into a very homo-

geneous mass of Chemung shales, varying so little in quality

that it is not easy to describe the slight changes shown by

the specimens at different depths. A slight increase of sand

at about the proper horizon, is all that can be seen to indi-

cate the Warren group, but no trace of the Bradford oil

sand appears. Neither salt water, gas nor Oil was found

and at a depth of 2464', where the end of the drilling cable

was reached, the work stopped.

*The details of this part of the record may be supplied very approximately

from the Foresman well, given below. The two wells are not far apart, and

the general features of structure, no doubt, are the same In both.
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Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1580

Not described, (see Foresman well,) 644 to 644= 936

Third oil sand (productive,) 41 to 685= 895

. Commenoement of specimens, (2d drilling,) . . . 685= 895

No. of apee, as
maried on bottles.

1 to 3, inclusive. Sand and rubbish from old hole, ... 15 to 700= 880

4—28, Slate, dark, 125 to 825= 755

29—36, Slate, sandy, with reddish clay 40 to 865= 715

37— 51, Slate, a little sandy, 75 to 940= 640

52—54, Slaie, sandy, with fossils, 15 to 955= 625

65— 60, Slate, a little sandy, 33 to 988= 692

61, Sand shells, slaty, 7 to 995= 585

62, Sand shells, fine-grained, brownish-gray, • • • ( 2 to 997= 583

63, Sandy slate, ....Jsto 1002= 578

64

,

Sand shells, finegrained, brownish-gray, . . .
' 3 to 1005= 575

65— 91 , Slate, with thin layers of sandy slate near bottom, 135 to 1140= 440

92, Sand shells, dark gray and light gray, fine, . . /- 5 to 1145= 435

93— 94, Slate, purplish, micaceous, with gray sand shells, 13 to 1158= 422

95, Slate, more sandy,
J

4 to 1162= 418

96, Sandy slate, with gray sand shells, fossils, ..." 4 to 1166= 414

97— 99, Sandy slate, with gray sand shells, flaky, ... 14 to 1180= 400

100, Sandstone, gray, some slate, . . . ., I 5 to 1185= 395

101—107, Slate, 35 to 1220= 360

108—113, Sandy slate, micaceous 30 to 1250= 330

114, Sandstone, gray, very fine, flaky, hard drilling, f 5 to 1255^ 325

115, Slate and hard sand shells, J 5 to 1260= 320

116—118, Sandstone and sandy slate, hard, flaky, mica, .

'
12 to 1272= 308

119—134, Slate 83 to 1355= 225

135—140, Slate, with infrequent sand shells 30 to 1385=; 195

141—142, Slate, very little tine grit, 10 to 1395= 185

143—152, Slaty sandstone and slate, flaky, mica, 50 to 1445= 135

153—163, Slate, 55 to 1500= 80

164—170, Slate, some thin sand shells, 35 to 1535= 45

171—172, Slate, 10 to 1545= 35

173—177 , Slate, some sandy 25 to 1570= -f 10

178—182, Slate, 25 to 1595= — 15

183—189, Slate, some sandy, 35 to 1630= — 50

190—197, Slaty sandstone, gray and brown, flaky 40 to 1670= — 90

198—215, Slate, . 90 to 1760= —180
216—217, Slate and shells, (very hard drilling,) 10 to 1770= —190

218, Sandstone, dark-gray, quite friable 3 to 1773= —193
219—231, Slate, 67 to 1840= —260
232—237, Slate, a little sandy 30 to 1870= —290
238—241, Slate and sandy slate 20 to 1890= —310
242—254, Slate, - 65 to 1955= -375
255—256, Slate, a little sandy, 10 to 1965= —385
257—258, Slate, 10 to 1975= —395
259—272, Slate, a little sandy in streaks, 70 to 2045= —465
273—276, Slate, more sandy, quite shelly, 20 to 2065= —486
277—284, Slate, 40 to 2105= —526
285—286, Slate, a little sandy, 10 to 2115= —535
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287—307, Slate, 105 to 2220= —640
308—315, Slate, a little sandy, 40 to 2260= —680
316—326, Slate .' 55 to 2315= —735
327—328, Slate, a little sandy, 10 to 2325= —745
329—334, Slate, 30 to 2355= —775
335—337, Slate, a little sandy, 15 to 2370= —790
338—356, Slate, to bottom, 94 to 2464= —884

Foresman Well.

Drilling September 8, 1877.

On the Pierce and Neyhart tract, Triumph township, Warren county, be-

tween Triumph and New London. Authority, one of the drillers.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, (barometer,) 1740

Conductor, 10 to 10=1730
SS. yellow and coarse (Olean) 50 to 60=1680
Slate, soft, 40 to 100=1640

SS. grey, (Sub-Olean) 40 to 140=1600

Slate, shelly, 150 to 290=1450

SS. "Mountain Sand," . 25 to 315=1425
Slate, (cased at 325') 20 to 335=1405
SS. fine, hard, 10 to 345=1395
Slate, 140 to 485=1255
Sed rock 3 to 488=1252

Slate 27 to 515=1225
SS. shaly, "1st sand," 20 to 535=1205
Slate, (upper 10' shelly,) 75 to 610=1130
SS. "2nd sand," 25 to 635=1105
Slate, 35 to 670=1070
SS. "Stray," (depth at date,) 25 to 695=1045
Other wej.ls in this vicinity find below this

Slate, 90 to 785= 955

SS. " 3d sand," 52 to 837= 903

Fagundus Well No. 37.

Drilled to Third sand in 1872. Deepened in May and
June, 1882.

Located on the Fagundus farm, in Triumph township,

about 20 rods north of Forest county line, and a mile and a

quarter west of Allegheny river. Owned by the Fagundus
Farm Oil Company, Grandin and Beatty principal stock-

holders. A. Clinger, Superintendent.

Specimens of sand-pumpings from this well have been

kept and arranged in a similar manner to those from Clapp

well No. 45, and our thanks are in like measure due to the

owners and superintendent for their kindness in going to

the expense and trouble of procuring such a valuable ex-
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hibit, to aid in a study of these deep measures that are so

seldom reached by the drill.

If a record of Watson's deep well at Titusville, (sunk to

about 3750' below the Olean conglomerate) had been pre-

served in the same way, we should have had a complete col-

umn of sandpurapings from the Corniferous limestone up
to the Coal measures, and many interesting questions now
debatable and obscure, might have been decided by it. In

the interest of the oil operator as well as of the geologist,

the importance of preserving sand-pumpings in all deep
wells, cannot be to strongly insisted upon.

So many wells were put down on the Fagundus farm, and
the place of Third sand was so well known, that no record

of the upper part of 'No. 37 was kept. From other wells it

is ascertained that the top of Third sand should be about
945' A. T.

Mr. dinger states that the following sand rocks are found
in all their wells

:

Surface sand, variable, (sub-Olean, ) 15' to 40' thick.

Mountain sand, variable, (Pithole grit,) 15 to 40 "

First sand, variable, slielly, 10 to 20 "

Second sand, (Second sand B,) 20± «

Stray sand, (Second sand A,) ' 18± "

Third sand, 25 to 45 "

Shells below Third sand, quite hard, 75 to 100 "

He thinks the following would be a fair approximation
to the record of the upper part of No. 37

:

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1690

Soil and shales, (baseof Olean 1680±,) 60 to 60=1630
"Surface sand," (sub-Glean,) 35 to 95=1595
Shales, , 175 to 270=1420
"Mountain sand," (Pithole Grit,) 25 to 295=1395
Slate and shale, 200 to 495=1195
First sand, 17 to 512=1178
Slate, 80 to 592=1098
"Second sand," (Second sand B,) 20 to 612=1078
Slate, . 35 to 647=1043
"Stray," (Second sand A,) 18 to 665=1025
Slate, 80 to 745= 945
Third sand, 40 to 785= 905
Slate 12 to 797= 893
Hard shell, 1 to 798= 892
Slate, 15 to 813= 877
Hard shell, 2 to 815= 875
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Slate, shelly, 55 to 870= 820

Commencement of specimens, second drilling, — 870= 820

No. of spec, as
marked on bottles.

1— 11, inclusive, Slate, 55 to 925= 765

12— 17, Slate, slightly chocolate color 30 to 955= 735

18— 27, Slate, SO to 1005= 685

28— 36, Slate, a little sandy 45 to 1050= 640

87— 78, Slate 210 to 1260= 430

1
79— 80, Slate,' a little sandy, 10 to 1270= 420

81, Sand shell with fossils, 5 to 1275= 415

82— 85, Slate and sand shells, 20 to 1295= 395

86— 96, Slate 55 to 1350= 340

97—103, Sand shells and sqndy slate, 35 to 1385= 305

104— 105, Slate and shells, 10 to 1395= 295

106—113, Slate, 40 to 1435= 255

114—117, Slate, a little sandy 20 to 1455= 235

118—135, Slate, • 90 to 1545= 145

136—138, Slate and shells, 15 to 1560= 130

139, Sandstone, yellow-grey, fine, flaky, 5 to 1565= 125

140—142, Slate and shells, 15 to 1580= 110

143—148, Slate, a little sandy, 30 to 1610= 80

.149—152, Slate, 20 to 1630= 60

153—157, Slate, a little sandy 25 to 1655=+ 35

158—168, Slate, 55 to 1710= — 20

169—172, Slate and shells 20 to 1730= — 40

173—174, Slate,
.^

10 to 1740= — 50

175—179, Sandstone and sandy slate^ flaky, 25 to 1765=— 75 '

180—184, Slate, a little sandy 25 to 1790= — 100

185—193, Slate,
' 45 to 1835=— 145

194—196, Slate, a little sandy, 15 to 1850=— 160

197—249, Slate, a little sandy in some parts, 265 to 2115= — 425

250—262, Slate, a little sandy, 65 to 2180= — 490

263-277, Slate, 75 to 2255= — 565

278—280, Slate, a little sandy, 15 to 2270=— 580

281—295, Slate, 75 to 2345= — 655

296—299, Slate, a little sandy, 20 to 2365= — 675

300—366, Slate, 335 to 2700= —1010

The following additional records were copied from the

company's books:

Fagundus Well No. 15.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1705

? 300 to 300=1405

Mountain sand, say 20 to 320=1385

? 454 to 774= 931

Third sand, 31 to 805= 900

Fagundus Well No. °^2.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, . 1710

? 290 to 290=1420
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Mountain sand, say 20 to 310=1400

? 458 to 768= 942

Third sand 41 to 809= 901

Fagundus WdL No. 23.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1710

? 290 to 290=1420

Mountain sand, say 20 to 310=1400

1 455 to 765= 945

Third sand, 39 to 804= 906

Fagundus Well No. 30.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet 1712

? 290 to 290=1422

Mountain sand, say 20 to 310=1402

? • 458 to 768= 944

Third sand 41 to 809= 903

Fagundus Well No. 31.

Well mouth above ocean, in feet, 1709

? 280 to 280=1429

Mountain sand, 20 to 300=1409

? 467 to 767= 942

Third sand 34 to 801= 908

Fagundus Well No. 3^.

Well mouth above ocean, feet, 1703

? 280 to 280=1423

Mountain sand, say 20 to 300=1403

? 459 to 759= 944

Third sand 37 to 796= 907

Allegheny River Sections.

The following sections were measured along the cliffs of

the Allegheny river, from Tidioute up to Kinzua :

I. Dennis Run ; west end of Tidioute.

II. Potter Run; east end of Tidioute.

III. Perry Magee Run; west bank of river.

IV. South of Col)ham; east bank of river.
'

V. Cohham Post-office ; east side, running section.

VI. Cohham Station; west bank of river.

VII. North of Cohham ; west bank of river.
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VITI. South of Thompson^ s ; west bank of river.

IX. Pennsylvania Hmise ; west bank of rivei!'.

X. Township line ; west bank of river.

XI. Dunn's Run; west bank of river.

XII. Sulphur Springs ; west side, running section.

XIII. Irvineton ; junction Brokenstraw with river.

XIV. Jackson Station ; north bank of river.

XV. SilVs Run; south bank of river.

XVI. Reese^s Eddy ; north bank of river.

XVII. Tanner' s Hill ; junction Conewango with river.

XVIII. Warren; compound section.

XIX. HertzelVs Ferry ; north bank of river.

XX. Dixonfarm ; north bank of river.

XXI. Great Bend ; south banli of river.

XXII. Tuttle's Cliff; east bank of river.

XXIII. Kinzua; junction of Kinzua creelv and river.

Allegheny river section, 1.

I. Dennis Run, in Triumph township ; outcrops along

the highway, descending the hill from Triumph toTidioute.

Top of large rook at Triumph, A. T., 1720'

1. Oii^AN CoNGLOMBBATE ; Sandstone and pebbles, 40 to 1680

2. Concealed, 70 to 1610

3. Sub-Glean ; yellow sandstone, seen, 5 to 1605

4. Concealed, 105 to 1500

5. Thin bedded sandstone and shale 26 to 1475

6. Sandstone, quite massive 5 to 1470

7. Sandy shale 10 to 1460

8. Sandstone, 2' ; shale, 3'—alternating bands 75 to 1385

9. Sandy shale, 20 to 1365

10. Shale and thin, false-bedded sandstones, 55 to 1310

11. Brown shale, with a few sandy layers, 30 to 1280

12. Massive sandstone layer, 1 to 1279

13. Brownish shale, fissile, 9 to 1270

14. Sandstone, false-bedded, shale partings, most sandy at top, . . 35 to 1235

15. Brown shale, fissile 30 to 1205

16. Thin-bedded sandstone, 5 to 1200

17. Brown shale, fissile 20 to 1180

18. Concealed 40 to 1140

19. Sandstone, gray, quite massive (2d oil sand B,) 20 to 1120

20. Shales—partly concealed—to river level 22 to 1098

No. 3 is a small exposure of a portion of the sub-Olean,

here a medium grained, yellow, iron- stained rock of the
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characteristic Shenango sandstone type. It is evidently 25'

or 30' thick, extending upward into the concealed interval

above the exposure.

At the base of No. 8 (1385' A. T.) is seen one of those

Spirifer bands so frequently found in these measures. The

bands almost always occur at the bottom of a sandy layer

reposing upon shale. They vary in thickness from two or

three inches to a foot, and, where not exposed to the weather,

frequently contain considerable lime. This band is about

four inches thick in a matrix of fine-grained, micaceous

sandstone weathering brown. A few quartz pebbles are in-

termixed with the shell-casts.

Another and thicker Spirifer bed may be seen in the hill

north of this on the Tidioute and Grand valley road, at an

elevation of 1280' A. T.

These fossil bands cannot be relied upon as persistent

horizons except over very limited areas, for within short

distances they are known to vary in position, one band fad-

ing out and another coming in at a different level. They

are evidently only local accumulations of sea-drift. That

is, the animals have not lived and died where they are now
found, but they have been torn from their beds by changing

currents and swept together by millions to form these reefs

of shells. The same currents that destroyed their homes
carried also great burdens of sand, and hence we find that

when the shells were droi)ped, (generally upon shaly floors

teeming with algge, whose impressions still remain, ) the sand

covered them, and a new formation commenced. The shells

are of all sizes, packed one within another and intermixed

in such confusion, that in a day's hunt it is almost impos-

sible to find a specimen with both valves perfect. In one

band the Spirifer may be the principal fossil, in another

the Rhynchonella or the Productus, and again, all three of

these may be interbedded in a mass, while occasionally a

large Orthoceras filled with small shells, and an Aviculo-

pecten, a Straparollus, or some other fossil of this period

will be found in association.

The contrast between such fossil beds and those in which
the mollusks have been entombed undisturbed, in their natu-
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ral habitats, where they lie in colonies at reasonable distance
from each other, in natural positions and with both valves

perfect, cannot fail to attract the attention of the most care-

less observer.

No. 19 is the upper member (B) of the Second Oil sand,
which is here separated from the lower member (A) by from
25' to 35' of brownish shale, as may be seen by reference to

the well records in this vicinity, on Dennis run.

The horizons of the Pithole grit or Third Mountain sand
and of the First Oil sand are not sharply marked in this sec-

tion being only beds of flaggy sandstone interstratified with

shale. These rocks are here losing their individuality, and
a little further north-east become wholly unrecognizable.

Comparing the records of Foresman well (a short distance

east of Triumph,) and the Dennis Run and Economy wells,

the reader will perceive how variable all the sandrocks be-

low the sub-Olean are in this locality. While the records

agree in general features, they differ materially in details.

The fact is, the whole formation here is a mass of sand-

stone and sandy shale, interbedded in such a manner that

no two exposures or drill-holes will give results exactly

alike.

The record of well "N," (ISTo. 989, II, page 178,) on the

Economy tract, (the deepest well in this vicinity of which
a record has been obtained,) shows 652' of soft drilling, 8'

of hard sandstone, and 127' of soft drilling down to a depth
of 787' below the Third Oil sand.

Allegheny river section, II.

II. Potter Run, in Deerfield township ; at the east end
of Tidioute, near the 13th mile post of the Buffalo, Pitts-

burgh and Western Railroad.

Top of S'ecowd 0«/Sa«d 5, A. T., 1160'

1. Sandstone, gray, medium grain, massive from 15' to 20' thick, . . 20 to 1140

2. Shale, brown, fissile, 15 to 1125

3. Concealed in part, shales and sandstones, 17 to 1108

4. Sandstone layer, ochre color and brown, 1 to 1107

5. Sandstone, Second Oil Sand A, visible down to water level in

river, 6 to 1102

No. 5 is rather a variable greyish sandstone in courses

19 IIII.
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from six inches to two feet thick. In some places it is wave
marked in an extraordinary manner, in ridges like inter-

rupted plow furrows. The depressions are often a foot wide

and four inches deep. A few flat pebbles are seen in some
layers.

Allegheny river section, III.

III. Perry Magee Run, in Deerfield township ; rocks

seen on the west bank of Allegheny river, just north of

Perry Magee Bun.

Top of exposed sandstone, A. T., H8S'
1. Second Oil Sand B, massive, mostly gray, but with some thin

layers of red ai;d green, 30 to 1155

2. Brownish shale, 10 to 1145

3. Concealed to river, , ... 40 to 1105

Allegheny river section, IV.

IV. South of Cohham, in Limestone township ; rocks

seen on the east bank of the Allegheny, about one mile be-

low Cobham post-office.

Top of exposure, A. T., 1320'

1. Layers of thin-bedded sandstone and shale, 35 to 1285

2. Concealed, 25 to 1260

3. Sandstone, quite massive, streaks of flat pebbles, 10 to 1250

4. Concealed, 60 to 1190

5. Second Oil Sand B,\^^^^ ,fJ 18 to 1172
I Massive 10' )

6. Concealed, 35 to 1137

7. Second Oil Sand A, yellow, irregularly bedded in layers 8 inches

to 3' thick, matted impressions of plants an dfucoids, very sim-

ilar in appearance to Tanner's Hill quarry, 15 to 1122

8. Shale, clayey 2 to 1120

9. Concealed to river, 10 to 1110

Allegheny river section, V.

Y. Gdbham Post-Offlce, in Watson township ; outcrops

seen along a descent of two miles from the summit near P.

Mickelson's to Cobham Post- Office.

Summit—approximate base of Glean Conglomerate, A. T., . . 1785'

1. Concealed, 50 to 1735

2. Yellow and blue sandstone, found in water well, (sub-Clean,)

say, 35 to 1700

S. Concealed 100 to 1600
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4. Shales, plainly seen, 50 to 1550

5. Concealed, 15 to 1535

6. Sandstone layers, separated by shale, 30 to 1505

7. Sandy shale 70 to 1435

8. Sandstone in layers, 15 to 1420

9. Sandy shale, 70 to 1350

10. Thin sandstones and shale, 25 to 1325

11. Concealed, 120 to 1205

12. Second Oil sand B, seen, 5 to 1200

13. Concealed to post-oflaoe, 60 to 1140

14. Concealed to river 25 to 1115

AllegJieny river section, YI.

VI. CobJiam Station, in Deerfield township ; rocks seen

on the west bank of the Allegheny, near the 9th mile post

of the B. P. & W. RR.

Top of exposure, A. T., 1220'

1. Massive sandstone seen in several places, 1 to 1219

2. Brown shale, fissile, 5 to 1214

3. Second Oil sand B, S
'^y^^ °^ ^^ V^h\>\es, . 4^ \^^^ ^^g-

\ Quite massive SS., gray, 15 J

4. Concealed 40 to 1155

- „ J /-I -7 J A c Sandstone and shale, . . .
10' i ik+z^hqt

5. Second Oil sand A, S . , * , , c J
... 18 to 1137

\ Massive SS. layers, 1 to 3,' 8'
J

6. Shale, blue and brown, fissile, 4 to 1133

7. Concealed to river, 18 to 1115

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 of the above section were seen along the

road about half a mile north of the station and not directly

over Second sand A.

Allegheny river section, VII.

YII. North of Cobham, in Deerfield township ; rocks seen

on the west bank of the Allegheny, near the Sth mile post

of the B. P. & W. RR.

Top of exposure, A. T., 1210'

1. Second Oil sand B, massive
;
probably lower part 10 to 1200

2. Concealed 45 to 1155

3. Second Oil sand A, massive 8 to 1147

4. Shale, 9 to 1138

6. Concealed to river 18 to 1120

Allegheny river section, YIII.

VIII. South of Thompson's Station, in Deerfield town-

ship ; rocks seen on the west bank of the Allegheny half a
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mile south of Thompson's Station and near the 7th mile

post of the.B. P. & W. KR.

Top of terrace, A. T., 1410'

1. Concealed, but evidently sandy shale, 50 to 1360

2. Thin sandstones, weathering In plates 1" to 1|" thick, 50 to 1310

3. Concealed, 80 to 1230

4. Second Oil sand B, massive, pebbly, manganese spots, 20 to 1210

5. Shale, blue and brown, fissil^—to highway, 30 to 1180

6. Ditto, 15 to 1165

7. Second Oil sand A, massive, mottled grey, 8 to 1157

8. Shale, blue and brown, fissile—to railway, 15 to 1142

9. Concealed to river, 17 to 1125

Allegheny river section, IX.

IX. Pennsylvania house, in Deerfield township ; rocks

seen in descending the river hill on the west bank of the

Allegheny, a little south of the Pennsylvania house and
near the 5th mile post of the B. P. & W. RE.

Summit and top of a rock city, A. T., . . . .

Conglomerate,

1790'

1. Olean Conhlomebate,

2 '

, 5 '

1''

. 5 '

,

1^-

, 2 '

10 '

} 27 to 1763

Massive sandstone,

Conglomerate, . .

Massive sandstone.

Conglomerate, . .

Sandstone in layers,

Massive sandstone, .

2. Concealed to nose of hill, base of Glean ? 11 to 1752
3. Concealed, 37 to 1715
4. Sub-Glean sandstone partially exposed on " hog back," and

terminating in another nose and steep pitch, 35 to 1680
6. Concealed 75 to 1605
6. Flaggy sandstones, seen, 5 to 1600
7. Concealed, 12o to 1480
8. Layers of yellow sandstone, seen, 6 to 1474
9. Concealed, 49 to 1425

10. Flaggy sandstone, seen, 3 to 1422
11. Concealed, 32 to 1390
12. Flaggs 1" to 2" thick «een at intervals 37 to 1353
13. Concealed, 103 to 1250
14. Sandstone, quite massive, some pebbles, about, 30 to 1220
15. Concealed to RR. level, 75 to 1145
16. Concealed to river, 16 to H30

No. 14 is not well exposed, but it probably shows the
place of Second Oil sand B.
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Allegheny river section, X.

X. Township line, in DeerlSeld township ; rocks seen de-

scending the river hill, west side of the Allegheny, near the

north line of Deerheld township, going down from the sum-
mit toward the south-east.

Summit, smooth shaly soil, not a stone to be seen, covered with
oak, chestnuts, and hickory trees, A. T., 1770'

1. Concealed to top of long hog-back, 2 rods wide, 85 to 1685

2. Concealed, very steep, (flat pebble block at 1670',) 215 to 1470

3. Thin bedded sandstones i" to 2" thick, 20 to 1450

4. Concealed 75 to 1375

5. Thin false bedded sandstones, fucoids, seen, 5 to 1370

6. Concealed, indications of sandstone at 1300', 100 to 1270

7. Sandstone, quite massive, seen, 4 to 1266

8. Concealed, surface covered with plates of sandstone, to river, . 126 to 1140

From the top of No. 7 (1270' A. T.) down to river level,

the hillside is covered with a talus of thin-bedded, sandstone.

This then appears to be the top of Second Oil sand B, which,

lying at the east end of Tidioute at 1160' A. T., has risen

110' in a little less than 8 miles or at the rate of 15' per mile.

Allegheny river section, XI.

XI. Dunn's run, in Brokenstraw township ; rocks seen

descending the river hill on the west side of the .Allegheny

and south of Dunn's run. Starting from the same summit

as the last section, but a little further north, and going to-

ward the north-east.

Summit, smooth shaly soU, A. T., 1775'

1. Concealed, 270 to 1505

2. Flaggy sandstones, seen, 3 to 1502

3. Concealed, 52 to 1450

4. Thin sandstones, seen, 5 to 1445

5. Concealed, loose blocks SS. at 1380, plants 100 to 1345

6. Sandstone, massive, some flat pebbles, 15 to 1330

7. Concealed to river, 185 to 1145

Allegheny river section, XII.

XII. " Sulphur Spring,^' in Brokenstraw township ; a run-

ning section from the highway summit north-west of the

Sulphur Spring on Ander's run to the Allegheny river, a

distance of about three miles and a half.
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Summit overlooking Big Brokenstraw valley to the north, culti-

vated and apparently composed of sandy shales, smooth, A. T. . 1775'

1. Not well exposed, but evidently mostly sandy shale, . . . -. . 325 to 1450

2. Massive sandstone, gray and yellowish, some flat pebbles, well

escarped in several places. The spring issues from a crevice in

the top of this rock, in the basin made by the stream before it

finally outs down through it, 20 to 1430

3. Concealed to river, ' 280 to 1150

About half way from the spring to the river road, ]!^o. 2

is exposed on the Brokenstraw ridge at an elevation of

1445', and below it, at 1390', appears to be another outcrop

—a yellow sandstone, containing vertical and horizontal

fucoids and some flat pebbles.

Allegheny river section, XIII.

XIII. Iroineton, in Brokenstraw township ; exposure at

Irvineton, where the railway cuts around the point at the

junction of Big Brokenstraw with the Allegheny river.

Top of narrow hog-back, A. T., 1450'

1. Sandstone, rather flaggy, a few pebbles, 15 to 1435

2. Concealed, 95 to 1340

3. Sandstone; top conglomerate, bottom flaggy sandstone, . . . . 25 to 1315

4. Concealed, 90 to 1225

5. Blue slaty shale, with irregular sandy layers, 30 to 1195

6. Sandstone, bluish-gray, of concretionary structure, 3 to 1192

7. Blue and violet slaty shale, with irregular sandy layers, 1" to 4"

thick; numerous fossils; to RR., 19 to 1173

8. Concealed to Brokenstraw creek, 15 to 1158

The massive sandstones Nos. 1 and 3 outcrop, and form

escarpments along a small run coming into the Brokenstraw

about a mile above Irvineton. They have apparently not

changed much in level or relative position in that distance.

AllegTieny river section, XI V.

XIV. JacJison^ s Station, in Conewango township ; rocks

seen in descending the river hill near Jackson' s station, on

the D. A. V. and P. ER., about 3 miles west of Warren.

Summit, A. T ; 1670'

1. Concealed, 20 to 1650

2. Yellowish SS., thin layers, false bedded, warped, 40 to 1610

3. Concealed, . . . . 80 to 1530

4. Sandstone, yellowish, some pebbles, about 20 to 1510

5. Concealed, 26 to'1484

6. Sandstone, quite massive, some pebbles ; seen 4 to 1480
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7. Concealed ; some sandy shale seen 40 to 1440

8. Spiri/er band in yellow sandstone J to 1439^

9. Sandy shale 12i to 1427

10. Yellow sandstone
; place ?....' 5 to 1422

11. Concealed, some sandy shale and spirifers seen 40 to 1382

12. Conglomerate, massiva, current bedded, irony 25 to 1357

13. Blue shale, soft 3 to 1354

14. Flags, gray, 2" to 3" thick, shale partings 20 to 1334

15. Blue shale, 2 to 1332

16. Purplish sandyshale, 3 to 1329

17. Concealed to RR. level, 145 to 1184

18. Concealed to river 22 to 1162

ISTo. 12 is a remarkable conglomerate of white quartz

pebbles, showing very curious current bedding from top to

bottom. The bulk of the rock is composed of pebbles vary-

ing in size from a mustard seed to a grain of wheat, appar-

ently cemented together by the infiltration of water charged

with silica and iron. The large pebbles are lentiform and
water worn, the smaller ones irregular in shape, and many
can be seen which still preserve the original facets of crys-

talization, as if they had been formed in the interstices of

the mass after the other pebbles had been deposited. When
the rock is broken, these small and almost perfect crystals

glisten in the sunlight like diamonds.

Allegheny river section^ XV.

XV. Sil7 s Hun, in Pleasant township ; rocks seen in de-

scending the bluff point at the intersection of Sill's Eun
with the Allegheny river. West side of Sill's run. (By

F. A. RandaU.)

Summit, A. T 1856'

1. SS., massive, coarse, gray 20 to 1836

2. CoNGiiOMERATE, ovoidol pebbles 30 to 1806

3. Flags, thin-bedded, buflF color, 55 to 1751

4. Conglomerate, /a«pe66ies 40 to 1711

5. Concealed, 243 to 1468

'6. Ferruginous shale, 15 to 1453

7. Concealed, 107 to 1346

8. SS., fine grained, buflf colored 8 to 1338

9. Shale, brown, 100 to 1238

10. Flags, brown 11 to 1227

11. SS., green, with layers of shale 15 to 1212

12. Shale, olive with red spots, 2 to 1210

13. SS., flaggy and massive, irregular, grey 15 to 1195

14. Shale, red, 10 to 1185

15. Flags, blue to river, 19 to 1166
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Dingly well No. 6 is but a few rods from the foot of this

section. Elevation of well mouth 1226', or 60' above river

level at this point. The section may be continued down
this well, as seen in Fig. 8, Plate 1.

Allegheny river section, XVI.

Xyi. Beese^s Bddy, in Qonewaxigo township-, rocks seen

in descending the hill at Reese' s Eddy RE,, cut, f of a mile

west of P. & E. Ry. depot at Warren, (by P. A. Randall.)

Elevation of hill- op, A. T., 1644'

1. Concealed, 72 to 1572

2. Shales and flags, drab color, 15 to 1557

3. SS. fine-grained, gray, 5 to 1552

4. Shale, gray and drab, 10 to 1542

5. Flags, gray and brown 50 to 1492

6. Shales, sandy, brown 30 to 1462

7. SS. fine-grained, blue 2 to 1460

8. Shale, brown, 20 to 1440

C
SS., massive, gray, Of
SS., irregularly bedded, gray, 3 i

^- < SS., thin-bedded, gray, 6 - ^^ *° ^^^

12.

(^
SS., massive, gray, 5

10. Shale, light brown 30 to 1,S91

11. CoNQLOMEBATE, (Wheat pebbles,) ^«A Aortzow, 2 to 1389

Shale, 7

SS., fine-grained, gray, 1

SS., thin bedded, flaggy 5
J>

20 to 1369

SS., massive, fine-grained, 2

Shale, 5

( SS., brown, iron concretions, 5 l

I SS., fine-grained, blue li
j

13- SS., shaly, brown, 1,. |
1* t° 1355

[ SS., massive, yellowish, 6 I

14. Concealed, 100 to 1255

15. SS., green, with shaly layers, 15 to 1240

16. Shale, olive, with red spots, 2 to 1238

17. SS., very irregularly bedded, massive and flaggy, 14 to 1224

18. Shale, red, . 10 to 1214

19. Shale, blue and brown, to BR. level, 8 to 1206

20. Concealed to river level, 86 to 1170

The Phillhart well (No. 1680) is about 20 rods west of this

outcrop. Elevation of well mouth 1216' above ocean, or 46'

above river level. AVe may, therefore, continue the section

downward by adding the record of this well, as seen in Fig.

7, Plate 1.
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Allegheny river section^ XVII.

XVII. Tanner^ s Mil, in Warren, Conewango township
;

rocks seen in descending from the summit of Tanner' s hill

on the west side of Conewango creek, in the borough of

Warren, (by F. A. Randall. )—See Fig. 1, Plate 1.

Summit, A. T 1700'

1. Concealed, 12 to 1688

2. Shales, dark, 10 to 1678

3. Coucealed, 10 to 1668

4. Shales 10 to 1658

5. SS., massive, fine, gray, 8 to 1650

6. Flags, gray 30 to 1620

7. Concealed, 90 to 1530

8; SS. shown by broken fragments, say, 19 to 1511

9. Concealed 47 to 1464

10. CoNGiiOMBRATB, fine pebbles, /sft Aorizow, 2 to 1462

11. Shales, brown, 15 to 1447

( SS., yellowish iron stained, . . . 5 >

12- )sS.,buff, ujqiiarry 19 to 1428

13. Partly concealed, shales where seen, 120 to 1308

14. SS., green, with layers of shale 15 to 1293

15. Shale, olive, spotted with red, 2 to 1291

16. SS. and flags, gray 14 to 1277

17. Shale, red, 10 to 1267

18. Shale, blue with sandy layers seen in water wells put down
along hill-side, to RR. level, 67 to 1200

19. Concealed to river, 24 to 1176

Allegheny river section, XVIII.

XVIII. barren, in Glade and Conewango townships

;

a section composed from various exposures, and reduced

to location of Tanner's Hill, by Mr. H. M. Chance.

At the mouth of Sill's Run, two and a half miles west by

south of Warren, the interval between the base of the

Oleak Conglomerate and the red rock lying there near

water level is 623'.*

By adding this to the level of the same red rock at Tan-

ner's Hill in Warren, we get the place of the Clean Con-

glomerate at Warren, thus : 1277'+623'=1900'.

The base of the sub-Glean Conglomerate is indicated

by a well-marked terrace, on the Quaker Hill road about

*Mr. Randall's section, taken near the same place, makes the interval 611'.

See section attached to Dingley well No. 6.
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one mile and a talf east of Warren, at an elevation of 1870'

A. T. Going north-east this terrace rises between 12 and

15 feet to the mile. Carrying it back to Warren on this

dip, we get 1870'—25'=1845' as the place for the base of

the' sub-Olean at Warren. Therefore 1900'—1845'=55' as

the interval between the bases of the two rocks.

This agrees with the section at Great Bend, where we

have

Clean Conglomerate 77'

Soft measures ^^'
i 55'

Sub-Olean, (massive SS.,) 30' )

Going down towards Warren from the east, the following

section is observed

:

Top of sub-Clean Con»lombbate, A. T., 1900'

Sandstone, massive, ground covered by coarse sandstone, . . 30 to 1870

Carrying this down to Warren, and allowing 25' for dip, as ex-

plained above, this elevation should there be 1870'—25'=A.

T 1845*

1. Shales, with some sandy beds and spirifer bands, 23 to 1822

2. SS., hard, fine-grained, (In water -well,) 5 to 1817

3. Concealed, H to 1806

4. SS., thin-bedded, fine-grained, greenish-gray 8 to 1798

5. Concealed, (soft measures,) 3 to 1795

6. Spirifer band, 2i' to 3', 3 to 1792

7. Concealed, (soft measures,) 3 to 1789

8. SS. or sandy slate, thin-bedded, fine, micaceous, 9 to 1780

9. Concealed ; but evidently soft shales or slate, 29 to 1751

10. Sandy shales, 10 to 1741

11. SS., thin-bedded, fine-grained, greenish-gray, . 6 to 1735

12. Concealed, (soft measures, ) 20 to 1715

13. Slaty sandstone or sandy slate, thin-bedded, fine-grained, . . 5 to 1710

14. Concealed, (soft measures, ) 10 to 1700

15. Slaty sandstone and shale, thin-bedded 5 to 1695

16. Concealed, (soft measures,) 14 to 1681

17. Shales, brovniish-gray, 2 to 1679

18. Concealed, (soft measures,) 19 to 1660

19. Shaly and slaty sandstones, with reddish-gray shales, . . . . 11 to 1649 f

*This is the surface section attached to Smith Bros, well. No. 2, Fig. 5,

Plate I ; the allowance required for dip being about the same to this well as

to Warren.

tBetween the base of this section (1649' A. T.) and the top of Tanner's Hill

section, (1492' A. T.,) there is an interval of 1.'57', in which comes the massive

sandstone of the Asylum quarry, opened about a mile north-west of Tanner's

Hill. The top of the quarry exposure is IfiOi' A. T. Keducing this to its

place at Warren, we have 1605'—20'=1585' for the ton of this section at the

latter place. Hence 1649'— 1585'=fi4' tbr the u-oxposed interval, which prob-

ably very closely approximates the truth.
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20. ?

2L Olive shales, very soW ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! 1 ] i

]

H'^f^'
Conglomerate, red matrix, pebbles large as peas, . . 2

'
'

SS., tine-grained, with shaly partings,
'

g
22. SS., fine-grained, beds 6" to 1' thick, .'.'..'. sw l ]qt„i.,4fi

SS., excellent building stone,
2

SS., fine-grained, beds 6" to 1' thicli' c.

23 y "i

24. SS., thm-bedded, fine-grained
10 to 14g2

25. Concealed, (rather sandy but shaly,) ... 23 to 1459
26. Pea Conglomerate, (fish bed,) about ....'.

1 to 1458
27. Concealed, (soft measures,)

11 tol447
SS. overlying quarry rocJi, .... 7'(?\

28. SS. quarried, good stone, .......'.'.]'.]
\ [

[g,^ '

jig to 1428
SS., softer and grayer than above, 3' )

29. ? (soft shales, 7)
'.".'.'.'.

. . . 56 to 1372
30. SS., thin-bedded, fine-grained Ig to 1354
31. ? (soft measures,)

] ! 14 to 1340
32. Shales, olive color at base, ig to 1324
33. Shaly sandstone and shale, g to ]3i8
34. ? (shales, with shaly sandstone,) 27 to 1291
35. Shales, olive color, .... 3 to 1288
36. Shaly sandstones, thin-bedded, fine-grained, olive-gray, with

hard bands and beds of shale, 11 to 1277
37. Med shale, 9 to 1268
38. ? soft measures, with some shaly sandstone and chocoJ ate-

colored sandy shale, . 68 to 1200
39. RR. level, P. & E. depot, Warren, 1200
40. Concealed to low-water level in river, 24 to 1176

Generalizationfrom the abote data.

Sandstone, massive (in terrace) "say," 30'

Shales, fine-fine.grained, thin-bedded shaly and slaty sandstone with no
massive or coarse-grained or light-colored sandstone, 280'

Sandstone, massive, (with fish bed,) 19'

Shales, with shaly SS. and comg'Zojreeraie^sA &ed, 99'

Sandstone, massive, 19'

Measures containing massive and light-colored SS., 137'

Shales, shaly sandst6ne and red roclis, having a Chemung character, 228'

Total generalized thickness, 675'

* Since this section was made, I have attempted to trace the Asylum quarry
rock from the quarry to Tanner's Hill. It is not exposed along the Cone-
wango bluff, nor does it maintain its massiveness at all points, but still its

base is pretty clearly defined a short distance above the Tanner's Hill quarry.

The interval between the two rpcks does not exceed 70'. The dip in a little

over a mile is about 45', instead of 20' as allowed above—a rate which corre-

sponds very nearly with the Warren oil sand dip. With this correction the

section will be brought more into agreement with Mr. Randall's.—[J. F. C]
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Allegheny river section, XIX.

XIX. HertzeWs Ferry, in Glade township ; 3 miles S.

W. of Warren ; descending from the hill top to the Alle-

gheny river, at Cobham well, (by F. A. Randall,) see Fig.

3, Plate 1.

Elevation of summit, A. T., 1883'

1. SS. coarse, yellowish, 30 to 1853

2. SS. CoNGLOMEBATB, owoi(iaJj3e&6Ze« 30 to 1823

3. Concealed 55 to 1768

4. SS. conglomerate, coarse at top, fine at bottom 40 to 1728

5. Concealed, 269 to 1459

6. SS. coarse, baflf color, top well-defined, (seen,) 5 to 1454

7. Concealed, 52 to 1402

SS., buff color
1'

Flags, 4

SS., with pebbles 1

Shaly, thin-bedded sandstones, 4 i

SS., coarse, friable, iron-stained 2

8. ^ Flags, 2> 29 to 1733

SS., friable, buff color, 2

Flags and shale, .1
SS., massive, fine, buff color, 6

Flags, 1 4

SS., finegrained, buff color 2;

9. Concealed to well mouth, 152 to 1221

10. Concealed to river, 36 to 1185

The above section is given in Mr. Randall' s figures. He
made the measurements with spirit level, and spent several

days in carefully tracing and connecting the several expos-

ures on the hill. I have visited the locality twice and find

the section substantially correct.

By barometer I should have placed the summit at 1900'

A. T. , the base of Olean conglomerate at 1820' A. T. and

'

the top of the Sub-Oleanat 1750' A. T., making an interval

of 70' (instead of 55') between the two conglomerates.

Beneath No. 6, lie 5' or more of thin flaggy sandstones

;

and near the center of the interval represented by No. 7,

there are layers of quite massive sandstone. In one place

an exposure was seen about 15' thick. Probably the whole

of No. 7 is composed of layers of flaggy sandstone irreg-

ularly inter-bedded with shales.
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Allegheny river section, XX.
XX. Dixon, in Glade township ; rocks seen descending

the river hill, (north side of river) on the Dixon farm about
three quarters of a mile west of Great Bend.

Broad sandstone-capped summit, A. T., 2000'

1. Carboniferous measures, but divisions not well-defined, down
to approximate base of Glean CoNaLOMERATE, 120 to 1880

2. Concealed, 40 to 1840
3. Sub-Glean cliflf, massive flat pebble conglomerate 30 to 1810

4. Concealed to top of well-defined bench, 80 to 1730

5. Concealed, 100 to 1630

6. Concealed, but evidently much sandy shale 115 to 1515

7. Sandstone, massive ; seen, 5 to 1510

8. " thin-bedded, 10 to 1500

9. " " " brown and irony, 20 to 1480

10. Concealed, 30 to 1450

11. Sandstones, thin-bedded ; seen, 4 to 1446

12. Concealed 16 to 1430

13. Red shale and greenish shaly sandstone
;
place,? 3 to 1427

14. Concealed to bench mark on bridge 199 to 1228

15. " to river level, 29 to 1199

Alleglieny river section, XXI.

XXI. Oeer, or Great Bend, in Kinzua township ; rocks

seen in descending the steep river hill on the south curve of

Great Bend, near Geer's ferry. A stream of water here

rushes down an old "timber slide" and completely bares

the rocks, which, in some places, are very steep. The sec-

tion was carefully taken with spirit level by Messrs. Chance

and Hale in 1877, and nothing more reliable could be de-

sired. Mr. Chance has published this, in connection with

the following Tuttle cliff and Kinzua sections, in report G*,

page 147, and the illustration is given on Plate IX of that

report

:

Base of Glean Conolombbatb, A. T 1813'

1. Sandy shales 25 to 1788

2. SS., massive, coarse-grained, (Sub-Glean,) 30 to 1758

8. Shale, soft olive, with sandy layers 1" to 6" thick, 51 to 1707

4. SS., dark, slaty, thin bedded, fine-grained, 5 to 1702

5. Shale, sandy, underlaid by sandy slate, some thin sands, . . . 39 to 1663

6. SS., slaty, thin bedded, fine-grained, some shale, 6 to 1657

7. Shale, with a few beds of slaty sandstone 6" to 1' thick, ... 41 to 1616

8. SS., slaty, fine-grained, 3 to 1613

9. Shale, bluish, sandy, and slaty 17 to 1596
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10. SS., hard, thin bedded, slaty, bluish-gray, , 5. to 1591'

11. Slates, sandy beds ^ to i inch thick ; dark gray, 21 to 1570

12. SS., grayish, slaty, false bedded and fine-grained, 13 to 1557

13. Slate and sbale, 4 to 1553

14. SS., slaty, thin bedded, . 5 to 1548

15. Slate, sandy, with slaty shale, dark J beds 3" to 18" thick, . . 12 to 1536

16. Red and greenish sandy shale, 3 to 1533

, SS., massive, fine-grained, hard, grayish, 4' ^

17. \ SS., flaggy, fiue-gralned, grayish, 4' ? 17 to 1516
' SS., massive, loose-grained, fine, 9' )

18. Shales, soft olive, clayey near bottom, 43 to 1473

19. Red sandy shale, 2 to 1471

20. Shale, olive and blue, sandy, 9 to 1462

, SS., hard, massive, grayish, iron stained 10' ^

21. \ SS., liard, flaggy, false bedded, 2' V 14 to 1448

( SS., hard, massive 2' )

22. Shale, bluish-olive, 3 to 1445

23. Concealed, (soft,) 62 to 1383

24. Shale, soft, bluish, a few hard bands, 15 to 1368

( SS., flaggy, blue 1'
j

25. J Shale, blue, sandy, 1' 6" to V\ 3 to 1365

( SS., hard, blue, 1' J

26. Shale, blue, iron-stained, sandy, 9 to 1356

SS., massive, fine-grained, hard, oxide of manganese
spots, . . .

3'

SS., false-bedded, yellowish-gray, 7'

27. { SS., massive, hard, . .
2'

J.
18 to 1338

SS., coarse-grained, iron-stained, (Sanguinolites,) . . 3'

SS., pebbly, pebbles size of wheat, 2'

SS., thin bedded, fine-grained 1'

28. Shale, olive to chocolate, concretionary, 27 to 1311

29. Concealed to extreme low water In river, 110 to 1201

Allegheny river section, XXII.

XXII. TuttWs Cliff and Coal Hill, in Kinzua township

;

rocks seen descending in a northerly direction from the sum-

mit over the old coal openings on the ridge between Kinzua

creek and Great Bend, to Tuttle's Cliff and the river at
'

' Tuttletown. " (By H. Martyn Chance.

)

Summit of Coal Hill (probably the highest point in county,)

A. T., 2154'

1. Concealed ; soft measures, ; 8 to 2146

2. SS., hard, massive, coarse, loose-grained, (about,) 20 to 2126

3. Concealed ; soft measures, 25 to 2101

4. Coal; (reported,) 2 to 2099

5. Concealed ; soft measures, 25 to 2074

(Coal; (oannel ) overlaid by slates 8' 4" ^

6. ^Fireclay, (?,) 7' 0"
[ 14to2060

C Coal; (bituminous,) 4' 0" )
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7. Fire clay ; about, 2 to 2058'

8. Oouoealed; (SS., reported ;)containing soft measures, .... 61 to 1997

9. SS., coarse and massive, 20 to 1977

10. Concealed ; soft measures, with Quaker Hill coal,? 62 to 1915

( CoNQiiOMERATB
;
pea to hazelnut, 10' -i

" coarse SS., with some oonglonierate,15'
" pea to hazelnut, 15'

" and oonglomeritio SS., in thin lay-

ers 33'

" hazelnut to egg, 4'

12. Concealed ; soft measures, 24 to 1814

13. Sandstone ; massive, coarse-grained, (sub-Olean,) 32 to 1782

14. Couooaled to river level 579 to 1203

Allegheny river section, XXIII.

XXIII. Kinzua, in Kinzua township ; rocks seen about

half a mile south of Kinzua village at the bluffs facing Kin-

zua creek on the road leading to Anderson' s mills.

The point above this exposure is capped with a rock city

of sub-Olean Conglomerate—massive, current-bedded,

and containing many flat pebbles. AU the higher measures

have been eroded. The summit elevation was taken by an-

eroid but the lower part of the section was carefully meas-

ured by Mr. Chance in 1877.

Top of rock city, A. T., 1866'

1. Coarse-grained, oonglomertio SS., flat pebbles, (sub-Olean ) . 35 to 1830

2. Concealed, 485 to 1345

3. SS., shaly, greenish-gray, mixed with red, 18 to 1327

4. Concealed; softer measures, 11 to 1316

5. SS. or sandy shale, greenish-gray and red, 10 to 1306

6. Shale ; olive and brownish, 34 to 1272

7. SS., thin-bedded, flaggy, 6' to 8', .
.

' 8 to 1264

8. Shale ; dark 15 to 1249

9. Spirlfer band 1 to 1248

10. Shale ; soft, olive and chocolate color, 8 to 1240

11. Shale ; dark and slaty ; breaking into aciculous fragments, . . 6 to 1234

12. Concealed to the level of Kinzua creek above the dam, .... 6 to 1128
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Allegheny river section at Warren.

{F. A. RandalVs Section.)

The following generalized section of the rocks seen above

water level in the vicinity of Warren, has been prepared by

Mr. F. A. Randall. No man is more thoroughly acquainted

than he with every rock exposure and every fossil bed in

this locality. But with strata as variable as these have

proven to be, it is impossible to construct a generalized sec-

tion that will not be open to criticism, 8.nd one that may not

sometimes unintentionally convey false impressions. A
chart of this kind is only intended to show that certain

rocks found within the district it is intended to represent,

belong to certain geological horizons, not that every particu-

lar rock or fossil bed mentioned preserves precisely the same

characteristics in every locality and runs persistently

throughout. For instance, the ^'flsJi hed conglomerate^''

N, in the section below, viewed simply as a fish hed, is en- •

tirely local, for it cannot be traced as a conspicuous fossil

fish horizon except over a very small area in the vicinity of

Warren. At the Asylum quarry, about a mile to the north,

another fish bed is peen, and this comes in at the bottom of

division K of the section. So also with the other rocks,

even the conglomerates and coal beds, they are all very va-

riable, and no generalized section can properly represent

them in all of their phases. But generalized sections, when
used intelligently, are of great value, and Mr. Randall has

arranged this one systematically and lettered the divisions,

so that he could place in their proper geological horizons

the many fossils which have been collected from different

exposures around Warren. The fossils furnished by him
for the State museum are all numbered and lettered with

reference to this section.
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Division A.—Bummit rocks at Great Bend.
1. Sandstone, massive, yellowish and white 3q,
2. Slates and shales with thin coal beds, .'

' ' *

?o'
3. Concealed measures, ...

. _ , „^,
4. Sandstone, massive, yellowish and white .'.'.'.'.'

30'
5. Sandstone, massive, gray and white,

! !

.'

' '

351
6. Conglomerate, massive, pebbles angular, 10'

Divisions B and a.—Sharon Shale horizon.
7. Shales and slates with one or two thin coal beds, 45/ to 50'

Divisions D and ^.—Oleaw conglomerate.
8. Sandstone, massive, coarse, yellow and gray 15' to 30'
9. Sandstone, massive, ovoid pebbles, generally largest at the base

and graduating upward into sandstone No. 8, 30' to 40'

Division F.—Shenango sHales.

10. Buflf colored, thin,bedded sandy shale becoming silicious in the
upper layers 40' to 50'

Division G.—Stjb-olean conglomerate.

11. Conglomerate and sandstone, massive, flat pebbles ' " to 2'' in di-

ameter in in the upper part. These grow smaller toward the
bottom and graduate into a yellowish loose-grained sandstone

;

generally current bedded and seamed with iron, 40' to 50'

Division H.*

12. Sandy shales ; buff color, 40' to 50'

Division I.

13. Micaceous slates and flags, with layers of shale, 100' to 110'

* The divisions P, G, and H, difier from the overlying rocks both in litho-

logioal characteristics and fossils. The latter are conglomerates ; yellow, gray

and white, coarse-grained sandstones and drab and bluish shales ; and in them
have been found Lepidodendra, Sigillarise, Calamites and Ferns, with only

one species of MoUusks, a Rhyncbonella, and a few species of Ctenecanthus.

But the former, particularly F and H, are much more fossiliferous and abound

in Pucoids, (Dictyophyton,) Crinoidsand Archseooidaris? Of MoUusks there

are many, such as Rhyncbonella, Orthis Miehelini, Productus, Lingula, Cho-

netes, Platyceras, StraparoUus, &o., dte., also several species of Lamellibranchs.

In all about 100 species have so far been found. Although there may be many
Chemung species among them, the greater portion are undoubtedly of Wa-
verly types and many of them have been specifically identified as such by

western geologists, among others Orthis Miehelini and Rhyncbonella Mis-

souriensis.

20 IIII.
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Division J.

14. Sandstones, massive, fine-grained, gray 10'

15. Shales, yellowish brown 10'

16. Flags ; some massive layers
;
green and brown, 50'

Division K.

17. Shales ;
yellow-brown ; with a 2' calcareous sandstone, .... SO'

Division L.—Asylum quarry.

18. Sandstone, gray ;
partly flaggy, partly massive 19'

Division M.

19. Shales, dark, weathering brownish, 10'

Division N.—Fish horizon*
m

20. Conglomerate, flat pebbles ; variable in character, 15' to 25'

Division 0.

21. Shales, bluish 20'

Division P.— Tanner'' s Hill quarry.

22. Sandstone, yellowish, partly massive, partly false-bedded, , .
14'

Division Q.

23. Shales, sandy, bluish, weathering yellow-brown, 100' to 110'

24. Flaggy, false-bedded sandstone ; yellowish, 10' to 20'

Division iJ.f

25. Sandstone, massive, green and brown, 15

*This stratum is variable, in some places being massive and conglomeritio

throughout, and in others containing pebbles only at the top and bottom,

while the center is a mass of irregular flaggy sandstone. The conglomerate

layers at Warren hold many fish remains, among them the teeth of a Dipte-

rus and plates of a large Plaoo Ganoid.

f These layers, (always accompanied by the underlying red shale) are well

exposed in the vicinity of Warren and constitute a mass about 30' thick. They
may be seen at the head of Liberty street

;
(Tanner's hill exposure) near the

brewery in the west part of Warren ; at the railroad cut hal f a mile west of

Warren ;
(Beese's Eddy section) near the mouth of Sill's run on the south

side of the river about 2^ miles south-west of Warren and near Ott's Station,

about a mile and a half south-east of Warren.
Lepidodendra are found in the lower sandstone and in the shaly partings of

the upper member; near the brewery. Crustaceans (Ceratiocaris?) were ob-

tained.
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26. Shale, mottled olive and red, 2'

27. Sandstone, massive, frequently changing to mica slates, .... 14'

Division Ji\— '^ Tannef s Hill Redy
28. Bed shale, dark, 8' to 10'

Division 8.

29. Blue shale and irregular flags ; to river level, 91'

Low water at Warren=1176' above ocean.

Mr. Randall also furnishes the following oiotes :

Venango Oil sands.—I am inclined to view the Tanner's

Hill quarry rock (P) as the representative of the Venango
First Oil sand, as it seems to lie about the proper distance

below the Olean conglomerate. In that case division R
would correspond to the Second Oil sand ; and it will be

seen that in its structure and association with red rock, it

is very similar to the Second Oil sand of Clarion and But-

ler counties.

In this region there is no important stratum of sandstone

or conglomerate answering by its position to the Venango
Third Oil sand. In one or two wells a thin sandstone

has been noticed, but it nowhere attains a considerable

thickness, nor has any oil been obtained in or near this

horizon.

Dip of Strata.—Upon an east and west line the rocks dip

slowly toward the west, as may be seen from the following

levels

:

The base of Olean conglomerate at Great Bend is 1859'

above tide—at Garland 24 miles west the rock is 1793' A. T.

—a dip of 96', or 4' per mile.

The top of Tanner's hill red shale near Ott's Station as

mentioned above, is 1208' A. T., and at the mouth of Sill's

run, 3 miles west it is 1195' A. T.—showing about the same

average dip as the conglomeratje.

The dips from north to south are in the main, of course,

much greater. From North rocks to Hertzell's Ferry, a

distance of 5 miles, the Olean conglomerate falls 160' or 32'

to the mile. North of Hatch's run the rise is more mod-

erate; and south of Hertzell's ferry as far as Clarendon
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there is a slight rise and then a descent of 20' or more to

the mile.

Drift.—^Large accumulations of drift are to be seen in

the neighborhood of Warren, and some of the deposits

reach an elevation of 1450' A. T. The materials composing

the beds are Granite, Gneiss and Syenite of Azoic age, and

sandstones, chert and limestones of Palseozoic times, all

greatly water-worn and irregularly interbedded with sand

and clay. There are also many blocks of local rocks which

by their angularity show that they have not traveled so far

nor been so long subjected to attrition and the action of

water as their neighbors.

Along the Allegheny valley many fine fossils are found

in the drift, which belong to the Upper Helderberg, Clinton

and Niagara groups, a fact indicative of the northern origin

of these deposits.

No large erratics have been noticed in the immediate vicin-

ity of Warren, although they are plentiful both to the north

and west.

The Warren oil rocJcs.—The horizon from which most of

the Warren oil has been obtained, the Warren so-called

Third sand, is a variable fine-grained bluish-gray sandy

stratum lying at an average distance of about 1325' below
the base of the Olean conglomerate.

At North Warren, on the State asylum grounds and the

CruU farm, oil is found in shales about 120' above the place

of the Warren Third sand, or say 1200' below the conglom-

erate. In the Hoffman well on the east side of Jackson run

road at North Warren, and ToUes well No. 1, at Bugbee's

mill, near Stoneham, the oil appears to come from a Fourth

sand lying about 1400' below the base of Olean conglomer-

ate. This Fourth sand has produced considerable gas at

North Warren, and some little oil has also been found there

in strata lying 250' deeper, or about 1650' beneath the Olean

conglomerate.
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Depth of Valley Drift as shown hy Drive Pipes.

Tabulated statement showing the length of drive pipe
used in 42 wells in the Conewango valley, from Warren to

the State line. See map of Conewango Creek oil territory.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

Well on an island in the Allegheny, a little above the
foot of Liberty street, (from memory,) ...

Old Tannery well, S. cor. of Water and Short sts,

Well at west end of covered bridge to Glade,
Allen well, Ofiferlee lot, 600' N. E of covered bridge,.
Hines <fe Hopewell well, above Conewango dam
Waters well, on island above Third street,
Pertig well, east end of Fifth street bridge, «
Walker well, W. of road and 500' north of bridge,
Wing well, No. 1, Roy farm
Roy well, 100' S. of Roy's residence, ....
Roy well, N. W. of Roy's residence, . .

Anderson well, below and near saw-mill,
O. Hall well, 300' E. of Anderson's saw-mill,
Trushell & Co. well. Hook lot, near Hook's dwelling,
Struthers. Taylor & Co., Hook lot, N. E. Hook's house,
Ellicott Oil Company, Stewart lot, North Warren
Chaffee well, S. VV. side Jackson run road,
Wing well. Cowan lot, Jackson run road.
Griffin well. Griffin lot, N. of Berry's corners,
Amman well. No. 1, on Race island,
Bishop well, opposite Allen's dwelling, . . .

Allen well. No. 1, on bank of mill race, . .

Hazeltine, or Osmer, No. 1, on Race island,
Osmer<fe Co., No. 3,between road and race, (not on map,)
Osmer <fe Co.,No. 4, between road and race, (not on map,

)

Osmer & Co., No 5, between road and race, . .

Osmer & Co., or Hazeltine, No. 2, on Race island, . .

Osmer & Co., No. 6, north of No. 2; E bank, . . . .

Nesmith well, on a bar below the dam, ....
Struthers & Co., No. 3, near N. end of Asylum fariii, '

Struthers <fe Co., No. 2, near N. end of Asylum farm,
Struthers & Co., No. 1, near N. end of Asylum tarm,
Watson <fe Raydure, Crull farm, near RR.,
Holt & Coleman, Holt farm E. bank, above dam,
Critohlow farm well, W. of road, S. of dwelling,
Campbell well, Hiller farm, W. bank of creek,

well, Hiller farm, near RR.,

O

go

Boyington well. Hatch farm, opp. Oarr run, . .

Watson <fe Raydure, Reese farm, 1 m. N. of No. 38,

Patterson, No. 2, Briggs farm, 1 m. S. of Russellburg,
Well on Sloan farm, 2 va. N. of Russellburg,
Week's well, State line near Fentouville

1190'

1188
1188
1217
1191
1191
1191
1199
1217
1212
1200
1196
1197
1213
1258
1200
1223
1223
1216
1201
1216
1214
1204
1217
1207
1218
1205
1226
1212
1230
1235
1235
1240
1215
1237
1223
1242
1252
1221
1235
1244
1240

ft

60'

90
95
85
60
71
80
82
95
90
70
67
68
97
140
68
100
103
73
72
105
100
65
100
90
87
62
86

60
98
102
97

116
87
120
95

125
120
120
127
220
276

CD O

1130'

1098
1093
1132
1131
1120
lUl
1117
1122
1122
1130
1129
1129
1116
1118
1132
1123
1120
1143
1129
1111
1114
1139
1117
1117
1131
1143
1140
1162
1132
1133
1138
1124
1128
1117
1128
1117
1132
1101
1108
1024
964
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Mr. Randall undertook the collection of the above facts

hoping to obtain the requisite data for mapping the floor of

Conewango valley so that the windings of the old stream

could be definitely followed in its course northward. But

unfortunately for the purpose in view, the oil wells were

not confined to the creek flats. From Glade to North War-
ren the development took nearly a straight line, which car-

ried it east of the valley, so that no light was thrown upon -

the depth of stream bed drifts between those points.

A few scattering wells are not to be depended upon in

carrying out a design of this kind. They prove a certain

depth of drift, but unless a closely connected line is carried

completely across the valley there is no certainty that the

deepest part has been found. There are no sure rules for

marking out an old channel without drilling. Sometimes

it may be near the center of the valley, at others quite close

to the bluffs on the right or left.

The wells at North Warren seem to indicate that the old

floor there is not quite as low as at Warren. But an un-

tested space remains, where a deeper channel might have

run—swinging around west of the railroad and curving to

the north-east between the wells on the Hiller farm and the

Hatch farm. This in a stream flowing northward would not

be an unnatural course for it to take and the shape of the

present valley is favorable to it.

But no very serious obstacle to the theory of pre-glacial

northern drainage is presented, if we admit that the old

floor here is a few feet higher than at Warren, for a rapid

descent from this point northward, can be proven, and there

must be a crown or summit somewhere in the beds of all

these reversed streams.

It is evident; (particularly on the southerly slope of the

old divide) that at certain points, a number of pre-glacial

streams were diverted from their courses and thrown into

new channels during the Ice age ; and that the gradients of

streams which still remain in original valleys were greatly

modified, also, during the same time. We may see the

proofs of this in several of the tributaries of the Allegheny.
Tionesta creek is now plainly flowing in a new channel at

a point about three miles above its mouth. A hill of fixed
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rock rises between it and the old valley which lies at a some-
what higher level than the new.

Oil creek, formerly made a loop to the west at Petroleum
Center. The present stream cuts across the neck leaving a
circular hill almost surrounded by a wide, dry valley.
At Franklin, an old channel filled with 100' or more of

drift runs north of the bluff point at the junction of French
creek with the river. Both French creek and the Allegheny
appear to be flowing in new channels in the Franklin basin
and at lower levels than the former streams.

Prof. White refers to similar occurrences in Allegheny
and Beaver counties, where the side streams come into the
Allegheny and Beaver rivers over bed robk lying consider-
ably above the floors of the main streams.
The explanation of these phenomena, I conceive, is this :

During the middle ages of ice invasion there was a period
of excessive cutting along the main lines of drainage toward
the south. The outlets south of the divide were very ma-
terially deepened in this manner, and the gradients of some
of the former north-flowing streams were altered, also.

For instance, if the Allegheny once flowed eastward from
Irvineton to Warren, (as I have endeavored to show) it must
have had a slope in that direction. Now, when the water
from the Chautauqua basin commenced to flow south, it was
at a high level on the divide and the new southerly stream

must gradually adjust a bed to a natural gradient. When
it had cut down at Irvineton to the level of the old easterly

or northerly delivering stream at that point, there would
be a crown there with a fall in the connected river bottoms,

toward Tidioute in one direction and toward Warren in the

other—although the waters were all draining southerly. As
the river bottom erosion continued this crown or summit be-

tween the gradients would necessarily travel toward Warren

(for the southerly stream was the only one engaged in low-

ering its bed) and continue to do so until erosion ceased and

the valley-filling process began. If these views be correct

we would be as likely to find the old summit near North

Warren as at any other point. But we need fuller and more

reliable data before a satisfactory tracing of these old streams

can be made.
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Oonewango and Alleglieny Divisions.

13, Gonewango ; IJi-, Olade, and 15, Elk townships.

If one should drive from Chandler's Valley to the county

seat, Warren, along the "Yankee Bush road," which fol-

lows the ridge south-easterly through Conewango township,

and then continue on north-easterly over the Quaker Hill

or Corydon road through Glade and Elk, he could not fail

to notice a great similarity in the topography, soils, and
indigenous flora of the three townships included in this

division. These are summit roads undulating in levels, of

course, but after rising the river hills, nearly always keep
ing well up towards the plane of the sub-Olean Conglomer-
ate and more frequently running above it. The table lands
of Elk are some 200' higher than those of Conewango, but
the erosion has worked so conformably to the slope of the
rocks, that the present surfaces of nearly all the higher
eminences along the roads mentioned are formed of either
the sub-Olean or Shenango shale, and these strata taken
together only measure about 75' in thickness. Only in the
northern part of Glade and over comparatively a very small
area are the shnles overtopped by carboniferous rocks
Quaker Hill coal, the only workable bed west of the Al-

legheny river, and, indeed, the only coal that has been
profitably mined in Warren county lies partly in Elk, but
principally in Glade township.
Conewango and Glade have a community of interests in the

oil rocks of the Warren group, for outside of their bounda-
ries no paying oil wells have thus far been obtained from
these rocks north of the Allegheny. They hold, also, in
common, a remarkable development of sandrocks and con-
glomerates lying between the sub-Olean and drainage level.
For these reasons, and because they naturally follow each
other as river-fronting townships in the order'^named, they
have been grouped together into one division.
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13. Cunewango township. Organized in 1820.

This township has the Allegheny river for its southern

boundary and Conewango creek for its eastern. Jackson

run passes diagonally through the northern part, from
north-west to south-east and with its tributaries drains

about half the township. A continuous ridge trends north-

westerly from Warren to Sugar Grove, from which several

short, rapid runs deliver southward to the Allegheny.

Jackson run enters the township at an elevation of 1375'±,

Conewango creek at 1210'=t, and the Allegheny makes its

exit at the lowest point in it at 1155'±, (low water at War-
ren being 1176'). The highest point observed (1915') is at

the sinall cemetery on the "Yankee Bush road," about

three niiles N. W. of Warren. Bat Mr. Randall gives a

higher point (1945') near G. Speackman's, a mile north of

Jackson run and a mile and a half west of the Conewango.

No Olean Conglomerate is found in place in the town-

ship, but the "Yankee Bush ridge" contains quite large

areas of suh-Olean, which here well exhibits its fine-pebble,

ferruginous type, weathering into small cubes and forming

those peculiarly shaped truncated knobs already described.

Some thin patches of Shenango shales remain. They, also,

are heavily charged with iron, and are frequently rich in

fossils, crinoids being most abundant. The under shales

are likewise irony and weather into brown, fissile chips,

the whole covering the surface with rather a fertile soil, al-

though not deep and rich, and making this ridge a desir-

able place for agriculture. The most of the table land is

well cleared and occupied by a thrifty farming community,

who have a preference for these hills notwithstanding the

fact that they are sometimes greatly inconvenienced by a

scarcity of water in seasons of long continued drouth.

North of Jackson run the country is not so thickly set-

tled ; the Conewango hills are steep and woody and a greater

percentage of untillable surface is presented. A strip of

similar character skirts the Allegheny river and extends

across the western end of the township ;
but fine farming

lands are found all along the wide valley bottoms. Of

course these are not now as productive as formerly for they
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have been long under cultivation, and in many cases con-

tinual and injudicious cropping, without proper fertilizers

and needed rest, has resulted, as it always must result, in

an impoverished soil.

The cultivation of some of the lower reaches of the side

streams coming into the main valleys is more or less inter-

ferred with by blocks of sandstone that have descended from

the outcrops exposed by the undercutting of the stream.

In some cases these valleys also contain the latest fragments

of massive rock which once capped the neighboring sum-

mits.

Immediately beneath the sub Olean Conglomerate and

for 150' below it, the measures are uniformly sandy shales

varying but little in general composition in different parts

of the township. Below these within a range of about

350', there are several layers of sandstones and conglomer-

ates, so variable in character and irregular as to levels, that

one of them is very likely to be mistaken for another, when
attempts are made to identify their outcrops several miles

apart. The whole mass is very sandy, and about Warren
forms steep cliffs of thin-bedded sandstones, which weather

in thin leaves after the manner of the Vespertine (Pocono)

rocks further to the .south-east. The more massive sand-

stones and conglomerates of the series seem to be local

beds, of restricted dimensions, interleaved at varying levels

in this sandy horizon, rather than persistent layers running

regularly and in parallel planes for long distances. An ex-

amination of sections along the Alleghenyriver confirms this.

From Tidioute to the north line of Deerfield township

the two members of the Second oil sand can be traced very

satisfactorily, the upper one (B) retaining its thickness,

and gradually rising at the rate of 14' to the mile from 1160'

at the east end of Tidioute to 1270' at the Deerfield line.

The lower one (A) keeps almost a parallel plane with B,

but evidently thins out toward the north, being only 8'

thick where last seen. From the county line to Irvineton

(about 4 miles) we have no good exposures ; but the same

rate cf dip would carry the Second oil sand, B, up about

60', or to 1330' A. T.
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On the point of the narrow hog back between the Broken-
straw and Irvine run, at an elevation of 1340', occurs an ex-

posure, partly conglomerate, partly sandstone, which has
heretofore been regarded as the equivalent of the First oil

sand of the Venango group ; but immediately over it and
capping the ridge at 1450' lies another sandstone (and these

two sandstones are noticeable in several other places to the

north-west, holding about the same relative positions) which
seems to correspond more nearly than the lower one with

the horizon of the First oil sand.

In the Allegheny river sections it may be noticed that the

lower member {Second oil sand, A) apparently thins out

when traced toward the north, and we learn from the his-

tory of tlie wells on the north-western range of the Venango
oil belt, as seen on the upper part of Oil creek, at Church
run and in South-West and Eldred townships, that both

members of the Second sand have lost their individuality

in that direction and merged into a mass of sandy shales.

Along any ]Sr. W.-S. E. cross-section of the Venango belt

north of Oil City, the Second sand appears as sub-divided

into two or three members to the south-east ; as a single

massive rock near the center ; and as sandy shales to the

north-west. Knowing then the variable character of this

sand when not followed along the trend of its deposition,

we may suppose that at Irvineton we have come upon the

range where only one rock was deposited, or, (what seems

to me to be quite as possible, in view of the difference in

the geological structure north-east of this point as compared

with that along the Venango belt) that the Irvineton rock

is not the exact equivalent of either the First or Second oil

sand, but belongs to an older series of sediments upon which
the oil sand group has been deposited with a slight non-

conformabilty, in such a manner that wrong identifications

might easily be made in passing from one series to the other

where there is a gap of several miles between actual ex-

posures.

Going east from Irvineton these measures appear to rise

quite rapidly; for, at Jackson station a fine exposure of

conglomerate occurs at 1382', and this is evidently the Irvine-
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ton rode which has risen 43' in two miles, or 21' to the mile.

Between Jackson station and AVarren (4 miles) traces of

conglomerate may be seen in a number of places
;
but the

stratum becomes more sandy and shaly and less clearly de-

fined.* It appears to be represented at Warren by the

Tannefs Hill quarry rock, the top of which is 1447', arise

from Jackson station of 16' to the mile. This quarry rock

contains no pebbles. It is very similar in appearance to the

lower part of the exposure at Irvineton, where the top is

conglomerate ; and it is possible that th.eflsh conglomerate

at Tanner's hill, instead of the quarry rock, may represent

the top of the Irvineton and Jackson station conglomerate
;

in which case the dip would be quite uniform throughout

the whole distance.

A rise in the strata of over 20' to the mile on a line run-

ning nearly due east, however, is rather remarkable. It is

quite certain that the coal measure rock do not have such

a rise ; for, taking the nearest exposures of Olean Conglom-

erate we find the line of strike to be nearly east and west.

Another quarry is opened a little more than a mile north-

west of Tanner's hill, from which the stone used in building

the West Pennsylvania Insane Asylum was taken. Other

sandstones of similar character, but generally containing

more pebbles, are found along the lower reaches of all the

streams running southerly from Yankee Bash ridge to the

Allegheny. There are several bands of them ; and these lie

so irregularly that I have not been able to trace a single

positive horizon throughout the township.

Section exposed at Asylum quarry, on the north side of

Follett run, about 1 mile south-west of State Insane Asylum
at North Warren.

*On the Mead farm, about a mile and a half west of Warren, avery promi-

nent, sharp-cut knob rises to 1530' A. T. or 360' above the river. At 1400' the

top of Jackson station conrjlomerate can be traced. Here it is quite pebbly

but not very massive, weathering into small thin blocks. The escarpment

above it is very steep and principally composed of thin and false-bedded, yel-

lowish sandstones which frequently expose little cliffs from three to five feet

high and show a face of naked rock. In these situations the formation is never

massive, but always presents foliated edges and breaks up into thin plates as

disintegration goes on.
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~ Asylum quarry section.

Elevation of top of exposure above ocean, 1613'

1. Sandstone, fine-grained argillaceous 2' to 1611'

2. Shale, brown, friable, iron stained, ... . .
20' to 1591'

3. Conglomerate, red, irony matrix, containing bones of large fish

and matted masses of carboniferous plants, 1' to 1590
4. Shale, brown, friable, . . . . 4' to 1586'

5. Clay, soft, greenish-blue, variable in thickness, ... i' to 1585
6. Sandstone, massive, but irregular in composition and bedding,

pebbly and irony near top ; seamed and fractured, some of the
fissures containing masses of carbonate of lime deposited from
the -water percolating through them, 7' to 1678'

7. Sandstone, a massive layer containing a peculiar curved fucoid, 1' to 1577'

8. Sandstone, brownish-gray, containing minute specks of iron, but
making an excellent building stone, .... 4' to 1573'

9. Sandstone of more variable structure and inferior to the above,
seen, 8' to 1565'

No. 3. The fish conglomerate is well exposed along the face

of the quarry and is seen to thin out and disappear both

right and left at a distance of about 150' from the center.

It has every appearance of being a local deposit made in a

sheltered lagoon whose mud-accumulating conditions of de-

position were momentarily disturbed by some paroxysmal

movement of the earth crust which caused the ocean waters

ta sweep over it bringing in large fish to strand and perish

in the shallow waters, as the wave receded. The fish bones

are mingled in great disorder with land plants and pebbles,

in a thin layer interbedded between masses of muddy shale,

and there seems to be no more plausible way of accounting

for the accumulation of such a mass in such surroundings,

than that suggested above.

An analysis of a specimen of carbonate of lime taken from

the crevices of sandstone No. 6 was made by Mr. A. S. Mc-

Creath with t;he following results

:

Carbonate of lime 98.035

Carbonate of magnesia, 1.1%^

Carbonate of baryta None.

Oxide of iron "20

Siliceous matter, -^^^

99.858

About two and a half miles N. N. W. from Asylum quarry,

near the residence of Mr. William Smith, on the road going
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over from Jackson' s run to the south-east corner of Farm-

ington township, a massive sandstone about 20' thick, out-

crops at 1630'. One of the lower layers, a very compact,

medium-grained, yellowish sandstone 4' in thickness, has

been blasted to widen and improve tlie roadway, and in

the solid rock thus opened are many casts of a peculiar

fossil form which I have never seen described, and never

found elsewhere in place, although looking for it diligently.

Th\sfossilform is about the size and shape of a medium
sized cigar, tapered at both ends. The specimen before me
is 4 inches long and f of an inch thick in the middle, taper-

ing a little more gradually towards one end than the other.

Each end terminates in a slightly twisted flat paddle i of

an inch wide. From the two edges of the paddle start spiral

whorls which run exactly like the threads of a double-

threaded screw, from one end of the cast to the other.

There are 15 whorls, raised about one sixteenth of an inch

above the body of the fossil ; and the one starting on the

right hand side of the flattened point at one end, terminates

on the left hand side at the other end. In sand or water,

a rotary motion either towards the right or the left would
propel the body forward or backward. As the specimens
are merely cores of sandstone, there seems to be nothing
about them to indicate what the internal structure of the

organism may have been.

Similar specimens have been obtained frequently from
loose blocks in the town of Warren, but, although they
have evidently come down from the neighboring hillsides,

I have never been able to find an actual escarpment of the

rock there, and consequently do not know exactly where it

belongs. It is a rather singular fact that the casts are very
seldom seen on the outside of a block broken out by natu-
ral causes. They usually lie in the most solid parts of the

stone, and are only discovered when the larger masses are

being worked up for use. They appear to have no habitual
position in the rock, but lie in all attitudes from horizontal

to perpendicular. Some of the fragments at Smith's indi-

cate that the organisms were 6 or 7 inches long.

This rock also holds in association an Ortlioceras, an inch
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and a quarter in diameter ; a large Spirifer ; an Avicula ;
and what appears to be a Cypricardia.
The Warren oil field, which created such an excitement

among oil producers while being opened in 1876, lies partly
in Conewango township and partly in Glade, skirting both
sides of Conewango creek. The principal development on
the west side of the creek was at north Warren, where
some wells were obtained which flowed when first struck
from three to four hundred barrels a day. They speedily

declined in production, however, and the territory was
found to be not only limited in extent, but treacherous and
uncertain as to yield, in consequence of which many oper-

ators lost money, even in what was considered good loca-

tions, and, becoming discouraged at the prospects, with-

drew to the more uniformly productive fields of Bradford.

From the close of 1877 to the summer of 1881, but little

new work was attempted, but in the latter year some pro-

specting was done, and twenty or thirty new wells have
been drilled, with satisfactory results, on a belt line run-

ning from east Warren across the Conewango in the vicinity

of the brewery north of Warren borough. How far this

pool or belt may extend westwardly remains to be seen. It

is not at all improbable that some good oil land may yet be

discovered in the south-eastern part of Conewango town-

ship. To be sure .a number of dry holes have been drilled

there, but in such a variable field as this is known to be,

it ought to be no surprise if some of the intermediate un-
' tested areas should yet prove to be productive. The west-

ern part of the township has been partially tested by sev-

eral wells on Jackson run on the north, and Irvine run on the

south, and one near Jackson station-on the Allegheny river.

As far as can be learned, the indications for oil in these

wells were not such as would be likely to inspire one with

great confidence in the future possibilities of this section of

the township. For a fuller . account of the Warren oil

field, see chapter IX.
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i^. Glade toionsMp. Organized in IS^Ji..

The Allegheny river forms the eastern and southern bound
aries ; Conewango creek the western. All the drainage

gravitates southward through Hemlock run. Glade run, and
other smaller streams, into the Allegheny river, and west-

ward, through Hatch run, into the Conewango. An elevated

plateau, partly in Glade and partly in Elk and Pine Grove,

with a spur south-eastward toward Warren, holds the head-

water branches of all these streams.

The Allegheny enters the township at an elevation of

1225' ; the Conewango at 1210'±
; and the lowest point is

at Glade, where these two streams meet, 1177'±A. T. The
highest point observed is in the wilderness between Quaker
Hill coal mines and Kinzua, 2095'.

Other high points on this Olean-Conglomerate range are :-

Top of summit rock at "the Pass" 2080' ;—Middle knob
of north- rocks 2045';—Gardner's rocks 2030';—Snyder's

summit, a mile and a half east of the Conewango and near

the Warren and Corydon highway is a very prominent point,

2015' A. T.

The eastern half of the township is largely covered by
carboniferous rocks. In the western parts none remain ex-

cept on three or four knobs near the northern line, where
the hills and valleys assume the characteristic outlines due
to the erosion of shales ; but some of the hillsides are very

steep and occasionally expose rocky ledges, and the valleys

often contain colonies of sandstone blocks not far removed
from their original site.

The Olean Conglomerate covers all the higher land in the

eastern end of the township, and carries along the line of

Elk the only workable coal bed in Warren county, north-

west of the Allegheny river. It also caps three or four

summits in the north-western part, one small knob near the

center, and a narrow ridge in the south-west corner facing

the Allegheny river.

The varying character of the Olean Conglomerate is well
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exhibited in these several exposures. Along the escarp-

ments of the large area in the eastern part of the township

cliffs of coarse conglomerate occur in one place, and almost

clear sandstone in another. At the "Pass," (S. W. corner

of Elk township) both conglomerate and sandstone are seen,

the pebbles seldom larger than hickory nuts. At the ex-

posures next west, the pebbles are frequently as large as

hens' eggs, and the matrix contains considerable iron in

irregnlar seams and patches. The most westerly outlier

(Gardner's rock) is an almost solid sandstone with compar-

atively few pebbles, and these seldom larger than hazel

nuts.

This Gardner' s rock stands alone on the summit of the

divide between Hatch run and Akeley run, overlooking

Conewango valley, robbed of all its associates, a solitary

witness to the erosion that has taken place on all sides.

An area of about five acres is all that is left of the great

sheet of pebble -rock that once connected it with the con-

glomerates toward the south, and which no donbt spread

also over the country for many miles to the north. Its top

is almost a bare platform ; but sufficient mold has accumu-

lated in the inequalities of the surface to support vegeta-

tion, and many trees, with their roots in the fissures, have

found |sufl3icient sustenance to grow to a large size. Its

sides, particularly towards the north, west, and south, are

almost vertical. ^&^ loose rocks lie around it, except on

the south, where solid blocks 70' long, 40' wide, and 30'

thick are sliding slowly down into the valley of flatch run.

Its southern face is a remarkably straight wall of rock 50'

in height, running nearly due east and west.

The bottom layer is 30' thick, and frequently presents a

front without crack or seam, current-bedded in irregular

lines, and streaked with layers of pebbles, always of the

ovoidal type, generally small, and rather sparsely scattered

through the sand.

The layers which compose the uppermost 20' are not so

massive, and being very irregularly bedded, with thin clayey

or shaly partings, weather into smaU blocks or even into

quite thin plates.

21 nil.
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The Quaker Hill or Dinsmoor coal bed, about a mile and

a half east of the southwest corner of Elk, is one of the most

interesting sporadic deposits in the State, on account of its

geological position and association. Coal has been mined
here in a moderate way for forty years or more ; first by
stripping and from pits, and then by drifting into the hill

which rises in the highest point about 70' higher.

The quantity thus far taken out 1ms not been very great,

for no cheap means of transportation have been available,

and the output has been restricted to local demands. Con-

sequently, the mine has not been extensively or systemati-

cally worked, and questions concerning the probable ex-

tent and value of the bed are surrounded by about as much
uncertainty now as they were years ago?

This coal bed is twice briefly referred to in the final report

of the first geological survey, (1858, Vol. IT, p. 556 and
557:) In one place, as lying '''above the Serai conglomeratef
and in another, as "in the Serai sandstone, ot under the

conglomerate." These were evidently the notes of differ-

ent observers who visited the mine ; and the want of agree-

ment in the conclusions arrived at in relation to tlie horizon

of the coal was caused by the fact that in the vicinity of

the mine the Olean Conglomerate (bottom member of the

Serai) and the 8ub-0lean (the next conglomerate below it)

are found reposing in very nearly the same horizontal

plane, both of them appearing as coarse pebbly rocks.

The characteristic contrast between the egg-shaped peb-

bles of the upper rock and the lens-shaped pebbles of the

lower rock had not then been noticed, and, therefore, it is

not surprising that the juxtaposition of the two rocks at

the mine (where the coal lies in a basin, with patches of

conglomerate both above and below it) should have led to

erroneous identifications, and been the cause of confound-
ing the upper conglomerate, (Clean,) with the lower con-

glomerate, (Sub-Glean.)

Even at the present time, with the additional light the

second geological survey has been able to throw upon the

relationship of these two conglomerates, and after still

more particular examination of the surrounding rock ex-
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posures have been made, the precise geological position of

the coal bed is somewhat obscure
; and, in fact, its true

situation cannot be satisfactorily made out until a number
of drill-holes have been sunk in that vicinity, not only to

the coal horizon, but to a sufficiently considerable depth
below it to disclose the character of the underlying meas-

ures.

The map of the coal field, accompanying this descrip-

tion, has been copied from the county atlas, and is inaccu-

rate in many particulars, but it will serve as an illustration.

The lines of warrants may be correct, but the roads are

only approximately located, and the streams are apparently

sketched in without verification, except, perhaps, where

they cross tract lines. Many small branches are not noted

at all. Hence, the outline of the carboniferous rocks can

only be given in a very general way, for on the summit

covered by them there is not a clearing, a dwelling, or an

open highway, (except immediately at the mine.) to assist

in locating the points where outcrops and exposures have

been examined.

It is evident, however, that the shape and size of this

fragmentary patch of coal measures must necessarily be

limited by the deep valleys sorrounding it, viz : Hodge run

on the north, the Allegheny river on the east and south,

and Hemlock run on the west.

Only on the narrow ridge towards the north-west would

it be possible for the conglomerate to extend beyond the

general limits assigned to it on the map, and there, as we

shall show, the lower memler has never been deposited, or

else it has been completely eroded.

All the coal thus far mined within the carboniferous areas

designated on the map (and, indeed, all that is positively

known to exist there) lies within an area of about 50 acres

;

in the south-west corner of warrant No. 5553, Elk town-

ship ; and the north-west corner of No. 5554. Glade. By

far the greater part of this conglomerate-covered plateau

remains to-day unproven, for no systematic tests have been

made to ascertain the limits of the coal seam.

Three drifts have been opened in the coal bed

:
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1. The North opening on tlie north slope of the ridge, and

marked N. on the map.

2. The Old South opening (marked S) and 3. The New
drift, both of them on the southerly slopes, where the ero-

sion at the head of a small stream has cut well nigh across

the summit. The South opening was the first one made on

the property ; the other, toward the west, is the present

entrance to the mine. The air shaft (of which a section is

given below) was over the South opening ; and the old strip-

ping ground and pits referred to above, are located in the

cove near the mouth of this drift.

The elevations noted on the map are based upon bench

marks established by a line of spirit levels run up from

Warren to the mine, and they ought to be reliable as the

benches have afforded abundant checks upon the barometric

work.

The base of the coal seam at the North bank was ascer-

tained to be 2000' and at the South bank, 2011' A. T. ; the

distance between the two openings being about 1600' on a

line running very nearly north and south.

The South opening was driven into the hill about 35 rods,

sloping downwards, it is said, at the rate" of nearly a foot

to the rod. Quite effectual drainage was secured for some
time by a line of two inch pipe so laid as to act as a siphon,

but this failing eventually to give relief, the working was
discontinued and another opening started on the north

slope of the ridge where no difficulty in drainage was an-

ticipated.

This North opening, was carried in some 15 rods or more,

but it also dipped so much that the water became trouble-

some. At that point the seam took an abrupt rise at an
angle of about 45°. The coal was mined up the slope some
ten or twelve feet, when, as it pinched out somewhat, and
the under rock appeared to be a hard conglomerate threaten-

ing much expense, the miners abandoned this opening also.

The entries to both drifts have since fallen iu so that no in-

side examinations can be made.
The new drift, which furnishes all the coal now mined,

enters the hill from the south-west slope and like the others,
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dips toward the center of the basin. In a distance of 35

rods the coal seam lowers about 25', but not with a uniform

descent, the fall being moderate for the first live rods from

the entrance and then quite rapid for 10 or 15 rods when it

again moderates. This drift and the side workings are

drained effectually by the use of a small steam pump. From
six to ten tons of coal per day is the usual output, but the

demand does not require steady work at this rate through-

out the year.

Some large sandrocks, having all the characteristics of

the Kinzua creek sandstone, lie upon the summit 15' above

the mouth of the old air shaft of the south drift.

Mr. Dinsmoof s shaft record.

Summit, A. T., 2060'

Loose blocks of sandstone and concealed, to top of air shaft, . . 15' to 2015

Shales and slates, gray and fawn color, 40' to 2005

Coal, slaty, . •
3'

Shale, olive ; sometimes partly sandstone or partly conglomer-

ate ; very variable 4' 9" to 2000

Coal, (varying from 1 6" to 2',) 2' to 1998

Black slate, (varying from 4" to 12",) 1' to 1997

A conglomerate of ovoidal pebbles underlies the slate
;

thickness unknown, but thought to be thip and irregular.

Headroom has been made in the roof shales. In all the

drifts they work down easily and leave a safe roof without

props. No conglomerate has been met with in the roof in

the new shaft ; but in the old workings some conglomerate

layers a foot or more in thickness were encountered. The

pieces taken out are composed of sharp white sand, rough

ovoidal pebbles, and films of coal arid compressed clay-

smeared plants, intermixed in the greatest disorder. They

have a dark lead color, even the pebbles being so completely

coated with carbonaceous matter that they must be broken

to prove that they are of quartz.

The conglomerate in the floor of the mine, as far as can

be judged from a few small pieces obtained in different

places with a pick, is of a similar character.

A fair sample of coal taken from the new opening, where

the seam runs from 20" to 22" thick and mines after the
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manner of the block coals of OMo, was sent to Mr. McCreath

at the State laboratory, for analysis, and yielded the follow-

ing results

:

Dinsmoor's Quaker Hill Goal.

Water, 2.948

Volatile matter, 35.217

Fixed carbon, 58.096

Sulphur 689

Ash, 3.050

100.000
Color of ash ; red, with white speolss.

Colie, percent, 61.835

The horizon of the coal bed is very low when compared
with either the Olean Conglomerate at the west, or the Sub-

Olean at the north-west, as the level figures on the map
show. Evidently, these conglomerates could not have been

deposited in the vicini ty of the coal mine under the same
conditions as generally elsewhere. The usual parallelism

between them does not here exist ; but on the contrary the

two rocks lie in such relationship to each other that an ac-

tual non-conformability of strata seems quite probable.

At the "Pass" the base of Olean (with the Sub-Olean

about 30' below it) is at 1,995'.

Less than a mile north, where a low spot in the ridge oc-

curs at the head of Hemlock run, the Olean has all been

eroded at 2,030'.

Half a mile further north the sub-Olean comes to the sur-

face at 2,090'.

A few rods west of this the summit holds a coarse, white

sandstone, entirely devoid of pebbles, at 2130'.

Turning from this road south-east towards Dinsmoor's, the

Sub-Olean is again seen at 2,095'.

From that point sandy and argillaceous shales are plainly

visible to the summit at 2,129'.

This summit is under cultivation ; a smooth, shaly soil,

where no conglomerate or sandstone could possibly be con-

cealed.

Descending the slope, shales are uncovered down to the

top of sub-Olean at 2,055'.
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Here the road is filled with flat pebbles weathering from
the top of the rock, escarpments of which show a short dis-

tance east.

Shales outcrop from this point to the next summit, on
which, a few rods west of the road, lies a nest of coarse

sandstone blocks in place at 2,090'.

From this point to Dinsmoor's shales are again well ex-

posed, and in digging for the foundation of his barn the

8ub-01ean was uncovered at 2,020.

A few rods beyond this the surface begins to rise toward

the coal hill.

In the depression we first notice the changefrom theflat

pebbles of the Sub-Olean on the west, to the ovoidal pebbles

of the Olean on the east.

Continuing easterly, Olean pebbles and small thin lumps

of conglomerate cover the surface for perhaps twenty rods
;

then carboniferous shales overtop them, succeeded by large

blocks of coarse, white sandstone on the summit, at an ele-

vation of 2,060'.

East of this the Sub-Olean is exposed at 2,000' by the ero-

sion of a little stream which heads near the South opening.

Following now the wood road to the south-east we travel

upon a shaly surface for nearly a mile, (very gradually

rising from 2,000' to 2,055'.)

Here Olean pebbles begin to appear in profusion, and an

escarpment of coarse conglomerate 8' thick is seen facing

Hodge run.

A rapid rise of about 30' is now made.

Continuing onward for about half a mile we come to an

extensive rocTc city overlooking all the country to the north-

west and north, apparently the highest point on this table

land, 2,095'.

The rock here is a pure white sandstone, having all the

characteristics of the Klnzua creeJc sand of McKean county.

Half a mile further on the path descends into a depres-

sion cut into the ridge at the head of Billy run, where a

clean escarpment of massive, coarse pebble Olean conglo-

merate 20' thick appears as the north-east limit of the car-

boniferous plateau ; top, 1,990'.
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Bat a few rods from the cliff and apparently not over five

feet (5') below its base, the Bub-Olean is seen on the hog-

back, and continues for a half mile or more along it to

its end or nose, ( here the more rapid descent to the river

commences,) where it forms a roclc city and noted rattle-

snake den ; top, 1,975'.

On the west side of the highlands, facing Hemlock run,

no clean cut escarpments of Suh-Olean can be seen, for its

outcrop is obscured by the debris from higher rocks. But
in passing up the path from the forks of Hemlock to the

mine, the general horizon of the Suh-Olean can be plainly

traced, both by the topography and by large quantities of

flat pebble conglomerate removed only a few feet from its

bed. Its position on this side seems always to be low

enough to bring it into its normal place beneath the Olean.

The "Wolf den," somewhere near the south-west corner

of warrant 5,544, is a grand exposure of Olean conglomer-

ate and its overlying sandstones, (resembling Gardner's

rocks in N. E. Glade,) 40' high ; base, 1,915'.

Other sandrocks, with probably some shaly partings, ap-

pear above it up to the summit at 2,045'.

This is the south-western limit of the conglomerate area

directly south of the Dinsmoor mine.

It will be noticed that for some distance south-west of the

Pass the 8ub-0lean lies almost level ; but going north-east

the Sub-Olean rises 130' in about a mile and a quarter.

From this point (near the junction of Dinsmoor's road

with the Warren and Corydon highway ) towards the north-

west, the Sub-Olean falls 65' in about a mile ; and towards

the coal mines, south-east, 75' in a little greater distance
;

while to the north it flattens down to nearly a horizontal

plane.

The bottom 25' of the Olean at the Pass is conglomeratic.

Over it lie 60' of sandstones, (with apparently, some shaly

divisions,) reaching up to the summit at 2,080'.

As this Olean rock is completely eroded at the depression

to the north, where the Shenango shales are laid bare at

2,030', it must either rise conformably vs^ith the Suh-Olean,
or else lie noncovformably upon it. If it rises conformably
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with the Sub-Olean its bottom conglomeratic member should
appear in the summit still further north, at 2130'. But
that summit contains only sandstone of precisely the same
type as the sandstone abovie the conglomerate at the Pass.
The only conclusion that can be drawn then is that the

carboniferous rocks were deposited upon a bed sloping from
the north, the pebbly portion, or Olean wedging out where
the depression now 'cuts across the ridge ; and the upper
sandy part, or Kinzua creek rocks overlapping and bedding
upon the Shenango shales, as seen in the summit further
north.

South of the depression conglomerate can be traced at

2040' ; but it is apparently much thinner than at the Pass.

North of it none is to be found.

The summit west of Dinsmoor's is capped with sandstone

of the same kind, (Kinzua creek ;) and also the summit to

the north. No conglomerate is found on either of the sum-
mits, although the deposits lie upon typical Shenango shales,

at about the same distance above the Sub-Olean as the con-

glomerate does at the Pass.

Over Dinsmoor' s mine the same sandstone appears ; but

beneath it come, not the Shenango shales, but coal shales,

coal and thin conglomerates, extending down below the hor-

izon of the Sub-Olean as it is seen east and west of the coal

basin. It would seem as if the Sub-Olean must have been

cut out before the coal bed was deposited; but of course it

is possible that it was warped into a narrow basin for the

reception of the coal. A few drill holes are needed before

it can be definitely ascertained which hypothesis is the true

one.

That the Quaker Hill coal lies very low down in the base

of the Olean conglomerate is evident. It must have been

deposited in a sheltered basin, protected from the strong

currents that were playing upon the conglomerates east and

west of it. The limits of the basin cannot yet be defined

for want of data. But inasmuch as the coal seam probably

lies within six or eight feet above the base of the Olean

conglomerate, we should not expect to find a continuation

of the bed towards the east and south, beyond points where
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the Olean is known to be a massive conglomerate 20' or more

in thickness, for in such situations the conglomerate must

cut out the coal.

We have seen that the Olean is thick and massive at the

" Wolf den," and also at its most north-easterly escarpment

between Hodge run and the Allegheny. It presents the

same features all along the Allegheny ; and at Great Bend

it attains a remarkable volume, as shown in the Tuttle cliff

section, in which no trace of the Quaker Hill coal appears.

It is probable, then, that the coal bed will be found re-

stricted principally to warrant No. 5554, and even to limited

portions of that tract.

Snyder's summit, by far the highest point between

Hatch ran and Hemlock run, (except the small conglomer-

ate-capped peak a mile south-west of the Pass, which is

about 5' higher,) is located a mile and a half east of the

Conewango, about midway between the north township

line and ,the Allegheny river. The Warren and Corydon

road winds around it west and north, attaining an altitude

of 1,890' at the cross-road that runs southerly along its

east side. The cross-road descends somewhat from the

corners, and passes through a notch which cuts ofE this

summit from another dome to the south-east. Toward the

south-west the surface falls of rapidly, but in irregular

spurs, toward the Conewango and Allegheny. Thus the

Sub-Olean and all the measures above it are isolated, and
the conglomerate is so frequently exposed in its character-

istic type of a fine-pebble iron-charged rock that its hori-

zon can be very satisfactorily traced. In about a mile it.

rises north-eastward from 1,890' to 1950'.

A belief having obtained in the neighborhood that coal

could be found in the hill, Mr. Kandall was led to make
several examinations of "it. No traces of a coal bed were
discovered ; but the remarkable altitude of the summit, the

character of the shales upon it, and the thickness of meas-
ures above the Suh-Olean, furnish interesting subjects for

study.

His section was made near the Quaker hill road, 2^ miles
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north-east of Warren, and a quarter of a mile soutJi of Nor-
man Snyder's dwelling.

F. A. RandalV s Snydefs Summit Section.

Elevation of summit above ocean, 2015'

1. Shales, drab, (coal type,) -. . . . 38 to 1977

2. Fragments of conglomerate in loose blocks, containing species

of Cienecam^AMS/or-TOOSMi lying here at, . .... 1977

3. Thin bedded shaly sands, containing Fucoids and Crinoids, . . 37 to 1940

4. Conglomerate (Sub-Glean) of small flat pebbles in an irony

matrix, graduating downward into fine-grained bufif-colored

sandstone, . , . 51 to 1889

5. Shaly sandstones, thin bedded, and containing Orinoids, seen, . 20 to 1869

Standing upon Snyder's summit, we may get a very

good idea of the general dips prevailing in this region.

Looking across the Conewango, one sees Yankee bush

ridge, 4^ miles W. by S., holding the top of Sub-Olean at

1895'. Hence, 1940'—1895' = 45', which is the fall in that

direction, an average of 10' to the mile.

Across Hatch run, 2 miles north, Gardner's rocks appear,

with the Sub-Olean beneath them at I960', a rise of 10' to

the mile.

Two miles E. N". E., in the direction of the Pass, the con-

glomerate maintains about the same rate of ascent, 10' to

the mile.

Two miles E. S. E. (near Cobham park) it has a fall of

about 10' to the mile.

Two and a half miles S. by E., at the Allegheny cliffs

over Cobham well, (see section No. XIX,) a remarkable dip

is apparent, to-wit : 1940'—1768' = 173', or an average of

69' to the mile.

The general dip from the Pass southwestward is, there-

fore, about 10' per mile ; and from Gardner's rocks, south

by east for 2 miles, 10' per mile ; then for 2f miles, 6g^per

mile.

Similar irregularities north-east of the Pass have already

been shown.

The Crawford shale horizon is not so open to examina-

tion in Glade as in Conewango, being more generally ob-

scured by drift ; but there are exposures and well records

enough to show that no radical change in structure occiirs
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in passing from one township to the other. Below the

shales, however, we may notice some variation. The coarse

pebbly sandrocks of south-western Conewango apparently

take a north-east trend and fine down into sandstones to-

ward the south-east. Hence, in this horizon no pebble rocks

of importance are seen in Glade, except in the north-west

part. In the debris along the river clifPs, blocks of yellow,

massive sandstone are frequently noticed, but pebbles are

very rare. The Great Bend section, Allegheny river series

No. XXI, may stand as a fair exponent of the structure in

the south-eastern portion of the township.

Oil wells are numerous in Glade, but they have been con-

fined, principally, to the western and south-western parts.

Beatty well No. 1, located at East Warren or Glade city,

was the first in the county to demonstrate the existence of

oil there in paying quantities, in measures beneath the Ve-

nango oil sands. Develoj)ments naturally spread out from
this center ; North Warren was opened on one side and
Stoneham on the other, but being checked by unsuccessful

ventures toward the north-east very little has been done in

that direction. Two thirds of the township remains to-day

untested, save by a few wells around the borders and one

in the vicinity of the Pass at Quaker hill. The Eeed well,

(elevation 1,715' A. T.,) on Culbertson farm, west branch of

Hemlock run, was drilled in 1880 to a depth of 1,4.50 or 1,600

feet without finding favorable indications ; and this dry

hole, with the previous failures of Hodge run well, in Elk,

Wolf run well, in Kinzua, Tuttletown well, near Great Bend
and other wells on the north-east end of the Stoneham belt,

has put a damper for the present on all further develop-

ment of the eastern part of the township. Still it is not

imi*)ssible that some paying oil pools may yet be found
when the region is more thoroughly tested.

15. Elk township. Organized in 1830.

Elk township lies in the north-eastern corner of the county
adjoining the State of New York, and is bounded on the
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east by the Allegheny river, into which about three quarters

of its surface drains directly through streams having their

deliveries as vrell as their sources within the limits of the

township. The rainfalls along its westerly margin seek
Jacksons run and Akeley run and thence proceeding south-

westerly through Pine Grove township enter Conewango
creek.

The Allegheny river crosses the State line at 1,270'± A.

T. and the south township line at 1,225' A. T.—this last

point, of course, being the lowest spot in Elk. From the

elevated table land lying in the south-west corner, and be-
' fore referred to in Glade township, another broad-topped

divide trends north-easterly and northerly four or five miles

and then bears off towards the north-west corner of the

township, and continuing north along the line between

Chautauqua and Cattaraugus counties in New York, it

forms a central dividing ridge between the Allegheny river

and Conewango creelc for a distance of about four miles,

where it is completely cut through by the glacial valley

joining Case run, flowing north-westerly, with Bone run,

flowing south-easterly. The summit in this valley (1,530'

A. T.) is about 250' above the Allegheny, and 600' below the

table lands on the divide.

One of the highest summits in Elk is found in its south-

west corner, on the road leading from the Warren and

Corydon highway to Dinsmoor's coal banks; altitude,

2,129'.

From this point north to where the divide trends toward

the north-west the average summit level is 2,100'.

The highest point -(measured barometrically ) in this town-

ship and in Warren county is reached at the school-house

at I). Hess' corners, where, on the map, the roads fork in

the center of the second full tract south of the State line

and adjoining Pine Grove township ; altitude 2, 170' A. T.

The Olean Conglomerate is only found in small patches

in the southeiiy part of the township where it overlaps from

Glade, and as it is freely referred to in the report oh that

township it demands no further notice here.

The Sub-Olean is widely distributed over all the higher
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elevations, and often bears a considerable thickness of She-

nango shales above it. Hence in many respects the hill

soil in Elk is very similar to that on "Yankee Bush ridge"

in Conewango. This difference may be noted, however. In

Conewango the ridge is quite narrow and the surface is un-

dulating, numerous depressions having been cut into the

crest between the streams rising upon it and flowing in op-

posite directions. Consequently the soil is more or less a

mixture of the Shenango shales, the fine pebble conglo-

merate and the underlying shales. But the highlands of

Elk furnish many broad plots of table-lands. Some sur-

faces lie wholly within the plane of the Shenango shales
;

some within the conglomerate, and others in the shales be-

low, therefore the soil is rather spotted on the higher points,

for each plane differs from the other, as the rocks from

which the soils have mainly been formed differ, the mixed

soils coming in only on the slopes and lower levels. It

would be wise for the farmer to study these characteristics

of the various soils, so that he might learn how to adopt

his treatment of them to their requirements.

In consequence of the incoherent nature of the materials

forming the Sub-Oleati in this township, it is inclined to

crumble in weathering, and, intermixing with the surround-

ing debris, conceals its outcrops in gentle slopes. Occa-

sionally, however, it assumes a more massive character,

and then its escarpments are easily discernible.

Near the Quaker Hill coal mine, low cliffs may be seen,

which have thrown off large blocks, sometimes six or eight

feet in thickness, and principally composed of sandstone,

but the w^agon road passes over the top of the rock on a

bed of loose white pebbles.

Less than a mile east of this the Sub-Olean shows as a

mustard-seed pebble rock, and about the same distance

west as a yellow coarse-grained friable sandstone. Through-

out the central part it makes a great deal of pebbly soil,

and is apparently quite a compact sandstone toward the

bottom. Its north-eastern extension is a heterogeneous

mixture of pebbles and sandstone, very much discolored

by iron. In the north-west corner it forms escarpments,
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and throws off massive blocks. Here, also, its physical
constitution is not uniform, being in some spots pebbly

;

in others, sandy; in one place, soft; in another, hard.

The pebbles and sand of the softer parts disintegrate

readily, and the material, containing much less iron than
usual, is screened and used for mortar-makina.
Not more than two miles from this, but over the State

line into New York, the rock thrown from a water well

fifteen feet deep is identical in appearance with that on
Yankee bush ridge in Conewango and Snyder's summit in

Glade. It consists of fine pebble conglomerate, firmly

cemented by iron and containing iron-lined cavities filled

with clay, and coarse-grained ferruginous sandstones in-

closing a profusion of Crinoid stems and flowers promiscu-

ously intermixed, with now and then a Spirifer or an Or-

this Michelmi.
Half a mile east of this well, a similar exhibition is given

by another well ; but here conglomerate predominates, and
the pebbles are much larger, some of them being two

inches in diameter, and half an inch thick.

Within a mile of these two wells are several escarpments,

showing 25' of massive sandstone, and forming rock cities

of considerable magnitude.

There seems to be no more reasonable way of accounting

for the variations in the constitution and structure of this

rock than to suppose, either, that it was originally deposited

by very unsteady and irregular currents, so that the ma-

terials were in some places re-worked and re-deposited,

(being transferred from one place to another, the pebbles

and sand meantime undergoing various modifications, ac-

cording to the circumstances controlling them) or, that it

has been subjected to somewhat similar treatment since its

original deposition, in consequence of exposure before con-

solidation to certain conditions of erosion and re-arrange-

ment, which conditions may have been partly sub-aerial

and partly sub-oceanic.

Surface sections in Elk township are hard to get. Only

along the Allegheny and the streams flowing into it are the

rocks cut through to any considerable depth, and here the
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hills are generally so sloping and drift covered that but lit-

tle fixed rock can be seen. None of. the massive sandstones

and conglomerates, so conspicuous in Conewango and Q-lade,

vs^hich should here lie between the Sub-Olean and water

level, could be seen. A more thorough search perhaps

along the river front might bring some of them to notice,

but I think it improbable, for I was equally unsuccessful

in my efforts to discover them on the opposite side of the

Mver, in Corydon township, where- the ground was gone

over carefully.

Oil wells.—Several drill holes for oil w-ere put down in

early days along the river bottoms—one at Cornplanter falls,

said to have been 1,050' deep and one opposite Corydon, re-

ported 316' deep. These were both wet holes and nothing

now is remembered about them, except that some little gas

was obtained.

A more recent test was made in 1878 on the south brknch

of Hodge run, not far from Dinsmoor's coal bank. But
this also was a failure, although drilled in the most ap-

proved manner and carried down to a depth of 1,500'—or

to within 104' feet of ocean level—deep enough no doubt to

pierce all the known oil horizons down to and probably a

little below the Bradford sand. The record is given on page

30 of additional records.

Another well was completed in September, 1882, and
abandoned as a failure at a depth of 1,980'. It was located

on the south branch of State Line run in warrant No. 5548,

(the second full warrant south of State line.) The altitude

of the well mouth is unltnown, but judging from the sur-

roundings, I infer that the drill reached ocean level, and
probably penetrated a few feet below it.

South-Eastern and Eastern Division.

16, Limestone ; 17, Watson; 18, Pleasant; 19, Mead; 20,

Einzua ; 21, Corydon ; 22, Qherry Grove ; 23, Shield.

Skirting the Allegheny river and along the Tionesta val-
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ley are some good alluvial bottoms, where farms are occa-
sionally seen, under a fair state of cultivation. Clearings
have also been made and comfortable homes established on
portions of the table-lands of Watson, Limestone, Pleasant,
and Cherry Grove townships ; but by far the greater part
of the south-eastern division of the county is yet in a wild
state ; and, although a great deal of lumbering has been
done, extensive tracts of native pine, hemlock, and hard
woods still remain.

The dense hemlock forests have induced the establish-

ment of large tanneries at Sheffield, Clarendon, and Stone-

ham. Saw-mills are at work in many places. The inhabi-

tants being largely engaged in occupations connected with

these industries, comparatively little attention is paid to

farming.

All. the higher summits are covered by the Carboniferous

rocks. In some places the Olean conglomerate is at the

surface ; in other places the clay shales or sandstone above

it. A thickness of more than 200' of these measures remain

on some of the ridges, and several unimportant deposits of

coal have been noticed in different places.

As a consequence of the variability of these rocks, the

upland soils derived from them vary according to geological

location, and the hill slopes are frequently so littered with

sandstone and conglomerate that cultivation is impracti-

cable.

No important deposits of limestone or iron ore are known
in this region, and it is doubtful whether any of the coal

beds above referred to will be found of sufficient thickness

and purity to render them commercially valuable.

But below all the surface rocks lies a source of wealth

little dreamed of by those who located their claims upon

these rugged hills on account of timber alone. The discov-

ery of oil has revolutionized values within the last two years,

and introduced a new industry, which, just now, overshad-

ows all others. Some of the most unpromising tracts of

land—denuded of timber, covered with rocks, and scarcely

considered worth the taxes—have suddenly come to com-

mand $1,000 or more per acre. How great the range of the

22 IITI.
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prolific oil bearing rocks may be, how persistent the yield,

and how profitable are to be the results to the oil operator

—

these points remain to be determined by future develop-

ments.

16. Limestone township* Organized in 1829

;

and
17. Watson township. Organized in 1880.

The old township of Limestone had the Allegheny river

for its v/estern and the Forest county line for its southern

boundary, with Pleasant township on the north and Pleas-

ant and Cherry Grove on the east.

Its high table lands are covered with rocks belonging to

the base of the Coal measures, and are deeply scored by
erosion ; their western. front draining through a number of

short, rapid streams into the Allegheny river. The easterly

water-shed slopes partly east, (holding the head branches

of Tionesta creek,) and jjartly south-east into Minister run,

and Pine or Bob's creek, branches of the Tionesta, which

join that stream in Forest county. Bast Hickory creek

and its branches drain all the southerly central part.

Watson township was set oflf from Limestone March 4,

1880 ; but there is no special reason for describing these

townships separately. The only feature not possessed by
them in common is this : Limestone township, as now de-

fined,, embraces all the territory in the county lying east of

the Allegheny river which has produced oilfrom the hori-

zon of the Venango oil group ; and only the western half

of that portion has, been productive. Here the Venango
group may be said to fade out eastward and disappear, being

unrecognizable (in anything like its normal structure) in

wells drilled further to the north-east, in Limestone town-

ship.

The lowest lyolnt in Limestone township is at the county

line—surface of water in Allegheny river 1,082 ± A. T.

The J\ighest observed is between the west branch of

* On the geological map the south-east line of Limestone township is wrong.

It is drawn on the north-west line of warrants Nos. 5220 and 5131. It sl;ould

be on the south-east line, for these two warrants are in Limestone township.
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Hickory and the river, near the north township line, 1,840'

A. T.

The Jiighest point in Watson township is Snaveley's
summit, near the center of northern part, 1,930'.

As there are many hills obscured by timber there may be
higher points than these.

Along the river above Tidioute the bottoms are very nar-

row and the valley walls rise so abruptly that little land
can be had for cultivation, except at the mouths of some of

the largest streams ; therefore, the principal farming dis-

tricts are upon the table lands. On the Economy tract,

south-east of Tidioute, and following the high ground along
the road to Warren, are many farms which will compare
favorably with those of the less rugged townships at the

north. The topography of these highlands is such, how-
ever, in consequence of the plane of erosion so generally

ranging horizontally within the horizon of the bassal sand-

rocks and shales of the Coal measures, that large areas

must always remain unfit for cultivation.

The Olean congloTnerate occupies only the highest sum-
mits in Limestone township, and seldom carries any great

thickness of carboniferous strata above it. But in Watson,
where the dividing ridge between the Allegheny river and
Tionesta creek sweeps around in a curve from Cherry Grove

to Pleasant, the surface rises so that about 80' of Coal

measure shales and sandstones remain on top.

At one of the highest points on the Warren road, near

the residence of Mr. L. Snaveley, a water well was put down
by spring-pole in 1881, of which the following is a record

:

Snaveley'' s Water Well.

A. T.
Mouth of well elevation, above tide, =1,930'

Surface clays 9 to 9 =1,921'

Sandstone, 9 to 18 =1,912'

Coal, I to 181

Sandstone, brown and white, . , 45J to 64 =1,866'

Slate or shale 6 to 70=1,860'

Sandstone, white, 7 to 77 =1,853'

Slate or shale, 6 to 83 =1,847'

Sandstone, white, pebbly, (Olean Cong.,) . 34 to 117 =1,813'
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Drilling was suspended before reaching the bottom of the

Olean conglomerate and without obtaining as much water

as was desired.

Comparing this record with the sections given elsewhere

in Pleasant, Kinzua, Glade and Cherry Grove, we see how
very irregular in structure these bottom Carboniferous

strata are. The thin coal beds appear to be local and can

only be classified as lying in a general way at the horizon of

either the Sharon or the Mercer coals without perhaps

being the exact equivalents of either.

The sub-Olean conglomerate and Shenango shales retain

the same characteristics in Limestone township as in Tri-

umph.
On Economy hill, opposite Tidioute, the sub-Olean

weathers into thin blocks ; is very ferruginous ; and contains

a few remains otflsh fins and teeth.

In the eastern part of Watson it becomes more massive

and pebbly.

A fine exposure is seen on the north-west side of East

Hickory creek, near the plank road leading from Cobham
to Baxter's mills. Top of cliff (about 20' high and skirted

with solid blocks of fiat pebble conglomerate 8' to 10' thick)

1720' A. T.

A short distance from this cliff and about 40' higher the

base of a 30' escarpment of Olean conglomerate is seen.

Here also the rock is very solid, being composed principally

of coarse sand containing. a few small pebbles. In some
parts of the exposure the layers are 25' thick, without flaw

^
or seam. In many other places the sub-Olean betrays its

position by the shape of the ground, by loose blocks, and
by springs ; but few plain outcrops can be found.

Crawford shales.—This group, occupying the interval

between the sub-Olean and the Venango oil sands, lies en-

tirely above water level along the principal streams ; but

has no conspicuous outcrops. Its constitution can never-

theless be understood by examining the well records fur-

nished by the Economy Oil Company, published on pages

31 to 48."

The upper part of the group is less argillaceous in Lime-
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stone township than further south and south-west ; and it

contains more thin, variable beds of shaly, false-bedded sand-

stones. The Pithole grit is not massive ; nor is its horizon

always constant, or clearly defined. The red shales above

the First oil sand, (which form such a prominent feature

in the wells drilled around Franklin and in Forest county,)

are here bluish or brownish shales interstratified with

bands of shaly sandstones.

The formation as a whole is composed of alternating

layers of shales and thin-bedded, false-bedded sandstones,

irregularly interbedded ; so that even the sandstones in the

horizon of the Pithole grit have not the solidity or the per-

sistence generally characteristic of that stratum in central

Venango.
Venango Oil Group.—At no other place in the county, or

indeed in the State, is the Venango oil group so favorably

exposed to surface examination as in the vicinity of

Tidioute.

The Second oil sand B, on the Economy tract underlaid

by bluish and brownish shales, can be traced continuously,

in the river bluflEs, from the suspension bridge to Hemlock
run ; and north of this run several good exposures occur.

The Second oil sand A, rises from the river bed at the

bend east of Tidioute, and may be seen in a number of

places both below and above Cobham post-office
;
(see Al-

legheny river section.)

The Third oil sand, which lies about 90' below river level

at Tidioute, is nowhere visible. Its rise northward should

bring it up to daylight before reaching Irvineton ; but, thin-

ning out rapidly in that direction, it becomes unrecognizable

in the wells before its horizon is cut through by the Alle-

gheny river. A study of the Economy oil well records con-

firms this statement ; and it receives additional support

from the testimony of well owners and drillers who have

thoroughly prospected the country to the north and north-

east of Tidioute.

The Lower oil sands, (those of Warren, Clarendon,

Cherry Grove and Sheffield,) are little known ; for very few
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wells in Limestone and Watson have been sunk deep enough

to reach them.

Economy Oil company's well N, (see Report II, page 178,)

located on Dunn's run at an elevation of 1158' A. T. was

drilled to a depth of 1005', i. e. to 153' A. T. By this well

in all the 787 feet of rocks lying beneath the Tidioute Third

sand, only one hard shell of sandstone was reported ; this

being 8' thick, and 652' below the Third sand. The well

appears to have been deep enough to have reached the

Cherry drove sand, if that had been present ; but not deep

enough for the Sheffield sand.

A well at Tidioute was sunk years ago to the depth of

abont 1000' ; but it proved a failure.

Two deep wells have recently been put down above Cob-

ham ; one, at the mouth of Conklin run, on the west side

of the river ; and one, I believe, on the east side, in Watson
township. Both records have been closely withheld from

the public ; it is only known that the wells were unproduc-

tive ; which is not at all surprising, for other deep drillings

on that range show that it is very questionable whether the

oil producing sands of south-east Warren extend this far

north-west.

A well, on tract No. 543, Watson, in the northern part of

the township, (being the second lot from the north line and
the fifth from the east line, as seen on the geological map,)
was drilled in 1882, by experienced operators, as a test for

that section. Without giving any particulars, they assert

that having been drilled to a proper depth it proved a hope-
less failure.

The y^haw Bros. & Green well, (of which a complete re-

cord is given on page 20,) located on lot No. 573, Watson
township, (the second lot west of the N. W. comer of

Cherry Grove, the north line of Cherry Grove and the south
line of 573 being continuous,) was drilled in 1878, about the
time the Tolles well, at Stoneham, was completed, and be-
fore any oil had been obtained in the Clarendon, Cherry
Grove, and Sheffield districts. It cannot be said, therefore,
that the record was made after any prearranged formula;
for nothing was then known about these lower oil rocks.
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The presumption is, tlaa,t the record is a faithful one ; and
as it seems to show that the general characteristics of the

oil bearing measures of south-eastern Warren prevail at

this localitj', it would not be surprising if a productive oil

pool should yet be discovered somewhere near it.

The first paying oil well in the Allegheny river valley

was obtained on the Economy tract, in the fall of 1860 ; the

second ('• B ") was completed shortly after ; and on the 25th

of December, of the same year, the &rstflowing well ("A")
was struck.

Mr. William Merkel, superintendent of the Economy Oil

Companj'', has kindly furnished the following facts in rela-

tion to these developments

:

The -first well was small, yielding only two or three bar-

rels per day.

"B" well produced but little oil when first struck and
looked rather unpromising, but upon being properly tested

increased to 30 barrels a day, and proved to be an excellent

well, holding a remarkably steady production, and con-

tinuing to yield profitably until June, 1868.

When first opened, the flowing well ("A") threw out large

quantities of salt water, with about 75 barrels of oil per day.

It flowed some nine months and was then tubed and pumped,

but did not yield much oil after ceasing to flow.

These wells were drilled by spring-pole or "kicked down,"

no steam engines having yet been brought upon the property.

About 15 wells were sunk along the river bank, on the

lands of the Economy company, before any drilling w^as at-

tempted upon the river hill. Only five of these were good,

paying wells, and a fair estimate of their average production

would be about as follows :

First well, 2 barrels.

"A" or flowing well, 15 '•

"B" well, 30 "

" C " well, 12 "

"D" well, 12 "

Three other wells produced some oil, but too little to en-

title them to be classed as remunerative.

The Tidioute Oil Shaft, which was similar to an ordinary

mining shaft, and sunk for the purpose of exposing large
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surfaces of the oil-bearing rock, so that oil could come in

more freely than in a small drill' hole, was located in Lime-

stone township, on the bend of the river, about 80 rods

below the suspension bridge. I have been unable to get a

complete history of the undertaking, but Mr. L. H. Sprague,

foreman of the Oil Farm when the shaft was being sunk,

has kindly sent me the following facts in relation to it

:

"The work was commenced in the year 1864 and aban-

doned in the fall of 1865 ; size of shaft, 8'X12'; depth, 165';

cost, about $48,000.

"The ijoint at which bed rock was struck is not remem-

bered, [it was jjrobably from 40' to 60' from the surface,]

but below that, to the depth of 141', came slate and soap-

stone, containing a few sand shells, from 1' to 2' thick. At
141' a hard, flinty, fine-grained sand-rock was found, under-

laid by a stratum containing coarse pebbles interbedded in

a bluish clayey matrix, but very hard and compact. This

ended at 152' where the oil-bearing rock, 5' in thickness,

was struck.

"A specimen of the oil-rock shows it to be a mass of

quartz pebbles varying in size from g, mustard seed to a

grain of wheat, with occasionally a flat pebble half an inch
,

or more in diameter. The sandy matrix is coarse and
scanty. When fresh dug and freed from oil the rock was

so porous that a lighted match could easily be extinguished

by blowing through a piece of it an inch in thickness. A
hard, fine-grained sandstone containing many large flat peb-

bles, white, pink, and slate color, occupied the 8' interval

between the oil-producing stratum and the bottom of the

shaft.

"After completing the excavation several holes were

drilled in the floor. These varied in depth from 10' to 40'.

Some of them were perfectly dry, some filled with water,

and one threw water to the height of 50'; but none of them

produced oil.

"The 5' pebble rock was the only oil-bearing stratum

fotmd. The oil did not come in from veins or fissures, but

oozed out of the conglomerate and dripped down on all of

the side walls alike. On the spot where the shaft was sunk
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a five-inch hole had previously been drilled, which produced
about 4 barrels of oil per day, and that was as much as ever

could be collected in the shaft. This is rather remarkable,

for it will be noticed that in one case only 6.55 square feet

of oil-rock surface was exposed, and in the other 200 square

feet.

"It was the intention of the company to drift from the

shaft into the oil rock, to expose more surface for the exu-

dation of oil, but shortly after the drifting commenced the

air-pump employed to ventilate the pit gave x)ut. The
miners came up, and before attempting to return, Mr.

Hart, the foreman, wishing to ascertain if gas had accumu-
lated, thoughtlessly lit a piece of oiled waste, and, looking

down to see the effect, dropped it in. An explosion in-

stantly followed. He was thrown to the top of the derrick

and then fell to the bottom of the shaft. After consider-

able delay, his mangled remains were recovered, and the pit

was abandoned, for no miners could be induced to work
in it.

18. Pleasant township. Organized in ISSlj,.

Having a long frontage upon the Allegheny I'iver, both

on the west and north, the whole township naturally drains

into that stream, except the rectangular extension running

southward to Cherry Grove. The Tionesta flows through

this part in a north-easterly direction having cut out a broad

deep valley into which a number of tributaries fall.

The lowest point is found where the Allegheny river

crosses the south line, 1140 ± A. T.

The highest points are at Dailey' s coal kiiob near the

WaiTen and Tidioute road 1935', and at Dible's coal Tcnob

near the road from Warren to Tionesta creek, 1955'.

The greater part of the desirable alluvial lands of the

township lie along the river east of Sill's run, where some

fine farms are located. Between Sill's run and Grunder's

run the river flows close to the steep bluffs, leaving no tilla-

ble bottoms. Between Grander' s and Irvineton the river

hills are cut back to the south, and what looks like a broad
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valley opens ; but the greater j)arfc of this valley is occupied

by lovr foot-hills, composed mostly of rock in place, with a

soil too rough and variable to invite cultivation.*

Some alluvial bottoms are found, also, along Tionesta

creek, in the southern part of the township ; but these are

of a different character, being composed wholly of local

drift materials.

On the highlands very few improvements have been made
;

in fact the surface there is so furrowed by erosion, and lit-

tered with broken sandstones, that but little desirable farm-

ing land can be found.

The Olean congloTnerate exposes its most northerly out-

crop in the spurs and ridges of the river hills ; but nowhere

except on the point west of Sill's run does it approach very

near to the Allegheny river; for, at all other places, the

first range of hills is too low to hold it. This escarpment

presents a frontage towards the north of 5 or 6 miles. On
the opposite side of the river, in Conewango township, and

in Farmington, the conglomerate has all been removed.

.No other such clean cut escarpment as this, terminating

as it does abruptly, without a single outlier to the north of

it, is to be found in Warren county, nor any such in the

adjoining counties.

The Olean conglomerate is here about 30' thick, very

massive^ and remarkable (particularly in the central part of

the township) for the size of its pebbles, some of which are

larger than a goose egg.

As a surface rock it crowns the points and hog-backs to

the north with cliffs and rocTc cities ; but going south, the

gentle dip, and the rise of surface in that direction, put

about 125' of Carboniferous measures above it, at the sum-

mit between the Allegheny river and Tionesta creek. The
highest part of this divide appears to be covered by the

Kinzua creek sandstone ; and in the interval between that

rock and the Olean conglomerate some traces of coal have

been noticed.

* The topography plainly shows the effects of an ice-gorge in this basin be-

fore adequate relief could be obtained through the great southern outlet.
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The Bailey coal opening is on the west brow of the high-

lands, about 4 miles south-east of Irvineton.

The Bible coal opening is ^^ miles a little north of east

from Dailey's, and on the east point between the Allegheny
and Tionesta. A continuous range of highlands extends
from one point to the other ; but this summit is so indented
by the cutting of interlocking streams, rising upon it and
flowing in opposite directions, that no large areas of the

higher rocks remain.

The following geological sections were made by Mr. Ran-
dall, after a special examination of the localities

:

Section seen on land of Emery Dailey, in tract 479, (near

north line of tract,) Pleasant township, 5i miles south-west

of Warren. By F. A. Randall.

Dailey section.

Summit between Leuhart'a run and Sill's run A. T. 1,931'

1. S. S. coarse, yellowish ; seen, 50' to 1,884'

2. Concealed, . . . ... .... 23' to 1,861'

3. Shale, brown, containing large ovoidal concretions of gray iron-

ore, 8' to 1,853'

4. Coal, bright and good, 1' to 1,852'

5. Shale, soft, brown and purple, 10' to 1,842'

6. Concealed, 6 to 1,836'

7. S. S. coarse, grey, iron stained, 30' to 1,806'

8. Conglomerate, ovoidal pebbles, small egg-size at bottom, gra-

duatingto the size of a pea at top, (Glean Conglomekate,) . 30' to 1,776'

Section near the coal opening on land of Smith & Dible,

tract No. 456, Pleasant township, 3 miles south of Warren:

composed from various exposures in the neighborhood and

reduced to location of the opening. By P. A. Randall.

Smith and Dible section.

Summit between Allegheny river and Morrison run, A. T., .... 1,955'

1. Sandstone, white, 24' to 1,931'

2. " yellowish brown, 85' to 1,896'

3. Conglomerate, angular pebbles, 2' to 1,894'

4. Shale and thin, flaggy sandstones, 18' to 1,876'

5. Coal, thin, 1.876'

6. Shale and flaggy sandstones, 10' to 1,866'

7. Sandstone, coarse, friable, iron-stained, 42' to 1,824'

8. Conglomerate, ovoid pebbles, base coarse, top fine, (Glean,) 30' to 1,794'

9. Sandstone, shaly, fine-grained, buff' color, 52' to 1,742'

10. Conglomerate, flat pebbles, coarsest at top, (Sub-Olban,) .
20' to 1,722'
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In running the levels from Warren to this coal opening

the following benches were established :

Datura, p. ifeB. depot, Warren, A. T., 1,200'

B. M. on hickory, E. of road, Lauffenburger and Dible line, 1,373'

B. M. S. of road, at bars of west field of Myer's farm 1,706'

B. M. on small oak, W. of road, J. Siechrist's S. field, . 1,893'

B. M. east side of road, on summit, . . 1,955

B. M. east side of road at old coal opening, 1,867'

The suh-Olean conglomerate furnishes no very prominent

exposures in Pleasant township, being generally hidden by

the debris of overlying rocks.

Along the river front west of Sill's run it is an irregularly

bedded, fine-pebble, iron-charged rock ; the same as in

Conewango township. But in the eastern part it becomes

more massive and contains larger pebbles, beingvery similar

in structure to the conglomerate at Stoneham and Clarendon.

A fair exposure of about 20' of sub-Olean may be seen 2^

miles south of Warren, just south of the road leading from

Sill's run to the Warren-Tionesta road, probably on land of

J. Lauffenburger ; base 1790' A. T.

Opposite the residence of Mrs. Knupp, half a mile north-

west from the last-named outcroj), lies a very peculiar bed

of fine pebble, ferruginous conglomerate, and fine-grained,

yellow, shaly sandstones, about 20' in thickness ; base 1645'

A. T. The sandstone contains large quantities of Crinoid

stems and both sandstone and conglomerate are similar in

appearance to those seen on the hills of Conewango town-

ship ; but they do not lie in the same horizon ; for the Cone-

wango beds come in at the top of the sub-Olean, while the

Pleasant beds lie about 125' below it. JSTot having noticed

this peculiar deposit in any other part of the county, I infer

that it is local and of quite limited extent.

The only thiclc massive sandstone seen below the sub-

Olean along the river front, outcrops in one of the ioot-hills

between the highway and river, nearly opposite Jackson'

s

station. The top of this hill is composed of sandy shale at

1510' A. T. At 1440' a 25' massive sandstone, containing

some layers of flat pebbles, cliffs out on the side toward the

river. This rock can hardly be identified with the JacTcson' s

station conglomerate which lies at 1382' A. T. It more
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probably represents the top rock in the Irvineton section,

(No. XIII.) The Jackson station conglomerate may be
concealed below.

Oil Wells.—No profitable oil wells have yet been drilled

in the township. Indeed, but few proper tests have been
made there. Years ago three wells were drilled on Tionesta

creek, but they were only 700' to 800' deep and therefore

did not reach the Clarendon oil sand.

Capt. Dingley drilled six wells on or near Sill's run (for

records see page 19.) None of them were paying wells, but
they found some oil in sandstones lying in the Warren oil

horizon, thus showing that the territory lies within the

limits of a possible oil field.

In the summer of 1882 a well was completed on tract No.

452, at the head of the west spur of Sill's run, (near the two

southerly branching roads on the map,) of which nothing

can be said except that it was properly drilled and dry.

These Sill's run wells may all be included in a narrow

belt running south-west in continuation of the Warren de-

velopment and their failures cannot be said to condemn the

whole of the township.

Another well is now being drilled, I understand, in the

eastern part of the township, on Morrison run. This will

be an important test in a new direction.

19. Mead township. Organized in ISlfH/.

The togography and drainage of Mead are deserving of

more than passing notice. Here are seen bold, bare escarp-

ments of conglomerate, valleys deeply filled with Drift, re-

versed streams, 'and summit swamps like some of those on

the lake Erie divide. One deep, wide valley, evidently ex-

cavated by waters anciently coming from the south, and

delivering northward through the old Conewango channel,

parts the township into two nearly equal halves. This an-

cient channel is filled at Clarendon with Drift clays and

gravel to the depth of at least 250'. From the low divide

here formed flow southward the upper waters of the present

Tionesta, leaving an insignificant stream called Dutchman's
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run in sole possession of the northern part of the grand old

valley.

This very remarkable reversal of drainage was briefly re-

ferred to in Eeport III, page 349. When that was written

no oil wells had been drilled at Clarendon in the deep part

of the valley, and the actual depth of Drift was unknown.

The theory of pre-glacial drainage then advanced, and the

figures then published, called for a depth of about 250'

;

but no posiiive proof existed that the Drift in this part of

the valley was deeper than in other places. Now, however,

the flats are covered with derricks, beneath which drive

pipes were put down from 200' to 250' before reaching bed-

rock.

Even on some of the knolls and foot hills long strings of

drive pipes have been required. Operators were surprised

to find the depth of Drift greatly varying within short dis-

tances, and sometimes in directions least expected. It is

evident that the ice which caused the filling up of the old

valley re-dressed its side walls, and, in some ' cases, cut

down their salient points below jiresent water level ; after-

wards covering them with Drift. Wlien the new stream se-

lected its bed it had the greatly widened valley to wander

in, and as it flowed in a contrary direction to the one which

had originally excavated the much deeper original valley,

its meanders bore no relationship to those of the old stream.

By glancing at the maps of pre-glacial drainage accom-

panying Reports I' and Q*, the reader will perceive how
favorably this old valley was situated to catch the northern

ice-currents. Other streams in the Chautauqua basin, such

as the Upper Allegheny river, Tunangwant creek, and Kin-

zua creek flowed northward ; but none of these were so pecu-

liarly located as the Tionesta. They were all more or less

protected from the ice-shove by the northern highlands of,

the basin. The Tionesta valley, on the contrary, opened

directly into the main northern valley, through which the

ice had free movement until checked by the highlands at

the south.

The center of Mead township must have been already

deeply trenched by the old streams converging there ; and
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all along their valleys the ice filled in and lay perpetually
wasting, and being perpetually renewed by fresh supplies

from the north, so long as the southern outlets were kept
open, and were being deepened. Similar operations were
going on in the other valleys Just mentioned, but less ener-

getically. No southern outlets were enforced at the heads
of the Allegheny and Tunangwant ; therefore the streams

still continue to flow northward as of old. But the Kinzua,

finding relief through the Grreat Bend cut, allowed the Al-

legheny to supercede it north of that point, and now occu-

pies only about half of its original valley.

Meantime the Tionesta had been acquiring two outlets ;

one through its connection with the Allegheny, the other

across the southerly rim of the basin into the main trunk

of modern Tionesta. By the latter, direct southern commu-
nication was had with the lower Allegheny, through a val-

ley already prepared, outside of the great ice-filled basin,

and joining the river at a point 20 miles or more below the

summit highlands, where the grand sluice-way for the

Chautauqua basin was being excavated.

The comparatively unobstructed drainage through the

southern or Barnesville gap, must have .invited a general

movement of water and ice in that direction, while, at the

•same time, the north end of the valley was under the influ-

ences of the Allegheny river drafts. Hence, currents were

induced to fl.ow in opposite directions in the same valley.

As a result of this but little motion would prevail at the

point of diffiuence, and there the ice-borne debris accumu-

lated more rapidly, than in other places, building up a bar-

rier which formed a permanent divide as the waters lowered

and ice wasted.

Similar causes have produced like effects in all the other

basins. As the Great Bend cut became sufficiently enlarged

to accommodate all the northern Allegheny waters, the old,

unused, and consequently still-water channel between

Steamburg and Eandolph filled up and became a valley-

summit. As the Allegheny outlet deepened at Thompson's

and all the currents set southward towards it, the old pre-

glacial valley at Cassadaga filled up. As Oil creek opened
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southward its former northern outlet into French creek filled

up. As new French creek opened into the Allegheny the

old Conneaut outlet filled up. For every southern outlet

opened, a northern outlet filled.

They go in pairs—fill near Steamburg, cut at Great Bend

;

fill at Oassadaga lake, cut at Thompson's ; fill at Clarendon,

cut at Barnesville ; fill north of Titusville, cut south of it

;

fill at Conneaut lake, cut above Franklin.

The fact that each glacial cut now drains a distinct basin

of its own, from which an old drift-filled northern outlet

can be traced, seems to me to be a cogent argument in favor

of pre-glacial northern drainage. And, inasmuch as all

these southern gateways are opened through highlands ris-

ing from 250' to 500' above the drift-filled barriers at the

northern ends of their respective basins, it is evident that

the summit erosion at the gaps must have been inaugurated

by agencies much more potent and universal in action than

any that could possibly have prevailed within their, com-

paratively narrow limits. The hypothesis of a grand Mer-

de-glace filling the old valleys of Erie and Ontario, and
overflowing the dividing ridge at the south, is the only one

that affords a reasonable explanation to account for this

extraordinary erosion of deep gorges upon high summits.

The Drift-divide in Tionesta valley occurs on the range

of east and west highlands, continuing across Mead from
Pleasant to Kinzua, and hence the township is divided

nearly centrally into a north and a south water-shed, the

former being drained by Hook's run, Dutchman's run, and
Morrison' s run into the Allegheny river, the latter contribut-

ing directly to the Tionesta.

The lowest point in Mead township is at the north-west

corner, where the surface of the water in the Allegheny is

at 1,178' ±.

The Mgliest point observed, 1,910' A. T.,is in the east-

ern part of the township on the divide between Dutchman's
run and "Mile run,"* 1,910'.

Th.Qfarming lands of Mead lie wholely along the valleys,

the summits being so universally rough and rock covered

*Tl}ia is an error on the map. It should read " Six Mile run."
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that very iew, if any, attempts have been made to clear •

them. As but little northern drift has penetrated south of

Clarendon, the soil of Tionesta valley diffeic somewhat from
that along the Allegheny river, but not enough perhaps to

be noticeable in any remarkable degree. It is probably a
little more clayey and colder, but, nevertheless, is capable
of producing very good crops where properly cultivated.

Drift deposits. I have never been able to get a complete
suite of specimens from any of the deep drive pipe wells at

Clarendon to show the exact stratification of the Drift de-

posits there. Sufficient is known, however, to warrant the

assertion that very little northern material can be found,

and this only xipon or near the surface.

In Anchor Oil Company's well No. 1, Eagan tract, Clar-

endon, 215' of pipe was driven principally through clay.

Two beds of pebbles and sand about 12' thick were pierced
;

one at 150', the other at 208'. Samples of these gravels

have been preserved, and they are composed entirely of

local rocks. It is noteworthy that not one particle of the

metamorphic rocks so common in all the surface Drifts of

the country north-west of the Allegheny can be detected in

them. The pebbles are of bluish-gray and yellow sand-

stone, iiat and water-worn. Some of them are 1^" in diame-

ter, and contain fossil impressions, others are fine-grained

and micaceous. Intermixed with them are many quartz

pebbles derived from the disintegrated conglomerates of the

surrounding hills.

Conglomerate bowlders of considerable magnitude are

sometimes struck by the drive J)ipe, but they are generally

so soft that the pipe can be forced through them after a full

sized hole has been drilled ahead. These facts indicate that

the old valleys commenced to fill long before the northern

drift-bearing ices reached them.

The Olean conglomerate has nearly all been eroded from

the surface of Mead township. Throughout the central

portions none of it remains. ^On the western side it caps

the two highland spurs which form the heels of the horse-

shoe ridge which surrounds the head-water branches of

Tionesta creek. On the east it covers a few of the higher

28 nil.
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summits. In all these situations it is not overlaid by higher

rocks, or with a very little if any.

The sub-Olean has a wider field of occupancy, and covers

nearly all the high points and ridges between the streams.

It often makes prominent cliffs, as at Clarendon and Stone-

ham. Here it is a massive current-bedded, coarse-pebble

stratum, from 30' to 40' thick. Towards the south it dips

beneath the summit surfaces and the Shenango shales over-

lying it give character to the soil.

Of the measures underlying the sub-Olean no good ex-

posures can be found.

A massive fiat-pebble conglomerate, 25' ( ?
) thick, out-

crops on the west side of the valley at Stoneham, and also

along the hills to the north-east. This stratum lies about
^70' below the suh-Olean. The interval between the two

rocks seems to be composed almost wholly of sandy shales

or shaly sandstones.

This massive conglomerate seems to be restricted to this

locality, for I have not detected it elsewhere, either in oil

wells or in surface exposures. Below it come sandstones,

shales and red rocks, arranged in different order in different

localities, as the oil well records (given elsewhere) plainly

show.

Oil Wells.—The first paying oil well obtained in the

Warren oil group south-east of the Allegheny river, was
Tolles well No. 1, struck in January, 1878. (See page 20.)

Since then several hundred wells have been drilled in the

vicinity of Stoneham, Clarendon and Tiona, and the central

part of the township has been developed into an important

oil field. The wells are comparatively small but lasting

and with better prices for oil the district would be a flour-

ishing one. The effects of the oil business are seen in the

increase of the inhabitants of the township and the ra-

pidity with which the town of Clarendon has been built up.

In 1878, when the Tolles well was struck, probably not
more than 450 people resided in Mead ; in 1880 there Avere

1150 ; and a census taken in 1882 would have shown, no
doubt, more than double that number.
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W. Kinzua township. Organized in 1820.

This township, lying east of Mead and adjoining McKean
county, is a wild forest tract with scarcely a habitation, ex-

cept along the Allegheny river front and in Kinzua creek
valley. All the rest of it may be called table land, with a
variable surface, rising from 1,800' A. T. in the southern
part to 2,154 at Coal Knoh, a little south-east of Great
Bend, where the highest point in the township is found

; the

lowest being on the Allegheny river, 1,199 ±.
From Coal Knob a spur of the highland runs out west-

wardly between the Allegheny river and Hook run ; and
another south-eastwardly along Kinzua creek. This spur
widens toward the west into the range of highlands which
crosses Mead and Pleasant townships. These broad sum-
mits determine the direction of drainage ; the northern half

of the rainfall going west and north and east into the Alle-

gheny and Kinzua creek ; the southern half wholly into the

Tionesta.

Several hundred acres of fine alluvial lands are under
cultivation near Kinzua village, in the broad basin at the

junction of creek and river. The flood-plain is here skirted

by beaches and terraces similar to those seen at Warren,
Barnesville, Irvine ton, and, in fact, on every considerable

stream in the county where a wide basin is cut at its con-

fluence with another stream and the outlet narrows below.*

* We may reasonably suppose that there came a time dii ring the recession

period when the Chautauqua basin, by reason of its elevation of over 700'

above lake Erie, became relieved from all extraneous ice-pressure. This hap-

pened when the northern mer-de-glace, reduced in volume and finding ample
outlet through the low levels of Ohio, retired withm the lake basin. The
Chautauqua basin then became a small independent mer-de-glace, but left

alone to its own resources and subjected to climatal conditions constantly

growing more unfavorable to accumulations, the ice-sheet gradually dimin-

ished in thickness and eventually became so much reduced that it ceased to

flow over the southern divide. From this time the movements of the wasting

ice must have been governed principally by the topography of the surface

beneath it. Gravitating toward the main lines of drainage, it first left bare

the highest summits, then the table-lands were uncovered, and finally only a

network of ice-cores remained in (he gorges. As many of the valleys are deep

and wide these ice-cores, wasting but slowly, may have held possession of
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Tlie Olean conglomerate in the AUegheny-Kinzua ridge

is of extraordinary thickness, as may be seen in Tuttle

cliff section, Allegheny river series No. XXII, and carries

above it about 240' of carboniferous measures. The section

at the highest point, about a,mile south-east of Great Bend,

extends up to the top of the Johnson run sandstone, and

contains three coal beds v^hich appear to lie at the geolog-

ical horizon of the Alton coals of McKean county. The

Quaker Hill coal aj)pears to be entirely absent from the

section.

Coal beds. Little can be said about these beds for they

have never been thoroughly proven. Years ago a small

.quantitj^ of coal was taken out and hauled to Kinzua vil-

lage for local use, but the vrorkings are now inaccessible,

and no fair sample of any of the beds could be procured for

analysis. The details given in Mr. Chance's section were

furnished by Mr. Wm. English, who made the openings.

Whatever may be the value of these coals they cannot be

of any very great commercial imjjortance, for the ridge

upon which they are located is cut down below them at

the saddle-back between Mead & Eddy run and Hook's run,

and thus the productive area is limited. The southern

part of the township is probably all too low to catch them.

The sub-Olean is a persistent and well-defined stratum

throughout the township. It forms many escarpments

along the steep bluffs bordering Kinzua creek and the Alle-

gheny, and caps the point south of Kinzua village. In the

western and southern parts it is the surface rock on most of

the hills skirting the streams, the higher rocks coming in

them long after the highlands were uncovered. In effect they were islands

occupying a large portion of the valleys and causing the water currents to

flow in side channels. When freshets occurred and the waters ran high, one

shore was beaching along the bluffs, leaving permanent deposits, the other

upon unstable ice islands, ever changing and ever shedding whatever they

might hold or receive, into the moving waters at their bases. The large pyra- ,

midal masses in the basins at the confluence of streams were the last to dis-

appear, and therefore we might expect that the areas occupied by them, which

had so long been protected from silt accumulations, while the rest of the val-

leys had been receiving them, would be considerably lower in level than their

surroundings. In some cases, the ice-cores seem to have given place to tempo-

rary lakelets, which have gradually drained as the river finally completed

the adjustment of its bed.
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above it on the table lands of the divides. Wherever seen
it is a massive and generally conglomeritic rock from 30' to

50' in thickness, current-btJdded, reticulated with thin seams
of accretionary iron ore, and always inclined to weather in

layers. Frequently the blocks are large and massive, but
as a rule they measure much less in a direction transverse

to the bedding than in any other.

The interval between the Olean and sub-Olean at Great
Bend is only 25', while at the south line of the township it

widens to 75' or more.

Few oil wells have been drilled, and these in such loca-

tions that by far the largest part of the tovrnship may still

be classed as not thoroughly tested territory. In 1879 two '

unsuccessful ventures—located about a mile apart—were
made on the highlands near the center, and one on Wolf
run near Kinzua village. The records of these—Beatty,

Logan and Van Scoy wells—may be found on pages 27-29,

forward.

The central wells were drilled ve'ry deep ; one 2285', the

other 2240' which carried them down 380' and 420' 'below

ocean level. The geological horizon of the Clarendon oil

sand ought to be reached at about 450' above tide at which

point we find a sandstone reported in the records, but no

oil. The structure, both above and below this sand, shows

plainly that the same band of sandy measures that furnishes

oil at Stoneham, Clarendon and Grarfield, ranges through

central Kinzua ; but whether any of its members will here

prove productive of oil or not, remains for future develop-

ments to show.

Van Scoy No. 1 seems to have made quite a flattering

show of oil while drilling, but after being for some time

manipulated as a " mystery" it was abandoned ; the belief

being still strong among the surrounding land owners that

it was spoilt intentionally.

Van Scoy No. 2, on Kinzua creek, 2|- miles south of Kin-

zua village, was completed in November, 1880, and starting

off at the rate of 30 barrels per day, first demonstrated the

fact that oil existed in paying quantities in Kinzua town-

ship, and created no little excitement in the oil trade.
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About the same time a test well at Great Bend near Tiit-

tle cliff rocks came in with a good iiow of gas but no oil.

These were all the wells drilled up to that time that could

be regarded as fair .tests of the territory. Since then, how-

ever, several more have been sunk in the vicinity of Van
Scoy No. 2, but with such indifferent success that the de-

velopment of only a small pool has resulted. At present

no special efforts are being put forth to connect it with

other oil fields either to the north-east or to the south-west,

but no doubt the scarcity of proven territory to operate

upon and the prospects of better prices for oil will soon

start the drill again in this and other parts of the township.

^1. Gorydon township. Organized in 18Jf6.

This small and unimportant township is only a narrow

strip skirting the Allegheny river and Kinzua creek and

extending eastward to the tops of the river hills. It holds

the mouths of Sugar creek and Willow creelc, two streams

of considerable size which reach well up into McKean
county.

Along the river and creek bottoms are some fine farming

lands. Being so accessible to the river most of its valuable

timber has been removed ; and it has neither coal nor iron-

ore.

The Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Western Railroad, following

the east bank of the river from Corydon to Kinzua, and to

be in operation before the close of 1882 will add greatly to

the vitality of the township for it thus becomes the natural

outlet for the products of all the north-western portion of

McKean county.

The lowest point in the township is at the mouth of Sugar

run, 1225' ±.

The Mghest point is on top of a rock city on the river

hill, along the road from Kinzua village to Marshburg,

2030'.

The Oleaii conglomerate retains possession of but one

summit—the highest point above mentioned.

T7ie sub-Olean caps several hills along the creek and
river in the southern part, but is cut back into McKean
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county on the northern. It furnishes an excellent stone

for masonry, and the railroad bridoje abutments of this part

of the valley have been constructed almost entirely from
loose blocks of it which have traveled down from the hill-

tops. On the Marshburg road the, interval shales lying be-

tween the Olean conglomerate and the sub-Olean appear to

be about 30' thick.

No paying oil wells have been obtained in Corydon. In

fact no proper tests have been made within its lines. Two
or three wells were snnk in early times along the river ; one

at Cornplanter falls said to have been 1,050' deep, which
furnished gas and mineral water, but was never tubed or

tested in any way.

Near the south-western corner of the township some oil

is now being produced on Kinzua creek ; and some also on

Sugar run, in McKean county, about two miles east of the

county line. No direct connection between the two pools

has yet been traced.

On Willow creek several tests have been made near the

county line, and although these particular wells came in

dry they leave large areas still untested, where it is quite

possible that a prolific oil rock may yet be found. Below

are records of two of these wells.

Bailey & Sunderlin Well No. 1.

1879-80.

Located on Willow creek about one mile from the village

of Corydon, on tract No. 3703, McKean county, on the

south-west quarter, and near the county line. This is the

most north-westerly warrant in McKean county. Authority

Mr. Sunderlin' s note book.

WeU mouth above ocean in feet, 1,320

Drive pipe, . 103 to 103= 1,217

Slate and sheUs, 87 to 190= 1,130

Bedrock, 1"*^° 200= 1,120

Slate and'shells, (cased at 203',) 225 to 425= 895

"First sand," close, gray, 6 to 431= 889

Slate and shells 123 to 554= 766

"Second sand," close, gray, 77 to 631— 689

Shelly, (gas at 1,019,-, 483 to 1,114= 206

Sandstone, fine-grained, blue, (gas ) 15 to 1,129= +191

Slate.and shells, 472 to 1,601= -281
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Bailey & Sitnderlin Well No. '2.

Sept. ISSO.

Located on Willow creek, warrant No. 3703, McKean
county, about a mile and a quarter east of well No. 1.

Authority, Mr. Sunderlin's note book.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1,370

Drive pipe, . . 128 to 128= 1,242

? (cased at 228,) 332 to 460= 910

"First sand," 80 to 540= 830

Shelly sands 40 to 580= 790

Slate 15 to 595= 775

•'Second sand," (good gas,) 87 to 682= +688

Slate and shells, 850 to 1,532= —162

^^. Cherry Grove township. Organized in 184.7.

Cherry Grove is the only township in the county whose

boundaries form a complete parallelogram and whose sub-

divisions are uniform throughout. The original warrants

composing it contained nominally 1,000 acres ; that is, 1,000

acres and 5 per cent, allowance for roads, making really

1,050 acres. They were laid out 525 rods long north and

south, and 320 rods east and west. Having been sub-di-

vided into six lots, the theoretical dimensions of the present

tracts are 175 rods north and south, and 160 rods east and
west ; equal to 175 acres. But the original measurements
upon the ground were not accurately made, and there is a

surplusage of from five to ten acres in nearly all the lots.

As the maps are now plotted, there are 12 lots in an east

and west range and 14 lots in a north and south range, but

those adjoining the Forest county line are not full lots.

Commencing at the .N. E. corner with lot No. 587, they

are numbered continuously from east to west, (including

the two square lots in Limestone township,) then from west
to east, and so on, to and fro, down to the Forest county
line.

On our geological map no numbers are given, but they can

be readily supplied from Mr. Howland's excellent map ac-

companying this report.

The central portion of Cherry Grove is occupied by high

table-lands connecting at the west with those of Limestone,
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and throwing out a spur towards the north-east, between
Farnsworth branch and Arnot run. These summits have
the highest average altitude (about 2,000', A. T.) of any in

this part of the county, and they form a broad water-shed
from which the rain-fall drains both north and south ; but
both slopes contribute to the Tionesta.

The south-flowing streams He in rather narrow, deep-cut

valleys, which may generally be followed over the ridge,

through notches from 50' to 75' lower than the summits,
into the valleys of northerly flowing streams. Here, as in

every other part of the county, the topography bears wit-

ness to the action of ice. Toward every place where a free

movement wa:s guaranteed, the ice currents centered, and
the accelerated motion along such lines, caused more rapid

erosion and deeper cutting.

North of the divide, the country is far more broadly

eroded than south of it, and the northern streams contain

much greater deposits of Drift than the southern. For in-

stance, Farnsworth branch rises within a short distance of

the head of Minister run. Its waters fall into Tionesta

creek at Clarendon, about 20 miles above the point where
the waters of Minister run reach the same stream. Its val-

ley is very broad, and has been proven to be deeply Drift-

filled, by the length of drive pipe used in oil wells at its

mouth.

The Minister run valley is comparatively narrow and evi-

dently holds no deep deposits of Drift,about 50' being all tliat

has been found in wells near its mouth. The contrast in the

physical aspects of the two valleys is apparent to the most

casual observer ; but when in addition to this a comparison

of relative levels shows the old valley floor at the mouth of

Farnsworth branch to be from 25' to 50' lower than the old

valley floor at the mouth of Minister, which is 20 miles

further down stream, an anomaly is presented which is

hard of explanation by any other theory than that of a pre-

glacial northern drainage for the waters of the present up-

per Tionesta.

The Mghest points noted in the township are on lot 616,
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in the north-eastern part, (2015',) and on lot 668, near Mr.

Farnsworth's, (1980'.)

The lowest spot is probably on Minister run at the south

township line, (1250 ±.)

Farms.—Comparatively few clearings have been made in

Cherry Grove, as is shown by the fact that while it contains

an area of about 45 square miles, the census of 1880 returns

only 158 inhabitants.* The farms are all upon the table

lands of the central east and west ridge and spur running

out from it toward the north-east, and are therefore located

upon soils derived from carboniferous rocks, whichf, al-

though fairly productive, are rather cold and clayey and
possess no great depth of mold. South of the central road,

and in the north-west corner all is a wild wilderness.

Previous to the advent of the oil seeker, the wealth of

the township was supposed to lie in its forests and the prin-

cipal business was bark-peeling and lumbering ; but now a

great change has taken place. Surface values are little

thought of, and lands that formerly sold for five or ten dol-

lars per acre readily command prices varying from $50 to

$1,000, with i or i of the oil reserved in addition. The
richly productive portions however, bear but a small pro-

portion to the whole area and probably it will not be very

long before some of the lots which have changed hands at

high prices will again be advertised in the treasurer's an-

nual tax sales.

The Olean conglomerate makes many conspicuous out-

crops, and loose blocks obstruct the upper parts of the val-

leys of most of the streams, particularly those on the south-

erly slope. Copious springs issue from it and the overlying

sandstones, feeding streams which wander over pebbly bot-

toms and afford some of the best trout fishing to be found

in the State. The summit areas of the central part rise

some 200' or more above the base of the Olean, and appear

to reach high enough in two or three places to include all

tlie members of the conglomerate series. No good surface

* In August. 1882, when the new oil towns of Famsworth, Garfield and
Vandergnft city were in their prime, it is probable that a census would have

shown a population of three or four thousand.
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section of these rocks can be obtained, and the records of

wells drilled upon the plateau have not been kept suffi-

ciently in detail to be of any service except in a very gen-

eral way. Some traces of coal have been noticed in wells

near Garfield, but nothing worthy of mention. The carbo-

niferous sandstones appear to be irregularly stratified, one

driller reporting almost a continuous sandstone to the depth

of 150' or more from the surface ; another claiming in the

same horizon several bands of sand with slates and shales

intervening.

Coal seams of considerable thickness are known to exist

south-west of the oil develojoment at Grarfield for the out-

crops of two beds are seen. The lower one is laid bare in the

bed of a small branch of Arnot run, and is said to have been

the first coal discovered in Wslrren county. Mr. Montgom-
ery Farnsworth, on whose land the exposure occurs, says

that considerable coal has been taken from this, spot (by

stripping) at different times for blacksmithing purposes
;

for which it answers very well, although it makes a great

quantity of ash. He reports the succession as follows

:

1' of good coal, thinly laminated.

2' of coal slate.

V of good coal, more solid.

1' of slaty coal, resting upon clay.

This coal bed evidently lies not far above the top of the

Olean conglomerate, as shown by surrounding exposures

and records of oil wells.

Near the south line of lot No. 668, about 150 rods toward

the south-west from the above mentioned coal bed and 70'

higher lies another coal seam which has been drifted into to

a distance of about 200'. This is also on land of Mr. Farns-

worth, and as nothing has been done at mining for several

years, ,and the drift is now impenetrable, we can only give

his description of it.

FarnsworW s coal bed.

V 6" of coal, thinly laminated, but bums well, making a

hot fire and but little ash.

0' 2" of slate and yellow mud.
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0' 4" of coal, good, but thinly laminated.

1' 0" of slate and mud with some iron pyrites.

2' 0" of coal, a little better than the first.

4' 0" of indurated clay not cut to bottom and full thick-

ness unknown.
The coal comes in under a coarse-grained yellowish sand-

stone about 20' in thickness, which within 50' of the en-

trance forms a safe roof to the drift. It seems probable

that this is the representative of the Johnson run sand-

stone of McKean county. Its base is 1950' A. T. and as far

as the drift extended it rises very perceptibly toward the

west.

The underlying indurated clays are gritty, micaceous and
full of carbonized rootlets ramifying in all directions. The
slates and clays interbedded between the coal seams con-

tain masses of plants, contorted and pressed together in in.

distinguishable confusion.

Of the sub- Olean and Shenango sJiales as surface rocks but

little can be said, for they are generally covered by debris

from. the hills above. At Garfield, according to drillers'

statements, the sub-Olean varies in thickness from 45' to

110'. The Shenango shale interval also varies, but it is

plainly seen that it has expanded here to nearly double its

average thickness north-west of the Allegheny river. Drill-

ers claim that above the Mountain sand they find the struc-

ture in no two wells exactly alike. The measures appear
to be a mass of variable sandstones and sandy shales. Some-
times the sub-Olean is found coarse-grained and pebbly,

with its position well defined by softer measures above and
below it ; at others it is a fine-grained bluish rock gradua-
ting imperceptibly to the driller into shaly or flaggy sand-

stones, which are all regarded by him as "Mountain sand."

No doubt a careful inspection of the drillings would reveal

more regularity of structure than is generally conceded, but
it is useless to expect the driller to pay any particular at-

tention to the stratification at this horizon, while drilling

in the " wet hole" before the casing is put in.

T7ie first oil well drilled in Cherry Grove township ap-

pears to have been sunk by Mr. Charles Sullivan, in 1865.
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It was located on tract No. 665, about 10 rods north of the
road leading to SheflSeld ; elevation 1,970'±A. T. Mr. M.
Farnsworth says the drill stopped at a depth of about 400',

after having penetrated 25' into a close-grained white sand-
stone, which was pebbly on top and furnished a consider-
able show of gas. The well was never tubed or tested.

At about 10' from the surface a 7' coal seam was reported,

and after the well was abandoned a shaft was sunk near by,

for the purpose of testing the coal. This enterprise also

proved a failure ; nothing but black bituminous slates hav-
ing been found, as is shown by the excavated material now
lying around the old shaft.

Another well was sunk, (probably in the same year,) on
lot 587, in the extreme north-eastern corner of the township.

The history of this is unknown.
Of course, neither of these wells furnished a test of the

territory, for the first apparently stopped in the conglom-
erate which forms the cliffs at Clarendon, (sub-Olean,) and
the latter could not have gone deep enough to reach the

Clarendon oil sand.
^

The next venture in search of oil was the Badger well,

on lot N"o. 745, in the south-western part of the township.

This was drilled in 1878 ; a cased hole, properly drilled, sunk
deep, but unproductive. (See page 27.)

Following this, in 1879, came the Landsrath well, on the

farm of Mr. Montgomery Farnsworth, lot N"o. 668, a mile

east of the center of the township. This also failed to find

oil, and the drill ceased work at a depth of 2, 004' from the

surface, equal to 139' below ocean level. (See page 26.)

This was the situation when the Jamestown Oil Com-
pany's well, on lot No. 646, (since known as the "Mystery,")

was commenced. The Shaw Bros. & Green well (page 20)

had been drilled in Limestone township, about a mile west

of the N. W. corner of Cherry Grove ; the Clarendon de-

velopment had approached to the lot adjoining the N. E.

corner, where strong gas wells had been obtained ; the Blue

Jay wells in Forest county, (page 80,) were producing some

oil, 2i miles S. E. of the south-east corner ; and encourag-

ing prospects for oil had been found near Balltown, in For-
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est county, (page 79,) not over 2 miles south of the south-

westerly part of Cherry Grrove. But within the township

limits no developments had been attempted, except as men-

tioned above.

Drilling commenced at the Jamestown oil company' s well

during the last week of January, 1882. In February, when
the well was between 800' and 900' deep, the lease expired

by limitation and certain difficulties in the way of renewing

it caused considerable delay. About the 10th of March the

" shell" or hard pebbly layer on top of the oil sand was

struck and penetrated only a few inches, when the tools

were drawn and the cable showed nearly 300' of oil in the

hole. Wooden plugs, (already prepared for the purpose,)

were immediately dropped in and driven down upon the

liujd to prevent its rising higher, every vestige of oil was
cleaned from the cable and derrick and connections were

made from the well mouth to the tank—for although

"plugged" in the^most approved fashion, a strong well

will occasionally flow and betray itself if this precaution is

not taken.

Before commencing work the drillers had been put under
oath not to divulge anything concerning the well, and the

premises had been carefuUyguarded from outside intrusion

up to this time, but now picket lines were established at a

considerable distance from the derrick and vigilant guards-

men patroled both day and night to prevent any one from
penetrating within their lines.

Thus they held the secret for several weeks until the well

owners had accomplished their purposes in securing ad-

joining lands and had also negotiated a sale of the property

to the Union Oil Company. Meantime the scouts employed
by other operators and speculators on the market to watch
and report upon every wild-cat venture approaching com-
pletion, were constantly lying around the well, scanning
the derrick and tools with field-glasses, examining the

stream below for indications of oil, listening to hear if any
flows occurred, and hoping for an opportunity to steal in

unobserved or to bribe some one of the guards so that a

"pointer" might be obtained for their principals—but so
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completely was everything covered and guarded that they

could get no satisfactory information and the well remained

a complete "mystery" until the 17th of May, vs^hen the

new owners proceeded to drill the plugs out preparatory to

cutting deeper into the oil rock.

The opening, at first, was rather disappointing to those

who had predicted a large well. No flow occurred until 4

o' clock in the afternoon, and although this was strong it

was not thought to indicate a capacity of more than 200

barrels a day. On the 18 th as the oil sand was punctured

deeper the flows became frequent and estimates ran from

300 to 500 barrels. The next day, however, it was j)lainly

seen that these estimates were altogether too low, and the

oil trade began to realize that a much larger well had been

obtained than even the most sanguine anticipated.

On the 23d of May the well was reported to have been

gauged by two reliable parties, who found the output in 24

hours to be from 1,050 to 1,100. After having been drilled

a little deeper on the 13th of June it responded with a pro-

duction of about 2,000 barrels, which, probably, was its

maximum yield.

With this well commenced the most astonishing oil de-

velopment ever witnessed in the country. It was quickly

followed by two other large producers, (the Murphy well

and the Mahoopany,) which seemed to define the direction

of the oil belt for at least two miles, and gave assurances

of the continuance of a uniformly productive rock through-

out the whole distance. Operators in the old districts soon

suspended new work, and all were eager to secure locations

for 2,000 barrel wells in Cherry Grove, at almost any price.

This resulted in a very rapid development of an exception-

ally productive oil field, and in the latter part of August

the Cherry Grove or, Garfield district—unknown, and we

may say unproductive, on the 15th of May—was pouring

out probably 40,000 barrels per day. This, however, was

its maximum yield, and its decline was more rapid and re-

markable, if possible, than its rise.

The following record of wells drilled, which I compiled

for my own use, adding to it daily as new ones were re-
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ported, shows how rapidly developments were forwarded

and how woijderfully prolific all the initial wells were. Its

last column shows also how quickly the brightest prospects

may fade. The production figures are of course largely

estimates, for under the circumstances very few actual

gauges could be obtained, but I have selected them care-

fully from the published newspaper reports, and am satis-

fied that they are fair approximations to the truth :

Wells drilled in Cherry Grove; May 17 to Aug. 1, 188'B.

A
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33
31
35

36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
66
57

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

24

24
24
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
27
27,

27
27
27
27

27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
30
30
30
31

635
635
610

611
618
620
610
621
610

646
619
618
635
635
635
635
635
647
636
646
610
619
620
635
611

671
620
635
635
610
619
672
610
635
658
657
635

4
3

E.

8

W.
8

S. E.
S. E.
E.

W.
6

W.
7

27
25
23
20
1
2

W.
E.
4

20
5

W.

s.w.
s.

8
18

N.E.
17
7

E.
6

27
S. E.

16

Stafford & Bamsdall
Berry & Kelly,
Bayne, Fuller & Co., (500'N.of Barns-
dall Bros.,)

Forest Oil Co. No. 8
Book ifc Clark, (50 rods N, of Guffey,)
Grace & Book,
Muuhall A Smithman,
Thompson & FUkins,
Bamsdall Bros., (500' S. of Bayne &
Fuller.)

Union Oil Co. No. 4, (No. 3 on 646,)
Murphy No. 3
Guffey No. 1,

Eaton & Howe,
C. Miller,
Maj. Comfort,
Sardine Oil Co.,
Cramer No. 2,

Anchor Oil Co. No. 6, (No. 4 on 647,)
Northwestern Oil Co., .

Union Oil Co. No. 5, (No. 4 on 646,)
Armor & Hayes,
Christie Bros.,
J. Snow, .

Zeigler <fc Smith,
Forest Oil Co. No. 5, (2 lots N. of
No. 1,)

R. E. Green,
D. Brown, .(near middle on S. line,)
Merrick <fe Harris,
Pemberton & Co., (south part of 18,)
Broder Oil Po.,
Fertig <fe Clark,
McDonald & Markham,
J. Brvan,
P. Wright,
Wolf & Co., ,. .

Book & Arters, .

S. Crosby,

2,000
2,000

400
1,800
500
500

1,000
Dry.

1,000
2,000
1,200

800
1,000
1,500
1,500
2,000
1,500
600

1,200
1,500
1,300
800

1,000
1,000

2,000
75

600
700
800

Small.
1,000
Dry.
1,200
1,300
2,500
2,000
1,500

400
700

100
700
250
200
700

250
500
400
350
400
500
500
300
500
300
400
500
600
500
400
400

900
50

200
400
300

400

400
1000
2000
1800
1500

The above list shows that 69 wells were completed in, the

district on the 31st day of July. After that time the wells

came in so rapidly that I did not attempt to record them.

I have prepared another table, however, which shows the

number of wells drilled during each month, up to the 1st

of December, 1882, and the lots on which they are located.

The prolific tracts can readily be picked out by the number

of wells drilled upon them. Each lot contains about 185

acres, and about 5 acres are allowed to a well, therefore,

from 35 to 40 wells develop a whole lot. If a smaller num-

ber has been drilled, it is because a part of the lot was found

to be unproductive. Lot 619 was cut up into smaller sub-

24 IIII.
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divisions, and therefore contains the greatest number of

wells. -

Wells drilled in Cherry Grove ; May 17 to Dec. 1, 1882.

Eh'

O

%
6
'A
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In September, the field began to show very evident signs

of exhaustion. Many of the old wells stopped flowing.

Torpedoes only resuscitated them for a few days ; they were
not improved by tubing and packing,; and when sucker

rods were introduced, it was frequently found unprofitable

to pump them, as the oil carried large quantities of loose,

fine sand, which quickly destroyed the valves and stopped

the output, unless the wells were overhauled and cleaned

out every day or two. Hence, a rapid decrease of produc-

tion occurred, notwithstanding the new wells daily coming
in.

Some of the new wells of September were abandoned after

having produced but little oil. When they ceased to flow,

the owners could not afford to incur any further risks, by
expending time and money to put them in pumping order,

with the prospect of only 10 or 15 barrel wells at best. A
quarter or a half of the oil was to go as royalty to the land

owner, and there seemed little hope of paying running ex-

penses out of the producer's share, with oil at about 70 cents

per barrel.

On the first day of every month the leading newspapers

of the oil region give carefully prepared reports, showing

in detail, with names and locations, the number of wells

drilling and preparing to drill, the number completed dur-

ing the previous month, and the production of each new
well on the last day of the month. In September, 30 of the

new wells of Cherry Grove were reported as having already

ceased before the month ended, and in October, 10. No
doubt some of these were subsequently resuscitated, but it

shows that the supplies of oil and gas were rapidly dimin-

ishing.

In the following summary, compiled principally from the

Oil City Derrick and the Era of Bradford, the reader may

see how rapidly the average daily production of the new

wells declined.

Monthly New Production and Average'per Well.

Producing. Average bbla.

May. Wells completed 2- 3,000 b bis. May 31-1500

j^ne, a 4— 4,800 " June 30—1200
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July. Completed, 63 > 58—18,750 " .July 31— 323.2

Dry, . 5 i

August. Completed, . 161 > .... 150—27,165 " Aug. 31— 181.1

Dry, . . . . 11 ^

September. Completed, . 108Completed, . 108 "j

Dry, . 2 1
\

76— 3,296 " Sept. 30— 43.3

Ceased, .30 5
^^

)

October. Completed, 39
)

T)r„ X 1 [ 28— 515 '• Oct. 31— 18.4

_ •''
. ? 11 !

Ceased, . 10 I -I
November. Completed, 28 . ^^ 286 ' Nov. 30- li.4

Dry, . . 3 $
•

The characteristics of the Cherry Grove wells may be

further exemplified by the following quotations :

"Some of the papers have been giving estimates of the

production of the wells now producing in the Cherry Grove

district. The Bradford Star makes fourteen wells produc-

ing over 17,000 barrels ; the Era has fifteen wells produc-

ing 14, 350 barrels. The production of these wells varies so

much from one day to another that it is impossible to get

accurate iigures which will hold good for twenty-four hours.

Two or three new wells which may gauge 3,000 barrels to-

day, to-morrow would not gauge more than 2,000 barrels.

The Derricli' s estimate of the production of the wells Fri-

day morning, (July 14, 1882,) is as follows :

Lot. Names of Wells.
,

Production.

No. 1,* . 646. "Mystery," actual gauge, 612

2,. .619. Murphy's Nos. 1 and 2, estimated, 1,600

3, . . 635. Anchor Oil Co., . 900

4, . . 647. Anchor Oil Co., No. 1, est., 900

5, . . 611. Mahoopany, est 600

6, . . 635. Reed & Brenneman, 450

7, . . 619. Murphy, No. 2, included with No. 1.

8, . . 634. Union Cil Co., 500

9, . . 635. A. Sheidemantle 960

11, . . 672. J. R. Goldsborough, 500

12, . . 635. Nickle Oil Co., 1,000

14,. .635. Clark & Goldsborough, 1,200

15, . . 635. C. H. Cramer, 1,700

17, . . 647. Anchor Oil Co., No. 2, est 2,000

18, . . 635. Caldron Bros. & Leekey, 1,800

Total, 14^722

This table shows that fifteen wells are producing 14,722

* These numbers correspond with those In the first list given.
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barrels. Of the fifteen seven have been opened vsrithin a

week, and are comparatively fresh. The estimates on these

wells are based on the best possible information. Some of

the figures have been obtained from the owners, and others

are actual gauges on the wells. The 612 barrels given to

the Mystery was its actual gauge from Wednesday to

Thursday. It is safe to say that if a gauge could be ob-

tained on these same wells in three days their production

would be much less than the figures given above." {Oil

City Derrick, July 15, 1882.)

"If accurate daily gauges on the wells in this district

could be obtained, the difference between the actual figures

and the rumors would be a surprise to those who are not

acquainted with the field. Those who hear of wells which

begin producing at the rate of 1,500 or 2,000 barrels a day,

naturally estimate in their minds that the well will make
20,000 or 25,000 barrels in a month. Bat hard facts prove

that such figures are merest fiction, and the thousand bar-

rel well is like a toy balloon punctured with a pin. The

following record of the production of the Sardine Oil Com-

pany' s well on lot 635, as obtained by actual daily gauges,

will Ayell illustrate this fact. The well is six days old and

its production daily has been as follows :

First day's production, 2,000

Second, 1,128

Third, 594

Fourth, 444

Fifth, 350

Sixth, 274

Total, 4,790

In six days, this well, which put 2,000 barrels in the tank

the first twenty-four hours, had produced 4,790 barrels, and

at the end of the week was doing less than one sixth of its

first day's production. This well is no exception to the

rule, but is a good example of the whole field, for it is lo-

cated in the richest part of the territory, being in the north-

east corner of 635, and near the Murphy and Cramer wells.

Its daily decline, as will be seen by the figures given above,

maintained about the same proportion. Its decline the
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second day was not quite one half, and so on the third day.

On the fourth the decline was nearly one third, and the

same on the other two days. In six days it had declined

about four fifths. Apply the record of this one well to the

whole field, and allowing the same proportionate decline,

and the difference between estimates and facts would be

enormous." {Oil City Derrick, August 4, 1882.)

With nearly all the wells coming in after the middle of

September, the facts were substantially as told in the last

quotation. It is not at all surprising, therefore, that many
wells were abandoned on ceasing to flow, after having pro-

duced only 5,000 or 8,000 barrels of oil, for the impossi-

bility of ever getting first cost out of them—in such a rapidly

declining district, with expensive leases and low-price oil, at

once became apparent—as may be seen by the-foUowing

:

"A number of operators have secured territory in Cherry

Grove, for which they are to pay 1,000 barrels oil bonus

per acre and one half royalty. A business man while

waiting for the train at Clarendon, after doing some figur-

ing, said that such parties must first produce 25,000 barrels

of oil before they can count on any profit. The following

is his estimate :

Drilling 1,700 feet, at 60 cents $1 ,020

Carpenters' rig, . 450

Boiler and engine, and cost to deliver, 850

Casing 350 feet, at 60 cents, 210

Tubing for connections, and other expenses, 250

Tankage, 1,600

Total cost of well, 84,380

The well at one half royalty would have to produce 10,000

barrels to pay the bonus, (on a five acre lease, ) and one half

of the next 15,000 barrels going to the operator, at sixty cents,

amounts to $4,500, which will pay the cost of drilling the

well, or he must first produce 25,000 barrels of oil before

he clears the first cost." {Bradford Era, August 3, 1882.)

Keviewing the Cherry Grove field on the 1st of December,

the Titusville Herald remarks: "Of the operations in

Cherry Grove during the past month there is little to be

said. Only 28 new wells vere completed with a production
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of 286 barrels, and out of these three were as good as dry,

never having produced a barrel of crude. For the future

'there is no hope. There are only 11 wells drilling, and but

three rigs up. * * * The old wells have been kept

producing by continual pumping and attention, and aver-

age perhaps 15 barrels apiece. It is estimated by our re-

porter that fully two thirds of the wells have ceased to pro-

duce. The production of the entire field may be placed

with accuracy between 2,500 and 3,000 barrels per day."

"Brown Bros, completed a 'duster* on lot 590, only a

few hundred feet north of their good well. This, of course,

condemns the territory to the north, (if it needed any con-

demnation.)"

"A number of failures were made on lot 659, showing

that even in the ' one thousand-barrel tract ' nothing is to

be expected.

"All operations in the south-west—the forlorn hope

—

have developed very small wells or dry holes."

"The result of Gailey Bros.' venture on lot 722 com-

pletely shuts off further operations in that direction. Thus

any hope of extending the field is banished."

A few days later in December the celebrated "Mystery"

well was reported pumping less than one barrel per day.

The following are the only complete well records that 1

have been able to obtain in the Garfield district

:

TTie "-Mystery'' or 6^6 Well.

May 17, 188$.

Located on N. W. corner of lot 646, Cherry Grove town-

ship, Warren county. Authority, George H. Diraick, one

of the owners.

Well mouth above ocean in feet, 1,805

Conductor, 46 to 46=1,759

Slate ,
94 to 140=1,665

S. S. coarse and white, 110 to 250=1,555

Slate, (cased at 225',) 200 to 450=1,355

Red rock with streaks of slate, 110 to 560=1,245

Slate, 160 to 720=1,085

Pebble sand. ... 10 to 730=1,075

Slate and gravel alternating, 75 to 805=1,000

Shelly 45 to 850= 955
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Sed shale,

Slate, ...
Pebble sand,

Slate,

First sand, . . ....
Slate

^
Shells 40' s

Second sand, } Slate 10' >

( Sand 25' J

Slate, ... ...
Third or Oil sand, 15' to 20',

12 to 862=
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Mr. Gfoal says that the drilling in No. 1 and in No. 2
(both on the same lot) differed very materially, No. 2 being
more sandy toward the bottom. At 1305' quite a massive
sand veas struck which continued for about 50' and gradu-
ated into flaggy layers with shale partings. Altogether
there were 215' of this sandy drilling where every bit re-

quired dressing and often before running a full screw. He
considers this sandy range as the equivalent of the Second
and Third sands of Clarendon. Comparing the sections

given on j^late No. 2, this view of the structure seems to be
a reasonable one.

^3. Sheffield township. Organized in 1833.

This large township, occupying the south-eastern corner

of the county, with MoKean county on the east and Forest

county on the south, is very similar in general to Mead.
There is, however, this difference.

In Mead the deepest Drift and highest point of filling in

the pre-glacial valley of the Tionesta is near the center of

the township whence the present streams flow both north

and south.

In Sheffield the lowest point of filling in the old valley is

near the center where the waters collect from the north and
south to pass out through a gap in the western valley-wall

which must have been opened by the same agencies that

filled the old channel in Mead. By reason of this basin

shape of the valley all the drainage of the northern and
eastern parts centers in the Tionesta at Barnesville or old

Sheffield and the south-western corner drains directly into

the same stream lower down.

The center of the basin at Barnesville is 1305'. The lowest

point in the township being on the Tionesta at the county

line 1275±'. Two of the highest points are about 2000'.

One of them may be found on the Cherry Grove road near

the west line, the other in the north-east corner, on the

ridge between Four-Mile run and Two-Mile run.

Tionesta valley, that is the v^ide pre-glacial excavation

extending from the county line north-westerly to Mead
township, contains large areas of arable bottom lands com-
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posed of drift derived almost entirely from local rocks, and

liere the principal settlements in the valley have been made.

A few farms have been cleared along the highway leading

to Cherry Grove, and some also along the valley of Two-

Mile run. Elsewhere the country is almost an impenetrable

wilderness, without roads and accessible only to the hunter,

the lumberman, and bark peeler. The topography of the

country is unfavorable to a rapid advance of agricultural

interests, but the location of large tanneries at Sheffield has

greatly enhanced the value of hemlock lands, established a

home market for most of the products of the farm, and been

the means of more than doubling the number of inhabitants

within the last decade, so that Sheffield now ranks in popu-

lation the sixth township in the county, instead of the four-

teenth as in 1870.

The Olean Conglomerate covers considerable areas along

the eastern and western borders, and also occupies the ridge

between South Branch and the main trunk of Tionesta creek.

In some places 100 feet or more of carboniferous rocks

overlie it and traces of coal have been noticed. But no
where, as far as I am able to judge, is there a prospect of

discovering a seam of sufficient purity and thickness to

make mining profitable. In the southern part the Olean is

less massive and contains fewer pebbles than in the north,

the underlying shales become more sandy and the interval

between Olean and sub-Olean increases in thickness to about
150'.

The sub-Olean is excellently exposed in the hiUs around
Sheffield, along Two- Mile run, (notably near Roystone sta-

tion,) on east branch Tionesta, near Henry's mill, and at

Brookston, just over the line in Forest county. Its variable

constitution is well exhibited in these several exposures.

At Roystone, and ranging across the country in a south-east-

erly direction from Clarendon to Ludlow, it is a massive cur-

rent-bedded oonglomeritic sandstone, covering the hill slopes

with large cubical blocks measuring from 10 to 15 feet in

thickness ; at Sheffield, although conglomeritic, it generally

weathers into much smaller and thinner fragments, and its

base graduates into a crumbling, irony, fine-pebble conglom-
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erate, similar to that seen in Conewango and Glade. At the
forks of East Branch and at Henry's mill it is massive,
while at Brookston the crumbly, irony character again as-

serts itself. In levels it varies also, giving indications of a
slight synclinal in the vicinity of Brookston, as the follow-

ing figures show

:

Elevation on top of Bub-Oleau at Clarendon, A. T., .... 1,775'
" " Sheffield 1,705'
" " East Branch, 1,585'
" " Brookston 1,565'
" " Henry's MUl, 1,550'
" " Eoy8tone, 1,715'
" " liUdlow

; 1,720'

Elevation of same in Elk county, 8 miles east and one mile
south of Brookston, 1,865'

Elevation of same in Forest county, SI miles south of Hen-
ry's Mill, (P. and E. well, S. W. of Foxburg,) 1,460'

Oil Wells.—The first experimental oil well was drilled in

1864 or 1865, in the center of the valley at Sheffield. After

driving 110' of pipe and boring to a depth of 825', the well

was seed-bagged and pumped for a few days and then aban-

doned, only a slight show of oil and gas having been ob-

tained.

The next was drilled in 1875, about two miles and a half

east of SJieffield. This one went to a depth of 1, 645', and
proved to be one of the most remarkable gas wells ever

opened in the oil region.* (See Hague gas well No. 1, page

*In drilling this well a 16' conductor was used and a 9" hole started in the

bed rock. A strong water-course encountered at 70' necessitated the insertion of

90' of 8" casing. From the bottom of this an 8" hole continued down to about

175', where the ordinary 5|'' casing was put in. After this no more water ap-

peared until the drill reached a depth of 418' where a little salt water came in,

but not enough to be considered detrimental. Subsequently, however, as

we shall see further on, this water caused one of the most remarkable accidents

that ever happened to a weJl. Some show of oil was seen at 1035', and at 1045'

the weU was torpedoed and tested. Not proving productive, it was sunk
deeper, and at 1350' reached the gas sand. Here the flow of gas was so strong

that every device for introducing water to drill with failed. Attempts were

made to lower water in a sand pump arranged to open when it struck bottom,

but the water froze in the sand pump and came up in it as ice. This was in

in June. For a considerable distance below the gas vein the drill had to be

slowly forced through dry rock ; then some water could be gotten to the bot-

tom and the boring continued down to 1645'.

In March, 1877, (the spring following the laying of pipes to Sheffield) the

gas weakened and finally stopped flowing entirely. In sounding the well it
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23.) Every method was employed by torpedoing and test-

ing at different points, to make this well produce oil ; but

failing to respond, the tubing was drawn from it and the

gas allowed to go to waste, until October, 1876, when it was
conveyed in pipes to Sheffield, where it has been used ever

since for heating and illuminating purposes. The g^s-fiow

is still so voluminous that it supplies the whole town and
leaves a surplus to burn both night and day in three or four

open waste pipes located in the most public places.

In 1876-7, Hague well No. 2, was drilled between the gas

well and Sheffield. Scarcely a show of oil was obtained in

it and much less gas than in No. 1.* (See page 24.)

was found to be bridged by some obstruction above the gas vein. Tools were
swung and run down to out out the barrier. After working a while with a
reamer, the sand pump was inserted and very much to the astonishment of

of all present brought up only water and pounded ice. It was then realized

that the salt water coming from above had fallen to the gas vein and been
frozen to the wall—after the same manner that ice had been formed in the
sand pump while drilling—until it had gradually filled the whole well-bore

and completely stopped the flow of gas. The tools were kept in motion 24
hours, all the time drilling in ice, when suddenly they broke through and an
expansion or explosion of the pent up gas occurred which threw the tools with
the 175' of 5|" casing, the 90' of 8" casing, and the conductor completely out
of the ground. The casing shot up through the derrick, almost demolishing
it, and coming down, toppled over and broke into sections. The 70' water-
course now being open, flooded the well, and the surface, no longer supported
by the conductor, caved in, making the ruin complete. The driller, noticing
instantly when the gas struck the tools, rushed from the derrick and fortu-

nately escaped without serious injury.

No doubt the cable and tools caused the casings to be thrown out. First
the tools were lifted by the gas ; as they rose the slackened cable coiled and
kinked into a wad, which shot up and wedged into the 5|" casing. When
that started upward, the cable below it spread out and wedged in the 8" hole
with sufficient force to carry the 8 ' casing also.

The flooding and caving of the well mouth soon checked the gas and forced
it to find exit in a number of vents around the pool at the surface.

After working four or five weeks the damages were repaired and casing was
inserted below the salt water vein, since which no trouble from freezing has
occurred, and the gas still flows copiously, although, probably, with not so
great force and volume as when the well was first opened.
*Alien, Truby & Co.'s well, on lot No. 212, (third lot south of the north-east

corner of the township, and adjoining McKean county line,) was completed
in October, 1882. It is about two miles north-east of Hague well No. 1; and
85' higher. No record can be obtained, but it has a tremendous flow of gas,
which comes, no doubt, from the same horizon as that of the Hague wells.
Here then we have three large gas wells within a distance of about 3 miles,
producing from the same sand rock.
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Mr. Hague sunk another well on Four-Mile run, about a
mile from the Tionesta and the same distance south of the

township line, in 1877. The elevation was 1,380', A. T.,

and its depth 1,565'. He reports no sands worthy of note,

and consequently it was barren of both gas and oil.

The following year Badger's well was drilled at Brook-
ston on south branch of Tionesta, and just over the line in

warrant 2,960, Forest county. Elevation of well mouth
1,410', A. T., depth of hole, said to be, over 2,200'. No re-

cord was kept, but the general report is that the drilling was
soft and shaly, with a good deal of red rock and no sands

at all promising for oil. A little show of gas was all that

the well produced.

The Barnes ville well, 2 miles south of Sheffield, (see page

24, ) follows next in order, having been drilled in 1879. It

was and still is a strong gasser, but evidently has no con-

nection with the Hague wells, for the gas comes from a sand

rock lying geologically about 200' aSo^e their gas rocks.

We now come to the first oil producing well opened in

the township—the Donaldson, or Magee & Horton well No.
1—on the Tionesta, 3 miles south of Sheffield, (see page 25.)

This well was located on a north-easterly line from Blue Jay
well No. 1, opened in November, 1880, in Forest county,

(see page 80,) and proving to be a profitable investment

started quite an extensive development in that section,

which is now known as the Sheffield district. In a north-

easterly direction the present developments are already

checked by small wells or dry holes within a mile of the

initial venture, but to the south-west a number of paying

wells have been obtained and developments are still pro-

gressing favorably. There seems to be little prospect, how-

ever, of tracing a direct connection along the line at first re-

garded as the probable one between the Sheffield district

and the Blue Jay district, for the axis of profitable devel-

opment apparently trends more toward the west, crossing

the Tionesta before it leaves the township and then curving

more toward the west and passing on diagonally across

tracts Nos. 2735 and 2791 in Forest county, which is as far

as it has been followed up to the present time—Nov., 1882.
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Oil Roclis of South-eastern Warren."^

In Chapter IX reference was made to the pecnliarities of

structure exhibited by the rocks of the Warren and North

Warren oil horizons, and the plate of illustrative sections

accompanying it ended with the ToUes well, No. 1, near

Stoneham. On Plate 2 nine other sections are given in as-

sociation with the Tolles well for the purpose of tracing the

structure southward into the edge of Forest county, at Ball-

town and Foxburg—the latter being known as the Blue Jay

district.

The several oil and gas sands, now known in this part of

Warren county are, in descending order, as follows:

"Second" and "Third" oil sands, (both productive in some

places) at Stoneham—the "Third" being now generally re-

ferred to as Clarendon sand ; Gas sand at Barnesville—ap-

parently near the Clarendon sand horizon ; Clarendon gas

sand, variously reported 125' to 175' below the Clarendon

oil sand ; Cherry Q-rove oil sand ; Balltown oil sand ; Darl-

ing well oil sand, in the Blue Jay district ; Sheffield or

Blue Jay oil sand, about 190' below the Darling oil sand,

and Sheffield or.Hague well gas sand.

Some operators are inclined to view all these as separate

horizons, others see but two wide-spread layers of sand,

the first or upper one including Clarendon, Cherry Grove,

Balltown and Darling oil sands and Barnesville gas sand
;

the second lying from 175' to 190' lower including Clarendon

gas sand, Sheffield gas sand and Sheffield and Blue Jay oil

sands.

It may seem strange to persons unacquainted with the

present methods of oil development, that the structure of

this district is still so imperfectly understood, notwith-

standing the number of wells that have been sunk there

during the last four years. But it must be remembered

that the chief aim of the prospector for oil now is to pre-

vent every one but himself from knowing what the drill re-

veals in his well. So far is this secrecy carried, that, before

commencing work, the drillers are put under oath not to
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divulge anything concerning tlie drilling, and quite fre-

quently they are discharged when the horizon of the oil

rock is approached and the owners themselves, with guards

stationed around the derrick, complete the well.

Every wild-catter has some cherished theory of his own
upon which he is working, and instead of keeping an accu-

rate record of the rocks as they are pierced, he thinks it

only necessary to note certain strata, such as first and sec-

ond sands, for instance, which according to his ideas of

"regularity" should be found everywhere in about the

same relative positions. Having approximately fixed their

depths by calculations of dip, &c., he neglects all other

parts of the well and only begins to wash and examine the

sand pumpings when what he conceives to be the proper

horizon is approached. Of course some sand is found when
looked for (if the drillings are sandy shale) and he concludes

it is the stratum sought, although it may not be as solid or

well-defijned as he expected. Then the drillings are again

dumped under the derrick floor without examination until

another important horizon is reached when the same process

is repeated. A record kept in this way is absolutely of no

account whatever to the geologist. It only gives a repre-

sentation of the ideas of the well owners and these ideas are

more variable than the rocks themselves. If actual facts

were recorded, regardless of theories it would often be seen

that there was more sand in some of the unwashed and un-

examined drillings than in the horizons noted as sandstones

through this partial and improper method of watching the

drillings.

For these reasons I- have been unable to obtain reliable

records in siifiicient number and in proper places to satis-

factorily exhibit the structure going southward from Clar-

endon.

The sections on Plate No. 2 are the only ones I have that

can be considered at all reliable, and some of these are de-

ficient in details. To increase the horizons of comparison I

have added the sub-Olean and in some cases the Olean also
;

but as all the elevations are barometric and the well meas-
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urements are partly by wire and partly by cable, absolute

numerical accuracy cannot be claimed.

The geographical positions of the wells may be seen on

Howland's map of parts of Warren and Forest, where they

are designated by name.

Two of the sand rocks reported in Shaw Bros, and Green's

well, south-west from Tolles', seem to correspond very

fairly with the "Second " and " Third " sands at Stoneham.

The one at 1,302' from the surface is said to have contained

some oil, and those who saw the indications while drilling,

now believe the well might have been made a small pro-

ducer if it had been stopped there and managed as the wells

of the Clarendon district now are. Several of the early

wells at Stoneham were considered of little account and re-

mained neglected for a year or more before it was discovered

that they could be made profitable by the use of large tor-

pedoes, and wells have since been drilled with so little show
of oil when completed that from 7 to 10 barrels of crude

from other wells had to be poured in for tamping before a

torpedo could be exploded effectively. Many of these ap-

parently unpromising wells, after being so treated and tubed

and packed in the usual way, have started off and flowed

from 10 to 15 barrels per day.

Comparing the sections on a line toward Balltown, in

Forest county, the Clarendon sands appear to grow indis-

tinct and a lower sandrock comes in. This is the produc-

tive Cherry Grrove or Garfield sand. The Balltown oil sand

(as given in well No. 1) seems to be in the Garfield horizon,

but, considering the unfavorable results of wells drilled be-

tween the two fields, it is hardly probable that a direct con-

nection exists between them. Whether the Grandin &
Kelly well on the Cook tract near Balltown, which com-

menced to flow in August last, but is not yet fully opened,

draws its supplies from this sand or not is only known by
its owners for they alone know the depth of the well. I

judge, however, that it does.

The next two sections, Figs. 14 and 15, are east of the

Cherry Grove belt and exhibit quitQ a different structure

;
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the Landsrath well comparing favorably with the Tolles,

but giving no trace whatever of the Garfield sand.

In Figs. 16, 17, and 18 considerable similarity will be ob-

served, both in the red rocks and sandstones near the sur-

face, (which lie in the horizon of the Venango group,) and
in the lower, or oil producing rocks of the Sheffield district.

The Darling well oil sand is fairly traceable in them all,

and its distance below the sub-Olean puts it approximately

in the plane of the Garfield sand. This is all that can now
be said in favor of their identity ; for several unsuccessful

ventures between the two fields prove that the sand sheets

are not continuous.

The Sheflield-Blue Jay oil horizon is the lowest known in

the county. It appears to include the Sheffield gas sand;

but just how the two rocks are related to each other re-

mains for future drilling to demonstrate.

As the developments in south-eastern Warren and the

contiguous portion of Forest county have been conducted

with so much secrecy and beclouded by so many misrepre-

sentations, and as it seems to be the aim of operators to pre-

vent any systematic study of the structure which might

result in giving the general public some idea of the possi-

bilities of the territory yet to be developed, and thus, per-

haps, render the occupation of drilling "wild-cat myster-

ies" less profitable, I do not feel that I am warranted in

attempting to identify these several oil horizons, or that it

ought to be expected that I should do so with the meager

facts at command. I therefore give the plate of sections

for what it is worth and leave the operator to draw his own
conclusions.

25 IIII.
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Barometric Elevations above tide.

I. Columbus township.

On the roadfrom Columbus to Clymer, in N. Y.

RR. station at Columbus, • • •
1*27

S. W. corner of Public Square, 1430'

Stream crossing—E. Hunger's, 1415

Forks in road—Scliool-house No. 7,
1430'

Big Brokenstraw Creek at county line 1415'±

^ On road running N. from Columbus.

Main street corners, •
1305

Summit—G. Faulkner, 1465'

Bend in road—C. Soliramling, 1410

Cross-roads—School-liouse No. 8 1470'

Summit—D. Sohramling, 1680'

" _C. Walton, ' 1665'

" —Stateline 1620'

On roadfrom Columbus to Pine Valley.

Main street corners, 1305

Next corner, east -Road south, 1410'

Barnes' corners—Turn north, 1450'

Bakers' corners—Turn east, 1635'

Forks—C. Marble, 1650'

Forks—P. Parker, 1445'

RR. crossing, 1455'

Pine Valley corners, >. 1450'

Going northfrom Pine Valley.

First fork in road, 1585'

Summit—R. Henry, 1720'

School-house No. 9, 1530'

Corners north of school-house, 1545'

School-house No. 11

—

\ mile south of Pine Valley, ... . . 1450'

On road from Columbus to Blue Eye Run.

RR. crossing, 1430'

Kennedy corners—Turn south, • • 1445'

Porks—H. W. Owen, 1540'

Walton's corners—East of Owen's, 1520'

Walton knob, summit, ... . 1850'

Cross-roads—J. Cady, 1790'

Summit—H. Dejean, 1785'
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Corners—Road west, 1750'

Corners—School-house No. 3, 1630'

Blue Eye Run—Crossing, 1570'

Corners—Mead 's saw-mill, 1585'

Corners north of Mead's—C. Jaques, . . 1645'

On road from Corry to Spring Creek.

Cross-roads and school-house—Howard's tannery, 1410'

Corners—Road west, . 1450'

Cross-roads—Road north and south, 1445'

Corners—Turn south, .

' 1405'

II. Freehold township.

On roadfrom Lottsville to Columbus.

liOttsville corners, 1420'

Bridge over Little Brokenstraw, 1400'

Corners—Valley road to north, . . . . 1420'

Corners—road south to MUler'sciiff, (^,) 1460'

Summit—C.Spencer, . . . 1825'

Corners—E. Hamilton, {B,) 1765'

Cross-roads—E. K .Baker, (O,) 1745'

Cross-roads—C. Walker, 1670'

On road from A to B, as above.

liottsville and Columbus road, (J.,) 1460'

Corners—N. King, 1810'

B. T. Miller's house—S. E. of King's, 1820'

Miller's Cliflf—top of rocks, . . 1880'

Summit west of King's—F. Wilson, 1830'

Summit west of King's—H. KeUey, 1805'

Summit west of King's—C. and O. Wilson, 1790'

Columbuaroad, (5,) . ... ... 1765'

On road from, C, north to Bear Lake 8ta.ti^n.

CoJumbusroad, (C,) . . .... 1745'

Cross-roads—J. H. Gregg, 1690'

Summit—L. Risley, 1755'

Summit—J. Carter, . . . . . 1770'

Valley road ^ mile E. of Bear Lake station, (!>,) . . . .1565'

Railroad—Bear Lake Station, . . . . . . 1550'

Valley road, from Bear Lake Station to Lottsville.

Corners—road south, (D,) . .1565'

Cross-road near Bear lake, (turn south.) (i;,) 1520'

Bear lake school-house, . . .... . .
1490'

Bear lake, surface of water, ... . .
1487'
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Road forks, 1430'

Cross-roads—A. Bush, .... 1415'

Columbus road, (turn B. to Lottsville,) 1420'

Prom JS, going east, south, and south-west to Lottsville.

First cross-roads—D. Seals, 1495'

Summit—C. T. Fowler, 1600'

Little Brokenstraw bridge, 1430'

Cross-roads—W. .T. Woodburn, 1445'

Corners -road south, ^ IglO'

Summit—R. Russell 168S'

Cross-roads—A. Russell, {P ) 1660'

Comers—near north-east cor. of township 1695'

Next cross-road south—G. Howies, 1645'

Summit—J. Abbott, ... 1690'

Schpol-house corners—Sugar Grove turnpike, 1720'

Summit west—J. Broughton, 1750'

Road forks—W. Woodburn, 1560'

Lottsville comers, 1420'

From Lottsville, north to cross-road at F.

Summit—P. Morton, . . 1680'

Cross-roads—E. J. Finch, (turn east, ) 1720'

Corners—J. G. Brookmire, (turn north,) 1660'

Forest school-house, . . . . 1720'

Cross-roads (Jf,) 1660'

On the State road.

South line of township, . . 1910'

Top Olean conglomerate—S. Drake, 1?90'

Dead Man's run, 1610'

Summit, 1780'

Road forks—S. Woodburn, (O,) 1680'

Top Wrightsville conglomerate, in road 1580'

Cross-roads—Swamp run, ... 1450'

Swamp run bridge, 1440'

Little Brokenstraw bridge, 1865'

Abbott's comers, 1410'

Summit—A. Sampson, , 1845'

School-house, 1895'

Road forks, 1905'

Summit—S. Matthewson, 1935'

Road forks—C. Barlow, 1875'

From Q, west.

First summit—E. Parnham, 1810'

Summit—F. Doty, ... 1805'

Corners—road north, 1785'

Forks I mile N. N. E—Swamp run divide, 1460'
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Wrightsville, up Stony SCbllow,

Wrightsville oorners, 1355'

Comstook farm drill-hole, 1495'

Corners—road north 1575'

Wrightsville towards Pike's rocks.

Top of Wrightsville conglomerate, 1600'

Summit—Mrs. Bull, 1770'

Summit—C. Haupin, 1825'

Cross-roads— East township line, 1810'

III. Sugar Grove township.

Along turnpike from Sugar Orove to Zottsville.

Sugar Grove—at hotel, 1400'

State road corners, 1640'

Road south, . 1705'

Summit—J. Broughton, 1720'

Turnpike school-house, No. 11, 1720'

From Si^gar Grove, north and west.

First corner south of State line, (turn west,) 1480'

Cross-roads—C. Elliott, 1670'

Road south, (corners I mile S. of this=1540',) 1665'

Road north, 1640'

West township line, 1700'

From Sugar Grove, east and south.

Towards Busti.

First corners, 1375'

Stillwater creek at State line, 1310'

±

Towards Landers.

Bridge over StUlwater, 1360'

School-house corners, 1440'

Church cross-roads, (turn south,) 149.5'

School-house cross-roads, (turn east,) 1735'

Corners at east township line 1705'

Towards Chandler's Valley.

Stillwater bridge 1380'

Road forks, 1400'

Summit—M. O. Gorman, .
1750'

Forks—north and south road—A. Peterson, 1790'

Summit—A. Anderson, ..
1820'

Chandler's Valley corners, (turn north,) 1490'
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Lutheran church corners, at Chandler's valley, 1535'

Swamp summit | mile north, 1510'

Bridge oyer branch of Stillwater, 1435'

Towards Youngsville.—Hill road.

Corners—A. Strand, (turn west,) 1810'

Cross-roads—Mrs. Smith, (^turn south,) 1840'

Summit—Mrs. Smith, I860'

School-house, 1650'

Matthew's run bridge, 1640'

Summit—J. G. Jones, 1840'

Road forks—H. Pilling, (turn south-east,) {A,) 1480'

Matthew's run road, near church, (turn north,) 1425'

Matthew's run bridge, . .
1475'

Road east, 1490'

Saw-mill, in Matthew's run gap, .i
1520'

Cross-roads near church, (turn east, ) . . •
1570'

Next corners to east, (turn N. B. to Chandler's valley,) (-B,) 1505'

From Chandler's valley, southerly

First corners, (JS,) 1505'

Stream crossing, 1490'

Forks, 1580'

Road east, (a,) 1770'

Summit west of this, in field, 1850'

School-house, . . ; 1810'

Comers—C. J. Samuelson, (turn west,) 1810'

Summit—L. Johnson, . . . . 1870'

Road south, 1810'

Matthew's run road, 1490'

p Going south-westerlyfrom C.

Summit—J. Devirs, 1820'

P. Hanson 1820'

" D. Samuelson, 1830'

School-house and forks, S. E. corner of township, 1730'

In south-west corner of township, starting at A.

First corner north-west—F. Thayer, 1555'

Second corner—road north, (turn west,) 1655'

School-house on north and south road, (turn north,) 1870'

Next corner north—road west, (D,) 1890'

Summit—N. Woodin, 1895'

Corners—H. Woodin, (turn west,) 1875'

" Rocky run road near W. township line, 1705'

Ooing south-west from D.

Top of Pike's rooks—east of road, .
1980'

Cross-roads at west township line, (turn east,) 1810'

Corners—north and south road, (turn south,) 1930'

Road east, . . . . , ... 1920'

S. line of township, near Nuttall's rooks, 1895'

Road corners J of a mile east of this, 1875'
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IV. Farmington township.

From Lander's toward Bussellburg, and north-west.

Lander's corners,
jggg,

Summit—Mrs. Ewer, 2620'
" M. Louck's, (between road S. and road N,) 1690'

School-house and cross-roads, QA,)
. . _ _ 2530'

Summit near E.' line of township, ' '

ig-j^i

Intersection of roads near E. line, (turn north,) .......... ! 1490'
Summit—E. W. Jenkins, . . . ............. 1545'

E. Jones,
. .

. .
......'.'.'.,''. 1575'

Corners I
mile south of State line, (turn west,) 1460'

Next corners west, 1340'

Fairbanks run bridge, 1340'

Cross-roads, 1595'

Johnson run branch, crossing, ; 1495'

Corners—road north, 1535'

Johnson run branch, crossing 1510'

Cross-roads to Lander's, I6OO'

Summit—J. R. Gardner, . . . . . ....... 1610'

Cross-roads, school-house and church—average summit, 1655'

West township line, 1650'±

From A, south.

Summit—L. D. Phillips, 1605'

Stream crossing, . 1590'

Summit—A. H. L. PMlllps 1800'

Stream crossing, 1600'

Corners—road west, (B,) 1740'

Forks by school-house, (forks 1 m. S. E. near township line, 1395',) . 1705'

Corners—road east, . . 1715'

Rhynd's run, crossing, 1495'

Summit near S. township line, '.
. . . 1770'

From S, west.

Summit—D. Porter, 1880'

Cross-roads—N. Putnam, I860'

Rhynd's run, crossing, 1745'

Lander's and Jackson run road, 1820'

From Lander's, south towards Jackson run.

First comer south—G. H. Cramer, (C,) 1720'

Forks—H. Sweet, (D,) 1820'

Summit—J. W. Preston, 1900'

Corners—road east 1820'

Summit—J. Miller, ' 1850'

Top of SS. outcrop-A. Anderson, (near S. line of township,) .... 1550'

From C, west.

Branch of Jackson run, 1665'

Corners—road south, 1736'
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Mud run, crossing, 1^20'

Summit, 1875'

Corners—O. <fcE. Kingsley, (turn north,) 1800'

" Mrs. Wilson, (turn west,) 1700'

Stream crossing, ... 1610'

Corners near west township line, .
1705'

From D, southerly.

Summit—E. A. Sweet, 1840'

School-house, .
1525'

Porks at south township line, (turnN. W.,) 1435'

School-house, 1 mile from west township line 1480'

Corners near west line—A. P. Morris, 1470'

Y. Pine Grove township.

Russellburg depot—D. A. V. RR., 1238'

Going north-east.

Lane hotel, . 1260'

S. P. Allen's house, . 1440'

Eighmie deep well, ... 1395'

Comers—road south-west, {A,) 1420'

School-house, . 1480'

Forks at township line, (turn north, see Parmington ) 1490'

Corners J mile south of State line, (turn east,) 1460'

Summit-T. Way, 1560'

" E. Vanman, 1490'

Conewango valley road—J. L. Arnold, 1290'

Corners J mile south of {A,) 1725'

Rhind's Run road.

Corners near school-house and S. township line . . .... 1240'

Old drill hole -1 m. W. of Conewango, . 1305'

Stream crossing, above well, 1305'

Stream crossing W. township line— J. M. Ruland, . 1360'

Road from Russellburg toward Quaker Hill.

Corners—road north, (B,) 1260'

Old oil well near M. Adams', 1330'

Bridge over Akeley run—S. Vakeley, 1390'

Road in front of A. Randall's,
, . 1820'

Road in front of T. Sheehau's, near township line, 2030'

From B, north-east.

Road at Niver well, 1710'

Summit—J. H. Fox, 1980'

" S. E. Rider, 2000'
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Sohool-house, 1970'

Small bridge near W. Sumners, 1790'

East line of township—O. C. Gage 2090'

From Akeley Station, east.

RR. Station, 1241'

J. McCoy's gate, 1445'

T. McCoy—angle in road, . . .
'. 1455'

Bridge over Akeley run—H. E. Brown, 1485'

Sohool-house, . . 1525'

Corners near east township line, 1875'

Road summit N. E. corner of township, 2125'

VI. Spring Creeic townsldp.

Spring Creek station—P. & E. RR., 1392'

On State road, running north-easterly.

Cross-roads 1 m.from county line—McClay, (^,) 1620'

West Spring creek- -road north, {B,) . . 1460'

Road south—to Titusville, (C,) 1460'

Road north—to Columbus, (D,) . . 1440'

Road S. E. (W. Jackson's, 11 m. S. E. of this 1750',) 1420'

Big Brokenstraw—surface of water, 1360'

RR. crossing, . , 1392'

Cross-road at school-house, 1400'

Summit—J. W. Mallery, 1765'

" G. E. Eldred, 1800'

" P. J. Eldred, 1800'

Road N. W.— Blue Eye run road 1550'

Summit—L. A. Brooks, 1830'

Miles' run, 1790'

From A, north-west.

Opposite E. L. Demings, , 1840'

Summit in field to S. E 1880'

County line, 1870'

From B, north, towards Columbus.

Summit—Wm. Weed, 1730'

" D. Wright, 1760'

Intersection N. and S. road, ?

Summit—R. Seiver, 1790'

" N. of A. H. Olmstead's, 1780'

Road west, 1815'

Summit—H. Perkins, 1830'

Cross-roads in Columbus township, 1445'
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From C, towards Titusville.

Summit—J. N. Clark, 1540'

" G. W. NlohoUs, 1740'

School-house, . 1660'

RoadE, (H. J. Jewett's J mileeastl765',) 1655'

Summit—P. Wright, 1715'

" A. Pero, i 1675'

Stream, . 1585'

Cross-roads, (O. N. Hemingway 1^ mile E. 1795',) 1630'

Summit—B. B. Whaley 1710'

Stream—East'Branch, 1590'

From D, towards Columbus,

Summit—D. Gustin, 1800'

" B.Morten, highest point ridge, 1835'

" R. H. Fisher, 1810'

School-house, 1795'

At M. Bresky's, . 1490'

Corners in Columbus township, ; 1405'

From luring Creek Station, N. M.

Opposite J. Birch's, 1665-

Stream crossing, 1640'

Summit—A. 8. Skinner, . ... 1800'

Corners—School-house No. 3, Columbus township, 1630'

YII. Pittsjield tomnsMp.

Pittsfield—p. & E. RR. depot, 1247'

On road from Pittsfield to Wrightsville.

Pittsfield corners 1250'

Holcomb farm, 1320'

Old Payne oil well, ... 1325'

Young well, 1365'

Bridge over Little Brokens^raw, 1330'

Corners—road west, (Jl,) 1325'

Church near township line 1340'

From A., north-west.

Road south—J. Wolf, 1410'

School-house, . . 1455'

Corners— (turn north-east,) 1460'

Opposite C. Brriokson's, 1745'

Summit in field north-west ; . . 1780'

On road in north-east part of township,

Nuttall's conglomerate—top, 1965'

Corners near base of conglomerate, 1910'
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Summit—D. Haupin, 1805'

" W. Welden, 1830'

" L. M. Peterson, 1785'

" W. Wentworth, 1565'

Garland Depot P & E. RR., 1309'

Garland hotel corners, . 1295'

Church corners, 1 mile S. W. of village, 1320'

Hosmer run road W. township line, 1400'

Next road south at township line, 1790'

School-house on road to Grand Valley, 1360'

RR. crossing—1 mile from S. township line, 1400'

On Cole Hill road.

Summit— Mrs. Barber, 1825'

Forks at school-house, 1835'

Summit south—^A. L. Palmer, 1840'

" D. Martin, . . . .' 1840'

Stream, . 1790'

Summit-N. F. Camp, 1840'

.Forks—near south line, 1780'?

VIII. Brokenstraw township.

Youngsville depot P. & E. RR., 1214'

Youngsville, north-east to Irvine run.

Youngsville corners, 1205'

Angle in road—W. A. Davis 1230'

School-house, 1750'

Summit—S. Butts 1760'

Forks of roads, (turn south-east,) 1745'

Summit—E. P. Kyler, 1750'

Base of flat pebble conglomerate by road, 1420'

Intersection Irvine run road, 1390'

Steam saw-mill, 1340'

Old oil well south of road, 1300'

Saw-mill, 1240'

RR. crossing E. of Irvlneton, 1175'

Younffsville, north, up Indian run.

Road forks, 1255'

Road east^G. Norway, 1745

Summit—B. Davis, . 1795'

Road forks—G. Sullivan, (turn south,) 1810'

School-house, ' 1810'

Summit—J. A. Akens 1680'

Road west, 1600'
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Youngsville, up Matthew's run.

First road west, (A,) 1300'

Forks near north line of township 1425'

From A, to N. W. corner of township.

Summit—N. Olson, ' 1800'

Road west—near N. W. corner, 1845'

Youngsville, S. towards Tidioute ; York Hill road.

Koad east—to Sulphur Springs, . . . . 1780'

B. M. on Walnut near J. Andersons, (leveled,) 1796'

B. M. on rock near school-house, 1803'

Top of conglomerate—York hill 1905'

Summit N. E. of R. York's, 1840'

Depression in ridge 1745'

Summit, 1850'

Stream crossing, 1775'

Summit near S. E. corner township, 1825'

IX. Bldred townsMp.

Grand Valley depot—D. A. V. RR., 1341'

Hotel corners, 1380'

Cross-roads at school-house south of town, (turn E.,) 1440'

Summit—O. E. Emerson, 1710'

Stream crossing, 1640'

Summit 1705'

South township line, . 1500'?

School-house corners between Grand Valley and Newton, ... . 1410'

Summit S. E. of same—D. McCune, . ... . 1700-

School-house near E. township line,
. . . I700'

Grand Valley to Ezra Trim's, on Spring Greek road.

Road west. {A,) I635'

C. H. Whaley's I695'

J. Molntyre's,
• • , 1685'

Middle Branch crossing,
]^49q/

School-house,
jgjQ,

Summit—J. B. Brown, '

'.

. . . 1640'
" 1 mile north I74O'

West Branch crossing, I525'
Forks of roads 1585'

Corners— (turn west,) 1805'

Spring creek road—E. Trim, 177O'

From A, west to Spring Creek road.

Middle Branch crossing, 1405
Summit, 1615'
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West Branch crossing, 1355'

Sohool-housfi corners, Spring oreek road, (turn N.,) 1725'

Stream, 1640'

" 1665'

White's oil well, 1610'

Aolferman well, (leveled, ) , 1673'

Summit—J. Cullen, 1695'

Stream 1625'

Summit—A. S. Belknap, 1675'

Stream 1605

Summit—A. Engle, . . 1690'

" J. Green, 1705'

West Branch crossing—Eagle, P. O., 1645'

Road east, 1745'

School-house and road west, 1770'

Road east—Trim's corners, -. 1770'

X. South- West township.

Enterprise corners, (water in Pine creek, 1240',) 1255'

West Enterprise corners—W. B. Benedict, 1265'

On roadfrom Enterprise to Grand Valley.

Bridge over Pine creek, 1250'

Forks— (turn north,) 1280'

Road east, (Grave-yard summit i m. E., 1615',) 1560'

Forks of roads, . . 1570'

Summit—G. M. Hunter, 1620'

School-house, ... 1610'

Road west—J. Wales, {A,) 1660'

Road east,
1^*^"'

Knapp's oil well, ^^^^^

Summit—J. Steams,
^^^^'

Stream, ^^^^\

Road east, (turn north,) 1^^"!

School-house, J m. from township line, 1665|

Summit—A. Goodwill,
1^^"'

" S. H. Fisher, near north line,
1635'

, From A, south-west.

Angle in road—H. A. Jaraieson, ^^^^'

Summit, top of Olean conglomerate, ^^°

Summit—H R. Bunce,
J°^"

Corners-J. S. Campbell, (turn west,) 1™"

School-house, . . ,^„_,

Stream, . . . . ,
'

jg,.g,

1"°^"™^*' • •
•

•

:
.:;.

;
1520'

stream, ...
Bridge over Pine creek near S. W. corner of county, i-^uo
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From Enterprise E. to Scofield.

Forks—Grand Valley road, 1280'

Stream crossing, . .
1290'

Forks—Colarado road 1355'

Summit, road south—T. Fleming, 1580'

Stream crossing, 1500'

Road south, 1645'

Grilson run crossing, 1480'

Scofield corners, (turn north,) •
1555'

School-house 1590'

Summit 1615'

Gilson run crossing, 1475'

Summit—H. A. Barber, 1645'

Boad west—to Colarado .•
1665'

XI. Deerfield and Triumph townships.

On road from S. W. corner of Triumph township, N. and N. E.

Funk's corners, . .
1505'

Cross-roads—Mrs. Valentine, (turn left,) {A,) . 1670'

Summit, 1690'

Summit—A. C. Clark, 1630'

Summit, 1720'

School-house, McGraws corners Triumph road, {B,) 1650'

Divide between Gordon fun and Pine creek, 1545'

Summit—S. Thompson, . . .
1665'

" W. HartrUp, 1710'

School-house corners Tidioute road, ( C) , 1700'

Summit—T. Culbertsou 1650'

Bridge over Tidioute creek, 1265'

Cross-roads—Tidioute to Grand Valley, (D,) 1275'

Summit—W. Wilson, ... 1730'

School-house cross-roads—J. H. Morrison (stream north of this 1550'

and summit beyond 1710',) ... . .... 1740'

Road north, 1685'

Summit, ... 1775'

Roadsouth, {E) 1750'

Stream, 1520'

Summit—A. Bimber, . .
1840'

" J. D. Brown, (S. of road 1890') 1845'

Roadsouth, (J",) . . . . . 1835'

Road east, .... 1770'

Summit—J. Conklin, 1750'

" Mrs. McGee, . . 1850'

Road west, near N. line of township, 1870'

From A, north-east to Tidioute.

Hunt's run crossing, 1545'

Summit—Gorman school-house, . . . 1650'
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West Hickory crossing
; I4951

Summit—Gtorman, 1675'

School-house, 1640'

Corners—Fagundus road, 1660'

" Triumph road, 1610'

RR. depot at Tidioute—B. P. & W. RR., 1113'

From A, south-east to Fagundus.

Summit . 1690'

Bridge over "West Hickory, 1365'

Road forks, 1630'

School-house, Fagundus, 1665'

Summit, Fagundus, 1725'

B. M. at forks near county line, (leveled,) 1692'

From B, north-east to Triumph.

Summit 1680'

School-house, Clapp farm, 1655'

Entrance to Clapp farm, 1665'

Sumoiit, . . 1740'

Forks of road 1725'

Koad south—Triumph corners, 1690'

From C, south-easterly io Tidioute.

Stream crossing 1655'

Summit—C. T. Crocker 1715'

Depression, 1650'

Road north—Richardson, 1705'

School-house, 1710'

River Hill summit—Mrs. Campbell, ... 1710'

From, JJ, south-east to Tidioute.

Oil well north of road, 1220'

School-house south of road, 1180'

Top Second Oil sand B in stream, ' 1150'

National Hotel, Tidioute, 1130'

From D, north-west towards Orand Valley.

Road north, . 1290'

School-house, 1350'

Summit, 1530'

Summil^Thompson's, 1650'

Stream, 1540'

Summit—W. Barker, 1625'

Oil well S. of road, 1585'

School-house in Eldred township, . . 1700'

From E, southerly to Tidioute.

Summit—J. Burton, 1765'

Depression, 1665'
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Summit—M. Dever, 1765'

' J. D. McCormiok, 1695'

" E. McCormiok;, 1715'

Top of Eiver hill, 1670'

Summit—J. jST. Brown, 1320'

Eiver level, east end of Tidioute, v. .1102'

Wrotn JP, to the river.

Summit—(none higher,) 1875'

Eiver hill, crook in road—D. H. McKean, 1720'

Eiver road near Cobliam Station, 1155

XlII. Conewango township.

" Yankee Bush " road, going N. W./rom Warren.

Warren—P. & E. depot, , 1200'

School-house, 1805'

Eoad south—A. Gantz, (A,) I860'

Haag's heirs, 1775'

Eoad north—B. Arnold . , 1760'

Summit—Burying ground 1900'

School-house, 1845

Cross-roads—A. Babcock, (B,) 1800'

School-house, 1785'

Summit—V. M. Dalrimple, 1835'

W. Sturdevant 1845'

G. Prantz, 1850'

Cross-roads—W. J. Dunham, (O,) 1820'

School-house, near N. township line, 1820'

Summit—Burying ground, . . 1830'

From A to the river.

Top conglomeritio sandstone—A. Grosz, 1540'

Eiver road . 1205'

From S to the river.

At A. G. Weiler's, 1620'

At saw-mill, 139qi

Eiver road HqO'

From C to the river.

Forks of road, (turn soutli-east,) (D,) 1840'

Summit—D. Goss, . ... I850
School-house, road west, 1815'

Summit, 182o'

M. Schuler's, 1765'

P. Seigrist's, (summit in field, west 1810',) 1755'

Top of pebbly sandstone outcrop near road 1385'

Eiver road,
, _ 1185'
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From D io.river.

First summit, 1840'

At J. H. Lee's, 1790'

School-house, 177S'

J. Keller's, 1590'

Water trough—0. Koalfral, 1535'

Kiver road, 1195'

From North Warren, north-east, up Jackson run.

Depot at North Warren, 1221'

Koad north—H. Lacy, (F,) 1300'

J. Thomas', 1305'

Miles' mill 1355'

Road north, (oil well near 1375',) 1370'

Corners—Jackson run P. O., 1435'

From F, north to township line.

Porks of road, {F,) 1485'

Top of massive, fosslliferous sandstone—W. Smith, 1630'

School-house forks, . 1760'

Summit near township line—J. Baker, 1770'

From F to Gonewango creek.

Summit—J. O. Hoag . 1830'

Forks—M. Waters, ... 1600'

Top SS. outcrop north of this—M. LaufiFer, 1660'

Junction with creek road, 1220'

XIV. Glade townsliip.

From Conewango roid to Gardner's rocks.

Corners by school-house, 1225'

Bridge—Hatch run, 1300

At C. Koeblins, 1490'

At H. W. Gardner's, 1690'

Top of Gardner's rocks, 2030'

From Quaker Hill road E. of Snyder's summit, south.

Corners on Quaker Hill foad, 1890'

M. Peterson's (Shenango shale summit S. E. 1920,) ... . . .1840'

Stream crossing, 1430'

Corners—turn west to Glade road, 1315'

Olade Bun road to Quaker Hill.

Glade run school-house, 1215'

Glade run bridge, 1240'

Road south—S. Storum, {A,) 1300'

School-house and bridge, 1390'

Summit north of Cobham park, 1920'

B. M. at school-house—Quaker Hill road, .1925'

26 IIII.
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From A to Gohham Park, ridge road.

Turn in road—N. Storum, . . . . . 1595'

L. Bauer, .... 1770'

Water trough—L. Bauer, (summit N. 1845',) 1770'

Road summit, east, I860'

Depression in ridge—Wood road to river, 1775'

Wood road, entrance to Cobham park, 1870'

Cobiiam park—level of mansion, 1890'

Quaker Hill road and river road.

For these levels, see Chapter I.

XV. B Ik township

.

Quaker Hill road to Corydon,

Cross-roads at M. B. and Lutheran churches 2100'

(P. Lund's corner, \ m. N. W. of this, 2120'.)

Summit—H. Holman, 2075'

Road north, {A,) 2030'

Summit—S. Errickson, 2066'

Germany post-oflBce—Mrs. Walling, 2085'

Road east, (stream crossings, of this, 1820',) 2100'

Church and road E., (Catholic Ch. corners E. 2090',) 2100'

Road west, 2070'

School-house, 2070'

Depression--branch Cornplanter run, 2025'

Summit—W. I. Reeves, 2110'

J. Bennett, 2115'

Road west—burying-ground, (£,) 2105'

Summit—H. B. Lonsbury, 2060'

Road north, 2050'

Summit at river hill—M. Giltman, 2120'

Allegheny river at ferry, 1270'

From A, towards. Pine Grove township.

At A. Engstrum's, ' 2050'

C. Holburg's, 2075'

E. Burkland's, 2020'

From B, west and north-west.

Forks—S. A. Lonsbury, (turn N. W.,), (C,) 2110'

Summit—A. Learn, 2170'

School-houseforks—D. Hess, (Cemetery |.m. W. 2155',) 2170'

Summit—E. MoKee, .2140'

J. Arnold, 2155'

Angle in road—J. Learn, 2175'

Top of escarpment of snb-Olean along the road, 2160'

North-west corner of township, .
2125'
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From C, west to township line.

Porks—road south-west, 2065'

Summit—J. Arnold, X890'

Top sub-Olean at township line, (O. C. Gage,) 2090'

For other elevations see map of Quaker Hill coal basin.

XVI and XVII. Limestone and Watson townships.

Midge road from Tidioute to Warren:

RR. depot at Tidioute, 1113'

Floor of bridge, south end, 1124'

Surface of water in Allegheny river, 1098'

Junction of Economy road with Warren road, (leveled,) ... . . 1738'

Road S. E. to Shingle mill, (leveled,) 1739'

School-house and road to river 1680'

Summit east, . . 1730'

Cross-roads—L. Bimber, (summit on road S. 1745',) 1640'

Water-trough—S. Averill, 1710'

School-house, 1720'

Water-trough—P. Black, 1710'

Road to river, 1770'

Wat«r-trough—J. Conroe, 1705'

Summit, 1795'

School-house and plank-foad, . 1805'

Corners-J. Miller, {A, as below,) 1785'

Summit, east, 1865'

" " 1885'

Road to Baxter's mills, south 1820'

Wood road to Shaw Bros. <fe Green's well, 1915'

Summit—L. Snavely, . 1930'

John Slater, 1910'

J. Rapp, 1920'

Church and burying-ground, 1900'

J. Conarrow, \ m. from township line, .
1915'

Cobham P. O. to Baxter's Mills and Cherry Orove.

Cobham post-office, 1140'

Corners—J. B. McKean, (turn S. E.) 1770'

Summit^P. J. Mickelson, 1785'

Next summit, 1790'

Corners—J. Miller, (_A, as above,) 1785'

Top of sub-Glean escarpment E. of plank-road, 1725'

Base of Olean Conglomerate over it, 1760'

Bridge—West branch Hickory creek, . . 1555'

Summit on plank, between Rynd's and Baxter's mills, 1845'

Baxter's mills, 1665'±

At A. H. Baxter's gate, 1780'

Porks—road north to Warren, 1790'

Summit, 1840'

<. 1870'

<• 1970'

" near township line, ... . 1920'
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XVIII. Pleasant township.

Tidioute and Warren road, going north-east.

Summit —Mrs. Conarrow, 1915'_

School-house cross-roads, {A,) 1885'

Summit \ mile north-east, 1930'

Road south, 1780'

Crown of river hill and base of Olean conglomerate 1760'

Top of rocks north of road, 1805'

Corners near school-house, mouth of Sill's run, (B,) 1220'

From A north-west to river.

Summit^T. Daily, 1890'

Top of coal knob north-east, 1935'

Road north-east 1845'

School-house corners on river road, (O,) 1190'

Water in river—ferry to Irvineton, . 1150'

From O along the river and over the ridge to Tionesta creek.

Bridge—branch of Lenhart's run, 1270'

Road summit opposite conglomerate cliff, 1375'

Top flat pebble conglomerate esoarpiug towards the river 1440'

Top of summit over it, . 1510

Crossing of small stream east of above, 1325'

Bridge—Grunder's run, 1180'

Road south, (school-house i m. up run, 1205',) 1175'

Summit, . 1410'

Bridge—Sill's run, 1215'

Corners near school-house, (B above,) 1220'

Road north-P. Hertzell, 1495'

Bend in road ; fine pebble, irony, fossiliferous outcrop—Mrs. Knupp, 1645'

Summit, . 1790'

Top sub-Olean in hill S. of road, 1820'

Corners—A. Siegrist, (turn south,) 1695'

Road east, 1840'

Summit—J. Dible 1900'

Bridge—Morrisons run, 1570'

Summit—above Olean conglomerate, 1890'

Tionesta creek road, (turn west,) 1450'

Steam crossing, 1440'

School-house, 1455'

Creek bottom at entrance to saw-mill, 1430'

XIX, XX, XXI. Mead, Kinzua and Corydon townships.

The elevations given elsewhere of railroads, well-mouths
and outcrops, must suffice for these townships. Other alti-

tudes have been taken, but in the absence of roads and clear-

ings, the points cannot be located definitely so as to be of

any practical worth to the reader.
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XXII. Ctherry Orove township.
Boad east, through center of township to Sheffield.

West line of township, 1910'

Road north—M. B. Dunham, 1920'

School-house, 1880'

Opposite C. Noble's, I860'

Valley—branch of Minister run, lot 680, 1805'

Summit at Stafford wells, . . I860'

Vallej'—J. Earnsworth 1820'

Summit, ' 1890'

Stream crossing-Green well, lot 671, 1830'

Corners—school-house—pump station—" Vandergrift city," (A,) . . . 1870'

Summit, 1890'

Valley-head of Lower Sheriff run, 1820'

Road south, . 1890'

Corners—M. Parnsworth, (^,) 1915'

Summit by coal bank, turn in road, 1995'

House south of road-Horton & Co., 1990'

From A, south to Forest county.
Long level at head of Eool's creek, 1915'

Valley and shanty, 1765'

Summit south, 1795'

Summit south, 1820'

Top Clean conglomerate, 1730'

Terrace, 1685'

Spring near county line, 1625'

From B, north towards Clarendon.

At M. Farnsworth's house, I960'

Tip top rock back of house, 1980'

Arnot run crossing, 1770'

Summit, 1940'

Valley, 1840'

Summit, 1920'

Plank road corners, (C,) 1925'

Summit—iron tank west, 1955'

Railroad crossing, . 1905'

Valley—level of Guffey well No. 1, 1880'

Summit, I960'

Mahoopany well No. 1, 1910'

Average summit to township line 1930'

From Oarfleld to Farnsworth switch.

Garfield—Jamestown house, . . . 1935'

Plank road corners at Parnsworth, (C above,) 1925'

Bridge—large rock to right, 1560'

Saw-mill, 1500'

Summit of Tionesta hill 1680'

Bridge over Tionesta creek, 1365'

Parnsworth switch, 1365'
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XXIII. Sheffield township.

From Sheffield to Cherry Grave.

Sheffield depot—P. & E. RR 1344'

Culvert ascending the hill, . . 1670'

Summit just above large outoroppiug rooks, 1865'

Summit—M. Miley, 1975'

School-house, . 1970'

Summit, (point of rocks just north 2000',) ... .1965'

House before mentioned in Cherry Grove— Horton & Co., 1990'

From Sheffl,eld to Brookston.

Exposure of red rock and sandstone, 1340'

Bridge over Tionesta—Barnesville saw-mill, 1325'

At E. Barnes' 1350'

Road to Foxburg, (_B,) . . . _ ?

Bridge over Tionesta creek—Donaldson's, 1345'

Brookston, (Badger oil well, 1410',) 1425'

Base of sub-Olean—Mr. Brooks' house, 1515'

From B towards Foxburg.

Summit on the road, . 1755'

Top of sub-Olean—exposed by the road side, 1550'

Bridge at Henry's mill, 1290'
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Abbott, J., summit, level, 388

Abbott's corners, level, 388

Abbott & O'Hare farm, 57

Aokeley station, level, 893

Ackerman, (A. Li.) well, level, 397

Aokley's, level, . . .... 157

Adams, (P. F.) gas well, 125

" (O. N.) well, *104

" (M.) old well near, level, 392

•• and Babcock, 104

^tnawell,No. 1, *56

Akeleyrun, 246,321,333

Akens, (J. A. ) summit, level, 395

Algoe & Goodwin, level, 67

Alleghany county, 138,150,176,311

" " wells, 139

" " New York 165

" township, Venango county, 58

" river, . . 61,65,150,162,169,173,178,186,188,193,196,203,239,247,256,

262,264,266,272,276 to 283,290 to 295,300,311 to 320,323,330,332 to 335

" " at Tidioute, level, 403

" " tributaries, 245,310

" " map, 175

" " outlet and breach, 172,173,238

" " valley, 153,166,176,308

" " bridges; steamboat, 151

" " cliffs; hill on island, 331 ; 309

" " sections, 277,*286,305,314,315

" at Warren *304

Allen's 160,246,309

" (S. P.) level; (T. A.,) 392 ; 228

" well No. 1 ; No. 3 ; Offerlee lot, 16,309

•' Truby <St Go's well, 380

Allshouse well, ,
368

Alton 185

American Philosophical Society, 104,106,131
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Ames, (W. W.,) 132

Ammon well, No. 1, 9- 309

Anchor Oil Co.'s wells, 368,369,372

Ander's run, Sulphur spring, 261

Anderson, (A.) summit, levels, 51,242,389,391

" (J.) level, 396

" well; saw mill 309; 303

Andrews run, 256,262,293

" wells 66, 67

Arohbold & Lookhard well. No. 2, 66

Armstrong county, 150,165,177

Armor & Hayes well, 369

Arnold, (M.;) (B.) level 75; 400

" (J.) summit level, 402,403

" (J. L.) level, 392

Arnot run ; crossing, level, 361 ; 405

Ashtaurner, (C. A.,) 81,84,97,131 to 134, 164,179,185,188

Ashville, level, . 156,224

Asylum, Insane, 316,308,309

" quarry section, . . *317, 316, 207,298,304,306

Atlantic and Great Western railroad, (see N. T., Pa. and O. R. R.,) , . . 152
" " " "

. 155, 167, 181,223,224; level, 156,157

Atlas well, 270

Avery & McFarland well, level, 66

Averill, (S.) level 403

Baboock railroad station, 98

" (A.,) cro^-roads, level, . 400
" & Adams, . . . 104

" Clark & Huling's wells, *102,*103

Babylon, 280

Bacon, (Mr.,) 123

Badger well; levels *27,381;406

Bailey & Sunderlin wells, *359,360

Baker, (E. E.) cross-roads ; corners, level, 387; 386
" (J.) summit, level, . 401
" (W.) summit, level 399
" lot, well 91

Baldwin, (Mr.,) 77

Balltown; wells; sand, 39,384,385

Baltimore, 151

Bannister well, level, 57

Barber (Mrs.) summit, level, 395
" (H. A.) " 398

Barlow (C.) level, 388
Barnes (B.) level; (T. E.) level, 406,24
" corners, level, 335

Barnesville, (see Lower Sheffield,) 138,173,352,355
" gap; gas well 35,*24,381
" saw-mill, level, 406,377

Barnsdall, Bros, well ; level 369 . 57
Bauer (L.) level, 402
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Baum (Furnace) well, 66

Baxter (A. H.) mills; level,^.< 340,403
Bayne, Fuller & Co. well, 369
Beals (D.) Cross-roads, level 388

Bear oreek ; well, 128

Bear lake, 25,231
" " level, 156,224,387
" " branch, 231
' " station; level 223,240; 224,387
" " cross-roads, level, 387
" " school-house, level, 387
" " ridge, summit, 225,231

Beardsley's quarry ; wells, 201,202; 93

Beatty, (W.,) 28,211,283
" well No. 1 *i;211,212, 214,215,332
" well, *28,213,357
" corner. Glade T. level, 158,159

Beaver county ; wells, 150,176,311: 139
" falls; river 195,311

Beecher well, level, 57

Belden, . . 144

Belknap (A. S.) summit, level, 397

Bell & Clemons wells, *3,*4,159

Benedict, (L. L.) ; (W. B.) level, 54; 397

Benezette Oil Co. wells, *133

Bennett (J.) summit, level 402

Bennie, Trumbower, well, *99

Berringer wells, *65,66,67

Berry (P.) well; corners, *23,*79; 309

" &Kelleywell, 369

Big Brokenstraw creek, (see Brokenstrsftv,) 150,162,171

to 175,186,192,201 to 207,234,237,239,247 to 249,254 to 257,262,267,276,294

" " headwaters ; tributary, 223 ; 251

" " junction with Spring oreek, 249

" " valley; oil wells, 224,248; 260

Big Medicine well, 67

Big red house creek, 206

Big shanty & King well »98,102

Billy run head, 327

Bishop well, 309

Bimber, (A.) summit level, . . .
' 398

" (L.) cross-roads level, 403

Birch's, (J.) level, 394

Black, (F.) level *03

Blacksmith run, N. branch, ^|1*

Blairs, (Mr.) well ^^^

sn!V"fr<r. c.,> ; ;
.• . ;

.'

;
.
;
.
;
. ;

.' .'
; : -,»^ -.-

" '< crossing, level ; valley, SSI
;

.m
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Blue-jay run mouth ; well No. 1 *80,381

" wells ; di8triot=Foxburg, 3G5; 381,382

Bly lea.se, Mead farm, . . 62

Bob's (Pine) creek. Limestone T, . .338

Boggs, (O. P.) & Heeley well No. 2, *89

Bolivar township in N. Y. ; run, 165 ; 88

Bond farm well, 134,136

Book & Arter's well, 369

Book <fc Clark well 369

Bovard & Nesmith well No. 1, *1

Boyington well, 309

Brace & Co.'s well, .... *14

Bradford, 89,94 to 9S,152,20i,319

Bradford wells ; district, . . .93,97,136

" Star ; Bra 372 ; 374

Bradley, (H.,) 100

Bramley well, *90

Brant & Co's wells 2, 3 ; Wilcox tract, *116,*117

Bresky's, (M.) level, 394

Bridges in Warren county, 151

Briggs, (Th.) farm : 16,246

" wells, land 2, 206,207,216

Broder Oil Co. well, 369

Brokenstraw. (See Big Brokenstraw.)
" creeks, big and little, 223

" creek, 163,166,262,264,294,315

" " at Columbus county line, . 386

" " junction with Allegheny river, 287

" valley; flats, 151,166,248,249; 153

" " P. & E. R. R. bridge, level, 158

" division of townships, . . . .
* 219,*247

" township, 150,164,186,219,*247,*262 to 266,276,293,294

" " levels, 395

" " population, 154

Bromley, (T. H.,) . . 126

Brookmire, (J. G.) corners, level, 388

Brooks, (L. A.) summit, level 393
" (Mr.) house, level, 406

Brookston ; tanneries, 153,176,193 ; 161

" levels, 378,379,381

BrookviUe well, . *139

Broughton (S.) summit, level, 388,389
Brown Bros.' well, . . . . *22,375

Brown (D.) well; (Prank,) 369; 10
" (H, E.) bridge, level; (J.,) 393; 94,95,96
" (J. B.) summit, level, 396
" (.J. D.) summit, level, 398
" (J. N.) summit, level 400
" (S. Q.) MoKissook farm track, 53,59

' " & Siggins well *51

Bryan (J.) well, 369
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Buchanan hill, 204 205
Buck (Jay) wells, 1, 2, *38
Buckhorn -well, -. 61
Buoktooth, level, 155
Buffalo, 166, 2i8
Bufialo, Pittsburgh & Western RR 152,176,358

" levels; crossing; bridges, 157; 156; 152
" mile posts 5, 8, 9, 13 289,291,292
" depot at Irvington, level, 158

Bugbee lands ; mill ; well, 20 ; 308 ; 215
Bulger & Morrison well, (Kennerdell,) 66
Bull (Mrs.) summit, level, 389
Bullion district, Venango Co., levels *65

Bunce (H. R.) summit, level, 397

Burklands (E.,) level, '. ... 402

Burtis & Octave wells, levels S7

Burton (J.) summit, level, 399

Burton & Wallace, 129

Bush (A.) cross-roads, level, 388

Butler county, 138,150,164,177,194,307
" " wells, *139,179

Butternut well *61

B. T. well No. 1 57

Butts' summit, level, 395

Cady (J.) level, 386

Caldron Bros, ifc Lukey well, 368,372

Caldwell creek ; valley, 173,256,267,271,272; 270,272

Cambria Co. wells, 127,*139

Cameron station, well and section, *135

Camp (N. F.) summit level, 395

Campbell, Mrs., summit level, 399

Campbell, Thomas, 14

Campbell, (J. S.) corners, level, 397

Campbell tract : well, 73; *14,309

Carey & Germer's well, . 103

Carll, (J. F.,) 149

Carmodly wells. No. 1 <fe 2, 92

Carr run, 309

Carrolton 194,203

Carson (J.) farm ; well 69

Carter (J) summit level, 387

Carter & Hurd well, 368

Case run, 180,333

Cassadaga lake ; level; valley, 174,232; 157; 351

Cattaraugus county, N. Y 149,188,206,333

Cattaraugus county wells, *87,*94

Cattaraugus school-house, 55

Cattasaqua well ; record 268; 269

Caughey, Mr., .
123

Cawthro well record *121

Cedar oil wells, 368,376
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Census of 18S0, 147,154

Center wells, 31,32,33,34,35,36

Chaffee well, 309

Chalfant (Spang &) well *138

Chambers' well, No. 4, *139

Chance, (H. M.,) . 16,31,65,126,158,160,181,188,210,215,297,301,302,303,356

Chandler's valley ; level, 167,172,237,238,241,262,312; 389

Ohattle, (Thomas,) 90

Chautauqua; basin, 311; 173,355

Chautauqua lake ; level 171,174,224,231,234; 156

Chautauqua county ; valley, 126,149,228,333; 243

Cherry Grove; township, 166,261; 160,153,154,169,170,176,180,219

Cherry Grove township wells ; level, . . . . *26; 360,405

Cherry Grove township wells tabulated, 368

Cherry Tree borough
;
gas well, 146 ; *146

Cherry Tree township, wells in, 55

Christie Bros, well, 369

Church run; district, 315,369; 369

Church Run wells ; records, 269 ; 270

City of Erie gas wells, 121

Clapp, (E. E.,) 281

Clapp, (J. M.,) , 20

Clapp farm ; school-hoase, 274 ; 399

Clapp or Henderson form, 280

Clapp wells, Nos. 45 and 46, *280,283

Clarendon; level, 164,166,176,261,307,352,361; 156,379

Clarendon bridge ; clifls ; station ; summit, . . . . 152 ; 354 ; 29 ; 153

Clarendon drift ; tanneries; wells, 349; 161; 357,365

Clarendon oil sand, . . 384

Clark (A.. C. & J. N.) summit level, 394; 398

Clark, George, 80

Clark, (Mr.;) farm, 4; 13

Clark well, 82

Clark or Miles' Mill well *13

Clark, Babcock & Hulings wells, 102,103

Clark & Goldsborough well, 368,372

Clarion county ; wells 164,165,177,194,307;- *139, 179

Clarion river, 104,194

demons, (Mr.; J.,) 4; 15

Clemous <fc Bell wells, Nos. 1, 2 3,4

demons & Holt well, 15

Cleveland, 144

dinger, (A.; Mr.,) 283; 284

Clinton County wells 127

Clinton County Oil and Mining Co., 136

Clintouville, 66

Olymer ; township, N. Y., 201,228; 227-228

Coal Knob, Kinzua, (2154 A. T.,) 355

Cobham, (Mr. ; Henry,) 125; 8

Cobham, P. 0. ; section, 290; 286,290

Cobham
;
park ; mansion, level, 158,331; 401; 398
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Cobham station ; section, 286,291

Cobham station, level of road near, 400

Oobha'm road to Baxter's, 340

Cobham well ; level, 8,212,215,300,331; 160

Cobu^n well, 113

Cookroft tract well, 91

Coffee creek ; cut ; valley, 225,238; 227; 224

Colby lot well 91

Cole farm; hill; welllevel 261; 261,302; 93

Colegrove quarry, 223

Colorado ; district ; wells, 166 ; 274 ; 274

Columbus ; level, 150,172,173,220,221,248; 156

'
" " borough, population, ... 154

" " breach ; station, ... 173 ; 224

" " township ; line ; levels, ... 150,170,219,220,222,226,249; 225 ; 386

Conner well, . . 53

Comfort, (Major,) well, 369

Comstock, John, 236

" farm drill hole level, 389

Couarow, (J.) summit level 403

" (Mrs.) summit level, 404

Concord ; township, Brie county, 120 ; 122

Couewango hills ; bluff, 313 ; 299

" " bridge, level, 158

" " creek, 14,150,162,166,170,174

" " " 187,211,215,234,237,241,245,264,297,313,319

" " " (the preglacial,) 244

" " " (old channel,) 349

" " " oil territory, 309

" dam 309

" township, . 150,164,192,207,219,237,245,263,294,296,312,319,331,333

" " " levels, population, 400; 154

" " valley, 155,166,207,238,243,244,310,321

" " (wells in,) 309

Conklin, (J.) summit level 398

" run, (deep well,) 342

Conneaut basin ; lake, 173 ; 224,232,352

Conover tract, 100

Conroe, (J.) level 403

Cook, well No. 2 ; tract, 140 ; 3S4

Cooksburg, 140

Copeland, (widow,) farm, 72, 73

Cornell well, 120

Cornplanter township, Venango county, 59

" falls, (well at,) 336

Cornwall well No. 1 65

Corry; level, 152,201,202,224,226,227,228; 156

" depot level, .... 166

" summit; level, 224,225,226; 156, 224

Corydon, 152,169,174,176,186,188,206,358

'• hotel, level, 160
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Corydon and Warren road ; levels, . 320,328,330,333; 160

" wells 336,359

" township; population 150,219,358,404; 154

Cotter farm; section, 259; 250,254,257,258

" " old farm dwelling, 257

Cowan lot; Wing well, 11; 309

Cramer well. No. 1, 2, 368,369

" (G. H.)well; corner levels, 372 ; 391

Crawford county, . . 149,150,176-179,185,189,192,224,232,247,249,268,269,271

" line; map .248,267; 177,178,179

" " survey, 176

" " wells, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, levels, 65

" " mill well, level 67

Critchlow farm well, 309

Crisweii wells, No. 1, 3, (Sutton farm,) levels, 66

Critzelow, (Mr.,) residence, 14

Crocker well, 88

Crocker (C. T.) summit level, 399

Crosby (S.) well 369

Cross wells, Nos. 1, 2, level, 65

Crouse'srun; valley; oil wells, 173,256; 256; 260

Crullfarm; well 10,308,309; 10

Culbertson farm ; run, 332 ; 61

Culbertson (T.) summit level, 398

Cummings' siding, level, 156

CuUen (J.) summit level 397

Curry farm, 57

Curtis, (Dr. M.,) 11

Curtis (Miner) lot, 11

Cushing old and new wells, 85

Cutler farm, , . . . 52

Cutting farm, 101

Dailey (Emery) farm ; section ; coal opening, 9|; 347 ; 347

" coal iinob, (1935',) 345

" (T.) summit level, 404

Dalrimple (V. M.) summit level, 400

Dalson run, ' 113

Dalzell well. No. 3, 54

Darling well saad, 385

Darrow, (H. A.,)', 101

Davenport, Fairburn & Co., 124

Davis (B.) summit level, 395

" (J.,) 144

" (W. A.) road level 395

" well, 66,144

Dawson center ; 58

" level 158

Deer run, 232

Deerfleld township ; levels; line,150, 165, 172, 192,219,266,*275,286,289; 398,314

" " gap ; population, 178 ; 154

De Golier (James) farm, 101
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De Golier station ; wells, 90,101; 93

Dejean, (H.) level 386

Demlngs, (E. L.) level, 393

Dennis run ; section ; wells, 279,289 ; 286,287; 289

Dennison & Parshall well, 15

Dent lands, 98

Depth of wells, 336

Derrick city, 103

Dever, (M.) summit level, (J.,) 400; 390

Dible's coal knob, (1955',) 345

Dlble, (J.) summit level, 404

Dickson, (J. H.,) 62

Dikeman farm, 102

Dingley, (Capt. A.,) 19,349

" well Nos. 2, 4 ; 6, ' 19; 213,215,296, 297

Dinsmore's ; house level ; mine 326,377; 159 ; 328,329
<< coal bed ; shaft record, 322,333; 325

" road, junction 328

" coal bank, 336

Dixon's level ; farm, section, 160 ; 301 ; 287, 301-

Dobbin's well, 119

Donaldson, 381

" (J.) farm, level, 25; 406

Dorsey well No. 2 level, 67

Doty, (P.) summit level, 388

Downer oil works, 228

" well 202,227,228

Drake's discovery, ,.
153

" rooks, 229

Drake, (S.) level (top Olean Cong.,) 388

" well 251,252,278

Driftwood, 13*

Dry Hole well, 36

Duncan & Turner well, 22

Dundei-dale tract warrant No. 194, 270

Dunham, (M. B.,) level, 405

" (W. J.) summit level 400

Dunkard creek, 145

Dunkirk level, 157

" and Warren R. B., 152,248

" Allegheny Valley and Pittsburgh R. R., 152,294

II .. " levels, at Irvineton and Warren, 157,158

Dunn farm wells *44,*45,*47

Dunn's run, 262,293

" " well, (N.,) 342

" " wells,
' *44

Dunn's run section, 287,*293

" " branch wells, , . .
*45

" Eddy, level 157

Dutch hill,
201

Dutchman'srun 23,151,349 to 352
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Dykens, (L. B.,) *i

Eagle Oil Co.'s wells, Kendell farm, 66

" P. a rock, level, 267,268; 158

East Branch levels, 378

East Hickory Or. Limestone township, 174,338,340

East Street, Warren, level, 158

East Titusville, level, 157

East Warren, (Glade city,) 1,2,211,212,332

Eastman, (Mr.,) 232

Eaton & Howe well, 369

Eshart well, *102

Economy Oil Co. -swells, »31, 142, 278, 289,340,342,398

Economy tract, first paying well, 1860, 289,339,343

" hill opposite Tidioute, 340

Economy <fe Warren road junction, level, 403

Eddy run 356

Edenburg, 139

Egypt well, *75

Eighmie deep well, level, 392

. Eldred tpwnship, ... 150, 165,219,251,*266 to 271,315
;

" levels, 396 ;
population, 154 ; wells, *49

Eldred, (P. J.) (G. E.,) summits, levels, 393

Elk county; wells; line, 194,332; 127; 104

Elk township, 150,162,186,192,219i246,*312,320,332
" " levels 402

" " population, 154

" " highlands 247

" " wells, *30

EUicott Oil Co. well, 16,309

Ellioottville ; rock city, 180,181,203

Elliott (C.) cross-roads, level, 389

Emerson (C. E.) summit, level, 396

Emery, Patterson* Co.'s No. 1 well, *97

Empire Transit Co. well, *93

Emporium well, 134

Engle (A.) summit, level; P. O., 397

English, (W.,) 356

Engstrum's (A.) level, _. 402

Enterprise corners 51,153,165,266,273 to 275,397

Enterprise Transit Co. wells *94,»95,*96

Era of Bradford, 371

Erie; car-works, wells, 122,124,125,152,248
" water-works wells ; Gas Co. wells, 124; 121,123

" county, 149,176,189,193,220,222,224,228,250;
" survey, 176; map, 177,178; wells, 118

" township, Crawford Co., 249

Errickson (C.) level; summit, 394; 402

Ernhout, (Capt. J.,) 127

" (Harner &) well, #117

" <fe Taylor, well No. 1 »127

Ernst (Houghton &) well, #131
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Eureka well 198,199
Evans well 65,123
Evansburg summit 224
Ewer (Mrs.) summit, level, 391
Fagundus 166,280,283,284
" Oil Co 283
" wells, .

. . *283,285,286
" summit, level, 399

Faichney, (Mrs. J.,) 220i221,240
Fairbanks' run, 241,242
Pairburn, (Mr.,) 124

Falconers; levels, 234; 156,157

Farmers' valley 117

Farmington, 220,244
" Center, (Lander's,) 241

" township, 1S0,206,219,*241,318

" " population, 154; levels, 391

Farnswortb, (M.,) 26,363,365
" (M.) corners, level, 405

" (J.) level, : 405

" summit, level, 362

Farusworth new oil town, 153

" corners, 405; branch, .' 176,361

" switch, level, .

."~". 405

" coal bed, *363

Farnham (E.) summit, level, 388

Faulkner (G.) summit, level, 386

Peutonville, 17,164,216,246,309

" level 157

" (Weeks) well, *17

Ferries, 152

Fertigwell, 309

Fertig & Clark well, : 369

Fertig <fe Mulligan well, *64

Fetterman well, *142

Fifth Street bridge, 309

Finch (E. J.) cross-roads level 388

Fink (J. J. B.) & Shamburg well, *62

Fisher (R. H.) summit, level 394

" (S. A.) summit, level, 397

" lease wells, .
36,*39to*44

" and Reeve well. No. 1, 62

Flannegan, (Mr.,) 122

Flat Bottom run, 242

Flat Iron well, 100

Fleming (T.) summit, level, » . . 398

Fletcher tract, *117

Fogle wells *71*72

FoUett, (D.,) *99

" run; quarry; well *9a63,207,316; 163; *99

27 nil.
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Fools creek head, level, 405

Foresman well, 281,282,*283,289

Forest county, 149,153,176,179,338

" " line, 283 ; survey, 177 ; map, ".
. 178

" " Harmony township wells, *69

" " Tionesta, Howe and Jerks township wells, *77

Forest Oil Co. well No. 1, 368

Forest (S. N.) level, 388

Foster, (C. H.) ; (D.,) 87; 102

" (D. E.) No. 1 well, 92

" (N.A.,) 242

" brook 98,102,103

" wells, »87, 92

Four mile run well, *100 ; level, .377,381

Fowler (C. T.) summit, level, 388

Fox (J. H.) summit, level, 392

" farm; well, 80; 57

Foxburg, (see Blue Jay district,) 80,379,382

Franklin, 65,311

" basin, ' 311

Frantz (G.) summit, level, 398

Fredonia, N. Y., level, 125,157

Freehold township, • 150,170,193,199,202,206,208,219
" "

• • • 220,223,225,*229,232,237,228,261
" " levels, 387 ;

population, '. ... 164

French creek 65,172,223,226,249,251,311,352
" " South branch 222,227; head waters, 223 ; flats, 121

Frewsburg ; level, 180,181,237; 157

Funk's corners, 398

Gage (O. C.) level, 393,403

Galena lease No. 6 well level, 67

Galley Bros, well, 375

Galloway wells, (Sutton farm,) 66

Gantz (A.) level, 400

Gardner, (H. W.); (J. R.) levels 401 ; 391

Gardner's; rocks, 187 ; 320,»321,328,331,401

Garfield, (new oil town,) 153,176,362
" oil and oil sand, 357,385
" (Jamestown house,) level, 405

Garland, 163,180,248,256,259,261,276,307;

level 156,157 ; hotel corners, level 395 ; depot P. <fe E. R. R., level, 395

Garland quarries 163,257,258; level, 156

" section, .
'. *259,260

" oil company, 252

Garrison (widow) farm 145

Garvis (1^.) Leonard Hollow wells, 91, 92

Gas city, 64

Gealy wells, 66

Gebhart's (G.) level 159

Geer's, level, 16 ; ferry, 301

Geer (Great Bend) section, *301
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Genth, (F. A.,) , : 265

Germantowu Oil Co., 81

Germany P. O. level 187,188,402

Geriner, (O.,) 100

" & Carey well *103

Gilbert wells, 91,92

Gill, 67

©illmore wells, (Sloan farm), 57

Giltman (M.) summit level, 402

Glade, 152,176,209,211,310,320

" levels, ,
.^

158,159,160

" City, (Bast Warren,) ;
'. 332

" hotel, level 160

" well, (at west end of bridge,) . 309

" township, 150,162,186,188,192,219,297,

300,312,319,*320 to 332,333,335 ;
population, 154; levels, 401

" " wells .... . .*1,332

" run 6,7,112,212,246,320

" " road, level 159

" " dry hole, *112

" " school-house, level, 401

Glass, No. 1, well, 91

Gnummun, (Mr.,) 146

Goal, (Mr.,) 377

Goldsborough (J. K.) well 368,372

Good Luck well, *39

Groodwill (A.) summit, level,, 397

Good Will well, *39

Goodwin & Algoe 67

Goose creek, 227

Gorman (M. O.) summit, level, 389,399

" school-house, level, 398
.

Goss Bros., 139

Grace & Book well, 369

Grafton township, Loraine county, O., 144

Grand valley, 267,272 to 276 ; level, 157

" " depot, D. A. V. R.R., level, 396

" " and Tidioute road 288

Grandin & Kelly well 283,384

Grant station ; level, 167,181,234; 156,224

Great Belt city, • 138

Great Bend, ...... 152,169,174,187,196,301,305,307,330,332,356,357

" " cut, 351; section, 287,298, *301,332

' " ferry level, 160 ; test well, 358

Great valley, 203

Green, (Mr.,) 27

" (J.) summit level, 397

" (R. E.) well, 369

" No. 3 well, level, 63

" lease. Mead farm 62

" (Shaw Bros. &) well *20
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Green well, 405 ; sand rook 384

Greene county wells, , *139

Greensburg, 145

Greece citj', 141

Gregg, (J. H.) cross-roads, level, 387

Griffiin lot, 309 ;
(J.) farm, 70; well, *70,309

Grig run, 241

Grlswold, (J. W.,) 77

Gross (D.) summit, level, 400

Grosz (A.) level, 400

Grossenburg farm 21

Grunders run, , 345

Guffey well No. 1, 369, level, 405

Gulf of Mexico 174

Gustin (D.) summit^ level, 394

, Haag's heirs, level, 400

'Hague (Sheffield) gas wells, »23,*24,380,381

Halderman well No. 1, level, 63

Hale, (Arthur,) 57,65,159,160,181,210,301

Hall, (Mr.,) 197,255; (O) well *2,309

Hallock <fe McMullen gas well, *99

Hamar <fe Brnhout'swell, *117

Hamilton (B.) Corners, level, 57,387

Hanson (P.) summit, level, 390

Hare, (C. W.,) 257

Hare creek, 226

Harmer, (J.,) 11

Harmonsburg, 232

Harmony well, *76

Harris' saw-mill, level
i . . 160

Harrison township, (Potter Co.,) hole, *137

Harsh, (Sam.,) well, *58,59,87,89

Harsh & Schreiber wells, «93

Hartrup (W.) summit, level, 405

Haskell (W.) well, «115

Haskell & Co. well, «93

Hatch farm, 14,309
" run, 15,307,320,330
" " valley, 321

Hatch <fe Co. well, (Sherman,) 117

Haupin, (C.) ; (D.) summits, levels, 389; 395
Haven wells *90,92
Hazeltlne well, *10,214,215
" (Osmer) wells 309

Headbrook mouth, 117
Headman's (Q.) wells, 16

Herbert tract, 54
Hebron, 137 ; well, #187
Heeley & Boggs well, »89

Hemingway (O. N.) level, 394
Hemlock run, . 320,323,326,328,330
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Hemlock run, level, 160 ; west branch 332

Hemlock Station, (Salamanca,) level, 155
" well, «38

Henderson (D. W.) farm, (Clapp,) 53,286
" lease wells, levels, . . 67

Henry, (R ) summit, level, 386

Henry's mill, levels, 878,379,406
" bend, level, 158

Hertzell, (P.) level, 404
" ferry ; section, ^. . 8,152,212,307; 287, *300

Hess, (D.) corners, school-house, levels, 333,402

Hickory, level; street Warren, level, 158

Hicks' barometers, 169

Highland township, (Elk Co.,) 194

HDler, (J. H.,) 14,309,310

Hilton Bros, well, .' *60

Hinchey farm, 87

Hindman farm, 144

Hines <fc Hopewell well, 309

Hoadley (J. H.) well, »73

Hoag (J. p.) summit, level, : 401

Hodge run, 30,323,327,330

" " wells, .*30,332,336

Hodge & Hull's wells, *13,214

Hoffman well, 11,12,16,308

" & Imel well, level, 57

Holburg's, (C.) level 402

Holcomb farm, level, 260,261,394

Holland Land Co., 150

Holmden well, *72

" (feMurrell, 73

Holman, (H.) summit, level, 402

Holmes well, . . 91

Holt & Clemens' well, (Holt farm,) *15

" & Coleman well 309

Honioker's barn, level, 159

Hood, (Capt.) well, 227

Hook farm, house, lot, ferry, 4,152,309

Hook's run, (Mead t.,) 22,352

Hooker farm, • • 98, 94

Hopewell well, 246

Hopewell & Bine's well 309

Horn's siding, level, 156

Horton, (Mr.,) 23,24, 80

" & Co. house, level, 405,406

" & Magee well No. 1,
*25

Hosmer run, . . 165,248 to 250,268,269

" Oil Co. wells 250,«253,260

Houghton <fc Ernst well, (Emporium,) *184

Hovis well No. 1, level, 66

Howard's tannery, level, 387
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Howdenife Co.'satlasofWarren do., 175

Howe township, (Forest Co.) wells, *77

Howland (A. B.,) 2,9,21,27,29,49,52, 80

" new map, 360

Howies (C.) crossroads, level, 388

Hulinga (Seth,) well 111,»8D

" (C -k, Babcook&) wells *102,]03

Hull(.;r. ;) (Col.) saw-mill 13; 84

" & Hodges well, *13,214

Hunt & Fowler wells, .^
*82, 85

Hunter (Col.) (G. M.) level, " 81,158,397

Hunter's run well L, 48

Hyde farm, wells, *136,*56, 57

Illinois, . 192

Imel & HofEman wfeUs, level, 57

Indian oreeli, 99

Ireland, summit 204,205

Irish run, 204

Irvine run, Valley, 262,263,315,319

Irvington, . . . 152,173,186,196,234,263,265,294,311,314 to 316,341,345,355

;

" levels, 156 to 158; level of river, 404

Irvington section 263,287, *294

Irwin tract, 34

Irwin, Wood & Co. well, level, 57

J. P. C, . 299

Jack (Jas.) well; farm wells, *82; *56

Jackson station, 9,294,315,316,319,348
" level ; section 157;287,*294
" run, 12,13,167,172,237,241,244,313,318,333
" twomns, 245; P. O., 241,242; P. O. level, 401; road, 11,308,309

Jackson's (W.) level, 393

Jackson & Walker wells,
. . 89, 97

Jacob's well, 67

James well; (Jack well,) *100; *82

Jamestown, level; well, .'

. 156; *126
" Oil Co. 'swell, (Mystery,) 365
" N. Y., , . . 126

Jamieson (H. A.) level 158; 397
Jaques (C.) level, 387
Jarecke Man. Co.'s; wells, • •

. . . . 122,124
Jay Buck wells, #38
Jefferson Co. wells, *139
Jenkins (B. W.) summit level, 391
Jennings, (J. B.,) ... 16
Jerks township, Forest Co. wells, #77
Jewetts (H. J.) level, ' 394
Johnson (Ii.) suminit level, 220 390

" farm; saw-mill; section, 100; 255; *254
" run; " " sandstone, 241; 356,364

Jones (E.) summit level, 391
" (J-G-) " "

'.'.'.'.'.''.'.'.'. m
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Jones <fe Watson wells, *7

Joy (T. C.) ; wells 270; 271,273
Kane (T. L.); level, 112,194; 156
Kellers (J.) level, 401
Kelley (H.) summit, level 387
Kendall creek, 103
Kennedy corners, level, 155,386

" ferm; lease; well, 89; 97; *102

Kennerdell farm 66, 67
Kenton <fe Strong wells, 16

Kentucky, 192

Keown & Vaughan well, «101

Kepler farm, 76
Kerberger farm 3,4, 5

Kervin <fe Gtlatsau well, 368

Kiantone creek, N. Y., 241

King(T.); (N.) corners, level, .98; 387
" wells ; Big Shanty well, . 257 ; *98

Kingsbury, (C. O.,) 143

Kiugsley (O. & E.) corners, level, 242 ; 392

Kinzua village, corners, 27,152-153,174-176,286,303,320,332,355
" hotel, level 160
" creek, 28,111,112,174,

302-303,829,351,355,358; valley, 176; junction with Allegheny river, 287
" & Marshburg road, summit, level, 358
" section ; coal bed 287,*303; 356
" & Tuttle olififs sections, 301

Kinzua township, 150,162,169,219,301 to 303,*355
" " population ; levels, 154; 404

" wells, *27,*112, 136,357

Kirberger farm, 3, 4

Knapp's oil farm, level, 397

Knoph farm, 6,214

Knox well, *100

Knupp, (Mrs.) 348

Koalfral (C.) level 401

Koamer, (D.) 145

Koeblens (C.) level, 401

Krotzer <fe Nicholls, 60

Kyler (E. P.) summit level, 395

Lacy (E.V.) farm; (H.) level; well 7; 401; 213

Lady Gibson well, level, 57

Laflerty farm, 98,103

Lake Erie 124,152,166,191,239

" " basin; level 174; 157

Lamb farm, 57

Landis farm, corners ; wells 75,241,391; *75

Landsrath (H.) well, *26,36o,385

Lane hotel, 392

Lanffer (M.) level, 401

Laona, level 157
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Lauffenberger (J.) & Dible line, 348

Lawrence Co., .
176

Learn (A.) summit level ; (J.,) 402

LeBoeuf, 195

Lees (J. H.) level 401

Lenhart's run, >
. . . . 347

Leonard holloV well No. 1, 91

Lesler (M.) (C.) farms, 13,14,214

Lesley, (J. P.,) 104,132

Levels in the various townships, 386,406

Lewis, Mr., 88

Lewis run; station, 97,102; 90

Lewis well, 88

Liberty street ; Warren 309 ; 306

Lilly well, 120

Limestone township 338,150,165,219,266,279,290

" levels 403

" population, 154

" wells, 31

Linden well, No. 1, 58

Lindsey, Mr. ; well, 65

Little Brokenstraw, . . . 167,170,180,199,200,224,229-231,233,239,256,261

" headwaters 223

" valley, 224,225,231

" flats, ,
232

" east branch, 259

" oil wells 260

Little farm, • 93

Little Valley, 203

Little wells, 1, 2, 3, 4, (levels,) 93

Livzey, J. V. W. ; well No. 3, 61

Lockhard & Archbold, well No. 2, Berringer farm, (level,) 66

Lockwood well. No. 1, (level,) 67

Log-house wells, "48

Log-house, well at 48

Logan, Mr 29

Logan, S. B., 2,3,21,118

Logan well, (Kinzua,) 21,29,213,357

" Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2,3,118,119

Lonsbury, H. B., summit, (level,) 402

Lonsbury, S. A., forks at, (level,) 402

Loomis, T. B., 228

Loomis well, 228

Loomis or Capt. Hood well, 227

Loop farm . 99

Loraine County, Ohio 144

Lot—(See Tract Warrant.
Lots, 587, 616, 668, 745 365

Lottsville 200,229,231,232,236,239

" corners, (level,) 387

" " " 388
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liOttsville well No. 1 199,232,233
" well No. 2 233,234

Louoks, M., summit, (level,) 391

liower Sheffield or Barneville, 173

Lower Sheriff run head, 405

IjUCUS, D. J., 2,9

Ludlow; level, 378; 156,379

Lund's P. corners,level, 402

Lutlieran Church corners, level, 390

Lycoming County, 150

Lykens Valley, 185

Lytle & Vesie, 114

MoCalmont farm, .... . 61
'• wells, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 14-17, 23, 24, 26-32, 38, 39, (levels,) . . . 66, 67

McCandless well 144

McCart, Jas '. 71, 74

MoClay cross-roads, level, 393

McClintock well, * 9

MoCormick, H., 139

McCormick, J. D., summit, level, 398

MoCormick, B., summit, level, 400

McCoy's ; farm ; cliff, 207; 206,246 ; 243

McCoy's J., level, 393

McCoy's, T., road, level 393

McCreath, A. S., 235,317,326'

MoCune, D., summit, level, 396

McDonald & Markham well, 369

McDonald well No. 5, Hutton farm (level,) 66

McFarland & Avery well, level, . , . . 66

McGee summit, level, 398

MoGill well No. 2, level, 57

McGarrel farm, 73

McGraw's corners, level, 398

McGrew, Dorsey, 63

McGrew Bros, wells No. 1 and 5, 63

Mclntyre farm, , 260

Mclntyre's, J., level 396

McKean, J. B., corners, level, 403

McKean, D. H., level, . . 400

McKean County, . 84 , 135 , 136 , 149 , 150 , 164 , 165 , 174 , 176 , 177 ,179 , 185 , 194 , 347, 358

" line ; Elk line, ; 28; 104

•' map 178,179

" wells; wells in Tuna Valley 94,97,104; 87

McKean Elk Land and Improvement Co 112

MoKee, E., summit, level, . 402

McKee well, Clintonville, level, 66

MoKinney well No. 1, Barringer farm, level, 66

" No. 2, Kinnerdeli farm, level, 66

McKissook farm tract 59

McLaughlin, T., 53, 76

McLaughlin well ; level, 76 ; 57
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McMullin & Hallock gas well 99

MoMurray, J., farm, i
103

McMurray, B., farm ; well, 98

McNalr farm, 24

McNutt farm; well No. 1, 74

MoWilliams, Mr. ; farm, 7

Madison farm 70

Magee, level, 158

Magee, Mr. ; farm 4, 5

" house (level,) 159

" well No. 1 (level,) 159

Magee, Boon 77,78,79

Magee, J., farm, 4

Magee, J. A. ; well No. 4, 5

Magee & Co.'s new rig, level, 159

Magee & Hortou well No. 1, 25,381

Magee & Neamith well, 5

Magee run head, . 53

Mahoopany well ; level, 368,372; 386

Mallery, J. W., summit, level, 393

Manrossfarm, 74

Manross well Nos. 1 & 3, 74

Marble, C, level, '

Marien Corners, • . •
81

Marienville center, 85

Markham well No. 2, level, 67

ikarks, . . 67

Mars, B., well No. 2, 56

Marsh, H. C, 25

Marshburg-Kinzua road, 358

Marshburg well, 90

Martin, D., summit level, 395

Marvin oreek; valley, 115,117

Mason well No. 3, 4, 68

Matthews run; valley, 167,172,237-239,262,263; 262

Matthews run gap at saw-mill, level, 390

Matthewson, S., summit, level 390

May's siding, level, 156

Mazee well, No. 2, 4

Mead township, 150,180,219,349

" level; population; wells 404; 154; 20,354

Mead farm 62,63,316

Mead run, 262,356

Mead's saw-mill, level, ... 387

Meadville, 224

Melvin farm, 102

Melvin Nos. 1, 27-35, 37, 39, 41, 42, 45, 46 91,92

Mendenhall, J., farm, 139

Mercer county ; wells, 150,176,185,189,192,193; 118

Merkle, Moore & Co. well, 39

Merkel, Wm., Supt. Eoon. Oil Co., 843
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Merrick & Harris well, 369
Merrill & Holmden, .'

.

' ' '

73
Miam Hollow, '. 97 102
Miekelson's, P., 29o
Miokelson, P. J., summit, level, 403
Middle Knob, . . 32o
Mile run, error for Six Mile run 352
Miles' run ; mouth, 261
Miles' mill ; level, 13 2
Miles' mill or Clark well 13
Miley, M., summit, level, 406
Miller's, B. T., level 387

Miller, C, well, 369
Miller, Joel, Esq., 146

Miller, J., corners level, 403

Miller, J., summit level, 391

Miller's cliff, 188,200,202,208,229,230
" level ; top of, level 229; 387
" corners, level, 387

Millerstown, 145

Millstone creek ; mouth, 81,83; 194

Milligan & Pertig well, 64

Ministers run, 27

Minister run in Limestone township, .338,361,362

Minor & Schreiber tract, Allegheny township, Venango Co., 58

Monthly production. Cherry Grove, 371

Moody farm well No. 1, 90

Moody well No. 4, 92

Moore's, level, 157

Moore, Merkle & Co. well, 39

Morek, Schultz & Co., 80

Morris, A. P., corners, level, 392

Morris estate, . . ... 101

Morrison, J. H., cross-roads, level, 398

Morrison, (Widow) farm, 28

Morrison run, 22

Morrison run, Pleast. T., 347,352

" well, 349

Morrison <fe Bulger well, Kennerdell farm (level,) 66

Morse, L. S., level, 159

Morten, B., summit, level, 394

Morton, P., summit, level, 388

Mount Kaub ; well 205; 89,205

Mowers', B., farm, 15

Mud run, 241

MuUer wells Nos. 1, 5-10, 125, 91, 92

Munger's, E., level 386

Munhall & Smithman well, . 369

Murphy, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 368,369,372

Murphy & Co. well 368

Murphy, J. W 112
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Myer'sfarm, 348

Mystery well ; record, 365,372; 375

National Hotel, Tidioute, level, 399

Neah farm ; well, 138

Nelll, J. H., farm, 75

Neill, O., well, 103

Neilltown, 69-76

Nesbitt well, 144

" No. 1, Sutton farm, level 66

" No. 2, Kennerdell farm, level 66

Nesmlth, D., • 4

Nesmlthwell ' 309

Nesmith & Bovard well, No. 1, 4

Nesmith & Magee well, 5

New London, 166,274,283

New Orleans, 151

New York State 125,126,151,166,171,174,177,179,180

" " 188,193,194,197,199,202,206,220,227,228,231 ,237,241,332,333,335

" " State line; level, 17,149,220; 156,224
'• " Geology, 176

" " Reports 180

" " Survey, 176

" " nomenclature, 197

" " oil; wells, 165 ; 97

" " wells in Cattaraugus Co 87,94

New York, Penn. & Ohio RR., (levels,) 155

Newton, level, 157

Newton well, 269

Neyhart & Pierce tract, 283

NiehoUs, G. W., summit, level 894

Nioholls, John, 60

NiohoUs & Krotzer, 60

NichoU's well, 81,82,83,92

Nicholson, R. J., 139

Nickle Oil Co. well 368,372

Nlver, Mr. ; well, level, 17,^
Niver farm ; well, 246,247

Niver, C, farm, 17

Nobles, C, level, 405

Noble, Mr., 124

Noble farm well No. 4, 56
North Bank ; level 324 ; 159
North creek. Driftwood branch, 134

North opening, [ Dinsmoor creek bed
, ] 324

North Rocks, 187 307
North Warren ; level, . . 7 153

163-165, 167,207,214-216,246,308-311,316, 319, 332, '157
" " depot, level, 401
" " district, 209
" " wells near, 10 16

Northwestern Oil Co. well, 369
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Nortons, level, 157

Norway, G., road, level, 395

Nuttall's rocks, level 390

Nuttall's rooks, level, 229

Nuttall's conglomerate peak, 256

Octave wells, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, Hyde farm, (levels,) 57

" Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7, Purteil farm, (levels,) , 57

Octave & Burtis well, level, . . . . . 57

Octave District, Cherry tree township, Venango Co. wells ; elevations, 55 ; 57

Offerlee lot, Allen well, 309

O'Hare & Abbott farm, 57

Ohio, 144,192,193,197,220,224,235,326

" Loraine county, 144

" State line, 185

" Geological Survey 235

" Report, Vol. II, 273

Oil City 61,62,152,315

"1 level, 158

" well levels south of, 62

Oil City Derrick 371

Oil creek 61,153,173,174,24^,249,256,267,269,272,275,276,279,311

" basin, ,. . 173,267

" lake, 119

" depot, level 157

" township, Venango county, 53

"Oil Farm," 344

Oil rooks of S. E. Warren, 382

Oil sands distinguished, 382

Oil shaft, (Tidioute,) 343,344

Oil wells in Sheffield township, 379

Oil wells in Pleasant township, 349

Oil wells in Elk township, 336

Old Owl well, Ill

Old South Opening 324

Old Tannery well, 309

Olean, N. Y 100,151,180,181

Clean Rock city, 181,188

Olean, Bradford & Warren Extension R. R., 152,176

Oleopolis, level, . .
1^8

Oliver & Bacon's wells, .
123

Olmstead's, A. H., summit, level, 393

Olmstead farm, ^3

Olmstead well, No. 1, • 87

Olson, N., summit, level, 396

Onondaga Oil Co., •'*

Osmer & Co. well ; wells Nos. 3-6
' II ; 16,309

Osmer or Hazeltine well, No. 1, 2, 309

Ott'sstation,
212,306,307

Owen, H. W., level, ''^6

Packard, (B. A.,) ^°

Palmer (A. L.) summit, level
;
(D.,) 395; 17, 18
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Panama ' 180,181,196 to 201,228

Parker (P.) level ; farm, 384;118,*119

Parshall & Dennison well, *15

Pass (the,) .... . . . 186-187,320-321,326 to 332; level, 159

Patterson (D. K.W.) well, (Russeilberg,) *16,246

" Amery <fe) wells, 101-102

Payne old well, level, 260,391

Pembertou & Co. well, 369

Pennsylvania State line 180,237,220

" General Assembly, 1880, 150

" house section; level, 287,»291;158

" (see West. Insane Asylum,) 153

Perkins, (H. ;) summit, level, 230; 393

Pero (A.) summit, level, 394

Perry farm ; well, *64

" Magee run section, 286,290

Peter's run mouth, 89

Peterson (A. ) forks, level, T 389

" ,(L. M.) summit, level, 395

" (M.) summit, level 401

Petrolia, 145

Petroleum center, 75,311

" monthly, 104

Pettit & Smith well, level, 57

Pew's, . 67

Phelp's creek, (Pine Valley cut,) , *224,225

Phil. & Brie railroad, 106,113,127,153,

153,166,167,176,212,248 ; levels, 156 ; depot level, 296,157 ; stations

at Garland 259, Hyner's 136, Irviuton 158, Stoneham 20, Union
city 121, Warren 158 to 160, crossing 156, B. P. <fe W. junction 158,

Brokenstraw bridge 158, Warren bridge 151, (all levels.)

Phillhart well, . . . *8,213,215,296

Phillip's (A. H. L ) (li. D.) summits, levels, 391

" wells; level, 16,63, 63

Pierce & Co. well level 57

" & Neyhart tract, 283

Pike's rooks; level, 188,229,237,239; *390

Pike valley corners, 386

Pilling (H.) road forks, level, 390

Pine (Bob's) creek in Limestone T., 338

Pine creek, wells, valley, 138,271 to 274

Pine valley, (Phelp's creek cut.) . . . *224

Pine Grove township, . . 64,150,162,203,206,219,220,242 to 247,*244,320,333
;

" " population 154; wells, *16

Piney run, . .146
Pittstield corners ; depot, levels, 394

Promer (old) gas well, 64

Pithole city ; creek, 59; 58, 60

Pittsburgh 150,151,166,248
" Titusville & Buffalo R. R. section, 228
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Pittsfield, 167,259 to 263; level, 156,157

" township, 150,163,165,186,219,247,250,254,*256,261,269,276; population, 154

Pleasant township 150,162,169,219,295; *345;

"
,

' " levels, 404; population, 154; wells, *19

Pleasaiitville, 54,55,118
" & TitusvUle planK road, 53

Plummet well No. 25 67

Poland, level, 155

Popes hollow, N. Y., 180,181,206,207

Porter (D.) summit, level, .... 391

" & Waugh's well, 165

Potter county well, 127

" run section 286,*289

Pottsville, 164

Prather, (Mr.,) 126

Prentice mill station ; wells, 90; *102,*98

President, level, 158

Preston (J. W.) summit level 241,391

Prise (W. H.) farm, 199,230,231

Producer Consol. L. & P. Co. ; record, 89,112,128; *91

Proper farm, ... . . . 79

Prosser (E. S.) farm; run, . . *55; 224,*225,249

Purtell farm ; wells, . . 56,57

Putnam cross-roads (N.) level; well, 391; 246

P. T. & B. BB. summit 247

Quaker hUl, 162,186,210,246,332

" coal bank 30,320,*322,334,356

" " range; road 187,6,297,312,330

" " & Warren high road, levels, 59

Kaoe island, . . 309

Bailroad lands, wells, 91

Bamsey, (J. W.,) 142

Bandall, (A.,) level 392

" (B. M.,) , 158

" (F. A.,) . 1 to 15, 17, 19 to 22,30,210,215,295 to 300, 304, 307,310, 313, 330

" " sections, 297,304,331

Randolph ; level 351 ; 155

Bankin farm, , 2,3

Bapp (J.) summit, level, 403

Baup farm, 89

Band wells, 91,92,96

Bawle, Noble & Co., 124

Raydure, (Watson &,) well *10,12,309

Raymilton wells, *68

Eaymond Bros, wells 9,*68

Beagle wells *68

Bed house level 155

Bead well, 332

Reed & Brenneman well, 368,372

Beesefarm; eddy 12,309; 212

" section; raUroad 287,*296,306; 296
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Reeve & Fisher well, *62

Reeve (W. J.) summit level, 402

Reports G^, 137 ; G^, 137, 136,177,301; I^, 157,185,268; 13,172-173,175,181,185,

190,195,209,231-234,244 ; 256 ; L, 121 ; N, 156 ; Q, Q2, Q,\ 185
; Q*, 118,120,

121,185,195,249 ; R, 104,156,185,188; V^, 185.

Rhind's run, ' 241,242,246

Richardson farm ; road, 90 ; 399

Ridelsparger farm, 21

Rider (S. E.) tummit, level, 392

Ridgeway ; wells, . . 128,129,194; 136

Risley (L.) summit, level, ... 387

River hill " " 398,399

Robinson farm, 57

Rook city ; in N. Y., 358; 100,180,187,198,327

Rocky hollow well, *236

Rockwood level, 158

Rogers (Alanson) estate ; farm, 22 ; 89

" (Lucius) well, *117

Ross Mill, level, 157

Rouse, (H. D. ;) fund, 153; 167

Rouseville, 153

Roy farm Wing well *2,309

Roystone station ; level 156,378,379

Ruland (J. M.) level, 392

Russell (A.) (R.) levels; run, 388 ; 242

Russellburg, . . . . 17,206,207,216,244,246,247,309; depot level 157,312

Russellburg (Patterson) well, ... *116

Rutherford run, 95

Rynd farm, 129

St. Joe 138

St. Mary's well, *131,136

Salanianoa, 152,153,176,180,181,224
" township, N. Y., 188,206
" rock city ; levels, 203 ; 155
" Centennial well No. 2 ' *ioi

Salem wells, levels, *63

Salisbury well, *146

Salmon creek, 84

Sampson (A.) (W. G.) levels, .- 281,388

Samuelson (C. J.) (D.) levels, 390

Sands holding oil, .... 884

Sandy Creek township, (Ven Co.) wells, *68

Sanford farm, 87

Sardine Oil Co. well 369

Saw-mill well No. 1, 2, *37, *38
" mills in S. E. Warren, 337

School-houses, levels; (Columbus,) 386,387,389,394
" " (Pagundus) level, 399

Schoonmaker farm, . 96

Schramling (C.) (D.) levels • 386
Sohuler's (M.) lovel 400
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Schultz (M. M.) & Co.,

._ 104,106,127,128,129
" Morok <feOo., 80

Sohreiber, (P.) 64
" & Harsh wells,

, 93
Soofieid corners level, 398

Sears, level, 247

Seiver (R.) summit level, 393

Sergeant station, U3
Seward farm, 88

Shalt for OU (Tidioute,) 343,344

Shamburg 275 ; Hamilton farm wells, levels, 57 ; Petroleum Co.'s well, . *73

" & Thompson well »70

" & Pink well No. 5, *62

Sharon, 185

Sharpsburg, 138

Shaw Bros. & Green well, *20, 342,365,384

Sheafer, (A. W.,) 127

Sheehan's (T.) level, 392

Sheffield, 24,25,80,153,166,176,193

" station, 94 ; level, 406

" levels 154,378,379

" road; tanneries, 365 ; 161

" Blue-Jay oil sand, 385

" township, *377, 150, 170, 173,180, 219,238

" population, '. 154

" wells; drUIings, *23,379

" levels, 406

Sheidemantio well 368,372

Shepard run,

Sherman well No. 1, *56

" Hatch & Co. 'swell '. *117

Shingle mUl well, level, *37,403

Shorts well, No. 1 65

Shreeve (Caleb) tarm 54

Sieohrist, (J.,) 348

Siegrist (A.); (P.,) levels, 404; 400

Siggins, (H. K.); (Lem.,) 12,13; 51,53,54

" & Brown well *61

Sills run, 19,295,297,306,307,345,348

" " wells, 349; section, 287,*295

Silver creek well, *129

Simcox well No. 3 65

Sinolearville, level, • 157

Singular rooks, level, 159,186,187

Sinnemahoning, ^35

Six mile run, 352

Skinner, summit, level, ... 394

Slate road comers, " 389

Slater (J.) summit, " ^^S

Sloan farm well, 309

28 mi.
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Smethport 114,115,117

" Oil Co. 'swell No. 1 114

Smith, (Mr.,) > 5,28,102

" (A.M.); (Caspar,) 233,234; 117

" (Ed.); (G.); (P.M.,) 143; 121; 159

" (Mrs.) cross-roads, summit, levels 390

" (W.) level, 317,318,401

" well, (Wid. Morrison farm,) 28,213, *233

" Bros, well (Sutter farm) No. 1, -.
. . . *5,212,215

" " " " *6, 159,213,214,215,298

" & Dible section, ." 347

" & Pettit well, level, 57

Skidmore, level, 157

Stiaveley's (L.) summit, level, 339,403

Snow (J.) well, 369

Snyder's, (Norman,) 103,159,331

" summit level; section, 320,*330; 331,335

Snydersburg well, *140

Somerset Co. wells *139

SoUsof S. E. Warren, ... 337

South Warren, 152,176

South West division of townships *266

South West township 150, 165,219, 266,268, *271,

" " " 275,276,277,315; population, 154; levels, 397; wells, *49

South bank (Dinsmoor) coal bed, 159,324

Spang & Chalfant well *138

Speakman's, (G.,) 313

Spencer (C.) summit level, 337; farm, 241

Sprague, (L. H.,) 344

Spring creek station level, 156,166,248,249,254,393
" " junction with Brokeustraw 132,194,249
" " road; sections 52,268; *254,*255
" " well *132

" " township 150,154,165,219,247,256,259
" " levels,' 393

Staflbrd <fc Barnsdall well 369
" wells, summit, level, 405

Staley farm , 138

Stanbridge farm well No. 1 #56

Star, level 157

State line 17,93,94,163,170,174,
" " 188,193,200 to 204,207,215,216,227,229 to 231,237,241,256,309,333,335
" " wells; summit in Columbus, 93; 386
" road, 63,229,249
" insane asylum 308,316

Stambaugh & Blake • 75
Steamburg, level, 351 ; 155
Steam Manufacturing Co. wells, *122,123
Stearns (J.) summit, level ' 397

Stevenson (Jas.) 138
Stewart farm, lot ; lease well, 6,309; 16
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Stewart run, level, 158
" <fc Wood well, »51

" wells (Thompson farm) levels, 57

Stillwater creek ; level, 167,172,237,238,240; 389
" outlet; basin 237,238

Stimpson wells *120

Stonewell, »3tf

Stoneboro, Mercer Co., 126

Stoneham, 156,211,212,213,308,332
" olifis; tanneries, 354 ; 161

" wells (near); oil 20; 357

Storum (S.) level, 401

Strand (A..) corners, level, 390

Strauss well, level, 57

Strong & Kenton wells 16

Stroup farm well B *44

" run well H, *47

Struthers, Taylor & Co. wells, *4,*9,*12,»21,213, 261,309

Stutflebiam wells *70,*71

Sturdevant (W.) summit, level 400

Sugar creek, 174,''358

Sugar Grove, 220,238,240,313

" " township, 150,167,

" " " 172,188,206,219,220,*237,262; population, 154; levels, 389

" " hotel, level 389

Sugar run; level, 90,100,160,358

" " wells ; bridge, 359 ; 160

Sugar lake, 120

Sullivan (Ch.;) (G.,) 364 ; 395

Sulphur spring ; section, *264,287; *293

Sumners (W.) level 393

Sunbury <fe Erie R. R., 152

Suspension bridge, Tidioute, 344

Susquehanna river, . . • 146

Sutter farm, level, 5,6,159

Sutton farm 66, 67

Swaggert's farm wells, »46,*47,*48

Swalleywell, 120

Swamp run ; valley *225; 224,226

Sweed well, 16

Sweet (E. A.) summit, level, .' 392

" (H.) forks, level, 391

Sweeting farm, 159

Switzer lot wells 91

Symmes, 57

Taber & Thompson well, level, 67

Tack Bros, well, 368

Tanner (A. P.) well;* Co., 368; 145

Tanner's hill, 212,214,297,298,299,316

'• " section ;
quarry, 287,297; 306

Tannery well (old,) 309
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Tanneries in S. E. Warren, 337

Tarbox well, ' 227

Tarport, 88,93,102,205

" wells 91,92, 93

Taylor (Prank;) (J.J.;) (L.,) 127 ; 4 ; 114

(H. li.,) & Co., 67,90,145

" wells, *93,*102

(R. D.) land 139

tracts, 94, 95

&Struthers; well, 4,261,309

& Phillips well, 16

(Ernhout &) well, 127

Tennessee, 192

Thayer (P.) level, 390

Therry wells, 92

Thomas, J. level, .... 401

Thompson (Moses) farm; well; levels, 57 ; 75, *141 ,173; 158

Thompson's (Mead town,) 351

" station ; section, 187 ; 291 ,292

" summit (S.) level 398,399

" & Andrews well, 368

" & Filkins well, 369

" & Paber well, level, 67

" Garvey, 69,70,71,72,73,74,75

" & Shamburg well, *70

" & Turner wells, 63

Tidioute, 20,158,165,179,182,192,196

" ' 200,217,234,256,261,266,271,274,276,278,286,287,289,293,311; borough
" population, 155 ; station, level, 158,399,403; suspension bridge, 151

" Bend, 174; island 278,279
" creek, 276
" Grand valley road , 288
" wells «31,342
" shaft sunk for oil, 344

Tim Mullen well, . . 368

Tionesta, 79,156,238; levels, 158
• creek, . 27,79,80,166,173,176,310,338,345,351,301; valley, *377 ; hill, 405
" valley narrow gauge railroad, 153,176
" township (Forest co.) wells, *77

Tipton's land ; well *46

Titusville, . 55,152,153,235,248,251,269,273,284; levels, 157; Herald, 374
" wells ; levels, 117 ; 57

" & PleasantvlUe plank road, *53

Toad hollow, 101

Toby wells, 57

Tolles, (W.)i wells, 20; 212,213,308,342,354
" " oil sand, 384

Toms run, 140

Towler, (D. S. S.,) 81 to 85,140
" <fe Hunt wells *82,*8S,84,85

Township line section, 287,*298
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Tract, (see Lot,) No. 452

" 349; No. 456,347; No. 479,347; No. 643,342; No. 665,865; No. 3703,359;
Traoy gas well 125
Trim, (Ezra); level; corners 267,396; 397
Triumph,

. .165,272,274,276,278,279,280,283,287,289; ridge, 276; hill, 280
" township, 150,165,186,219,266,274,«275,286; population, 154 ; levels, 398

Trumbower, Bennie, well, *99

Trumbull Co., Ohio, 224

TrunkeyvUle, level, 168

Trushell & Co. well, :. . 309

Tuna (Tunanguaiit)'oreek 90,188,194,203 to 205 ;

" " flats, 87,88 ; valley railroad lands, 93 ; drive pipe, *93 ; wells, *87

Turtle, : 160,358
" cliffs; section 287,*301,*302,330

Tuttletown ; well, 302 ; 332

Turner & Duncan well, »22

" & Thompson wells, 63

Turtle cliff rocks, 358

Tylerburg, 140

Two mile run, level, 377

Union city depot, well *121

Union Oil Co. wells 368>369,372

Upton's quarry, 201,202

Vakeley (S.) bridge level, 392

Valentine (Mrs.) cross-road level, 398

Valiant Oil Co. well, 368

Vandergrift city ; level, 362 ; 405

Vanman (E.) summit level, 392

Van Orman, (Lewis,) 243

VanScroy (Dr.) wells, *27,357

Van Vliek wells, *103

Vaughan & Keown well, *101

Venango County, ... '

. . . .149,150,164,165,176,193,267,

" " 268,271,275 ; survey, 177 ; oil field, 202 ; sections, 198 ; wells, *53,118

Verback's deep well, 2,5,159

Vermont, level, 157

Vezie, 114

Walcott wells, 93

Waldeu (D.) farm; cliff', / . .202; 222,223; 250

Walker well, 309 ; cross-roads level, 387

" & Jackson wells (2 and 7,) *89,*97

Wales (J.) farm, corner, level, 51,272,397

Wallace, (Barton and,) 129

Walnut bend, level, ^
158

" street Warren, level,' 158

Walton (C.) summit level, 386

" corners; Knob, 386; 386,222,223

Warrants, .(4)188,(24)206,(36)22,

(55) 20, (72) 29, (76) 23, (194) 270, (367) 24, (573) 20, (668) 26, (745)

27, (2058,2091) 117, (2276,2277) 102,104,97, (3076) 111, (3084) 111,

" (3168,3170,3171) 81 to 85, (3212,3218,3257,3261) 127,128,(3714) 90,
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Warrants, (5553)323, (5554)323,330, (5131) note 338, (5220) note 338, (5548) 336.

" (See Tract; see Lot.)

Warren county, atlas ;
population, 175,220; 155

" township, wells, »1

" oilfield, *319, 182,209,211

Warren, 3 to 9,12 to 16,20,22,

150,151,152,163,166,172,174,176,180,182,183,186,187,191,207 to 217,
" 234,237,261,294 to 300,304, 306,308, 309,320,324,331 ; borough, 211,
" 297 ,319 ; population, 155 ; levels, 156,157 , 158 ; depot level, 159 , 160,400

" section, 287,*297,*304
" <fe Farnsworth valley railroad, 153,176
" & Franklin railroad, 152
" and Venango railroad, 152
" suspension bridge, 151
" road, . . 36
" & Quakerhill high road levels, 169
" & Uorydon highway, . . 320,328,330,331
" " " bridge, level, 151

" " " river road, levels 160
" road wells, . *36,*37

Water and Short streets, level, 309

Water's farm ; well, .... 100 ; 309
" (M.) forks, level, 401

Watt's flats ; level, 156 ; 224

Waterboro', level, 155

Watson (T.) level, 403
" township, *338, 150, 219,290
" " population ; well.s, 154 ; *2o
" (R.;) (Son,) 10; 12; 119
" & Jones wells, *7
" Raydure & Co. wells, . *10,*12,309
" well (Henderson farm,) »53
" " (Caleb Shreeve farm,) «54
" (Jonathan) well, 57
" deep well at Titusville,

. . 284
Waugh <fe Porter's well, Ifi5

Way (T.) summit level, 392
Weed, (Wm.,) 393
Week's (Fenton) well, *17,216,246,309
Weiler's ( A. G.) level, 499
Weiden (W.) summit level, 395
Wells A, B, C, D, SiS
" C (Swaggert farm,) G, H, I, J, K, .' «47
" D No. 4, 48
" L (Hunter's run,) *48
" N 289 ; O, R, S, T, ! !

'. *46

Wells in Cherry Grove drilled in 1882, 368
Welsh farm, 93

Wentworth well
; (W.) summit, *120

; 395
West Enterprise comers, level, 397
Wesley (W.) well, •SS
West Spring creek ; section, 249,255; 254
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West Hickory, 166

Western Insane Asylum, 153,163,164,207,316
Wetmore (G. R.) farm, 12,156
" & Murphy 368

Whale Oil Co. well, - 368

Whaley (C.H.) level, 396
" (E. B.) summit level 394

Wheeler, (C. L.,) 90, 93

Whitaker (R.) farm; well, 93,94; 92

White, (I. C.,) 126,178,179,189,192,195,198,223,249
" well; level, *52,268 to 271 ; 397

Whitney (C. S.) well; (Dr.,) *101; 232

Wickham, (O. D.,) 55

Wilcox village 106,127,128,129,194
" wells 62,63,*104,*106,»108,U2,136,194
" Brant & Co.'s well *117

" Tanning Co., 128,129

Wild Cat run ; hollow weU, 117 ; *126

Williams (J.) level, ' 160

Willow creek; wells, 174,188,358; 359

Wilsou (C. &0.) summit level, 387

" (Mrs.) corners; (F.) (W.) summit, 398; 392

" run, 127

Wing wells *2,*11, 16,309

Wise well, *56

Wolf (J.) road ;& Co. well, 394; 369

Wolf Creek Oil Co. well 27 ; *143

Wolf run well 332

Wolf den, 328,330

Wood (W. ;) (S.,) 51; 76,77,78

" wells, *77,*78,*79

" & Stewart well, *51

" Irvine & Co. well, level, 57

Woodland Oil Co. wells, *49,273

Woodburn (W. J.,) (S.,) (W.) levels 388

Woodiu (H.) (N.) levels 390

Wormley, (Dr.,) ,. ... 235

Wright, (N. P.,) 183,260

" (D. ; (P.) summit levels .393,394

" (F.) well, 369

Wrightsville 200,206,208,220,230,232,236,260,261

" corners level, 389

Yankee bush ridge ; road, '. . . . 316,331,334,335; 312,313

York hill; level; run, 186,187,262; 396; 262

York (R.) summit level 396

Young well level 394,260

" farm wells,
*^^

Youngsville, .153,167,238,263,265,266

.. population 155; levels, 156,157

" depot, comers, levels, 395

Zeigler& Smith well, oW 2fiq 260
Zuver (And.) well 252,253,269





Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

REPORTS FOR 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, AND 1882.

The following Beports are issued for the State by the Board of Commis-
sioners, at Harrisburg, and the prices have been flxed as follows, in accord-
ance with the terms of the act

:

PRICES OP REPORTS.
A. HiSTOBiCAi. Sketch of Geological Explorations in Pennsylvania

and other States. By J. P. Lesley. With appendix, containing Annual
Reports for 1874 and 1875 ; pp. 226, 8vo. ' Price in paper, $0 25

; postage, $0 06.

Price in cloth, W 5f} ; postage, $0 10.

A2. Special Report to the Legislature upon the Causes, Kinds,
AND Amount op Waste in Mining Anthracite Coal. By franklin
Piatt. With a chapter on Methods op Mining. By John Price Wetherill.

Illustrated by 35 figures of mining operations and a Plan op an Anthra-
cite Breaker. Price, $1 10 ;

postage, $0 12.

B. Preliminary Report op the Mineralogy op Pennsylvania—
1874. By Dr. F. A. Genth. With appendix on the hydro-carbon compounds,
by Samuel P. Sadtler. 8vo., pp. 206, with map of the State for reference to

counties. Price in paper, $0 50 ; postage, $0 08. Price in cloth, f 75 ;
post-

age, 80 10.

C. Report op Progress on York and Adams Counties—1874. By
Persifor Prazer. 8vo„ pp. 198, illustrated by 8 maps and sections and other

illustrations. Price in paper, ?0 85
;
postage, $0 10. Price in cloth, ?1 10

;

postage, $0 12.

C2. Report op Progress in the Countces op York, Adams, Cumber-
land, AND Pranklin—1875. Illustrated by maps and cross-sections, show-

ing the Magnetic and Micaceous Ore Belt near the western edge of the Meso-

zoio Sandstone and the two Azoic systems constituting the mass of the South

Mountains, with a preliminary discussion on the Dillsburg Ore Bed and

catalogue of specimens collected in 1875. By Persifor Prazer. Price, %l 25

;

postage, $0 12.

C2. Report op Progress in 1877. The Geology of Lancaster County,

with an atlas containing a colored geological map of the county, local map of

the Gap Nickel Mine, map and sections of the East Bank of Susquehanna

River ; other geological sections across the county, and geological colored maps

of York and Lancaster counties. By Persifor Frazer. 8 vo., pp. 350. Price

of Report and Atlas, $2 20-; postage, !f0 25.

C^. Report op Progress. Geology op Philadelphia County, and
OP THE Southern Parts op Montgomery and Bucks. Jiy Charles E.

Hall. Pp. 145, with Geological map sheet of colored cross-sections, and 24

pages cuts. Price, $1 65 ;
postage, ?0 13.

(1)



D. Report of PRoeKESS in the Brown Hematite Ore Ranges op Lb-

high County—1874, with descriptions of mines iying between Emaus, Al-

burtis, and FoglesvUle. By Frederick Prime. Jr. Svo., pp. 73, with a contour-

line map and 8 cuts. Price in paper, |0 50 ;
postage, $0 04. Price in cloth,

$0 75 ;
postage, $0 06.

D2, The Brown Hematite Deposits op the Siluro-Camerian Limb-

stones OP Lehigh County, lying between ShimersvUle, Millerstown,

SchencksvUle, Ballietsville, and the Lehigh river—1875-6. By Frederick

Prime, Jr. 8 vo., pp. 99, with 5 map-sheets and 5 plates. Price, ^1 60 ;
post-

age, $0 12.

E. Special Report on the Trap Dykes and Azoic Rocks op South-

eastern Pennsylvania—1875. Part I, Historical Introduction. By T.

Sterry Hunt. 8 vo., pp. 253. Price, fO 48 ;
postage, $0 12.

F. Report op Progress in the Juniata District on Fossil Iron Ore

Beds of Middle Pennsylvania. By John H. Dewees. With a report of the

AuGHWiCK Valley and East Broad Top District. By C. A. Ash-

burner. 1874-8. Illustrated with 7 Geological maps and 19 sections. 8 vo.,

pp. 305. Price, |2 55 ;
postage, |0 20.

G. Report of Progress in Bradford and Tioga Counties—1874-8.

I. Limits of the Catskill and Chemung Formation. By Andrew
Sherwood. II. Description of the Barclay, Blossburq, Fall Brook,

Arnot, Antrim, and Gaines CoAt Fields, and at the Forks of Pine

Creek in Potter County. By Franklin Piatt. III. On the Coking of

Bituminous Coal. By John Fulton. Illustrated with 2 colored Geological

county maps, 3 page plates, and 35 cuts. 8 vo., pp. 271. Price, $1 00 ; post-

age, ?0 12.

G2, Report op Progress. Geology of Lycoming and Sullivan
Counties. I. Field Notes by Andrew Sherwood. II. Coal Basins, by
Franklin Piatt. With two colored geological county maps and numerous
illustrations. 8 vo., pp. 268. Price, $1 06 ; postage, SO 14.

G^. Report of Progress in 1876-9. 8 vo., pp. 120. The Geology of

Potter County, by Andrew Sherwood. Report on the Coal Fields, by
Franklin Piatt, with a colored geological map of county, and two page plates

of sections. Price, fO 58 ; postage, |0 08.

G*. Report of- Progress. Part I. Geology of Clinton County.
Part II. A special study of the Carboniferous and Devonian Strata
along the West Branch of Susquehanna River. By H. Martyn Chance. In-

cluded in this report is a description of the Renovo Coal Basin, by Charles

A. Ashburner, and notes on the Tangascootack Coal Basin in Centre and
Clinton Counties, by Franklin Piatt. Price, ?1 05 ; postage, $0 12.

•G5. Report of Progress. The Geology of Susquehanna County
and Wayne County. By I. C. White. Pp. 243, with Geological map and
58 sections. Price, $0 70 ; postage, $0 12.

G8. Report of Progress, 1881. The Geology op Pike and Monroe
Counties. By I. C. White. 8 vo., pp. 407. Illustrated with colored Geo-

logical county maps, a map of glacial scratches, and 7 small sections. Also

special surveys of the Delaware and Lehigh Water Gaps. By H. M.
Chance, with 2 contou/red maps of Water Gaps, and 6 detailed sections. Price,

SI 15 ;
postage, SO 15.

H. Report of Progress in the Clearfield and Jefferson District
OP the Bituminous Coal Fields of Western Pennsylvania—1874. By
Franklin Piatt. 8 vo., pp. 290, illustrated by 139 cuts, 8 maps, and 2 sections.

Price in paper, $1 50 ;
postage, SO 13. Price in cloth, SI 75 ; postage, SO 15.

H'. Report op Progress in the Cambria and Somerset District

(2)



OF THE Bituminous Coal Fields of Western Pennsylvania—1875. By F.
and W. G. Piatt. Pp. 194, illustrated with 84 wood-cuts, and 4 maps and aec-
tions. Part I. Cambria. Price, $1 00 ; postage, 50 12.

H3. Report of Progress in the Cambria and Somerset District
of the Bituminous Coal Fields of Western Pennsylvania^l876. By F.
and W. G. Piatt. Pp. 348, illustrated by 110 wood-cuts and 6 maps and sec-
tions. Part II. Somerset. Price, $0 85

; postage, ?0 IS.

H-4. Report op Progress in Indiana County—1877. By W. G. Piatt.
Pp. 316. With a colored map of the county. Price, $0 80; postage, $0 14.
H5. Report op Progress in Armstrong Couifty—1879. By W. G. Piatt.

Pp. 238. With a colored map of the county. Price, $0 75 ;
postage, $0 16.

H6. Report op Progress in Jefferson County—1880; with colored
map of county. By W. G. Piatt. Price, $0 60 ; postage, |0 12.

1. Re:?obt of Progress in the Venango County District—1874. By
John F. Carll. With observations on the Geology around Warren, by F. A.
Randall

;
and Notes on the Comparative Geology of North-eastern Ohio and

Northwestern Pennsylvania, and Western New York, by J. P. Lesley. 8 vo.,

pp. 127, with 2 maps, a long section, and 7 cuts in the text. Price in paper,
$0 60; postage, ^ 05. Price in cloth, $0 83

;
postage, gO OS.

12. Report of Progress, Oil Wells, Records, and Levels—1876-7.

By John F. Carll. Pp. 398. Published in advance of Report of Progress, III.

Price, $0 60 ; postage, $0 18.

IS, Report of Progress—1875 to 1879. Geology of the Oil Regions of
Warren, Venango, Clarion, and Butler Counties, including surveys
of the Garland and Panama Conglomerates in Warren and Crawford
counties, and in Chautauqua county, New York, with descriptions of oU well
rig and tools, and a discussion of the preglacial and postglacial drainage of the

Lake Brie Country ; with Atlas. By John F. Carll. Price, $2 30 ;
postage,

fO 30.

J . Special Report on the Petroleum of Pennsylvania—1874, its

Production, Transportation, Manufacture, and Statistics. By Henry E. Wrig-
ley. To which are added a Map and Profile of a line of levels through Bntler,

Armstrong, and Clarion Counties, by D. Jones Lucas: and also a Map and
Profile of a line of levels along Slippery Rock Creek, by J. P. Lesley. 8 vo.,

pp. 122 ; 5 maps and sections, & plate and 5 cuts. Price in paper, ?0 75 ;
post-,

age, SO 06. Price in cloth, %l 00 ;
postage, $0 08.

K. Report on Greene and Washington Counties—1875, Bituminous

Coal Fields. By J. J. Stevenson, 8 vo., pp. 420, illustrated by 3 sections and 2

county maps, showing the depth of the Pittsburgh and Waynesburg coal bed

beneath the surface at numerous points. Price in paper, 80 65 ; postage, $0 16.

Price in cloth, $0 90 ;
postage, fO 18.

K2. Report op Progress in the Fayette- and Westmoreland Dis-

trict op the Bituminous Coal Fields of Western Pennsylvania—1876.

By J. J. Stevenson
; pp. 437, illustrated by 50 wood-cuts and 3 county maps,

colored. Part I. Eastern Allegheny County, and Fayette and Westmore-

land Counties, west from Chestnut Ridge. Price, $1 40 ;
postage, ?0 20.

K3. Report of Progress in the Fayette and Westmoreland Dis-

trict OF THE Bituminous Coal Fields of Western Pennsylvania—1877. By
J.J.Stevenson. Pp.331. Part II. The Ligonier Valley. Illustrated with

107 wood-cuts, 2 plates, and 2 county maps, colored. Price, $1 40 ;
postage,

?0 16.

t. 1875—Special Report on the Coke Manufacture of the Yough-

loGHBNY River Valley in Fayette and Westmoreland Counties,

with Geological Notes of the Coal and Iron Ore Beds, from Survej's, by Charles
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A. Young; by Franklin Piatt. To which are appended: I. A Report on

Methods of Coking, hy John Fulton. II. A Report on tlie use of Natural Gas

in the Iron Manufacture, by John B. Pearse, Franklin Piatt, and Professor

Sadtler. Pp. 252. Price, U 00 ;
postage, $0 12.

M. Repobt op Pboobess in the LaboratoIrt op the Subvby at

Habbisbubo—1874-5, by Andrew S. MoCreath. 8 vo., pp. 105. Prioe in pa-

per, |0 50: postage, $0 05. Price in cloth, $0 75 ;
postage, SO 08.

M2. Second Repobt of Peggbess in the Labobatoby op the Sub-

VEY, at Harrisburg, by Andrew S. McCreath—1876-8, including I. Classifica-

tion of Coals, by Persifor Frazer. II. Firebrick Tests, by Franklin Piatt.

III. Notes on Dolomitic Limestones, by J. P. Lesley. IV. Utilization of An-

thracite Slack, by Franklin Piatt. V. Determination of Carbon in Iron or

Steel, by A. S. McCreath. With 3 indexes, plate, and 4 page plates. Pp. 438.

Price in cloth, $0 65 ;
postage, $0 18.

M3. Third Report op Pbogbess in the Labobatoby op the Subvby,

at Harrisburg. Analyses, &o., &o. By Andrew S. McCreath. Pp. 126, with

2 indexes and map. Price, JO 40 ;
postage, $0 10.

N. Repobt of Pbogbess—1875-6-7. Two Hundbed Tables of Eleva-
tion ABOVE Tide-Level of the Railroad Stations, Summits and Tunnels

;

Canal Locks and Dams, River Riffles, (fee, in and around Pennsylvania; with

map ; pp. 279. By Charles Allen. Price, fO 70 ;
postage, $0 15.

O. Catalogue of the Geological Musuem—^1874-6-6-7. By Charles E.

Hall. Part I. Collection of Rook Specimens. Nos. 1 to 4,264. Pp.217. Prioe,

|0 40 ; postage, $0 10. «

02. Catalogue OP THE Geological Museum. By Charles B. Hall. Part

II. 1. Collection of rock specimens, Nos. 4265 to 8974. 2. Palseoutologioal

specimens. Prioe, |0 40 ;
postage, $0 12.

P. 1879—Repobt and Atlas of the Coal Floba of Pennsylvania
AND OP THE CaBBONIPEEOUS FORMATION THBOUGHOUT THE UNITED
States. By\jeo Lesquereux. Price of Report, $0 80

;
postage, $0 28. Price

of Atlas, ^ 35; postage, $0 22.

P2. The Pbbmian or Uppeb Cabbonipeeous Floea of West "Vir-

ginia AND S. W. Pennsylvania, with 38 plates. By Wm. M. Fontaine,

M. A., and I. C. White, A. M. Prioe, |2 25 ; postage, $0 17.

Q,. Report op Progress in the Beaveb Riveb District of the Bitu-
minous Coal Fields op Western Pennsylvania. By I. C. White. Pp.

337, illustrated with 3 Oeological maps of parts of Beaver, Butler, and Alle-

gheny Counties, and 21 plates of vertical sections. 1875. Price, ¥1 40 ; post-

age, SO 20.

Q,"-. Repobt op Progress in 1877. The Geology of LAWBEfJCE County,
to which is appended a Special Report on the Cobbelation op the Coal-
Measubes in Western Pennsylvania and Eastern Ohio. 8 vo., pp. 336, with
a colored Oeological Map of the county, and 134 vertical sections. By I. C.

White. Prioe, $0 70 ; postage, $0 15. •

Q,3. Repobt op Progress in 1878. 8 vo., pp. 233. The Geology of

Mercer County, by I. C. White, with a colored geological map of county,

and 119 vertical sections. Price, $0 60 ; postage, $0 11.

tl*. Report of Progress—1879. The Geology of Erie and Crawford
Counties, with tables of barometric heights in each township, and notes on
the place of the Sharon Conglomerate in the Palseozoic s6ries. By I. C.

White. Also, the discovery of the Preglacial Outlet of Lake Erie,
with two maps of the Lake Region. By J . W. Spencer, Ph. D. Price, $1 17

;

postage, fO 18.

B. Report of Peogress. The Geology of McKean County, and its con-
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neotion with that of Cameron, Elk, and Forest, with Atlas containing 8
sheets of maps and sections. By Clias. A. Ashburner. i'rioe, $1 70 ; postage
JO 22.'

T. Repobt of Progress. Geology of Blair County, with 35 illustra-
trations and an Atlas of 14 sheets of the colored map of Morrison's Cove
&o. ; 1 index sheet, and 2 sheets of colored sections. By Franklin PlattI

Price of Report and Atlas, $4 55 ; postage, JO 28.

V. REPOR't OP Progress—1878. Part I. The Northern Townships of But-
ler county. Part II. A special survey made in 1875, along the Beaver and
Shenaugo rivers, in Beaver, Lawrence, and Merger Counties. 8 vo.,

pp. 248, with 4 maps, 1 profile section and 154 vertical sections. By H. Mar-
tyn Chance. Price, ?0 70 ; postage, $0 15.

V2. Report op Progress in 1879. 8 vo., pp. 232. The Geology of Clar-
ion CouNTr, by H. Martyn Chance, with colored geological map of county,

a map of the Anticlinals and Oil Belt, a contoured map of the Old River

Channel at Parker, 83 local sections figured in the text, and 4 page plates.

Price, $0 43 ; postage, $0 12.

Other Reports of the Survey are in the hands of the printer, and will soon

be published.

The sale of copies is conducted according to Section 10 of the Act, which
reads as follows

:

* * * "Copies of the Reports, with all maps and supplements,

shall be donated to all public libraries, universities, and colleges in the State,

and shall be furnished at cost of publication to all other applicants for

them."

Mr. P. W. Fobman is authorized to conduct the sale of reports ; and letters

and orders concerning sales should be addressed to him, at 223 Market street,

Harrisburg. Address general communications to Wm. A. Ingham, Secretary.

By order of the Board,

WM. A. INGHAM,
Secretary of Board.

Rooms of Commission and Museum : Address of Secretary

:

SSS Market Street, Harrisburg. 22S Market Street, Harrisburg.
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